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Abstract

We surveyed a number of genome visualisation tools used in biomedical research. We recognised that

none of the tools shows all the relevant data geneticists who look for candidate disease genes would like

to see. The biological researchers we collaborate with would like to view integrated data from a variety

of sources and be able to see both data overviews and details. In response to this need, we developed

a new visualisation tool, VisGenome, which allows the users to add their own data or data downloaded

from other sources, such as Ensembl. VisGenome visualises single and comparative representations of

the rat, the mouse, and the human chromosomes, and can easily be used for other genomes. In the

context of VisGenome development we made the following research contributions. We developed a new

algorithm (CartoonPlus) which allows the users to see different kinds of data in cartoon scaling depending

on a selected basis. Also, two user studies were conducted: an initial quantitative user study and a

mixed paradigm user study. The first study showed that neither Ensembl nor VisGenome fulfil all user

requirements and can be regarded as user-friendly, as the users make a significant number of mistakes

during data navigation. To help users navigate their data easily, we improved existing visualisation

techniques in VisGenome and added a new technique CartoonPlus. To verify if this solution was useful,

we conducted a second user study. We saw that the users became more familiar with the tool, and found

new ways to use the application on its own and in connection with other tools. They frequently used

CartoonPlus, which allowed them to see small regions of their data in a way that was not possible before.
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Thesis Statement

The goal of this PhD was to find out which of the known visualisation techniques and user study techniques

are applicable to the development of improved genome maps for comparative genomics, as required in the

data analysis carried out at the British Heart Foundation Cardiovascular Research Centre at Glasgow. As

biological researchers need user-friendly visualisation techniques to work more effectively and efficiently,

we hypothesised that improved zooming is the most essential application feature. This hypothesis was

tested by developing a new genome browser (VisGenome) and a new scaling algorithm (CartoonPlus). To

identify which type of user evaluation yields more results, we tested two types of user study techniques

and compared structured and field-based user studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computer technologies permeate our lives. Computers are used in different science areas and help both

old and young people. Medical researchers are trying to find new weapons to fight diseases, and improved

computer technologies can be very helpful. Visualisation of genome comparisons is an important research

tool in biology and medicine, but none of the genome browsers we studied (see Chapter 3) fulfilled the

requirement of showing all the data needed for the biologists’ work in one display, or allowed the medical

researchers to study QTLs (quantitative trait loci) and other relevant data, which could help them to find

disease causes and treatments. Our research aims to improve upon the existing computer technologies

and make them more usable. We1 studied visualisation techniques and conducted user studies, in order

to better understand the existing problems and support biomedical research.

Biologists produce a large number of biological data types which are very difficult to visualise.

Some research centres collect the data and allow the biologists to exchange and analyse it. However,

the computer solutions they produce are often slow and not intuitive. As a result, medical researchers

cannot add their new data easily to the existing visualisations or cannot see all the data in a way that

best supports their work.

During my PhD I experimented with existing visualisation tools and developed a genome browser -

VisGenome (see Chapters 5 and 7) - which shows genetic data in overview and detail. I implemented a new

scaling algorithm CartoonPlus (see Chapter 7). A controlled experiment involving biomedical researchers

comparing the new browser, VisGenome, and Ensembl was the next part of my PhD. The experiment

was designed as a response to the lack of visualisation support for candidate gene study. The experiment

showed that neither Ensembl nor VisGenome was perfect. However, the subjects were more successful in
1In the thesis we mainly used first person plural (we), to describe the thesis author’s findings. However, in some situations

to stress that some part of the work was being carried out by the author (particularly the user studies) we used first person

singular (I) while referring to the author.
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VisGenome, and they liked the mouse manipulation offering improved navigation through biological data.

The experiment led us to improve VisGenome and conduct another experiment (Chapter 8). Following

suggestions from HCI (human-computer interaction) specialists, the second user study was conducted in

the biologists’ everyday environment. The study showed how biologists use a number of different tools

in their work to carry out different activities and use those alongside visualisation tools, and revealed

strengths and weaknesses of VisGenome.

1.1 Motivation

Motivation for this work came from cooperation with medical researchers from the British Heart Foun-

dation Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre (BHF GCRC), who work with animals and try to find

genes responsible for hypertension. They use a number of applications to visualise their data, but none

of them fulfil all their requirements. On the other hand, there is a number of visualisation techniques

available but only small number of them is used in biology. Therefore, we decided to develop a universal

genome browser and evaluate it via user studies.

1.2 Aims

Visualisation techniques help medical researchers do their work more effectively and present different

resolutions of data. Our research aims to help the biologists to find genes responsible for diseases, especially

for hypertension. An application for genome visualisation, VisGenome, which compares data from different

sources and presents various degrees of granularity of genomic data was developed. The medical researchers

from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre are using the tool now for analysing their research

data. The application was evaluated during user studies with the biologists from the hospital. The aim

of the user studies was to find out what visualisation techniques are useful and what could be improved

in genome browsers and how. We also wanted to see how the new visualisation technique, CartoonPlus,

is used for biological data, and if is helpful or not. A more general question we tackled was how biologists

use various sources of data and how computer tools help them to do their work more effectively and

efficiently.

1.3 Methods

We employed the methodology of iterative software development. In user studies we used two methods: a

structured user study with tasks, followed by a questionnaire and interview; and an open-ended folkloristic

(environmentally valid) user study. More details are given in Chapters 6 and 8.
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1.4 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions related to HCI, visualisation, and bioinformatics.

• VisGenome, which is a novel genome browser, was designed and implemented with the needs of

the BHF users in mind. Its usefulness and usability was assessed. We demonstrated that the new

visualisation solution is useful and better than the existing solution.

• A novel scaling algorithm, CartoonPlus, was designed, implemented and tested via a user study. It

was found to be very useful, especially for small items of data.

• A novel genome browser classification was suggested and a number of known genome browsers were

positioned within this classification.

• Feedback from the user studies contributes to human-computer interaction. The user studies ex-

tended our understanding of user requirements in this application area. A structured user study

confirmed that the application is useful and how it could be extended. The mixed paradigm user

study showed constraints resulting from the working environment.

1.5 Thesis Organisation

This thesis is organised as follows:

• Chapters 2, 3, and 4 outline background knowledge from visualisation, biology, and human-computer

interaction which forms the foundation of our research. Chapter 2 (‘Visualisation Background’) in-

troduces the field of information visualisation. Attention is paid to techniques used in genome

browsers and to interaction techniques, especially the ones used in the user studies. Chapter 3

(‘Genome Browsers’) studies the known problems in biological data visualisation and introduces the

most popular genome browsers which are used by our collaborators. After carrying out our litera-

ture survey in visualisation, biology, and human-computer interaction, we decided to improve some

existing genome browsers what is described in the chapter. A novel genome browser classification

is presented. This material was published as a technical report [48]. Chapter 4 (‘HCI - Design and

Evaluation’) summarises basic knowledge from the fields of human-computer interaction and present

results from observation medical researchers from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre

during their work. The work introduces the user, who takes part in further experiments.

• Chapter 5 (‘VisGenome’) presents the development of VisGenome. The work was published as

an application note in Bioinformatics [51]. The application is available via Java Web Start from

http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome. After developing a new application, we evaluated it
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Figure 1.1: Thesis structure. The chapters are divided into 5 blocks: Introduction - introduces the research

work; Chapters 2, 3, and 4 present background knowledge and introduce research with existing genome

browsers and describes our users; Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 present the work on VisGenome (‘VisGenome‘

and ‘VisGenome - Extension‘) and the user studies (‘Initial Quantitative User Study‘ and ‘Mixed Paradigm

User Study‘); Chapters 9, 10, and 11 discuss, present future work, and conclude.

during a user study. Chapter 6 (‘Initial Quantitative User Study’) describes an experiment which

was conducted with the biological researchers from the Western Infirmary and the Bioinformatics

Research Centre at Glasgow. Parts of this chapter were published as a technical report [53] and in

the DILS’08 proceedings [52]. After the first experiment we improved VisGenome according to user

feedback and added a novel CartoonPlus algorithm. The new version of the application is described

in Chapter 7 (‘VisGenome - Extension’). CartoonPlus was published as a technical report [49] and

in the ICCS’08 proceedings [50]. The second version of VisGenome was also evaluated via an user

study, presented in Chapter 8 (‘Mixed Paradigm User Study’). Chapter 8 contains an analysis of

results from the study.

• Chapter 9 (‘Discussion’) discusses the research. Chapter 10 (‘Future Work’) provides possible di-

rections for future work. Chapter 11 (‘Conclusion’) concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Visualisation Background

This chapter describes the field of visualisation, the area of the research that forms the foundation of our

research in genome visualisation. It briefly defines information visualisation (InfoVis), and summarises

the techniques, especially the ones used in genome browsers. The most popular genome browsers with

their visualisation techniques are presented in the next chapter of the thesis.

2.1 Introduction

Visualisation aims to provide insight into user data, especially in the exploration and analysis of very large

data-sets, such large data sets are profuse in genomics. A very common situation, in biology and elsewhere,

is a high volume of information that is to be understood and a basic question facing the researchers: how

to understand and organise the entire data set. Visualisation is a possible solution in this situation.

We can find a short definition of visualisation in [11]. It defines visualisation as “the use of computer-

supported, interactive, visual representations of data to amplify cognition”. The discussion clearly states

that visualisation - meaning scientific visualisation in this case - is concerned with non-abstract (con-

crete) data sets. In [69], the authors stress that visualisation used in scientific tools helps researchers to

understand and steer computations. Since then (1987) visualisation is recognised as a research field or

rather as a sub-field of science, statistics, and graphics. In the mid-to-late 80s, the existing techniques

were limited by machines, computational power and screen space, but visualisation could solve a number

of problems in representing large amounts of data. Interactive computer graphics were first used in 1964

with chemical data [69]. Since then computer graphics have been an integral part of all fields in academic

and industrial research. However, work in data graphics is dated from the time of Playfair [112], which

is about 1786. Playfair is considered to be the person who laid the foundation for the art and science of

statistical diagrams (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Playfair’s parallel time-series bar chart of prices of wheat, wages and monarchs over 250+

years. The picture is taken from Playfair - “A Letter on our Agricultural Distress, their Causes and

Remedies.”[112].

The InfoVis definition in [11] presents information visualisation as “the use of computer-supported,

interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition”. This clearly suggests that

InfoVis is concerned with making useful aspects of an abstract set of information visible. The term

InfoVis was first used in [12] in 1991. In the same publication, the authors presented a definition of

scientific visualisation as “use of interactive visual representations of scientific data, typically physically

based, to amplify cognition.” In the same way we can define genome visualisation as use of interactive

visual representations of genomics data to amplify cognition. Genome visualisation is simply visualisation

applied to genomics data and it could be placed on the boundary of scientific visualisation. However,

we found it useful to place genome visualisation in the context of InfoVis because all techniques used

for abstract data could be also applied to non-abstract data, and the solution might produce new useful

results. Therefore in this chapter we present visualisation techniques, mainly InfoVis techniques that

could be applied to genomics data.

2.2 Visualisation Research

InfoVis offers many different visualisation techniques, and a number of them are strictly concerned with

data representation. Shneiderman in [102] offered the Type by Task Taxonomy (TTT) of information

visualisations. He presents seven data types (1D, 2D, 3D, temporal, multi-dimensional, tree, and network

data) and seven tasks at a high level of abstraction (overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate,
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history, and extract). Each type from the data type taxonomy has attributes and a basic task. The

research work presented in this thesis is strictly concerned with 1D, 2D and multi-dimensional data,

therefore we mainly focus on these three data types. However, in the section ‘Data Types and Visual

Representations’ we survey existing data types and common graphical data representations for each data

type. The section ‘Interaction Techniques’ presents the tasks (according to Shneiderman’s classification

[102]) - and interaction techniques which could be used to manipulate the data types.

Figure 2.2: Seven data types according to Shneiderman’s classification [102].

2.2.1 Data Types and Visual Representations

This section presents data types, based on Shneiderman’s classification [102], see Figure 2.2, and common

graphic data representations that could be applied to the data types. We survey all seven categories

defined by Shneiderman, however, we present in more detail only the ones important in genomics and

biological data. The most popular interaction techniques are sketched in the following sections. It is

important to remember that one graphic data representation could be used for a few data types. The

same applies to interaction techniques, as each interaction technique could potentially be implemented

for any data type.

1D (1-dimensional) data consists of linear data types. In [102] the author provides samples of

linear data: textual documents or program source code. Linear data is very common in genomics. As
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an example, here, we could take lists of genes organised alphabetically. On the other hand, instead of

alphabetical order, we could also use the order in which the genes appear on a chromosome. Biologists

have not sequenced all genetic data yet. They conduct experiments and discover new genes. Therefore,

additional attributes, in our example, could be the date of gene discovery and the discoverer name. In 1D

data, the users have a common problem with finding specific information, for example, all genes discovered

by Mr X or the number of genes discovered before 1995. The most significant problem with 1D data is

also its high volume. Users may get lost in the data when they try to find a specific item. It is very

important to provide user-friendly manipulation techniques which allow the users to find the information

they need to see. Some search tools which could help the users find interesting items in 1D data types

are the perspective wall [64] or the alphaslider [1]. Both are described in the next section - ‘Interaction

Techniques’.

As an example of 1D data with annotations we present genetic or physical maps, see Figure 2.3,

which are the fundamental organisational framework for all the genome databases. Both genetic and

physical maps provide order of items along a chromosome. A genetic map provides an estimate of the

genetic distance between two items and is limited to ordering these items. We could say, for example,

that gene A lies between marker X and marker Y on genetic map for chromosome Z. On the other hand,

physical maps mark a position on a chromosome for the true distance measured in base pairs (bp), between

Figure 2.3: Genetic and physical maps of the 1q3242 region. The figure is taken from [36].
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items of interest. In this situation, we could say that our gene A lies between 100 bp and 200 bp. Physical

maps are more precise than genetic maps.

Figure 2.4: An example of a line graph representation. The one presented here represents a 2D data type.

A 2D (2-dimensional) data type contains planar or map data. A number of visual data representa-

tions can be used for representing 2D data types. The simplest one is a line graph, presented in Fig. 2.4,

and a bar graph, see Figure 2.1. The bar graph was introduced by Playfair [112] and originally helped to

show series of data where values were not connected to one another, or had missing data. A line graph

is commonly used in genomics, as in most other areas, see Figure 3.14. Scatter plots, see Figure 2.5, are

similar to line graphs in that they use horizontal and vertical axes to plot data points (for 2D data type).

Scatter plots on Figure 2.5 are shown in 2D and 3D, but they also could be shown in 1D - a line graph

with one axis only. Another data representation used in a 2D environment is a box plot [70], which shows

Figure 2.5: 2D and 3D scatter plots.
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a 2D plot with a point and its standard deviation.

Figure 2.6: An interactive 3D visualisation presented by JMol. The figure is taken from [139].

A 3D (3-dimensional) data type contains real-world objects such as the human body or buildings

which have items with 3 dimensional relationships. A 3D data representation is only rarely used for

abstract data in biology. However, JMol [40], see Figure 2.6, displays molecules in 3D as molecules

naturally possess a 3D structure. In the next chapter, when we survey the existing genome browsers, we

see that only a small number of tools for 3D gene representation are available. Therefore, we do not focus

on this representation. 3D data representation is not common for abstract data, because it makes the

data representation unclear and is not easy to navigate. We suggest that this is the most likely reason

why such a small number of tools for 3D gene representation is on offer.

Temporal data is common in medical records or historical presentations. The difference between

temporal data and 1D data type is start and end time for each item. The items could also overlap. Micro

array time series and yeast cycles [106] are good examples of temporal data in genomics. We see that

biological data could oscillate, be periodic, and the periods might have biological significance. The data

(genes) have active periods when they can influence other active genomics data - overlapping items. A

gene could be also active for a short time which is marked as a point in time. The time-series explorer

presented in [22] also visualises temporal data. The authors show timing, activity and change-in-activity

of micro array time-course data, which relate to the recorded activity of genes in time during a biological

process.

Another example of temporal data is LifeLines [85] which visualises summaries of personal histories.

The authors present in a single screen different facets of people’s life. Figure 2.7 shows stories and aspects
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Figure 2.7: A screenshot from [85] presenting the medical record for Lea Gold.

(consultations, conditions, misc documents, hospitalizations, and medications) which include events (for

example: neck pain, asthma, or doxycycline) and periods (2 weeks of neck pain), of Lea Gold’s life.

Lines which represent stories and aspects have different colours and sizes suited to periods. Each facet’s

background has a different colour, which makes a view clearer. Moreover, the application offers vertical

lines across each year, which together with colours allows the users to find information more easily,

especially in zoomed out view. The visualisation also shows discrete events. Icons are used as for example

to show lymphoid leukemia, see Figure 2.7. Plaisant and colleagues stress that LifeLines provide a complete

visualisation environment to hold such as overview, zooming, filtering, details on demand, colour coding,

filtering and dynamic highlighting. The users can see interrelationships between periods and events and

all detail information by using mouse clicks.

Nowadays, a number of people need calendars and timed information. They enter data by months or

years, so it is very important they do not miss any information and see correlations between previous and

actual events.

A multi-dimensional data type is composed from n attribute items which become points in an

n-dimensional space. As an example for a multi-dimensional data type, we present parallel coordinates

[47], see Figure 2.8, where vertical bars represent each dimension. Each element of the data set has values
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Figure 2.8: Left to right: parallel coordinates [47], star plots [14], which are similar to parallel coordinates

in that they show a single record of data where its attributes are shown radially, and a Chernoff face [16]

is a method for diagramming multi-dimensional data through the use of facial features. The figure of

Chernoff face is taken from [123].

for each dimension, which are shown as points along the vertical axis and then connected together. Star

plots and Chernoff faces are other examples of how multi-dimensional data could be represented.

Multi-dimensional data is widely used in genomics. Attributes such as genes, micro array probes,

markers, or QTLs are connected with each chromosome. Therefore, we can treat a chromosome as an
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Figure 2.9: Tree-Maps [151] and an example of dendrogram [126]. A dendrogram is defined as a stacked

tree, where the height of the branches shows an additional variable.

n-attribute item in an n-dimensional genomics space. Each of the attributes has coordinates that allows us

to precisely localise it on a chromosome. There are also interrelationships between the attributes. As can

be seen in the next chapter, chromosomes cannot be treated as the traditional orthogonal (independent)

dimensions, because some of genes from one chromosome are in homology relation with genes from other

chromosome from different species.

Trees are very common, especially in biology, because a number of data sets have a hierarchical

structure. We define trees as a hierarchically ordered data connected by links or branches. Each tree item

has a link to its parent (except the root) and its children or child (except the leaves).

One of the many tree graphical representations is the Tree-Map [54], see Figure 2.9. Tree-Maps were

introduced by Johnson and Shneiderman however recently they were evaluated by other developers [151],

who introduced additional interaction techniques into Tree-Maps. They found, for example, that this tree

representation could be more useful if it allows the users to zoom or to control labelling. The visualisation

technique represents hierarchical information in a space-filling manner. All the display space is used.

“Tree-Maps partition the display space into a collection of rectangular bounding boxes representing the

tree structure” [101]. Johnson and Shneiderman point out that in a typical tree drawing more than 50

percent of the pixels are used as background. This use of display is acceptable only when there is little

data. On the other hand, for large trees, traditional node and link diagrams require too much display

space.

The authors present nested and non-nested Tree-Maps. Nested Tree-Maps represent tree objects separated

at each level. Because of this, the representation occupies more space than non-nested Tree-Maps.

Johnson and Shneiderman stress that a variety of display properties such as colour, texture, shape,
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border and blinking determine how the node is drawn within the bounding box. Depending on what kind

of information the users require, mapping of information to the Tree-Map display could be different. The

authors [54] provide an example where they represent a file hierarchy as a Tree-Map. They find that in a

representation where file creation date corresponds to file size and file modification date corresponds to

colour, the users can easily localise old files changed recently.

The first version of Tree-Maps presented in [54] used pop-up dialogue windows. The latest versions of the

graphical representation offer zooming, sound, hue/saturation control, many border variations, labeling

control, dynamic queries filters, and other improvements.

Tree-Maps are also used in biology for showing gene expression results from hierarchical clustering [68].

Baehrecke and colleagues [3] applied Tree-Maps to gene ontology and gene expression data visualisation.

They presented data from micro array experiments. Tree-Maps are very effective visualisation techniques

in biology, where a high volume of data could be represented within a small area. They are already used

for representing gene activities. Tree-Maps are also a potential solution for genomics data in our research,

where millions of genes could be visualised. They are not good for representing details but could be used

as an overview of the relationships between genes from different species.

Cone tree [94], see Figure 2.10, is a graphical representation for trees. Cone trees are hierarchies laid

out uniformly in 3D. Shadows of cones and nodes are projected onto the floor. The transparent display of

cones’ shadows helps make the cone easily perceived and does not interrupt the view of cones behind it.

Unfortunately, transparency is not used for the cones themselves, and because of the 3D representation

the user can not see all tree items; some of them are covered by the items close to the front. Shadows

of cones give a 3D depth hint for the users and present additional structural information about the tree

hierarchy. This additional information is different for cone trees and cam trees. The authors presented

cam trees as cone trees lying horizontally instead of vertically, therefore their shadows provide different

information about the data. The cone tree shadows present additional information about clustering in

the hierarchy. On the other hand, cam tree shadows convey information about the hierarchy of a 2D

projection.

The basic manipulation techniques offered by the tree representation are selecting and searching. Cone

trees give the users the possibility of selecting a node with the mouse. When a node is selected, the cone

tree rotates and the node is brought to the front and highlighted. Moreover, each node in the path from

the selected node up to the top is brought to the front and highlighted. When the users search for an

element in the cone, all nodes except search matches are made invisible.

Robertson and colleagues introduce ‘gardening’ operations for the cone tree, which are pruning and

growing. The two operations could be done via a menu or directed at a node by gestures. The operations

allow the users to select, focus on, or hide some structures in the tree. Similar to Tree-Maps, cone tree,

with its interaction techniques, has great potential and could be used for representing genomics data.

Heatmaps, similar to Tree-Maps and cone trees, represent hierarchical structure, see Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.10: Examples of a cam tree (above) and of a cone tree (below) [94].
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Figure 2.11: An example of a heatmap showing hierarchical clustering results. The figure is adapted from

[134].

Heatmaps are very popular in biology and are used to visually display genes, proteins or metabolites.

Heatmaps use colour to show an additional dimension.

The last data type in Shneiderman’s classification is a network. In some situations a tree structure

can be inadequate for expressing relationships between items. In this situation, an item is linked to an

arbitrary number of other items. As an example of network data representation we present a graph. The

World Wide Web is a network of enormous size and complexity.

Munzner and Burchard [78] present a visualisation of the structure of a section of the World Wide

Web (WWW). They constructed a graphical representation in 3D hyperbolic space for a small part of

the web. The authors used hyperbolic space because it allows “more information to be seen amid less

clutter”. They stress that the web is so huge and interconnected, that it is difficult to study its structure.
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Figure 2.12: “A hierarchical tree structure with links back up the tree” presented by Munzner and

Burchard in [78].

Because of this inconvenience, Munzner and Burchard present the WWW as “a hierarchical tree structure

with links back up the tree” (a directed graph with cycles), see Figure 2.12. This means that they did not

present the real WWW structure, because their structure is much simpler than the real network. On the

other hand, they did not show a tree, as they disturb hierarchical ordering by linking back up the tree.

We do not focus on network data used in biology in the thesis, however, it is worth mentioning that this

data type is widely used in biomolecular interaction networks. Shannon and colleagues [100], for instance,

visualise a biomolecular interaction network and provide basic functionality to lay it out, see Figure 2.13.

More information about metabolic pathways and this work is presented in the next chapter.

As can be seen from the discussion presented here, the worlds of data types and graphical data

representations are very rich and they contain simple types like line graphs or histograms, more complex

types like a permutation matrix (Bertin’s sortable bar charts for the display of multi-dimensional data)

or Chernoff faces, as well as very large and complex networks. In this section we presented, through

examples, that biological data could be treated as 1D, 2D, 3D, temporal, multi-dimensional, tree, or

network data type. However, current traditions and constraints treat biological data mainly as 1D or 2D

data types [84, 113]. Many data representations presented here are very interesting and useful, and could
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Figure 2.13: The largest connected component of the Halobacterium inferred protein network, from [100].

not be discussed separately from interaction techniques. In the thesis we focus on biological data which

is mainly represented in 1D, 2D or is multi-dimensional. We added multi-dimensional data to 1D and 2D

data because this data type is very popular in genomics, where attributes such as genes, markers or QTLs

are connected with each chromosome. In the section ‘Interaction Techniques’ we describe user tasks and

interaction techniques used to manipulate data.

2.2.2 Interaction Techniques

Shneiderman [102] presents seven task types, see Figure 2.14, at a high level of abstraction: overview,

zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate, history, and extract. The tasks represent the ways in which the

users interact with the data types presented in the previous section. The interaction techniques are an

integral part of the thesis, which focuses on the users’ (medical researchers) activities and observes how

they work and interact with genome browser applications. This section presents an overview of existing
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Figure 2.14: Seven task types according to Shneiderman’s classification [102].

interaction techniques and focuses on the ones which are or could be used in genome browsers. The

existing genome browsers are presented in the next chapter.

First, we describe overview techniques. Because the majority from the overview techniques

presented here show not only overview but also context for presented data (fisheye, magic lenses, hyperbolic

browser, document lenses), we also call them focus+context techniques (not all overview techniques,

only the techniques selected here). One of the most popular and widely used is fisheye, see Figure 2.15.

Furnas [33] proposed generalised fisheye views as a solution to visualise not only information, but also

to provide a context in which the information is placed. This technique mimics the perceptual structure of

the human eye: it displays local detail and global context simultaneously. Furnas presents a new viewing

strategy, “based on an analogy to a very wide angle, or fisheye lens”. This solution allows the software

to show places nearby in great detail while still showing areas further away in less detail. The most

important idea for the interaction technique is “to provide a balance of local detail and global context”.

Furnas formalises generalised fisheye views as views showing only the most interesting points of desired

size. He composes a simple formula which allows fisheye views to be defined in any type of structure

where the necessary components can be defined. He also suggests that fisheye views should be more

useful than other approaches in navigating around or examining unknown parts of a large file. He reports

on an experiment which clearly shows that fisheye views show the necessary structural information and

the subject does not feel lost in the information space. Furnas [32] presents fisheye views as something
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Figure 2.15: Fisheye menu [33, 32].

occurring naturally in many human contexts and which can be used for a wide variety of computer

generated information structures.

This interaction technique is widely used in different scientific areas. Toyoda and colleagues [111] used

fisheye to visualise biomolecular network graphs. They applied the interaction technique in GSCope,

which allowed them to understand biological data structures more effectively.

Bier and colleagues introduced another focus+context technique known as magic lenses in [6].

They describe the technique as ‘magic’ filters which, when superposed on an object, could show hidden

information, see Figure 2.16. A magic filter is a Toolglass sheet which is situated between an application

and a traditional cursor.

Bier used magic lenses for 2D data, but the technique can also be used for different data types. Wang and

colleagues [115] propose using the focus+context for pictures, for example X ray photos. They created two

kinds of magic lenses: some of which could be configured by the users to specify the desired magnification

patterns, while the others were feature-adaptive. They allow the users to control the available screen area

by giving more space to more resolution-important features. Wang and colleagues stress that their magic

lenses allow the users to highlight and exaggerate an object for the closer inspection of its spatial and
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Figure 2.16: The Magic Lenses logo is taken from [6].

semantic context. In a way similar to other focus+context techniques, magic lenses can be used to choose

and magnify regions or features of interest to see detail information more clearly, while still showing the

context.

Magic lenses were applied to biological data in [86]. Pook and colleagues used this interaction technique

for data transformation (viewing under another representation, as for example “transformation of the

cytogenetic representation of a chromosome into its Genethon genetic map”) in the application called

Zomit. They motivated the solution as intuitive for biologists who are not familiar with programming.

The perspective wall described by Mackinlay and colleagues in [64] was one from the first attempts

to visualise large 2D data spaces. The authors present the perspective wall technique, see Figure 2.17,

which took advantage of hardware support for 3D interactive animation “to imitate the architecture of

the eye system”. It folds a 2D layout onto a 3D wall, which integrates an area showing details with two

perspective regions for context. This intuitive deformation of the layout allows for more effective space

Figure 2.17: The perspective wall uses advances in hardware support for interactive 3D animation to

address the integration problems of the bifocal display. A physical metaphor of folding is used to distort an

arbitrary 2D layout into a 3D visualisation (wall). The wall has a panel in the center for viewing details and

two perspective panels on either side for viewing context. The figure is taken from www.parc.xerox.com.
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Figure 2.18: A and B show the hyperbolic browser [59]. C shows HyperTree screenshot from [7].

utilisation and smooth transitions of views.

Lamping and Rao [59] developed a hyperbolic browser which is a focus+context technique based

on hyperbolic geometry. This browser was designed to visualise and manipulate large data sets. The main

point of the technique is to lay out the data hierarchy on the hyperbolic plane and map this plane onto

a display region. The hyperbolic browser reserves more display space for a focused part of the hierarchy,

but it still displays the context of the entire hierarchy. The authors developed procedures for focus

manipulation by using pointer clicks as well as interactive dragging. The users can click on any visible

point to focus on it or drag any visible point to any other position. Lamping and Rao smoothly animated

transitions across such manipulations. The browser can handle “arbitrarily large hierarchies supporting

a context that includes as many nodes as shown in 3D approaches and with modest computational

requirements”. However, as many other techniques, this one also is limited by space and speed. For very

complicated and huge hierarchical structures, the presented context could be not so clear. Lamping and

Rao have developed a number of variations of the core hyperbolic browser, which can be applied to the

common graphs in other applications. Bingham and Sudarsanam [7] applied the technique in HyperTree

to genomic, protein, and expression data, see Figure 2.18 C. Their application visualises phylogenetic and

phenetic trees, or hierarchical clusters of gene expression in hyperbolic space.

Another example of an early visualisation technique from the focus+context set is document lens

developed by Robertson and Mackinlay [93]. The technique is based on a common strategy for under-

standing paper documents when their structure is unknown. The document lens is used in Information

Visualizer [92]. It is an experimental interaction technique addressing a set of goals, such as providing

detail with its context or using 3D for more effective usage of space, when information is placed in a

rectangular presentation.

Leung and Apperley [62] provide a taxonomy of distortion-oriented techniques that existed before
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Figure 2.19: A taxonomy of distortion-oriented presentation techniques, from [62].

1994 which demonstrates clearly their underlying relationships, see Figure 2.19. The survey includes such

techniques as bifocal display, polyfocal display, fisheye view, perspective wall, and graphical fisheye views.

The authors stress that the main problem for the presented techniques is “the relatively small window

through which an information space can be viewed”. This problem causes disadvantages in navigation,

item interpretation, and correlation between items, where one of the items cannot be seen in its full con-

text.

Leung and Apperley also discuss nondistortion-oriented techniques as techniques without suitable context

to support navigation of large information spaces. On the other hand, they suggest that the nondistortion-

oriented techniques could be adequate for small text-based tools where the users could display only part

of a data set, and use scrolling or paging. Alternatively, the whole data set could be divided into small

pieces with hierarchical access.

Leung and Apperley present three basic interaction methods (scrolling, pointing and selecting, and drag-

ging) which effect a change of viewport. Since 1994 the technology has made progress and new input

devices such as tactile, two-handed and immersive1 are available now. However, the basic interaction
1The users see where their hands are at all times, no matter whether they touch the surface or not. The solution allows

them get to where they want to go quickly and efficiently.
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Figure 2.20: The zoom buttons offered by Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org).

methods seem to be still the same, for example, for tactile input the users navigate by pointing and se-

lecting. The only difference is that they do not use a keyboard or mouse, only their own fingers or special

pencils.

The authors point out two problems associated with the presentation of data in a confined space: a spatial

problem and an information density problem. Nowadays, users use large screens, but, on the other hand,

they also collect more data. Therefore, we are still familiar with the same problems. Those are partially

solved by distortion-oriented techniques, but if the user has enormous quantities of data, he still has too

little room or the density of information seems to be too high.

The next Shneiderman task category is zoom, see Figure 2.14, which is widely used for all data

types. The users can zoom either by pointing to a location and issuing a command [5] or only by issuing

a zooming command (see Figure 2.20).

Figure 2.21: Semantic zooming which provides additional information about biological data. The figure

is taken from [63]. The technique used in Apollo shows additional information for genes’ similarity when

zoomed in on, see the bottom panel.

Semantic zooming seeks a balance of overview and detail. A physical zoom, on the one hand,
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changes the size and visible detail of objects. A semantic zoom, on the other hand, also changes the

type and meaning of information displayed by each object. The Pad++ project [5] developed a prototype

interface based on semantic zooming. The Pad++ is an alternative zooming graphical interface to a

traditional window. It supports visual searching with zooming in addition to traditional mechanisms such

as content-based search. This interface is also an alternative icon-based approach to interface design. It

allows the users to create and manipulate 2D graphical data objects, such as coloured text, text files, hy-

pertext, graphics and images, of any size, and navigate through the object space. Objects are represented

differently, depending on their size, by defining procedural objects, that is, objects which are rendered

as a result of one of a set of rendering procedures. Pad++ supports viewing at different scales and tries

to direct one into natural spatial ways of thinking. It uses a three button mouse. The left button is

mode dependent, the middle button zooms in, and the right button zooms out. Pad++ zooms around the

current cursor position, which allows the users to control the zooming dynamically by moving the mouse

during the activity. The Pad++ strategy is to visually explore the database. The system uses “parallel

lazy loading”, which means that “only the portion of the database that is visible in the current view is

loaded”.

Pad++ offers multiscale layouts of hypertext where the parent-child relationships between links are graph-

ically represented. After selecting a hyperlink, the linked data is loaded and made smaller, then the view

is animated to center on the new data. Pad++ can read in hypertext files written in HTML (Hyper

Text Markup Language) and Mosaic [99]. It also provides a graphical interface for accessing the directory

structure of a filesystem and its history.

Semantic zooming is widely used in biological applications where a huge volume of data should be visu-

alised, see Figure 2.21.

Bederson and colleagues [4] offer toolkits for navigation called Piccolo and Jazz. Piccolo puts

all zooming and panning functionality and about 140 public methods into one base object class, called

PNode. Every node can have a visual characteristic, which makes the overall number of objects smaller

than in other techniques which require two objects, an object and an additional object having a visual

representation, as in Jazz [4]. A Jazz node has no visual appearance on the screen, and it needs a

special object (visual component), which is attached to a certain node in a scene graph and which defines

geometry and color attributes. Piccolo supports the same core feature set as Jazz (except for embedded

Swing widgets), but it primarily uses compile-time inheritance to extend functionality and Jazz uses run-

time composition instead. Piccolo supports hierarchies, transforms, layers, zooming, internal cameras, and

region management which automatically redraws the portion of the screen that corresponds to objects

that have changed. We used Piccolo toolkit during designing VisGenome (see Chapter 5), this allows us

to implement zooming and panning navigation via mouse buttons.

Holmquist [43] developed flip zooming which allows him to visualise data sets as collections of

linearly ordered visual elements. The technique lays out the elements in 2D space in a left-to-right and
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top-to-bottom fashion, still reflecting their linear ordering. The user moves an element into focus by

cycling on it, or by moving in to focus forwards or backwards to an adjacent element in the sequence.

The chosen element zooms up to a readable size, while the other elements become smaller accordingly.

The main intention for flip zooming technique was displaying documents, but it was also used to display

other data. Flip zooming allows the users to overview the whole data set and focus on selected items.

It supports random access to any visual element, space efficiency and preservation of linear ordering. It

does not introduce spatial distortion of the individual elements. When the user zooms in on an element,

the element may change its position to a completely different part of the display, the context elements

may also move, and the number of rows and columns may change. Holmquist implemented flip zooming

in the Zoom Browser (WWW text browsing), the Flip Zooming Image Browser (image browsing), and

the Hierarchical Image Browser (for more complex image collections).

Panning and scrollbars are used with zooming for focussing. They are very common and well known in

biology. Almost every genome browser implements either panning or scrollbars.

Figure 2.22: Alphaslider for selecting movie titles from [1]. Alphaslider allows the users to visualise and

rapidly select text. It uses rapid serial visual presentation of text as a method for rapidly scanning and

searching lists or menus in a graphical user interface.

Second main category of interaction techniques are techniques for linking and filtering. In

Shneiderman’s classification we see here a filter task. As an example, we present the Alphaslider, devel-

oped by Ahlberg and Shneiderman [1], which is used for representing large 1D data sets, see Figure 2.22.

Alphaslider can be used in direct manipulation of a database querying system to support dynamic queries.

The main advantages of Alphaslider are its small size, one line of text, and the mapping of a huge num-

ber of items to a small number of pixels - “each movement of the slider thumb corresponds to a large

number of items”. Ahlberg and Shneiderman conducted also an experiment with four different designs

of Alphaslider. They concluded that an expert user needs only 50% of time (13 seconds) required by a

casual Alphaslider user (24 seconds), while searching in a list of 10,000 film titles. Their work inspired

our VisGenome work, where we developed a scaling algorithm and conducted a user study with biologists

and medical researchers.
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Also value bars [18] proposed by Richard Chimera are an example of a navigation and visualisation

tool for data exploration. The value bars added to a text window allow the users to see additional

information about a number of items.

Eick and colleagues [28] present a visualisation technique designed to help analyse line oriented

data, and a software tool (Seesoft) supporting the technique. They use four ideas in their visualisation:

reduced representation, colouring by statistics, direct manipulation, and option to read the actual code.

Displaying files as columns and lines of code as thin rows generates a reduced representation. A statistic

associated with a code line determines the colour of the row. The users can manipulate the display in

Seesoft to find interesting items in the code and statistics by using direct manipulation and interaction

graphics. Seesoft also allows the users to read the code. The users open up reading windows and position

boxes over the reduced representation when they want to display the code text.

The idea presented in Seesoft could be also used in our collaborators’ work. Some of the biologists from

the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre work in the same project and use the same equipment

in their medical experiments. Always, before they use the equipment, they have to check who used it

before or if it was used not more than 5 times (probes) or even if the battery is still working. They put

this information in their notebooks. However, if they noted what equipment was used in their shared files,

this could save time.

Figure 2.23: An example of excentric labelling, adapted from [30].

Fekete and Plaisant [30] describe excentric labelling, see Figure 2.23, which is a dynamic tech-

nique used to label a neighbourhood of objects situated around the cursor. They propose an informal

taxonomy of labelling methods. Information visualisation systems often lack adequate labelling strategies,
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as labels are missing, sometimes overlap each other or are spread out. Well known labelling techniques

can be divided into two categories: static and dynamic. Of all such common labelling techniques none is

found to be perfect. This prompts the authors to design a new technique, excentric labelling. Excentric

labelling is a form of neighbour labelling. The main idea is that when the cursor stays more than one

second over an area where items are available, all labels in its neighbourhood are presented without over-

lap, and aligned to facilitate reading. Fekete and Plaisant aim not to replace other labelling techniques

but to complement them. They report on an experiment comparing excentric labelling with zoom. The

experiment demonstrated that all users quickly learned to use the excentric labelling and users familiar

with zooming made faster progress with excentric labelling.

Static labelling is widely used in bioinformatics. Ensembl [44], for example, uses labelling to

represent genetic data. On the other hand, dynamic labelling is not so popular in biology. Craig and

colleagues [22] used excentric labelling for gene data. However, in some applications, dynamic labelling

seems to be welcome. During our user studies participants complained that labels covered important

information in Ensembl. It would be possible to avoid this problem, if Ensembl developers used dynamic

instead of static labelling.

Another task category presented by Shneiderman is details-on-demand. He describes the task as

selecting an element or set of elements, and getting additional information (details) when the user expects

it. In the thesis we describe VisGenome, where we use an additional information panel that allows the

user to see extra information when needed (see Chapter 5). Additionally, we provide HTML links to

another very popular genome browser for genes, markers and micro array probes. The links allow the

users to see further information from Ensembl.

Figure 2.24: The table lens focal technique, adapted from [91].
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Relate is the next task in Shneiderman’s classification. It shows relationships between items. As

an example we discuss table lens. Rao and Card [91] use the table lens for “visualising and making

sense of large tables”. The table lens supports effective interaction with large tables by uniting symbolic

and graphical representations into a single coherent view. The fisheye technique used in the table lens,

together with the combining of graphical representations with table visualisation and manipulation, are

another contribution of the table lens. The technique allows for distortion in each of two dimensions,

independently. This means that rows and columns can be scanned totally by a single horizontal or

vertical eye motion. Rao and Card define four types of cell regions in the technique: focal (see Figure 2.24

- G4, H4, G5, H5, G6, and H6), column focal (columns G and H), row focal (rows 4, 5, and 6), and

nonfocal (cells: A1-F3, I1-N3, A7-F10, and I7-N10).

Zoom, adjust and slide are the basic manipulation operations used for controlling the focal area. Rao

and Card offer a small number of keyboard and pointer gestures. They mainly use two mouse buttons

for interacting with the table lens - for “touching” and for “grasping”. The table lens offers text, colour,

shading, length, and position to representing underlying cell values.

A number of biologists keep their experimental data as Excel files. The table lens could represent their

data more clearly and allow them to interact with it more easily.

The two last tasks presented by Shneiderman are history and extract. They are very important

and useful for all scientific fields, including biology, however we do not focus on them in the thesis. We only

mention that we plan to represent history in VisGenome. We would like to mark the chromosome regions

depending on who viewed them, and when and how often they were viewed. The feedback received from

the mixed paradigm user study conducted with the biologists (described in Chapter 8 - ‘Mixed Paradigm

User Study’) stresses that our application needs also a user-friendly technique for extracting data.

Edit Wear and Read Wear [42] is a prime example of working with history. Hill and colleagues

describe two applications which visualise the idea of “computational wear” in document processing. They

suggest an analogy to physical wear. Edit Wear means to graphically portray the document’s authorship

history and Read Wear suggests a representation of the document’s readership history. To visualise Edit

Wear and Read Wear, the authors used a technique called attribute-mapped scroll bars. This allows for

mapping users’ marks onto document scroll bars in a position corresponding to line positions. Edit Wear

and Read Wear not only modify document processing, but also move part of reading and editing from

being private to semi-public.

Hill and colleagues also present the idea of Menu Wear which gathers a statistics of previous menu-

selections by category of user and context. According to the authors Menu Wear should be incorporated

into the menu items.

An example which could help in our future work with extracting data in VisGenome is Visage [95].

Visage allows users to manipulate data and supports visual display during data exploration and analysis.
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Objects representing information among visualisations and application interfaces throughout the Visage

environment can be dragged by a user. One simply drags copies of a data set and composes it into new

data aggregates. VisGenome could extract data to Excel format, which would be helpful for biologists,

especially since they use Excel very frequently during their work (see Chapter 8). Biological data could

be also simply dragged between different genome browsers. In the next chapter of the thesis we see that

some genome browsers support data extraction.

A number of extraction tasks could be carried out on different data types. However, there is also a

subset of tasks, such as searching or filtering, that need to be supported for all kinds of data. Therefore,

it is important that proper visualisation techniques for each data category are used, that allow the users

to navigate and interact with their data.

2.3 Summary

The visualisation world is rich and contains a lot of techniques that could be used in genomics and

biology. We introduce some of the graphical data representations and interaction techniques which are

used in biology or could be potentially employed in our work. We could implement such interaction

techniques for genomics data received from biological experiments. We might use them in graphical tools,

like, for example, fisheye or excentric labelling in VisGenome. On the other hand, some of the techniques,

such as the table lens or flip zooming, could be implemented with numerical data collected from biological

experiments. The majority of the visualisation techniques surveyed here are not common in biology or

are not used by medical researchers. In my opinion, focus+context techniques in particular could be very

useful in representing detailed genome data while still showing context on a chromosome, where a gene

is situated. Here, we present only a small subset of the known visualisation techniques, which, we hope,

shows a good deal of variety. As described in later chapters, some of the techniques we mentioned are

used in our research or could be used in the future work with VisGenome.

The majority of the visualisation techniques presented in this chapter, such as Tree-Maps, fisheye,

semantic zooming or hyperbolic browser are used in the field of biology. Tree-Maps and hyperbolic browser

are applied to hierarchical data to show a lot of data on a small screen. They are useful for biological

data, however, when they are especially used for hierarchical data. Zooming and semantic zooming are

common in genomics and allow the biologists to easily navigate their data. As we present in this, and

the next chapter, fisheye is uncommon in genomics, however, a few biological applications have applied

the technique. On the other hand, there are techniques, such as cone tree, which are still not used in

biology, but their potential could be used to visualise genomics data. We think that each of the presented

visualisation techniques has valuable features (showing detail and context in fisheye or semantic zooming,

representing a number of data in Tree-Maps or cone tree) which can be used during VisGenome evaluation.
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Properly used visualisation techniques could save the users time, and make their work more effective.

Often the researchers that we studied have a lot of data and only a small screen for data representation.

Therefore, in this chapter we stress that key to proper visualisation is not only data representation but

also interaction techniques which provide easy access to the data and support view manipulation.

2.4 Conclusion

We described some of the existing techniques, terminology and problems connected with visualisation.

We divided visualisation techniques according to Shneiderman’s classification into seven categories of data

types and seven tasks. We also briefly described each from the data types and tasks, and gave examples

of their use in biological tools.

Some of the presented visualisation techniques we used during VisGenome development. On the

other hand, some could be used in future work. We want to show the users detailed data and overview,

which allow them not to become lost themselves. Therefore we used zooming and panning in VisGenome.

The techniques allow biologists to quickly find their data and easily navigate it. The data presented in

VisGenome is not hierarchical, but we can take the hierarchical subset of the data, as a chromosome and

its relationship to other chromosomes from different species. For this subset we could apply Tree-Maps,

cone trees, or a hierarchical browser, which are perfect for representing high volumes of data. We studied

visualisation techniques and surveyed existing genome browsers, to find solution for presenting biological

data. In this chapter we recognised that some of the visualisation techniques properly implemented could

be very useful in biologists work. On the other hand, as can be seen in next chapters, we recognised

that none from existing genome browsers fulfill biologists requirements. Therefore, we decided to de-

sign VisGenome, which implements some of the visualisation techniques (zooming, panning) and fulfill

requirements for genome browsers presented in next chapter.

During our experiments we paid attention to how visualisation techniques applied to biological

applications could help in medical researchers’ work. Therefore, the following chapter describes the most

popular genome browsers and the visualisation techniques employed by those tools.
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Chapter 3

Genome Browsers

This chapter presents a survey of genome browsers and focuses on visualisation techniques, especially

interaction techniques, presented in the biological tools. We introduce some biological background, then

we present our genome browser classification system, outlined in [48] and survey genome browsers while

focusing on the visualisation techniques they use. In the next chapter we present our work undertaken

with existing genome browsers (DerBrowser and SyntenyVista) in a first stage of the PhD research. The

work presented in this chapter was the motivation to create a new genome browser - VisGenome - which

is presented in Chapter 5 of the thesis.

3.1 Introduction

Biomedical research is a large area of science that aims to prevent and treat diseases that cause illness

and death in people and in animals. This field of research aims to improve our lives through treatment

or prevention of diseases, better diagnosis, new medications, new crops, and better understanding of the

environmental impact our technologies have. Scientists use animal models of disease to learn more about

health problems, and to assure the safety of new medical treatments. In this context genome browsers

allow one to visualise not only human data but also data from other species.

Genomics is the study of genomes and of the relationship between genomes and the way an organism

functions. Each living organism has a genome which encodes information passed down from generation

to generation. A bacterial genome consists of several million DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) molecules (e.g.

the tuberculosis genome is about 5 million long). A human or mouse has a genome of around 3 billion

letters of DNA code. A genome is encoded in DNA or RNA (ribonucleic acid) molecules of four types (A,

C, G and T for DNA). It encodes all proteins and signalling molecules needed by an organism. Only 1.5%

of the human or mouse genome is translated into proteins, which are the building blocks of our bodies.
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Chemically, proteins are strings of amino acids (AA), where three letters of DNA correspond to one amino

acid. Proteins are described via an alphabet of 21 letters, and in our bodies they fold into 3-D structures

which may change conformation as they perform their various functions. We do not know exactly how

many genes humans have, with the current estimate being between 20 and 30 thousand. They give rise to

probably around 1 million proteins. The process of translation from DNA to protein is complex, and it is

important to remember that a stretch of DNA of some 30 thousand letters gives rise to a protein of some

300 letters. The parts of DNA which translate into protein are called exons while the parts which control

the process are called introns or untranslated regions. Biologists want to know for each protein what gene

produced it, which parts of the gene were used in this particular protein and which control regions were

activated during the production process. The process of protein production is dependent on the type of

cell, developmental stage, the environment, and many other factors which collectively influence the health

of an organism.

Genomes of a very large number of animals are known relatively well, and are publicly available (e.g.

http://www.ensembl.org), along with genome maps which show how genes are arranged and structured.

Mammalian genomes are split into around 20 chromosomes, and the set of chromosomes forms a karyotype,

while bacterial genomes form a circle. Groups of genes that are shared between related organisms are

often collocated in the so-called synteny groups, and biologists study such gene groups, as there is proof

of synchronised activity over groups of genes, and of similar gene functions being shared between related

organisms. Similar gene functions arise from similar DNA and protein sequences, and the biologists align

genomes and genes to understand what sequences are shared, and what functions are common to a group

of organisms.

Genes and the resulting proteins interact and their interactions can be conceptualised as pathways.

Such pathways stand for chemical and structural reactions which orchestrate all the processes which keep

us alive. Pathways may be shared by groups of organisms but there are known cases where they diverge.

Pathway visualisation tools include [10].

Very large numbers of genes have no known function, and genes responsible for many common

diseases like hypertension are not known. It is assumed that such diseases are controlled by a number

of genes, and are under strong influence of the environment (diet, smoking, exercise, etc.). The search

for disease genes uses the techniques of gene mapping, where populations of subjects are tested and a

statistical correlation between a part of a chromosome, containing a number of genes, and the disease

is expressed as a quantitative trait locus (QTL) [45]. The study of QTLs leads to the identification of

candidate genes which then may be proven to be the causes of diseases. The study of QTLs is easier

in animals (e.g. rat, mouse) bred to be genetically identical, while human genomes have a variant DNA

letter every few thousand letters for any two humans, and therefore statistical correlations are harder

to make. Diseases are often studied in animals, and then the candidate human gene will be sequenced
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Figure 3.1: Genome browser classification schema.

(from blood samples gathered from patients), and subjected to further analysis which may uncover the

biochemical causes of disease.

Biologists are faced with very large data sets. A QTL may contain around a hundred genes, or a

few million letters of DNA code. On the other hand, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which are

individual DNA differences, are one letter long, and need to be shown along QTLs. Visualisation is the

only viable way of making this data available, as close reading of thousands of letters is not a solution.

That is why genetic databases visualise data in the form of maps which show a linear arrangement of

genetic features. To our knowledge, the resulting visualisations have not been subjected to much scientific

scrutiny, so far. They are used by thousands of scientists daily, but it is not clear how they should be

best designed and how well they support scientific activity.

3.2 A Classification System

As shown in this and the next section, ‘Survey of Genome Browsers’, the world of genome browsers is

very rich. We studied existing genome browsers and classified them according to three dimensions, see

Figure 3.1. In the first dimension (number of species) we find that genome browsers represent between

one and many species. Ensembl can be used to view one species at a time but other species’ information

can be superimposed (see Figure 3.6 B). K-BROWSER [13] can show a number of species but the number

is limited by the size of the web page (see Figure 3.17). Multiple alignment tools can show a number of

aligned sequences from different species and those sequences can also be shown as a tree, see Figure 3.2 I
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(alignment1) and Figure 3.2 J (phylogeny2).

The second dimension represents the size of the objects shown. The smallest objects are one DNA

letter long (SNPs). In the order of increasing size one can show gene promoters, exons and introns,

and other constituent parts of genes. Genes are about 20-30 thousands of DNA letters long and QTLs

may contain thousands of genes. QTLs may approximate chromosome bands in size. Finally, human

chromosomes are between 50 and 300 million letters of DNA long.

From the point of view of representation complexity, we classify browsers into linear and graph

representations. In graph representations we can distinguish trees, networks (e.g. pathways), and 3D

structures (e.g. proteins). JMol [139], see Figure 3.2 H, is one of the viewers showing protein 3D structure,

while Treeview, Figure 3.2 J, offers a tree representation of a phylogeny. BugView (Figure 3.2 F), Ensembl

(Figure 3.2 B) and SyntenyVista (Figure 3.2 D) show genome comparisons as bipartite graphs.

We classified existing genome browsers according the three requirements (number of species, object

size, and complexity), however, we found also other requirements which are very important from the point

of view of our biological collaborators. We designed a list of requirements for a genome browser, which

could be useful for biologists’ work, as follows:

• We want a genome browser to present a number of different kinds of data, especially genes, markers,

micro array probes, and QTLs which are very important during biologists’ work, see Table 3.1 -

only Ensembl and SyntenyVista present QTLs, but only for the rat chromosomes.

• We do not want to limit a genome browser to any species, however, from our users’ point of view,

it is important that it has data for the rat, the mouse, and the human chromosomes.

• Our collaborators conduct a number of experiments and they want to show their own data in a

genome browser, which is also suitable for the future genome browser, see Table 3.1.

• The biologists want to compare their results with the existing data, see Table 3.1.

• Easy navigation tools are very important because they allow the biologists to do their work more

effectively, see Table 3.1 - last column.

• Another important requirement is that a genome browser is commercially available, and for free.

However, all studied genome browsers are free, therefore, we do not put the requirement in Table 3.1.

1Alignment is the adjustment of an object in relation with other objects, or a static orientation of some object or set of

objects in relation to others.
2The phylogeny of organisms is the history of organismal lineages as they change through time.
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Genome browsers OBJECT QTL SPECIES INPUT CR NAV

AceDB F no L no no no

SGD F no L no no no

Ensembl F yes (partially) RMH no yes no

UCSC GenomeBrowser F no RMH no no no

SyntenyVista L yes (partially) RMH no yes yes

DerBrowser F no RMH yes no no

Apollo F no RMH no no no

Artemis L no RMH no no no

BugView L no RMH yes yes no

Sockeye F no RMH no no no

K-BROWSER F no RMH no no no

GBrowse F no RMH no no no

NCBI F no RMH no yes no

eQTL Explorer L yes RMH no no yes

Triple synteny L no RMH no no no

Human-Mouse-Rat

VCMap F no RMH no yes no

Cinteny L no RMH no no no

SynView F no RMH no yes no

BioViews F no L no no no

SyMAP L no RMH no yes no

Table 3.1: List of requirements for genome browsers. The abbreviations are: OBJECT - the number of

different kinds of data or limited subset of data (L - limited, F - a number of different kinds of data),

QTL - QTLs data is available (this data was very important for our collaborators), SPECIES - for our

collaborators the most important are the rat, the mouse, and the human chromosomes (RMH), all other

genome browsers from their point of view offer limited subset of animals (L), INPUT - to provide an

easy way to input biological data, CR - to provide a view for comparative representation, which allows

the users to see details, NAV - to provide smooth visualisation techniques such as smooth zooming and

panning.

3.3 Survey of Genome Browsers

In the mid-1980s scientists believed that a better understanding of DNA would solve the secrets of life and

bring a revolution in medical science. This motivated the start of the Human Genome Project (October
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1990) [20] which aims to decipher the sequence of the human genome, however other species were also being

sequenced. The main reason for the large-scale sequencing of the mouse and rat genomes were similarities

in gene structure and function across species. The scientists believe that if a gene has a similar function

in two species, it is similar in structure and sequence in the animals. The amount of data produced by

genome mapping and sequencing motivated the creation of GenBank [131], the DNA sequence database,

and accelerated the development of molecular biology and bioinformatics. Bioinformatics face the problem

of creating tools which could be used for showing the whole genome, small details such as genes or SNPs,

and also comparative genomics. The main problem in a genome browser (see Figure 3.3) is how to show

large and small regions together, i.e. how to show an overview but also the details for each of the data

categories.

Figure 3.3: A genome browser represents chromosomes which are strings of letters: A, C, G and T, and

contain between a few million and several hundred million letters (base pairs: bp). A QTL measures up

to several million bp and an Affymetrix probe has 25 bp, while a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)

is 1 bp long. Large differences in the size of the presented objects cause difficulties in the representation

of data.

We present a survey of existing “classic” genome browsers used by our collaborators, see Table 3.2.

We also introduce metabolic pathways and some other data analysis tools, which are used by medical

researchers and have no complicated graphical interface, but also require user-friendly interaction tech-

niques. A lot of them use basic interaction techniques such as zooming or panning. None of the presented

genome browsers were tested in a formal user study. We used Ensembl in comparison with VisGenome in

our quantitative user study, see Chapter 6.
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Genome browsers Basic Techniques User Study

AceDB zoom buttons, popup menus, double clicking, colours no

SGD zoom buttons, colours, clicking no

Ensembl zoom buttons, scrolling, popup menus, colours, clicking, VG and Ens

overview see Chapter 6

UCSC GenomeBrowser zoom buttons, popup menus, clicking, overview no

SyntenyVista smooth zooming, panning, colours, overview no

DerBrowser zooming (a slider), scrolling, colours no

Apollo zoom buttons, scrolling, colours, overview no

Artemis zooming (a slider), scrolling, colours no

BugView zooming (a slider), scrolling, search, colours no

Sockeye zooming, semantic zooming, panning, rotating, colours no

K-BROWSER zoom buttons, clicking, colours no

GBrowse zooming, semantic zooming, scrolling, clicking, overview, no

colours

NCBI zoom buttons, popup menus, scrolling no

eQTL Explorer zooming, popup menus, scrolling, colours no

Triple synteny clicking, colours no

Human-Mouse-Rat

VCMap zooming (a slider), clicking, colours no

Cinteny zooming by clicking, colours no

SynView zooming, popup menus, overview, colours no

BioViews semantic zooming, scrolling, colours no

SyMAP zoom buttons, scrolling no

Table 3.2: User studies and basic techniques such as zooming and panning offered by classic genome

browsers.

3.3.1 Classic Genome Browsers

A number of different genome browsers were created, but probably the earliest one was released in June

1991, with the development of ACeDB (A Caenorhabditis elegans Database) [26], see Figure 3.4. AceDB

offers an object-oriented view of biological data, the ability to store very large objects, and rapid response

time. The tool also provides a graphic representation which contains many objects in various colours.

Colours help the researcher to identify the objects. For example, when a marker is coloured in yellow, it

means that this marker has been cloned. The graphical user interface allows the users to view a genetic
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Figure 3.4: AceDB-representation of worm chromosome X. Figure adapted from [121].

map and display sequence annotation. The users can view textual details by double clicking on an object.

AceDB offers simple zooming activated via zoom buttons. The viewer offers three types of sequence

views: a genetic map, a physical map, and a sequence window which shows the DNA or AA (amino

acid) sequences and is used for analysing and annotating them. All map views offer pop-up menus and

present a series of columns which may differ in usage and position between databases. ACeDB is still

being developed and potential users can get it from the web page http://www.acedb.org/.

To make genome browsers more accessible for users, a number of web accessible browsers have been

developed. One of them was SGD (Saccharomyces Genome Database) [17]. SGD, see Figure 3.5, was

designed to provide quick access to knowledge available for the budding yeast Saacharomyces cerevisiae.

SGD focuses on the genome sequence and genes. It offers graphical interfaces which are geared towards

biologists using the database. The application uses colours to code different types of genetic information.

It also offers very limited zooming via buttons. The users see the description ”>>Zoom In<<” when

zooming is available, and after clicking on the description the picture becomes about 4 times larger.

Since the development of AceDB and SGD a number of genome browsers have been implemented.

It is not possible to describe them all in detail. Therefore, we focus here on the genome browsers which
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Figure 3.5: A clickable physical and genetic map in SGD. Data presented for chromosome IX of the

budding yeast.

most influenced our research.

Ensembl [44], see Figure 3.6, is probably one of the most popular systems for genome analysis.

The Ensembl database organises biological information around the sequences of large genomes. It is an

interactive Web site, a set of downloadable flat files, and a complete, portable open source software system

for handling genomes. The Ensembl browser displays assembled sequences, cross-species synteny, genes,

transcripts, proteins, supporting evidence, dot-plots, protein domains and gene/protein families.

The users can find 17 different views for data offered by Ensembl: AlignView, AnchorView, ChromoView,

ContigView, CytoView, DomainView, ExonView, FastaView, GeneView, KaryoView, MapView, Mark-

erView, MultiContigView, ProteinView, SNPView, SyntenyView, and TransView. Different views are
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Figure 3.6: Ensembl - ContigView - human chromosome 5. ContigView provides a high level view of the

contig sequences (E) that form the genome sequence assembly, and of genes and other features that have

been placed on it. The figure shows the entire chromosome (human chromosome 5, see A), an ‘Overview’

(B) panel displaying a chromosome region of up to 1 Mb, the ‘Detailed View’ (D) panel showing genes and

markers, and a ‘Basepair View’ (F) panel showing within a small assembly region of up to 500 bases the

actual sequence, translations and restriction enzyme recognition sites (G). C shows syntenic chromosome

fragments in other species.
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Figure 3.7: Ensembl - SyntenyView - human chromosome 1 and rat chromosomes. SyntenyView provides

clickable pictures which allow one to see more information about synteny between chromosomes.

used to represent different kinds of data. In our first experiment (see Chapter 6 - ‘Initial Quantitative

User Study’), a number of genomic data were represented by ContigView, MultiContigView and Syn-

tenyView. In SyntenyView, see Figure 3.7, a diagram of chromosomes with blocks of conserved synteny

and homology matches between individual genes with syntenic blocks shown. The SyntenyView is not

satisfactory; it does not allow zooming and panning visible features. In ContigView, see Figure 3.6, a set

of different views of a gene is shown, from broad chromosome context to fine nucleotide detail. These

views are in separate horizontal frames, one below the other. The data presented in Ensembl is supported

by labelling and searching. MultiContigView is an extension of ContigView. It supports the display of

genome annotation for several species. We find that because of the size of the data set and the layout, it

is difficult to show all requested details in one screen. The users need to use scrolling and very often get

lost in the information space.
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Figure 3.8: The University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser visualises the human

chromosome X.

The University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser [56] is similar to the

Ensembl tool, see Figure 3.8. It collects available genomic data from biological sources and stores it in

a MySQL database. The application offers graphical and text-based views. The users can, similar to

Ensembl users’, zoom via buttons and specify a type of data they would like to see. After clicking on an

element, the users see additional data, however it is strictly textual data, while Ensembl offers as well a

graphical interface for selected elements. Ensembl and UCSC Genome Browser offer overviews, however,

in Ensembl the users can choose any region to focus on by marking it by a red square. In UCSC Genome

Browser the users can click on a band and detailed information is presented for the whole band. Both

tools offer popup menus, however the UCSC Genome Browser popup menus are better designed as they

disappear after use. Ensembl offers a number of different views, while the UCSC Genome Browser offers a

variety of data and textual information, but only one type of graphical interface for single chromosomes.
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Figure 3.9: SyntenyVista - SV1. The display contains an overview of the human chromosome 2 on the

left and of the mouse chromosome 6 on the right. In the centre a comparison of the selected parts of

both chromosomes is shown. Black lines connect genes which are considered to be counterparts in the

two species. A colouring scheme supports the user in relating genes to individual chromosomes.

SyntenyVista [46], see Figure 3.9, was the first interactive representation of synteny data de-

signed for large genomes. It shows information about the human, rat and mouse genomes, and allows us

to see the relationships between genes and chromosomes in two species at a time. SyntenyVista focuses

on the visualisation of gene comparisons. The tool shows relationships between genes, syntenic groups,

chromosomes and QTLs. It has features which make it more usable than other existing genome browsers.

SyntenyVista shows the whole chromosome with detail and supports choosing the part which will be

investigated. The view uses colour and chromosome numbering to support understanding at the starting

point of the visualisation. The users can manipulate the view by using both mouse and keyboard inter-

action. An early version of the application (SV1) offers the option to invert the chromosomes, which was

found to be useful. It offers smooth zooming which supports the visual exploration of the chromosome

space. The user can keep an area of interest in focus during the zooming process. The tool also supports

panning. The users can move the chromosome with the mouse on the gene panel, or drag a box enclosing

the region of interest. The display of the genes can be scaled by using a mouse action. The second version

of SyntenyVista (SV2), see Figure 3.10, has the cartoon scaling feature. The functionality visualises all

genes as being equidistant and the same size.

On the other hand, SyntenyVista is poorly designed and the software has no documentation or comments.

The code contains a lot of items (classes, methods) which probably were planned by the designer but

never implemented. Because of this the users can see alerts or windows which appear and offer some
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Figure 3.10: SyntenyVista - SV2. The view shows an overview of the rat chromosome 10 on the left and

the human chromosome 17 on the right. QTLs (chromosomal regions associated with a disease) are shown

as vertical black lines situated near the chromosomes.

functions but they can choose only one “path” through the application, and are distracted by pop-ups.

For example, when we select a chromosome within the space of genomes, we are asked if this display

should be offered in a 2D or a 3D version, but only the 2D version has been implemented. SyntenyVista

has also a poorly designed database connectivity interface. At initialization the user can download data

from Ensembl and he is presented with menu options to read the data from a file or to issue an SQL

(structured query language) command. In fact the users do not have a choice; they can only download

the data from Ensembl because the functionality which allows reading from a file does not work with the

new version of SyntenyVista. On the other hand, the SQL command line is completely useless for people

who do not know SQL, which is generally the case in the user population (biologists).

SyntenyVista includes also a top panel allowing additional user interaction and presenting extra infor-

mation. The panel displays information on genes or QTLs in response to mouse movement in the gene

area. QTLs are displayed as thin lines along the chromosome axes. The panel offers options to search for

a gene name or a chromosome position. A gene is then highlighted on the whole chromosome image, and

the gene and its counterpart in the other species blink for a few seconds.

One of the oldest but most frequently used tools - DerBrowser [61], see Figure 3.11 - was designed

at the time of the human genome sequencing project. Since then new technologies have been developed,

but not all of them can be added to this tool, because the software is out of date. It is a Java applet

which supports interactive visualisation of one chromosome, or of a chromosome part. It connects to a

local database to produce web pages showing all the information describing a given map object.
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Figure 3.11: DerBrowser uses several colours and types of data presentation. There are columns with

exemplary biological data presented in linear format (columns 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8), simple overlap format

(columns 1 and 5), and locus format (columns 9, 10, and 11) in different colours.

Figure 3.12: Chromosome comparison represented in Apollo. We see human chromosome 20 at the top

and part of mouse chromosome 2 at the bottom.
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It can be used to display genes, chromosome bands (chromosome parts coloured light or dark in the

karyotype pictures), or markers, and can represent any object on a map [148]. It provides an illusion of

smooth zooming (a slider), and supports the hiding of objects, based on object type. It can also perform

search functions by using a “Find” button. The users still cannot see all the relevant areas in detail as

the zooming is not powerful enough.

Figure 3.13: Apollo - gene visualisation. We see a comparison between two species Drosophila pseudoob-

scura and Drosophila melanogaster. Annotations from both organisms and orthologous regions between

them are presented in the central part of the image, where many lines cross.

Apollo [63], see Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, is a sequence annotation viewer and editor. It

allows the biologist to annotate the genomic feature descriptions derived from automated analyses and

computational pipelines. It facilitates connecting to various databases and the comparison of existing

annotations with other biological data. However, when the users want to choose the kind of connection

they need and download the data, they see a lot of small windows, some of which offer scrolling, while

some only inform about the chosen data after a mouse click. The tool offers researchers the ability to
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probe, manipulate and alter the interpretation of the underlying data. Within the various views offered

by the package, annotations can be created, deleted, merged, split, classified and commented upon. The

tool allows the view to be scaled using zoom buttons and provides a degree of semantic zooming [5]. Some

features are not displayed at low zoom levels and appear more precisely only when the user zooms in on

them. The user can move to a specific position by specifying a coordinate, gene name, or short sequence

string, or by using the horizontal scroll bar. Apollo can display features on two genomes at the same

time. The view offers zooming and panning but it does not present the data clearly, and users cannot see

all the relevant details. The pictures offered by Apollo show the connections between genes in the gene

comparison view but they are unclear and lack sophistication. Because of the visual clutter the users can

not see, or notice, all the interesting data details.

Figure 3.14: Artemis - gene presentation. The bottom window shows nucleotide sequences and translation

of all three reading frames. In the middle window the zoomed version of the data from the bottom frame

is presented and in the upper window the percentage of GC context is shown.
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Artemis [98], see Figure 3.14, is a genome viewer and annotation tool that visualises sequence

features and the results of analyses within the context of the sequence and its translation from DNA

to protein. Artemis can be used as a sequence viewer and is suitable for smaller genomes. Properties

of the sequence can be plotted. Each plot allows dynamic modification of the window size used for the

calculation. The sequence and plots can be zoomed together into the single base level or out for the

complete genome. Artemis provides two sequence windows to view the same sequence at different zoom

levels simultaneously. The tool can be run as an applet within a web browser.

Figure 3.15: BugView - gene comparison.
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BugView [60], see Figure 3.15, is a comparative genome browser. It allows one to compare the

arrangement of genes in two genomes, and can also be used to view individual genomes. It was written

to enable comparative study of bacteria, including the comparison of bacterial strains.

The view presented by BugView is restricted to genes, showing gene overlaps, and, where relevant, intron-

exon structure, including alternative splicing. The users can scroll and zoom smoothly, and search for gene

names. BugView includes support for the comparison of genes (sequence analysis) and analysis of gene

alignments and other sequence features. For instance, one can filter sequence alignments by specifying

percentage similarity.

BugView is a nice and simple tool but it does not offer any data connectivity at all. The users can only

read the data from a prepared file in Genbank format. Its big advantage is that the users can choose the

type of displayed diagrams such as linear, circular or comparison.

Figure 3.16: Sockeye chromosome visualisation in 3D. We see the menu (A), the sequence track selection

tree (B), the feature selection tree (C), the navigation toolbar (D), and the 3D viewport (E). The applica-

tion allows the users to show/hide and obtain detailed information for loaded sequence track annotation

types. In 3D viewport the users can perform analysis and edit annotations. The figure adapted from [75].

Sockeye [75], see Figure 3.16, uses 3D graphics technology and data from the Ensembl database

project. A user can also import custom sequences and annotation data. Large sets of functionally

linked sequences containing genes that are coexpressed, and orthologous across multiple species can be
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analysed in Sockeye. The application can also facilitate comparative analyses across sequences from any

source. The difference between Sockeye and other existing browsers is in the 3D environment. View

and annotation can exploit a third dimension. Each 3D model is specified in a user configurable XML

format file. Sockeye integrates the process of obtaining sequence and annotation data. The application

also allows a user to simultaneously visualise several different alignments and easily view alignment gaps.

Montgomery et al. [75] stress that using a 3D environment has a lot of advantages and disadvantages

and only few researchers decided to use it in their work. 3D visualisation is uncommon in genomics

and for abstract data, moreover, in 3D graphics problems with occlusion and movement occur, because

of this researchers may find it difficult to use. The developers find Sockeye to be user-friendly, but the

users cannot easily see all interesting objects (there was no formal user study). The designers’ goal is to

provide the user with a system for locating and extracting targets from comparative genomics analyses for

subsequent laboratory and computational study. Sockeye has been constructed as a software application

capable of analysing and comparing the characteristics of several genome annotations simultaneously. The

application creates simple annotation objects called TrackFeatures to meet the challenges of storing and

managing the visualisation of genomic annotations. Sockeye’s graphical user interface shows the sequence

track selection tree, the feature selection tree, several navigation controls, and the 3D viewport with one

sequence track. The users can also compare the information contained in multiple genomics sequences,

and zoom, pan and rotate the position of the sequence track. Sockeye can adapt to the changing needs of

its user community and provides its own error tracking and feature suggestion mechanism. The authors

believe that an information-rich 3D environment will allow the user to see the underlying characteristics

of multiple sequences within a single genome or from multiple genomes. However, during our user studies

we had not met users who had used Sockeye.

K-BROWSER [13], see Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18, is a comparative browser which visualises

biological information at a higher level of resolution than is the case in most other tools. Its novelty

is the representation of sequence similarity histograms along sequence features on several genomes. K-

BROWSER was built on the foundation of the UCSC Genome Browser [56]. It can display a number

of genomes overlaid with annotations and predictions, and shows the multiple alignments that describe

global sequence relationships.

K-BROWSER takes as input a specific region in a genome and produces a set of images that succinctly

represent the requested region and all orthologous regions in other genomes. The two critical components

of the application are track realignment and image generation. Track realignment is responsible for

the necessary scaling of DNA lengths in the comparative views to make it consistent with the multiple

alignment. Image generation takes as input a genomic region query and produces an image for every

corresponding region in the multiple alignment. The tool displays a sequence conservation plot above the

tracks. It allows the users to select a track according to which the conservation plot is to be coloured. The

K-BROWSER can compute the percentage similarity between the root sequence and the leaf sequence
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Figure 3.17: K-BROWSER showing the cystic fibrosis gene region (CFTR). Human, mouse and rat

annotations are presented (from the top to the bottom). The grey bars indicate gaps (arising from

insertions or deletions) in the sequences and the peaks in the histogram show regions of high sequence

similarity. The user can navigate using zoom buttons, gene name searching, and position jumping.

in a window centred on a specified position. It allows one not only to determine if a genomic region is

conserved within other genomes, but also to infer the rate at which it is evolving. The Generic Genome

Browser [107], see Figure 3.19, is a combination of a database and interactive web pages for manipulating

and displaying annotations on genomes. GBrowse can display an arbitrary set of features on a nucleotide

or protein sequence, and can also accommodate genome-scale sequences. GBrowse provides most of the

features available in other browsers, and was designed from the outset to be portable and extensible. This

allows it to integrate well with other components of a model organism system database (MOD), and with

planned components of the Genetic Model Organism Database (GMOD) project in particular. GBrowser

provides multiple configurable levels of zoom and two scroll speeds, and also offers semantic zooming.

The users can customise the view, the track and the width of the image. The application allows for

adding annotations to the genome and publish those annotations by putting the feature file on an internet

accessible web page or FTP (file transfer protocol) site. GBrowse implements a web based display. It is

composed from several components such as a CGI (common gateway interface) script, the Bio::Graphic

module responsible for rendering the genome images, the Bio::DB::GFF database and GadFly database.

The Bio::DB::GFF schema has a few limitations. The main one is that it relies on a flat coordinate system
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Figure 3.18: K-BROWSER - genome browser application, showing K-BROWSER infrastructure. Segment

tables and re-aligned tracks are the two new databases built by the application. These databases are used

in whole-genome alignment, homology map and annotation tracks. The users submit queries which are

converted into a K-BROWSER figure.

to represent genomic features and can handle only one level of nesting of sequence features. GadFly was

developed to solve these problems. GBrowse supports also a plug-in architecture that allows third-party

modules to extend GBrowse’s capabilities. Stein et al. [107] stress that the application was designed with

extensibility in mind. Hence, there are multiple distinct layers at which software developers can add new

code to extend the browser’s capabilities. The developers stress that Web-based genome browsers are a

class of applications that the bioinformatics research community seems to be doomed to reinvent time

and again.

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Map Viewer [143], see
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Figure 3.19: GBrowse. The users can type a landmark name into the text field at top. Landmarks can

be gene names, clone names, accession numbers, or any other identifier configured by the administrator.

Once a region is selected, it is displayed in a detailed view that summarises annotations and other genomic

features.

Figure 3.20: NCBI Map Viewer - genome browser application showing the human chromosome 1 with

features as genes and micro array probes, and some additional information such as description, data

sources, and links to other biological data bases. On the left hand we see an overview of the chromosome

1 with the selected part, which can be zoomed and presented in the main window.
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Figure 3.20, is a Web interface used to view and search an organism’s complete genome. The user can

view maps of individual chromosomes and zoom into specific regions within chromosomes to explore the

genome at the sequence level. They have access to several different types of maps for different organisms.

Map Viewer allows the user to view these maps graphically or in a table format. NCBI Map Viewer’s

graphic display is limited to features related to gene identification, although there are text links to other

pages. Zooming and other visualisation features are not as sophisticated, in our opinion, as those offered

in Ensembl.

NCBI Map Viewer and Ensembl read data directly from a huge database and offer search functions. One

of the drawbacks of connectivity via the internet is much slower response each time when the users try to

perform an operation such as scroll or zoom. These sites have implemented their browsing facilities solely

in HTML so that each change of view involves generation of a new web page. Such web pages cannot be

displayed until the necessary bitmap graphic files have been transferred by the Internet from the remote

server to the users’ machine. On the other hand, they provide access to a wide range of information held

in their databases. NCBI Map Viewer’s graphic display is limited to features related to gene identification,

although there are text links to other pages. Users familiar with the tool can add additional features.

Figure 3.21: eQTL Explorer presents the rat chromosome 1, eQTLs marked by triangles to the left and

pQTLs marked by rectangles to the right.
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Figure 3.22: Expressionview displays mouse chromosomes and QTLs represented as vertical bars beside

each chromosome.

eQTL (expression Quantitative Trait Locus) Explorer [77], see Figure 3.21, visualises QTL

data [45] on the background of each chromosome. The chromosomes are drawn as vertical bars, and the

QTLs are shown as coloured triangles. The application can display individual chromosomes in a separate

view, with options to browse, zoom and export data. The tool has also a pop-up menu which provides

access to annotations and cross-references to external data sources. The tool represents only a small

subset of genome data.

Expressionview [31], see Figure 3.22, and eQTL Explorer, which are similar in appearance, are

two applications designed specifically for the analysis of micro array experiments. Both applications

show entire karyotypes and draw QTLs and genes identified in a micro array experiment alongside the

chromosomes. Both applications are single-purpose, in that they do not show other biologically relevant

information at the same time, for instance all the genes or SNPs.

A triple synteny Human-Mouse-Rat visualisation [135], see Figure 3.23, allows us to observe

and compare genes and chromosomes in a similar way to SyntenyVista. Human-mouse-rat synteny server

[135] provides information about 18,915 human genes mapped to mouse genome draft and 18,464 mouse

genes mapped to human genome draft, among them 14,504 orthologous gene pairs. The authors claim

that this is the most comprehensive data about homology between human, mouse and rat genomic regions.
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Figure 3.23: The triple synteny Human-Mouse-Rat - chromosome comparison. Figure A shows all rat

chromosomes. Each rat chromosome is composed from two coloured columns (M-mouse and H-human).

The legend below Figure A presents each chromosome (human and mouse) by a separated colour. Ac-

cording to the legend, the user sees information for syntenic regions between rat chromosomes and human

(column H) or mouse (column M) chromosomes. After clicking on a rat chromosome, Figure B appears.

Figure B presents exactly the same information, however, the legend is cut to a few chromosomes taking

part in the comparison, and the human and mouse chromosomes are inverted if it is necessary.
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Figure 3.24: VCMap picture from the rat genome database. This is a ComparativeMap for the rat

chromosome 1 and the human chromosome 1.

The user can find a good deal of textual biological information, however its visualisation is quite poorly

designed. A triple synteny Human-Mouse-Rat visualisation offers colourful pictures for each rat, mouse,

and human chromosomes, see Figure 3.23. However, it does not even support basic techniques such

as zooming or panning. The user can click at a chromosome, see Figure 3.23 A, and then they see a

comparison between three species, see Figure 3.23 B. Clicking is the only interaction offered by the tool.

A similar function to the Triple synteny Human-Mouse-Rat is presented in the Virtual Com-

parative Mapping (VCMap) from the rat genome database (RGD) [144]. The tool was developed to

explore the relationships between rat, mouse and human. The comparative maps are extended by the

prediction of locations for markers unmapped in a species based on their known locations in the syntenic

region of another species. The application [58] gives a visually pleasing picture of the comparative maps

but, because of the density of markers on the map, the tool does not display all available information.

As can be seen in Figure 3.24 a lot of information is presented. The users can click on a bar of the map

or explore a searched feature by clicking on it. The display is cluttered and the system does not support

synteny analysis.
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Figure 3.25: Cinteny represents a comparison between the rat chromosome 2 and the human chromosome

1.

Cinteny [103], see Figure 3.25, similarly to SyntenyVista, represents syntenic regions between

species. The application represents markers and genes but its visualisation aspect is limited. It offers

zooming, but it is available only by clicking on an element, and the user cannot zoom enough to see details.

The advantage of Cinteny is that the graphical elements its presents are linked to external resources -

here NCBI.

Figure 3.26: SynView - the figure taken from [114]. A displays similarity between orthologous genes,

NP 055841.1 (human) and NEWSINFRUP00000141542 (fugu). B represents an exon level display for the

same genes as in panel A. C shows a panoramic display of the human chromosome 12 (130 Mbp region)

and the whole fugu genome. D is a multiple species display.

SynView [114], see Figure 3.26, also presents comparative genome analyses. The difference between

SynView and other applications presented in the section is that SynView offers comparative genome
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analysis for a number of species. On the other hand, the visualisation is not clear, and the user can easily

get lost in a number of links representing the genome similarities. SynView is integrated with GBrowse.

Figure 3.27: BioViews - the figure taken from [39], presents a DNA view.

BioViews [39], see Figure 3.27, is yet another example of an older genome browser. The authors

discuss the issue of displaying physical and sequence based maps3. The application also displays a genetic

map which was common before the genome was sequenced. It offers user customization and graphical

hyperlinks for GenBank records. It also supports semantic zooming.

SyMAP (Synteny Mapping and Analysis Program) [105], see Figure 3.28 visualises synteny blocks

and presents the results as a dot plot or as a standard synteny block in chromosome regions. SyMAP

provides its own algorithm to compute synteny. The user can set in the control panel the percentage

of identity in synteny which allows them to see only the selected synteny blocks. SyMAP offers also a
3Physical maps show the physical length of DNA measured in base pairs. In molecular biology, two nucleotides on opposite

complementary DNA or RNA strands that are connected via hydrogen bonds are called a base pair (often abbreviated bp).

In the canonical Watson-Crick base pairing, adenine (A) forms a base pair with thymine (T), as does guanine (G) with

cytosine (C) in DNA. Sequence-based maps improve with the scientific progress and are perfect when the genomic DNA

sequencing of the species has been completed. In the meantime, it is worth to mention the genetic map, which was used

when physical and sequence-based maps did not exist. A scale in a genetic map was measured in centimorgan (cM) or map

unit (m.u.), which is a unit of recombinant frequency for measuring genetic linkage. It is often used to imply distance along a

chromosome. The number of base-pairs it corresponds to varies widely across the genome (different regions of a chromosome

have different propensities towards crossover), and is about 1 million base pairs in humans. The centimorgan is equal to a

1% chance that a marker at one genetic locus on a chromosome will be separated from a marker at a second locus due to

crossing over in a single generation. A 50 cM distance means that the genes will reassort when an odd number of crossings

happen, which happens 31.8% of the time.
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Figure 3.28: SyMAP - synteny blocks in chromosomes. Figure obtained from [147].

sequence filter which displays markers and genes. However, gene descriptions appear only when the user

moves the mouse close to the gene. Markers can be displayed with all descriptions which makes the view

neither aesthetically pleasing nor readable. SyMAP offers zooming limited by buttons and scrolling which

appears when it is necessary.

3.3.2 Metabolic Pathways

In the previous section we introduced the most popular “classic” genome browsers. We now move to

more complicated visualisation tools which visualise metabolic pathways, see Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.29.

Metabolic pathways allow the users to draw and manipulate the representations of metabolism. Metabolic

pathways (metabolic maps) are subnetworks of the metabolic networks. The structures represented by this

kind of tools are much more complicated than those shown in classic genome browsers. Biological networks

are studied to discover complex roles played by genes, gene products and the cellular environments in

biological processes. In this kind of network the nodes represent genes or gene products and the edges

represent specific interactions. One uses specific graph layouts and methods which enable the drawing

of genome metabolic networks [10], biomolecular interaction networks [100] and other kinds of biological

networks. It is very important that common activities such as selection or filtering are implemented in a
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Figure 3.29: Whole metabolic network of E. coli drawn by MetaViz. The figure is taken from [10].

way that produces the results quickly. Cytospace [100] provides smooth zooming and overview and details

techniques which allow the users to see where the part of network displayed in the main view is situated

and quickly switch between different parts of the network.
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Figure 3.30: Cytoscape - whole metabolic network of E. coli. The figure is taken from [10].

3.3.3 Other Data Analysis Tools

As can be seen in Chapter 8 - ‘Mixed Paradigm User Study’ - a lot of biologists use Excel or Word,

or even a simple text editor to store and manipulate their data experiments. Therefore, it is also worth

mentioning such tools. They can present biological data and use a graphic interface (Excel and Word) but

for biologists tables or simple text files which have no graphic representations are also important. Some

tools in that domain were created specifically for biological data, such as Fisheye-Mage [118] which shows

micro array data or FlyMine [130] which represents data in web page tables. Tools mentioned in this

chapter, such as a triple synteny Human-Mouse-Rat visualisation [135] or Ensembl, specifically BioMart

[122], also present data as text in table format. In those tools, techniques supporting filtering or searching
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are very important.

Figure 3.31: Focus on a specific gene presented by Fisheye-Mage from [118].

Wu et al. [118], see Figure 3.31, reported on a table that uses fisheye distortion. The table showing

gene expression data was a subject of a pilot user study. 5 people (not experts) who took part in the

study were asked questions from the Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) [104]. Wu and

colleagues described the user feedback as quite positive, with a mean overall reaction score of 8.2 (on

a scale from zero to nine). They also stress that the application shows “real promise”. However, the

authors did not precisely describe the experiment and mentioned nothing about data presented during it.

We would rather call it “asking colleagues for advice” than user study.

In Fisheye-Mage, the authors do not present a special graphical user interface but only a simple table

with fisheye effect which shows biological data.

FlyMine [130], see Figure 3.32, and BioMart [122], see Figure 3.33, are databases which present data,

FlyMine for Drosophila and Anopheles genomics, and BioMart for selected mammals and other species.

The two applications provide tables with textual data, however, under the text they hold hyperlinks to

additional information - frequently also graphical representations.

As can be seen in Chapters 6 and 8 (our user studies), the textual information is very important for

biologists and quite often they prefer to have the information in both versions, textual and graphical.
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Figure 3.32: FlyMine - figure adapted from [130].

Figure 3.33: BioMart - figure presented data for rat genes.

3.4 Work Undertaken with Existing Genome Browsers

As can be seen from previous section, we studied a number of existing genome browsers but none of

them fulfill the biologists requirements (see Table 3.1). Therefore, we decided to extend existing genome

browsers and add additional features and visualisation techniques (fisheye) to make the tools more usable.

We chosen two genome browsers SyntenyVista [46] and DerBrowser [61], because our collaborators use

these tools during their work.

3.4.1 Software Re-engineering for Database Connectivity in SyntenyVista

We started the software engineering work by addressing the database connectivity issue. We introduced to

SyntenyVista an XML (extensible markup language) configuration file which allows one to easily change
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the database connection without changing the source code. Configuration is performed only using a text

editor. Figure 3.34 shows some sample XML tags used in the configuration file. We also tried to use a

web server on http://penida.dcs.gla.ac.uk to collect necessary data, especially about QTLs which were

temporarily stored on a web server in the hospital (Western Infirmary). SyntenyVista displays QTL data,

and we encountered problems with access to the hospital server which was outside our control, so we

resolved to replicate this data locally.

1 <SyntenyVista>
2 ...
3 <db_name>ensembl_mart_30_1<db_name>
4 <UserName>anonymous</UserName>
5 <Password>
6 ...
7 </SyntenyVista>

Figure 3.34: Example XML configuration file.

3.4.2 Software Development of DerBrowser

Figure 3.35: DerBrowser - rat chromosome 2. On the left hand side the chromosome scale is shown. The

column called chromosome shows the chromosome bands which are visible under a microscope after a

chromosome is stained. Genes and Affymetrix probe sets have been acquired from Ensembl. QTLs shown

are areas on the genome associated with genetic defects and disease, some of which were first proposed in

[45], and some downloaded from the rat database [144] or Ensembl.
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Figure 3.36: DerBrowser - chromosome comparison. On the left hand side only small part of the rat

chromosome 2 is shown. We see bands, genes, Affymetrix probe sets and QTLs for this part of the

chromosome. On the right hand side we show a comparison of the part of the rat chromosome 2 with a

part of the mouse chromosome 3. For the same part of the mouse chromosome 3 we display a comparison

with the part of the human chromosome 1.

As a part of our co-operation with the BHF Cardiovascular Research Centre and the authors of

[45], we prepared a local cache of all rat chromosome data (including information downloaded from [45])

to show in DerBrowser, see Figure 3.35. The chromosome, genes, Affymetrix probe sets and QTLs were

shown in the tool for each of the rat chromosomes.

We also tried to show in DerBrowser a comparison for rat, mouse and human chromosomes, see

Figure 3.36. During the work we observed some difficulties that were possibly due to unresolved bugs.

While in SyntenyVista the moving of all chromosomes to show genes and similarities between them in

both species are well implemented, in DerBrowser this is impossible. A user can only add data with

changed coordinates (so that both chromosomes are shown side by side), and this is not enough for a

precise visualisation of the comparisons. We also observed a problem with zooming in that has a limited

resolution. Zooming does not suffice to show precisely small parts of genes or Affymetrix probe sets. To

support this work, we prepared 2 posters ‘System level visualization of eQTLs (expression QTLs) and

pQTLs’ (physiological QTLs) which were presented in the Bioinformatics and System Biology Conference

in Edinburgh on 14th and 15th of July 2005 and Cardiovascular Functional Genomics Meeting in Glasgow

on 4th July 2005. We prepared two versions of the data displays presented in DerBrowser in order to find

out what ways of displaying the data are better and show the information more precisely. The results are

available at http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/. The difference between the two presentations we prepared

was in the presentation of QTL data, which was in different columns, divided into fat, kidney, eQTL or

pQTL in the 1st version, and in one column in the 2nd version, but with the use of colour to distinguish

between different QTL types. A user assessment was not carried out, as we discovered that DerBrowser

does not zoom in enough to show the required details.
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Figure 3.37: DerBrowser - choosing the coordinates for displaying only a specified part of the chromosome

7.

After consultation with researchers from the BHF Cardiovascular Research Centre, we decided

to prepare also a version of DerBrowser combined with a CGI script, see Figure 3.37, which supports

choosing the coordinates of the presented area. From the users’ point of view the difference is that they

can now select the coordinates of the part of the chromosome that they would like to see, and focus on an

arbitrarily small fragment. The beginning and the end of the chosen chromosome part are set as defaults.

In this solution we have two variables LEFTEND and RIGHTEND, and can draw the figure representing

a chromosome fragment.

We also implemented a fisheye effect for DerBrowser, see Figure 3.38. First, we studied the fish-

Figure 3.38: DerBrowser - fisheye effect.
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Figure 3.39: The three windows implemented in DerBrowser.

1 selObj = selected_element();
2 BigWindow(LEFTEND, RIGHTEND);
3 HalfWindow = BigWindow/2;
4
5 A = RIGHTEND - selObj.to;
6 B = selObj.from - LEFTEND;
7
8 if(A > B)
9 piece = HalfWindow / (A/B+1);
10 TopWindow = piece * HalfWindow;
11 BottomWindow = (A/B) * HalfWindow;
12 else
13 piece = HalfWindow / (B/A+1);
14 TopWindow = (B/A) * HalfWindow;
15 BottomWindow = piece * HalfWindow;
16
17 paint(selObj, MiddleWindow);
18 paint(B, TopWindow);
19 paint(A, BottomWindow);

Figure 3.40: An algorithm used during implementing fisheye effect for DerBrowser.

eye effect implemented in the Piccolo toolkit, and decided to implement a similar effect in the genome

browser. It was more difficult to program in DerBrowser than in Piccolo because DerBrowser uses no Java

Components or Containers. Therefore, the fisheye with semantic zooming effect was implemented from

scratch, based on existing Java software. We divided the screen area into three windows where two of

them change in size and the one in the middle changes in position. Conceptually, in the application there

is a two level tree, where windows with zoomed elements are children of the window containing elements

of the original size.

Before the work in DerBrowser, there was only one window responsible for drawing all data. We

divided the screen into three windows, see Figure 3.39. The window in the middle (MiddleWindow) is

always of the same size (1/2 of the big window) but it changes its position depending on the size of the two

other windows (TopWindow and BottomWindow). When an element on the display is selected (mouse

click), the size of both outside windows is computed as:

A=RIGHTEND-selObj.to
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B=selObj.from-LEFTEND.

Then A is compared with B and the rest of the big window i.e. 1/2 of the big window is divided into

(A/B+1) or (B/A+1) pieces depending on whether A or B is larger. The smaller window receives 1 piece

and the second one (B/A) or (A/B) pieces from the 1/2 of the big window, see Figure 3.40.

We also implemented semantic zooming, with additional information appearing below the large

window when an object is selected. This effect was very useful. The users can choose a small piece of

data and see if there are any genes or Affymetrix probe sets in the area. It was impossible to see such

data clearly in the previous version of DerBrowser. The source of DerBrowser is quite old and sometimes

it is very tricky to find the piece of code responsible for some settings. There is a bug which should be

corrected - the coordinates on the right hand side overlap.

3.5 Conclusion

Visualisation of genome comparisons is important to research in biology and medicine. We presented most

of the available graphical tools used to represent biological data - genes and chromosomes in different

species and recognised that none of them fulfill the biologists requirements. After the study of existing

genome browsers, we decided to extend existing two browsers: DerBrowser and SyntenyVista. However,

the browsers are using old technologies and it is not possible to show details for all relevant data our

collaborators want to see in DerBrowser or SyntenyVista. Especially comparison between genes presented

by DerBrowser does not show enough details required by the users. On the other hand, SyntenyVista

does not allow the biologists to see their data. Therefore, we created VisGenome which is described in

Chapter 5. According the requirements presented in Table 3.1, VisGenome ought to:

• present a number of different kinds of data, especially genes, markers, micro array probes, and QTLs

which are very important for biologists work,

• present genome data for at least three species: mouse, human, and rat,

• provide an easy way for biologists to input their own data,

• show comparison between biologists’ data and data available from other sources,

• provide visualisation techniques which allow the users easy navigate data,

• be accessible for all biologists.

In practice, all browsers should perform the same function, i.e. show the chromosomes of some

species in detail. On the other hand, so many different visualisation tools have been developed to support

the same user task and none of the existing tools shows all relevant data the biologist wishes to see. This
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is due to the fact that a number of research groups or organisations are involved in genomics research,

and all of them carry out their research and experiments independently. They all use the same types of

data. All of the projects use a tool which focuses on a special part or aspect of the data, or the data

annotation and interpretation process which is the most important for them. Each of the browsers has

useful features (such as zooming, panning, or presenting relevant information) which we tried to adopt

during the development of VisGenome. On the other hand, each of them has drawbacks (such as placing

all information in one view or using pop up menus which do not disappear without clicking) which should

be avoided.

This chapter presented a survey of genome browsers while focussing on visualisation techniques.

We classified all genome browsers according to three dimensions. We also present our early work with

existing genome browsers - DerBrowser and SyntenyVista, which are not enough to show all relevant data

for biologists. The following chapter presents background from the field of human-computer interaction.

As can be seen from Table 3.2, user studies are not popular in genome browsers development probably

because the majority of the tools are created by biologists themselves for a special kind of data and the

developers do not envisage that their application could be potentially used by other medical researchers.

However, user studies accompanying the creation of genome browsers would help to improve the design.

This could generate new design ideas and a better understanding of the real use of genome browsers, and

save time needed for data analysis.

This chapter provided the contest for genome browsing. In the following chapter we turn our

attention to HCI techniques which provide a background to the user studies we conducted.
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Chapter 4

HCI - Design and Evaluation

This chapter briefly introduces the main points from the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) area and

presents our users who took part in the two user studies detailed in Chapters 6 and 8 (‘Initial Quantitative

User Study’ and ‘Mixed Paradigm User Study’). In the next chapter we introduce VisGenome which was

evaluated according to the HCI theory presented here and motivated by our genome browser survey

presented in the previous chapter.

4.1 Introduction

“Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of

interactive computing systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them.”

The definition1 presented in [41] (p.6.) clearly states that HCI study describes interaction between people

and computers, which occurs at the user interface. We used in the thesis title Biologist-Computer

Interaction to show the focus on that particular user community.

HCI is a multi-disciplinary subject, see Figure 4.1, and it is related to ergonomics and human

factors, engineering, design, anthropology, sociology, philosophy, linguistics, artificial intelligence, com-

puter science, cognitive psychology, and social and organizational psychology. However, HCI is especially

important in computer science and systems design, because it involves the design, implementation and

evaluation of interactive computer systems in the context of the users’ task and work [23].

The main goal of HCI is to produce usable and safe systems, as well as functional systems. To
1It is worth mentioning, that this was not the first definition of HCI. The term human-computer interaction was adopted

in the mid-1980s and it acknowledged that HCI was concerned with all aspects which relate to the interaction between users

and computers. One of the first HCI definitions was presented in [2] (p.40.) and it describes HCI as “[a] set of processes,

dialogues, and actions through which a human user employs and interacts with a computer”.
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Figure 4.1: Disciplines related to HCI: ergonomics and human factors, engineering, design, anthropology,

sociology, philosophy, linguistic, artificial intelligence, computer science, cognitive psychology, and social

and organizational psychology. The figure is taken from [133].

produce computer systems with good usability, developers ought to:

• understand the factors that determine how people use technology

• develop tools and techniques to enable the building of suitable systems

• achieve efficient, effective, and safe interaction

• put people first

As present the definition of a “user interface” plays a very important role in HCI. Dix and colleagues [23]

present common interface styles:

• command line interface

• menus

• natural language

• question/answer and query dialog

• form-fills and spreadsheets

• WIMP2 (windowing system)
2WIMP is the style of graphical user interface that uses Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers - common windowing

widgets. It was invented at Xerox PARC, popularised by the Apple Macintosh and now available in other varieties such as

the Microsoft Windows operating system, the X Window System, OSF/Motif, NeWS and RISC OS [137].
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• point and click

• three-dimensional interfaces

The presented interface styles allow for communication between the users and computers. Each of the

styles corresponds to interface types. We distinguish user interface types such as graphical, voice, multi-

modal3, and other. During our study presented in next chapters we used a graphical user interface

implemented in VisGenome. It is presented by a windowing system and the users can select items of

interest mainly by clicking and dragging.

4.2 Design

Dix and colleagues [23] propose a simple definition of design: “achieving goals with constraints”. First,

the designer has to decide what the purpose of the design is and who it is for. In our situation it was

a user-friendly genome browser (VisGenome) which could be used by biologists and medical researchers.

The tool aimed to allow them to see their experimental data and compare those with the results from

other sources (biological experiments). Second, the designer should know constraints - what materials he

could use, how much it costs, or how much time he is going to spend on it. The authors [23] stress that

not all goals are always achieved within the constraints. Therefore, “trade-off” plays also an important

role in designing - “choosing which goals or constraints can be relaxed so that others can be met”.

Dix and colleagues present “understanding materials” as “the golden rule for design”. In HCI it is

understanding humans and computers, and how interfaces affect the users. Cognition4 plays an important

role during these processes. As can be seen in the following chapters, during our second user study some

biologists forgot about the options offered by VisGenome. Because of this, they did not use some from

the functions offered by the tool.

The process of interaction design consists of four basic software development phases (identifying

needs and establishing requirements, developing alternative designs, building interactive versions of the

designs, and evaluating designs), [89]. The activities could be related to one another in different ways.

Depending on how they are related, we distinguish different “lifecycle models”. The best known life cycle

models are:
3Multi-modal interfaces attempt to address the problems associated with purely auditory and purely visual interfaces

by providing a more immersive environment for human-computer interaction. A multi-modal interactive system is one

that relies on the use of multiple human communication channels to manipulate the computer. These communication

channels translate to a computer’s input and output devices. A genuine multi-modal system relies on simultaneous use of

multiple communication channels for both input and output, which more closely resembles the way in which humans process

information, [23].
4Cognition is what goes in our heads when we carry out our everyday activities. It involves cognitive processes, like

thinking, remembering, learning, daydreaming, decision making, seeking, reading, writing, and talking, [89].
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Figure 4.2: The spiral model taken from [9].

• waterfall model - The waterwall model is accepted as the least flexible and most obsolete of the life

cycle models. It was first described by Royce in 1970 [96] and it is good for projects with low risk

in the areas of user interface and performance requirements. On the other hand, it is high risk in

terms of budget and schedule predictability and control.

• star model - The design of interactive systems typically does not follow a specific order of steps in

the star model [38]. Evaluation is the central activity in the development cycle and is always done

before moving to a new stage. Development could start from any point in the star model and any

stage can be followed by any other stage.

• spiral model - The spiral model [9], see Figure 4.2, uses incremental development, with the aim

of managing risk. Developers define and implement features in order of decreasing priority. They

develop an initial version of the system, and then modify it based on input received from the user

evaluations. The development of each version of the system is carefully planned. With each iteration

around the spiral, progressively more complete versions of the system are built.

• V-shaped model - The V-shaped model is a sequential path of execution of processes. Each activity
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must be completed before the next one begins. The V-shaped model stresses testing more than the

waterfall model. Testing procedures are developed before any coding is done, during each of the

activities preceding implementation.

• incremental model - The incremental model is an intuitive approach to the waterfall model. It has

multiple development cycles, which making the model a “multi-waterfall” cycle. Cycles are divided

up into smaller, more easily managed iterations. Each iteration passes through the requirements,

design, implementation and testing phases.

• linear model - The linear design model presents different design strategies that are done once, in a

fixed order.

During our research we used the spiral model, see Figure 4.2. The “lifecycle model” has a number of

advantages such as:

• high amount of risk analysis

• good for large and mission-critical projects

• software is produced early in the software life cycle

On the other hand, it also has weaknesses, such as:

• can be costly to use

• risk analysis requires highly specific expertise

• project success is highly dependent on the risk analysis phase

• does not work well for smaller projects

The spiral model focuses on prototyping. The developer builds a simplified version of the proposed system

and presents it to the user for consultation as part of the development process. As can be seen in the

next chapters, it exactly corresponds to our research work. We developed a prototype of VisGenome

and consulted with biologists to see what should be changed in the next prototype version. We received

feedback and went back to the system requirements. We wanted to create a genome browser for medical

researchers according to their requirements, and this type of “lifecycle model” was the most appropriate

in our situation.

4.3 Evaluation

We can briefly define evaluation such as “collecting data about the usability of a design or product by a

specified group of users for a particular activity within a specified environment or work context” [23]. A
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number of methods could be used for evaluation, however, in each of them it is important to consider:

• the characteristics of the users

• the types of activities that the users will do

• the environment of the study, which may range from a controlled laboratory situation to a natural

work setting

• the nature of the artefact being evaluated, for example a paper prototype, a working software

prototype or the finished product

Monk and colleagues [74] stress that in late 1980s and early 1990s there was a trend to move from evaluator-

controlled forms of evaluation to more informal techniques, some of which are derived from anthropology

and sociology. They listed the following evaluation forms: interpretative evaluation5, contextual inquiry6,

cooperative and participative evaluation7, predictive evaluation8, and usage simulations9. Molich and

Nielsen [73] initialised a method known as heuristic evaluation. According to the authors, this kind of

evaluation is “cheap”. Such cost effective methods could be used by small companies who could not

afford or did not have the facilities, time or expertise necessary to do usability engineering. In heuristic

evaluation reviewers examine the system or prototype as in a general review or usage simulation, but

their inspection is guided by a set of high-level heuristics [80] which guide them to focus on key usability

issues. Nielsen [79, 87] also developed discount usability evaluation. The idea behind this technique is

to enable developers with few resources - in terms of time, money or expertise - to benefit from usability

testing during product design and development. A number of researchers use a walkthrough in HCI design

[74], to detect problems very early on so that they may be removed. Walkthroughs involve constructing

carefully defined tasks from a system specification or screen mock-ups10.

A number of HCI researchers use also (mentioned before) ethnography as a method of collecting

data about a real work situation. They stress that the scientific hypothesis-testing has a number of
5Preece and colleagues [88] summarised the interpretative evaluation as “spending time with users”. They stress that lab

conditions are not real world conditions, and only by observing the users in a natural environment can the developer detect

the presence of these factors. Preece and colleagues classified the ethnographic investigation as interpretative evaluation.
6The users and the researchers work together to understand and identify usability problems. They work in the users’

natural environment.
7“Co-operative evaluation is a technique to improve a user interface specification by detecting the possible usability

problems in an early prototype or partial simulation. It sets down procedures by which a designer can work with the sort

of people who will ultimately use the software in their daily work, so that together they can identify potential problems and

their solutions.”[74]. Participative evaluation is more open than cooperative evaluation and subject to greater control by

users.
8The developers try to predict problems before user testing.
9Usage simulations involve reviewing the application to find usability problems. These reviews are usually done by experts

who simulate the behaviour of less experienced users and try to anticipate the usability problems that they will encounter.
10A mock-up is a scale model of a structure or device, usually used for teaching, demonstration, or testing a design.
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limitations [74]. In ethnography, different kinds of data could be collected by video recording, annotations

in notebooks, snapshots, etc. Preece and colleagues [88] define also ethnomethodology as a method that

analyses behaviour by observing events in their natural environment. Ethnomethodology refers to the

analysis of commonsense methods that the users exploit while carrying out everyday actions.

During both our studies we tried to use all available evaluation methods. We cooperated with

biologists from the BHF Cardiovascular Research Group from the Western Infirmary (Glasgow) and on a

number of occasions we observed their work either in the laboratory or in the office (direct observation).

We also used video and voice recording (indirect observation) and log file monitoring during our

second user study. During the observation our users knew that they were observed and this affected the

way they performed, especially during indirect observation. We also collected medical researchers’

opinions during interviews. In a structured interview we asked them specific questions in a given

order, and in a flexible interview they were free to express their opinions about visualisation techniques

and genome browser. We also used questionnaires both closed and open questions. We conducted two

experiments, where during the initial quantitative user study we applied benchmarking, to compare the

results achieved by the developer and by the users. We knew that visualisation techniques are required by

biological researchers in their work, and are used in genome browsers which summarise experimental data.

During our second experiment we used interpretive evaluation which enables us to understand better

how the biologists use genome browsers in their natural environments, and how their use of VisGenome

integrated with other activities that they performed. We also used predictive evaluation where we

tried to predict problems that biologists may encounter before testing VisGenome with users. We used

this method before creating the first application prototype. In particular, we used feature inspection -

we thought about interaction techniques which could be used for typical tasks carried out by biologists.

We used a quantitative user study during our first experiment because we wanted to compare two

tools: VisGenome and Ensembl, and this kind of evaluation allows us to collect data which was used during

statistical calculations. According to suggestions from specialists in the HCI field we decided that our

second user study was conducted in a biologists’ workplace, which allowed us to observe the participants

in their natural environment. We used different techniques mainly because we wanted to find an answer

to the question: which visualisation techniques are useful for biologists in their work? We recognised that

the same question asked during different evaluations could give different answers. Therefore, we decided

to gather data via different kinds of observation, monitoring, interviews, questionnaires, and video and

voice recordings. We used recording to gather data for future detailed analysis. We planned to combine

the results from the different approaches, however, it was not always possible. For example, during mixed

paradigm user study we used video and voice recording, monitoring and observations. We were not able

to record biologists during their work with animals, and what quite frequently happened was that we

collected data from video recording, observations and monitoring, but the data was not compatible and

could not be combined. We observed work with animals, monitored VisGenome usage, and recorded work
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Figure 4.3: User research types.

in laboratories. We learned that each kind of evaluation could be useful and give positive results when

used properly. We used interpretive valuation to better understand biologists’ work, predictive evaluation

to predict problems that may be encountered before VisGenome testing, and feature inspection to see

which techniques could be used by the users during their work.

We can divide usability research into two main types: quantitative11 and qualitative12 [81], see

Figure 4.3. We used statistics during initial quantitative user study. We also used insight-based observa-

tional research during our second user study.

On the other hand, Christensen [21] begins his discussion of experimental methodology from causation13

Figure 4.4: Approaches to descriptive research [21].

11Quantitative approaches are strictly concerned with numerical measurements (quantities). They are typical of the

mainstream scientific approach in psychology. Quantitative approaches aim to test hypotheses, and usually identify numerical

differences between groups.
12Qualitative approaches refer to how people understand their experiences (qualities).
13John Stuart Mill [72] found four canons (the methods of agreement, difference, concomitant variation, and the joint

methods of agreement in difference) which could be useful during identifying causation. The author presented the methods
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which should be identified during the experimental methods; he also presents descriptive approaches, see

Figure 4.4. Christensen stresses that descriptive approaches (naturalistic observation14, field studies15,

and ex post facto studies16) are different from experimental approaches. Descriptive approaches have to

describe or “paint a picture” of a particular phenomenon, whereas the experimental approach attempts

to identify cause-and-effect relationships.

An experiment is an “objective observation of phenomena which are made to occur in a strictly

controlled situation in which one or more factors are varied and the others are kept constant” [120]. It

means that a tester should avoid taking steps what could influence the outcome of the experiment. An

experimental research approach gives the tester a number of benefits such as:

• control

• ability to precisely manipulate one or more variables of the experimenter’s choosing

• use of the experimental approach can produced results that are valid over time

• has suggested new studies and solutions to practical problems

The main disadvantage of an experimental approach according to Zimney [120] (the psychological exper-

iment) is that laboratory findings are obtained in an artificial environment which “precludes any general-

ization to a real life situation”. However, the experimental approach is used in both laboratory and field

environments. The experiment presented in Chapter 8 (‘Mixed Paradigm User Study’) was conducted in

the biologists’ labs - a natural settings where they engage in daily activities. Field experiments such as

ours do not have to worry about the artificiality problem that arises in with laboratory experiments - our

by examples. The method of agreement is illustrated by an example of man who wanted to find out why he got drunk.

One day he drank rye and water, second day he drank scotch and water, and third day he drank bourbon and water, and

always he was getting drunk. He decided that the water was the cause of his getting drunk because it was an element he

drank each time. The method of difference is used during psychological experiments. Drugs and a placebo are given to the

subjects and the reaction time is measured. The joint method of agreement and difference, and the method of concomitant

variation qualify that a variable is either a cause or an effect or “is connected through some factor of causation in variation

in the variable results in a parallel variation in another variable” [21]. According to Christensen [21], finding the cause of

an effect requires discovering the necessary and sufficient conditions for the occurrence of an event.
14Naturalistic observation enables the investigator to collect data on naturally occurring behaviour. As an example we

present Ebbesen and Haney [27] study. They used observer instead taking part in their experiment. The observer kept

distance in order to record natural users’ behaviour. If the users knew they were being observed, their behaviour could not

be the same. They are not behaving in an environment removed from real life.
15Field studies are conducted in the “real world” but the developer intervenes in the data collection. The observations of

interest are focused on a more specific aspect of behaviour than are those in a naturalistic observation study. “Field studies

use a variety of diverse approaches whereas naturalistic observation uses one general procedure.” ([21]) Sampling error, time

constraints, and constraints in the length of the survey are the disadvantages of field studies.
16Ex post facto studies are studies in which the variables of interest to the developer are not subject to direct manipulation

but have to be chosen “after the fact”.
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initial quantitative user study is a laboratory experiment. The difficulty with field experiments is that

variables cannot be controlled as well as in a laboratory experiments [21].

The next sections present examples on how evaluations and user studies are carried out in visualisation

and bioinformatics.

4.3.1 User Studies in Visualisation

User studies are very popular in the field of visualisation. Kosara and colleagues [57] present four main

reasons why user studies should be conducted in this area. The reasons are:

• evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of visualisation techniques,

• showing that a new visualisation technique is useful in a practical sense,

• showing why a particular technique is effective,

• showing that an abstract theory applies under certain practical conditions.

We conducted two user studies for the following reasons. We wanted to show advantages and disadvantages

of visualisation techniques used in genome browsers. We developed a new scaling algorithm and wanted to

see how the medical researchers use it in practice and if it is effective. We hypothesised that the biologists

required a good implementation of basic interaction techniques such as zooming or panning, which could

help them navigate their data.

Tory and Moller [110] find that formal user studies are essential but they could be inappropriate

when “clear objectives and variables may not be defined”. They focus on the superiority of qualitative

with regard to quantitative user study. The authors suggest it is better to ask experts about their opinion

of how the interface could be used than “a few friends” whose opinion could be not sufficient. Preece and

colleagues [89] also stress that “five usability experts typically find 75% of a system’s usability problems”

and up to 50 users in laboratory user study could have the same results.

Ellis and Dix [29] propose explorative evaluation as a method of studying visualisation techniques.

They find that a number of researchers report in their papers on future work “undertaken through user

evaluation”. On the other hand, 60% of researchers do not think that evaluation is worth mentioning.

Ellis and Dix present their personal opinions on 65 papers they selected. They focus on difficulties which

could occur during evaluation, such as finding suitable datasets and users. They find a study successful

if “they effectively demonstrate the potential benefits of some application through user evaluation”. As

a “good” user study the authors single out LifeLines [85]. A number of “real” users from a wide range

of areas took part in the study. On the other hand, they all had good knowledge about the presented

domain data. The users were asked to use the tested application with typical data and could comment,
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and discuss advantages and problems. Ellis and Dix present also a “bad” sample of experiments. They

stress that Fekete and Plaisant [30] ignored the time to zoom in the map in their studies where they asked

the users to find information on a map. The participants could use popup labels or zoom in to read the

labels. They revealed that zooming was often disorientating, and the developers could offer them other

techniques to show small text. Moreover, activating popup labels required more precision than zooming

manipulation.

Alphaslider [1], discussed in Chapter 2, was also tested by users in a controlled environment.

Ahlberg and Shneiderman present four different alphaslider interfaces and ask the users to locate an

item in a list of 10,000 movie titles. They observed that the users used different buttons depending on

the application version. The authors found that the alphaslider allows the users to rapidly select items

without a keyboard, using minimal screen space.

Graham and colleagues [35] presented a case study of a visualisation which represents relationships

between multiple hierarchical structures. They reviewed different HCI concepts, and developed a system to

support taxonomists who classify organisms and generate a classification hierarchy depicting relationships

between the phenomena. Their work belongs in two fields: visualisation and bioinformatics. Graham

and colleagues adapted known HCI methods, and iteratively tried and selected two most appropriate

approaches. They wanted to find visualisation techniques that show multiple hierarchies and facilitate the

exploration of relationships between different classifications. The authors developed a methodology which

builds a number of prototypes in an interactive cycle of design and testing. They divide the work into 6

phases. In the 1st phase (initial requirements) they classified the data, which helped them to extract the

visualisation requirements, and also gleaned some clues as to how to construct the visualisation interface.

Graham and colleagues defined a number of tasks that a proposed visualisation should be able carry out

or support. In the 2nd phase they sketched a number of diagrams that visually demonstrate the activities

that the taxonomists are concerned with. The 3rd phase included the first user test. Representative

users tried out the prototypes using representative tasks, and conducted a usability test to check if the

prototype visualisations could easily communicate the outcomes of the functions on an example data set.

The authors were looking to decide which prototype to proceed with, based on a pair of visualisations

using different metaphors. The users were also asked questions on how they felt about each prototype.

In the 4th phase the user test was rerun to confirm the proper functionality and to find usability issues.

The users’ actions were recorded during this experiment. The 5th phase was dedicated to usability issues.

This validated the removal of the major usability flaws found in the second test. The final 6th phase used

a more statistically rigorous approach. Graham and colleagues presented a multi-step design approach

for deriving and testing a new IV-oriented interface. At each stage appropriate techniques were used to

test different aspects of the interface.
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4.3.2 User Studies in Bioinformatics

A number of user studies were conducted in visualisation, while only a small number of user studies have

been published in bioinformatics.

Stevens and colleagues [108] surveyed bioinformatics tasks undertaken by biologists. They investi-

gated the biological nature and syntactic structure of queries and tasks. The authors used a questionnaire

to assess the bioinformatics knowledge and tool usage in the community. They report on a number of new

requirements which could stimulate the development of future bioinformatics applications. The paper

does not involve a user study and focuses on task classification.

Wu and colleagues [118] report on an electronic table that uses fisheye distortion. The table shows

gene expression data and is a subject of a pilot user study. Five researchers took part and a Questionnaire

for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) [104] was used. User impressions were positive.

Yang and colleagues [119] studied biologists interacting with MetNet3D. Both students and re-

searchers used the software to analyse experimental data, however, a formal study has not taken place.

They used a six-wall surround-screen projection viewed through stereo glasses, and a six degree-of-freedom

head tracker and joystick. The authors reported that selection of an object was easy for users, and vi-

sualising pathways gave them more realistic feeling and more natural interaction. However, they did not

present any user studies supporting their conclusions.

Figure 4.5: A photo of a medical researcher from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre.
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4.4 Our Users

During our user studies we consulted medical researchers from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research

Centre, see Figure 4.5. The biologists from the BRC (Bioinformatics Research Centre at the Department

of Computing Science at University of Glasgow) also helped during our initial quantitative user study.

They worked or still are working with a genome browser - from the developer point of view. They did

not take part in our second mixed paradigm user study. Therefore, in this section, we focus on medical

researchers who took part in our research work.

The BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre is led by Professor Anna Dominiczak. The group

investigates hypertension17. Essential hypertension is a disease influenced by genetics, environment, and

the interaction of genes and the environment [141]. The BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre

researchers carry out a range of activities and use a number of biological techniques [24]. We divide their

activities into three areas: studies of humans, work with animals, and office activities. In all areas they

collect data which should be visualised and compared with data from other sources. They also use a

number of computer applications which should allow them to do their work efficiently.

4.5 Medical Researchers’ Activities

This section presents the work of medical researchers from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research

Centre, which we observed during this PhD.

There are about 50 people who are divided into small groups focussing on projects. They all meet

once a week on Thursdays and exchange their discoveries and work problems in a few words. They present

graphs or figures, and one person reviews a new biological paper - every week a different person. Therefore,

everybody knows, more or less, what people in the group are doing and what people from the same area

in other centres around the world have discovered and published. Moreover, every Thursday there is also

an one hour meeting centred on a grant or a project, led by the group leader. Frequently, people from the

same group share the same office, so they can continuously exchange their knowledge. Of course, in small

groups supervisors coordinate the research. Depending on qualifications - biologists or medical doctors -

they carry out activities with people or rats. Everybody has a work space in a laboratory and a desk in

an office. Office space is very limited.
17Hypertension, most commonly referred to as “high blood pressure”, HTN or HPN, is a medical condition in which the

blood pressure is chronically elevated [140].
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4.5.1 Human Studies

Some of the medical researchers work as doctors. They take care of patients with hypertension and heart

diseases. Very often they study a few generations of families to identify genes associated with hypertension.

They work as doctors and as a physiotherapists, i.e. some of them treat patients in the hospital and some

try to design exercises which could them help. They also develop new forms of gene therapy [90, 117] to

help people affected by disease. The medical researchers collect a lot of blood samples from their patients,

which are investigated and compared with blood samples from rats.

4.5.2 Animal Work

The researchers study rats to identify hypertension genes. It is not easy to identify genes responsible

for hypertension. It is possible to localise genes influenced by hypertension, but this is not the same as

identifying the genes that cause it. Therefore, the researchers use rats which provide models for human

hypertension.

Their work involves:

• rat feeding

• radio-telemetry probe preparation (disinfection, testing, telemetry surgery)

• blood pressure measurements

• using computer tools for visualising blood pressure from the measurements and the radio-telemetry.

The biologists from the Centre feed the animals with special high calorie food. It allows them to simulate

overfeeding in a short time. Each animal is under one researcher’s care. Therefore, it is not possible to

share animals. Each rat has its unique tag which allows the biologist to identify it quickly.

To acquire accurate blood pressure readings, the researchers use radio-telemetry probes, see Fig-

ure 4.6. They implant the equipment into an animal and observe it for about 3-4 weeks. The probes

measure rat activity and blood pressure in the aorta. A radio-telemetry probe could be used a few times,

but it has to be sealed and disinfected, and its battery has to be recharged.

An animal with a radio-telemetry probe is monitored and observed all the time. The biologists use

for this the DSI Acquisition tool, see Figure 4.7. The application collects a number of data points, and

supports zooming and graph drawing. However, the biologists do not analyse the data in detail. They

use it only for drawing and analysing significant changes during the animal life.

Every two days the researchers take the animal blood pressure. They use special equipment, see Figure 4.8,

which is coordinated by an application collecting the data.
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Figure 4.6: A radio-telemetry probe used for measuring blood pressure and activity levels in rats.

Figure 4.7: Data Sciences International (DSI) Acquisition [127] system for monitoring animals with radio-

telemetry probes.

The researchers also conduct animal breeding, see Figure 4.9. Breeding allows them to find a gene

which causes disease, by eliminating the contribution of other genes (minimising the size of the area under

investigation).

Another very important activity allowing the researchers from the Centre to find genes responsible

for hypertension are micro array experiments (analysing the activity of genes, including faulty genes), see

Figure 4.10. GeneChips, like the one presented in Figure 4.10, are widely used and are very useful during

the biological experiments [37]. However, new modern equipment, called Illumina, see Figure 4.11, is being

introduced. An Illumina Gene Expression Chip contains more micro arrays than the Gene Chip used by a

photo lithography machine (Illumina’s bead-array technology provides competition to Affymetrix’s 500K

gene chip) and needs less genetic material for producing results.
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Figure 4.8: Blood pressure measured for rats.

Figure 4.9: Breeding recombination, taken from [66]. It clearly presents that a number of studies is

expected to find genes responsible for hypertension. Where an animal in the next generation has a disease

and receives from a donor only a part of one chromosome, all genes in the chromosome could be responsible

for the disease.
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Figure 4.10: Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array (from [132]) and photo lithography machines used for

reading this kind of Affymetrix micro array.

Figure 4.11: Illumina is a tool for the large-scale analysis of genetic variation and function. It is mind

to be successor of photo lithography machine and expects less genetic material and give more powerful

results than his predecessor.
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When the biological researchers obtain all available data from human and animal blood samples,

they use comparative genomics to study relationships between the genomes of different species. They

compare all genomics data at different levels of detail and they need a user-friendly genome browser to

support their work.

4.5.3 Office Work

Office activities include work with students and other collaborators, meetings and conferences, work with

computer applications, learning by reading papers and writing articles for conferences. The researchers

spend a few hours per week sitting in their offices, looking for the newest published papers, and using

computer applications. They mainly use Microsoft Office tools such as Word, Excel, Access, Power Point,

Outlook, and Graphpad Prism. They use the tools to write papers, collect their experimental data, or

make presentations and graphs for meetings. Some applications, such as DSI Acquisition, or rat tail

blood pressure determination, are not used in the offices but in the laboratories where the animals are

held, because the tools are interfaced with the equipment used for animal breeding. Other tools, such

as Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), are used for searching and exploring experimental data. The tool

allows them to identify the pathways, molecular mechanisms and biological processes in their experimental

data, based on micro array results.

4.6 Conclusion

Nowadays not only specialists use computers but people in all areas. Therefore, it is important that they

can interact with the machines in a useful and beneficial way. The HCI challenge is to design computer

systems that users can gain maximum benefit from.

The chapter presented background information from the human-computer interaction field. We

introduced design and evaluation methods with examples from our user research work. Examples of

literature from system evaluation in bioinformatics and in visualisation were also briefly presented. In

the second part of this chapter, we present users and their activities which allow them to collect medical

and genomics data. We introduced our users and what they do in their work. We also showed why

the medical researchers collect the genomics data and what they want to find in it. From the presented

work, it is clear that the researchers require user-friendly tools to compare their results with other known

findings. In the next chapter, we introduce VisGenome, which was developed according to the medical

researchers’ suggestions and the feedback from our user studies. The following chapters illustrate how

we used the theory presented in this chapter and in the chapters about ‘Visualisation Background’ and

‘Genome Browsers’ (Chapters 6 and 8) in practice.
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Chapter 5

VisGenome

This chapter presents the first version of VisGenome which was used during our initial quantitative user

study (presented in the next chapter). VisGenome together with the CartoonPlus algorithm presented in

Chapter 7 are our main contributions, and are still used by biologists from Western Infirmary. We briefly

describe the features offered by the application and present Java Web Start and stand alone versions of

VisGenome. The work presented in this chapter was published as an application note in Bioinformatics

[51]. More information about how to use VisGenome is available in our user manual (see Appendix G)

at the web page http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome/, which also offers the application source

code.

5.1 Introduction

VisGenome visualises single and comparative representations for the rat, the mouse, and the human

chromosomes at different levels of detail. The tool offers smooth zooming and panning which is more

flexible than that seen in other browsers. It presents information available in Ensembl for single chromo-

somes, as well as homologies (orthologue predictions including ortholog one2one, apparent ortholog

one2one, ortholog many2many) for any two chromosomes from different species. The application can

query supporting data from Ensembl by invoking a link in a browser.

According to the requirements presented in Chapter 3, we designed VisGenome to:

• present a number of different kinds of data, especially genes, markers, micro array probes, and QTLs

which are very important to biologists’ work,

• present genome data for at least three species: mouse, human, and rat,

• provide an easy way for biologists to input their own data,
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• show comparison between biologists’ data and data available from other sources,

• provide visualisation techniques which allow the users to easily navigate data,

• be accessible to all biologists.

VisGenome was designed to match the visualisation needs of the BHF Cardiovascular Research

Centre at the University of Glasgow, which uses a rat model of cardiovascular disease. The user can

analyse genomic data at different levels of detail, to dissect rat and human QTLs [67] in the search for

candidate disease genes. QTLs are shown in three species: the rat, the human and the mouse, and the

work uses genotyping, and micro array and proteomics techniques. VisGenome supports QTL analysis by

showing QTLs and the genes within each QTL in two species in one display, along with the supporting

experimental data. It also shows data for a single chromosome in one display and supports zooming at

an arbitrary level of detail. The first version of the software release connects to Ensembl and can be used

as an alternative viewer for a subset of that data. As can be seen, we used all the requirements without

providing an easy way for biologists to input their data. We decided to apply this requirement later,

and for first prototype of VisGenome we downloaded data instead of leaving this task to biologists. We

designed VisGenome mainly because our studies showed that existing genome browsers (see Chapter 3)

do not fulfil our collaborators’ requirements. However, not only did existing genome browsers influence

our application, so did the existing visualisation techniques which made it easy to navigate (zooming and

panning, see Chapter 2) and the evaluation techniques (see Chapter 4) which allow us to check what our

users expect and how they interact with the new tool.

5.2 Features

VisGenome loads QTLs, genes, micro array probes, bands, and markers, and displays pairs of homologies

from Ensembl. It welcomes the user with a view of all rat, mouse and human chromosomes, see Figure 5.1.

In the single chromosome representation, after choosing a chromosome of interest by clicking, a new view

with detailed data about the chromosome is created. In the comparative representation the user clicks

on two chromosomes from different species and a new view representing homologies between the chosen

chromosomes is created. After choosing a chromosome, the users can manipulate the view by mouse and

keyboard interaction.

5.2.1 Navigation

VisGenome offers “overview and detail” views which are manipulated by mouse and keyboard interaction.

At the beginning the users see an overview of all chromosomes and can choose the one they would like
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Figure 5.1: A and B - VisGenome, single chromosome view. C and D - comparative view. A and C:

chromosomes from the mouse, the rat and the human. B: an overview and detail for the rat chromosome

18. D: an overview and detail for the rat chromosome 18 and the human chromosome 5. The arrows

connecting views A and B and C and D are not part of the application but show the relationships between

the two views.

to see in detailed view. They choose the representation by selecting a menu item or by typing Ctrl+S

(single) or Ctrl+C (comparative). When they see all data (micro array probes, genes, markers, QTLs, and

bands) for a selected chromosome, the tool gives them the possibility to see an overview of all data, but

also details for each part of the data. A choice is offered for marking the chromosome region of interest

and interacting only with the selected part. The users can drag or enlarge the box enclosing the region

marked on the chromosome or enter the region coordinates in the top panel. To make the view clear,
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instead of presenting all information in one view, we use an info panel (top panel) which shows additional

information for the selected elements on mouse-over.

5.2.2 Zooming and Panning

VisGenome offers smooth zooming which supports the visual exploration of the chromosome space, based

on Piccolo [4]. This provides efficient repainting of the screen, bounds management, event handling and

dispatch, picking, animation, layout, and other features. The zooming technique allows the users to keep

an area of interest in focus during interaction with the data. Zooming is manipulated by the right mouse

button by moving it to the right (zoom in) or to the left (zoom out). Panning uses the left mouse button.

Both interactions are easy to use and the users quickly become familiar with them, as confirmed by our

study (presented in the next chapter).

5.2.3 Marking a Region of Interest

The users can choose the chromosome region of interest and focus the view only on the region. This

functionality is offered by both single and comparative representations. The red rectangle marking the

region on a chromosome can be moved along the chromosome and each of its boundaries can be adjusted

independently. The main view shows only the data for the marked region and the users manipulate the

data in the selected region. This means that when the user zooms or pans in the main view, all or some

of the data from the red rectangle is available. Data outside the coordinates marked by the rectangle is

not shown. Users who work with a particular part of a chromosome and do not need to download all data

for the chromosome found this functionality especially useful (see user studies presented in the following

chapters).

5.2.4 Additional Information

Many genome browsers display all detail for all data in one view, which makes the data difficult to

read. We display selected additional information in an ‘info panel’, see Figure 5.2. In a comparative

representation we show two types of information. We display Ensembl id, coordinates and a description

for each element which is pointed to by a mouse. In a comparative representation when the user points to

an element from one chromosome which has a homology with an element from the other chromosome, the

additional information is displayed for both genes, see Figure 5.2. Display Options Tab allows the users

some data manipulation, like choosing the range of the chromosome region displayed. In our solution we

do not attempt to display all information in the main view and this improves usability.
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Figure 5.2: Additional information is presented for gene SCARA5 in the rat chromosome 15 and the

human chromosome 8 in the Info Panel.

5.2.5 Supporting Data

Access to Ensembl is provided via clicking (right, left, or middle mouse button - this is changed in the

second version of VisGenome where a user has to press Shift and click) on a feature of interest, which

invokes Ensembl web pages in the user’s browser. The first version of VisGenome implements this feature

for genes only.

5.2.6 Implementation

VisGenome was written and tested under Windows XP with Java 1.5, on a 2.39 GHz Pentium 4 with 512

MB RAM. VisGenome connects via JDBC to Ensembl mart (http://www.ensembl.org) and the databases

for the rat, the mouse, and the human. During the tests I visualised chromosome bands, micro array

probe sets, QTLs and genes. Eclipse, www.eclipse.org, was used as a development environment. The

application is packaged as a jar file. The user has to install Java prior to invoking the code. 1280 x 1024

screen resolution was used for testing.
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5.2.7 Availability

VisGenome is available at the web page http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome for Java 1.4 and

Java 1.5 as database and file version, and as a Java Web Start Server. The web site also offers access to

the source code.

5.3 Caching

Figure 5.3: The tree hierarchy of cached data for VisGenome.

VisGenome is available in a file version which contains data downloaded from Ensembl. The data

for bands, genes, markers, QTLs, micro array probes and homologies are in separate directories. Each

chromosome for each species has its own file containing the data, see Figure 5.3.

The file version of VisGenome was developed in response to the needs of the users who took part in

a user study comparing VisGenome and Ensembl, as the Ensembl database does not perform consistently

and it is sometimes difficult to obtain data from. When the users used VisGenome, Ensembl was very

slow, and therefore the file version of VisGenome was needed. The data takes up 173 MB and is available

as a zip file, see http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome. Data retrieval time presented in Table 5.1

(in ms) shows that the file version is faster than the database version. Presenting a view with data from

a file is around 94 times faster for the file version than for the database in the comparative representation

(see H1 - M1 in the Table 5.1). For data in the single representation the difference is not so large, but it

is still at least 3 (H1) to around 13 (R18) times faster to see the view when data is taken from a locally

cached file.
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Chromosome VisGenome - File Version VisGenome - Database Version

H1 7,996 30,190

R18 1,169 15,711

M7 2,089 19,451

R18 - H5 857 72,117

H1 - M1 1,324 124,642

RX - MX 874 70,105

Table 5.1: Time in milliseconds for obtaining data from a file and from Ensembl database in VisGenome,

based on one execution. The data is for selected rat, mouse, or human chromosomes. For example,

H1 means that the data is for the human chromosome 1 (in the single representation), R18 - H5 means

that the data is for a comparison between the rat chromosome 18 and the human chromosome 5 (in the

comparative representation). H1 - M1 comparison involves two largest chromosomes in the human and

the mouse, and Ensembl database access took over two minutes (124,642 ms).

5.4 Java Web Start

Java Web Start allows standalone Java software applications to be deployed with a single click over the

network. It is a framework developed by Sun Microsystems that allows application software for the Java

Platform to be started directly from a web browser. Unlike Java applets, Java Web Start applications do

not run inside the browser, and the sandbox in which they run does not have to be as restricted, although

this can be configured. One chief advantage of Java Web Start over applets is that it overcomes many

compatibility problems with browsers’ Java plugins and different JVM (Java Virtual Machine) versions.

Java Web Start also provides a series of classes in the javax.jnlp package which provide various services

to the application. Most of these services are designed around the idea of allowing carefully controlled

access to resources while restricting the application to authorised operations.

We used this technology with VisGenome. First, we prepared a database and a file version of the

application and created a key which we used to sign it. Second, we created a .jnlp file, see Figure 5.4,

which gives access to VisGenome situated at a Java Web Start Server. The solution allows the users to

start the application without the need to explicitly download and install it, as they simply click on the

link on the developer’s web page.

5.5 Package Structure

VisGenome contains six main packages, see Figure 5.5, among which UserInterface package controls ev-

erything drawn on screen. It uses data and structures from SingleRepresentation and ComparativeRepre-
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<jnlp spec="1.0"

codebase="http://compbio.dcs.gla.ac.uk/software/VisGenome"
href="http://compbio.dcs.gla.ac.uk/software/VisGenome/VisGenome_DatabaseVersion.jnlp">

<information>
<title>VisGenome</title>
<vendor>Genome Visualisation</vendor>
<offline-allowed/>

</information>
<resources>

<jar href="VisGenome\_DatabaseVersion.jar"/>
<jar href="mysql-connector-java-5.0.5-bin.jar"/>
<j2se version="1.3+" initial-heap-size="256M" max-heap-size="256M"/
href="http://java.sun.com/products/autodl/j2se"/>

</resources>
<application-desc main-class="UserInterface.VisGenome"/>
<security>
<all-permissions/>
</security>
</jnlp>

Figure 5.4: The .jnlp file which allows the user to connect with Java Web Start Server and run VisGenome.

Figure 5.5: Overall package structure of VisGenome.

sentation packages. We split data structures into SingleRepresentation and ComparativeRepresentation

because of the use of different layouts. In a comparative representation we show more data, including the

connections between two chromosomes, and additional data about homologies. However, in both repre-

sentations we use the same objects (package Objects) and the same object names (package Names). We

also use a package DataOperators in the database version of VisGenome. The package contains classes
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responsible for database connection and query execution.

5.6 Conclusion

The chapter outlined the main features of our first version of VisGenome. VisGenome extends Syn-

tenyVista [46] with a comparative genome display and presents homologies alongside QTLs and micro

array probes. We introduced features offered by the application and briefly described Java Web Start,

and the database, and file versions of the application.

In Chapter 3 we presented requirements for a genome browser, which could be useful in biologists’

work, see Table 3.1. We also showed that none of the existing genome browsers fulfils the requirements.

In this chapter we introduced VisGenome, which presents a number of different kinds of data, especially

genes, markers, micro array probes, and QTLs for the rat, the mouse, and the human chromosomes. It

also allows the users to show their own data and compare it with the existing data from other sources.

Moreover, VisGenome implements easy navigation, which will be shown in Chapters 6 and 8. It is

important because this allows the biologists to do their work more effectively. These features make our

genome browser better than all the other existing systems which do not conform to these requirements.

Next chapter presents the use of VisGenome in our initial quantitative user study. We test

VisGenome and Ensembl to identify the best features in the two genome browsers. We improved

VisGenome after the first user study and present its second version in the chapter ‘VisGenome - Ex-

tension’ (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 6

Initial Quantitative User Study

This chapter presents our first user study with the first version of VisGenome, introduced in the previous

chapter. We briefly describe the methodology and the results from the initial quantitative user study.

The work presented in this chapter was published as a technical report [53] and then as a paper at Data

Integration in the Life Sciences (DILS) [52]. During the user study we received feedback from the medical

researchers which we fed into the second version of VisGenome presented in the next chapter.

6.1 Introduction

With the growth of biological data volumes it is becoming difficult to find the correct biological information

and put it in the right context. A number of genome browsers show similar data differently, but, to our

knowledge, their development was not accompanied by usability studies, see Chapters 3 and 4 (‘Genome

Browsers’ and ‘HCI - Design and Evaluation’). During the study we compared VisGenome to Ensembl

which is the most popular browser in the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre. An ethics

application for this study, submitted in July 2006, can be found in Appendix H.

6.2 A User Study

We studied the usability of Ensembl and VisGenome. Although the tools offer similar functions, Ensembl

shows more data types than VisGenome, as VisGenome does not show sequence level data or gene struc-

ture. In contrast, VisGenome shows comparative representations of genes and gene expression results.
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Figure 6.1: VisGenome Single Representation for rat chromosome 2. From left to right: chromosome

overview, micro array probes, genes, eQTLs and pQTLs [45], and micro array probe sets from a user’s

experiment are shown in one view within which the user can move smoothly and quickly.

6.2.1 Participants

We first carried out a pilot experiment with two subjects from the Bioinformatics Research Centre (BRC)

and five from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre - Western Infirmary (WI) in Glasgow.

In the full experiment we had 15 participants from the WI and the BRC. Six of them use Ensembl often

(Ensembl Experts: Ex). Nine of them use different tools, such as BugView [60], UCSC GenomeBrowser

[56] or AtIDB [83]. Some were from BRC and do not use genome browsers but know them from presen-

tations (NonExperts: NEx). Three of the participants (Ex) previously took part in a one day Ensembl

course.

6.2.2 Methods

None of the biologists had used VisGenome before the experiment. I gave a short presentation of

VisGenome to all subjects. I explained how Single and Comparative Representations work, how the

users can select a chromosome, zoom, pan or mark an interesting region of a chromosome. I showed the

additional info panel. Several researchers asked us to remind them first how Ensembl works and where to

find information (three participants - NEx). I gave them a short introduction to Ensembl. As I am not

an Ensembl expert, I showed them how to zoom, scroll, search for a gene or a chromosome in Ensembl,

and how to mark a region under interest which was all that was needed to carry out the test. I presented

SyntenyView, MultiContigView, CytoView, and ContigView. I demonstrated how to obtain information

from BioMart or RGD using Ensembl. Before the experiment we offered the subjects the opportunity to

carry out an experimental task in VisGenome (for NEx also in Ens). We did not randomise task order

and the VisGenome task came first. The order in which the tools were attempted is thus a confounding
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factor; although a positive effect on the performance for the second attempted tool (Ensembl) is the most

likely consequence of this, Ensembl performance was not better than VisGenome.

In order to make the experiment realistic, two WI subjects had asked to see their own experimental data

in addition to the shared experimental data set. To that end, we created one version of VisGenome for

the majority of participants and two specific versions with private data. In those versions micro array

probes were coloured in both Single and Comparative Representations, see Figure 6.1. The aim was to

receive more feedback from those subjects.

The experiment was divided into two parts (Ensembl and VisGenome). We explained to the

participants what we understand by Single and Comparative Representation (data for a single chromosome

representation or for a comparison between two chromosomes) and that VisGenome offers Single and

Comparative Representations, but in Ensembl the subjects have to decide if they would like to use

MultiContigView or SyntenyView as Comparative Representation, and ContigView or any other Views

as Single Representation. Some of the participants asked us if they can use BioMart [122] or RGD [144]

(2 users) during the execution of Ensembl task. They could use all tools available from Ensembl pages.

During the experiment the participants could give up if they thought that it was not possible to complete

the task. The majority of subjects attempted the tasks and only one person gave up and abandoned tasks

T2 and T3, as described below.

6.2.3 Search Tasks

Rather than choose our own tasks, which might have created a bias in favour of VisGenome, we asked

our biological collaborators to recommend some common search tasks. Our collaborators use comparative

genomics to find syntenic regions on chromosomes from different species (mouse chromosome 3 and human

chromosome 1 in [65]). Therefore, one of the tasks is to find homologies between genes (T2). The biologists

also analyse QTLs and make studies based on comparisons between QTLs from rats [109] - see T3. They

look for genes responsible for hypertension in a chromosome or in specified chromosome regions [34] - see

T1. Our biological collaborators defined three tasks, as follows.

T1. Single Representation. Choose one of the rat, mouse or human chromosomes. Mark the whole

chromosome and show all available data. Then choose the region between 100bp and 10,000,000bp

and note the name of the first gene and the last Affymetrix probe inside the region.

T2. Comparative Representation. Choose rat chromosome 18 and human chromosome 5. Zoom in and

out to find any homologies between genes. Then choose one of the homologies and read out the gene

names of the homologous genes.

T3. Single Representation. Choose one of the rat chromosomes. Find the longest QTL. Then zoom in

on it and write down the names of the genes which are the closest to the beginning and the end of
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the QTL.

We captured screen usage as videos, recorded the time used for each task in minutes (STi, search time),

and counted the number of mouse clicks (NoMc) for all tasks in VisGenome and Ensembl. On finishing

the tasks, the subjects filled in a questionnaire and participated in an interview.

6.2.4 Questionnaire

We offered all subjects a questionnaire in order to study their perception of the mental and physical

demands of the tasks. The scale used had 21 points, from -10 (low/poor) to +10 (high/good). All

15 subjects answered the following questions, once with regard to Ensembl and then with reference to

VisGenome.

Q1. How much mental and visual activity was required?

Q2. How psychically demanding did you find this experiment?

Q3. How much time pressure did you feel because of the rate at which things occurred or the time limit

imposed on the task?

Q4. How hard did you work?

Q5. How successful do you think you were in doing the task set by the experimenter? How satisfied were

you with your performance?

Q6. How much frustration did you experience?

Q7. How annoying did you find the mouse manipulations used in the experiment?

Q8. Which of the systems do you prefer?

6.2.5 Interview Questions

During an interview after the experiment we asked the participants to answer the following questions.

Q9. How often do you use a computer during your work?

Q10. How often do you use a genome browser during your daily work?

Q11. If you use a genome browser, please give the name of the one you use the most frequently.

Q12. What do you like/dislike about Ensembl?

Q13. How often do you use Ensembl in your daily work?
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Q14. What do you like/dislike about VisGenome?

Q15. Do you think the fisheye visualisation technique is useful? (Do you like it?)

Q16. Do you think excentric labeling is useful? (Do you like it?)

Q17. Do you use panning? (Do you like it?)

Q18. Do you use zooming? (Do you like it?)

Q19. Is zooming via buttons, for example in Ensembl, better than via mouse action?

Q20. Do you use scroll bars, for example in Artemis or UCSC Browser?

Q21. Which other visualisation techniques in VisGenome and Ensembl seem to be helpful?

Q22. Are the colours in the visualisation meaningful for you?

Q23. If you use the colours at all in the visualisation, please say how you use them.

Q24. Which of the representations of chromosomes do you prefer? (Karyotypes in three rows, karyotypes

in a triangle, coloured histogram, see Figure 6.4.)

Q25. Is it important for you to have any additional information about the genes such as presented in

VisGenome in Panel Info? What would you like to see on it?

Questions Q12 and Q13 refer to Ensembl, question Q14 refers to VisGenome, all other questions from the

interview refer to common visualisation techniques and usage habits.

6.2.6 Task Benchmark

We first carried out a test, benchmarking the tasks. We were interested what results are obtained by the

developer (thesis author), if she succeeded or not, and how fast the tasks were executed by the developer

and by the participants. For VisGenome we observed: for T1, 30 NoMC, 2min 22s; for T2, 16 NoMC,

1min; and for T3: 38 NoMC, 2min 40s. On our first attempt for T2 in Ensembl we used 6 NoMC,

1min, for T1 the browser crashed a few times, and then during T3 in Ensembl we abandoned the test,

as Ensembl became unavailable. On another day, we carried out T1 and T3 in Ensembl successfully. T1

took 3min 40s and 30 NoMC, and T3 took 15min 10s and 51 NoMC. We summarise this benchmark test

in Table 6.1. Each of the tasks could be carried out using different views - Ensembl, and techniques -

such as marking region of interest by red square or by entering coordinates in VisGenome. A sample task

execution scenario for VisGenome and Ensembl is presented in [53]. We estimated that a biologist would

need around an hour to complete the experiment, including the time needed for the introduction and the

questionnaire.
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VisGenome Ensembl

Time NoMC Time NoMC

T1 00:02:22 30 00:03:40 30

T2 00:01:00 16 00:01:00 6

T3 00:02:40 38 00:15:10 51

Table 6.1: Benchmark time and NoMC for T1, T2, and T3 in VisGenome and Ensembl.

T1 in VisGenome

We expected each participant to choose the Single Representation from the menu and then drag one of

the chromosomes into the lower panel. After clicking on the selected chromosome in the lower panel, the

user has to mark the whole chromosome by stretching the red box to the top and to the bottom of the

karyotype image. Subsequently, the user has to zoom out to see all genes, Affymetrix Probe Sets and

QTLs. Then, in the top panel, the user chooses the region between 100 bp and 10,000,000 bp and notes

the name of the first gene, and the last Affymetrix probe inside the region.

T2 in VisGenome

In T2 we expect the users to choose the Comparative Representation and select the rat chromosome 18

and the human chromosome 5. They zoom in and out to find any homologies between genes, and then

choose one of the homologies and show the names of the homologous genes.

T3 in VisGenome

In T3, the participant selects the Single Representation and chooses one of the rat chromosomes. To

find the longest QTL, we marked the whole chromosome and zoomed out. Then we zoomed in to the

beginning of the longest QTL and showed the name of the gene which was the closest. We zoomed out

to see the end of the chromosome and finally we zoomed on the end of the QTL and showed the name of

the gene which was the closest to the end of the longest QTL.

T1 in Ensembl

All the tasks in Ensembl start from the main Ensembl web page. In T1 we chose a chromosome by clicking

on it and then we chose the region between 100bp and 10,000,000bp and show the name of the first gene

and the last Affymetrix probe inside the region, which in Ensembl is marked as Oligo (we explained this

to the users before they begin of the task). We used in T1 MapView, CytoView and FeatureView offered
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by Ensembl.

T2 in Ensembl

In T2 we chose the rat chromosome 18 and went to the SyntenyView for human chromosomes. Ensembl

shows us two data columns to the right of the view. The first column shows all rat genes and the second

column their human homologues. In the experiment it was enough to find one homology, but some users

became interested in the data and showed a few homologues.

T3 in Ensembl

In T3 the participants choose one of the rat chromosomes. Then, to find the longest QTL, we mark the

whole chromosome by entering the region between 1 and 59,218,465bp. We can easily find the longest

QTL in CytoView. Because Ensembl does not show detailed data for large regions, we marked a small

region close to the beginning of the longest QTL, and showed the name of the gene which was the closest

to the beginning. Then we go back one step and zoom into the end of the longest QTL and show the

name of the gene closest to the end of the QTL.

6.3 Experimental Results

The results are quite surprising. Even the researchers who use Ensembl frequently are often unsuccessful in

task execution. The experts encounter no problems when focusing on one chromosome fragment. However,

when they examine similar data in a different part of the chromosome, they encounter problems. We also

found that some of the zooming mechanisms in VisGenome were hard to use and that the subjects prefer

mouse clicking to dragging. The researchers want to see large amounts of data, but when they are looking

for a particular object, they prefer to see only a small part of the data under investigation.

During the analysis of the data we used a number of statistical methods, presented in Appendix O.

Because of the small number of users, data types (normally distributed or not normally distributed), and

conditions required for some tests, we could not analyse the data, always as we had hoped. We wanted,

for example, to use McNemar’s test to analyse mouse clicks, but because of the test condition we could

not do this, see Appendix O. Therefore, after consultation with the statistician, we chose statistical tests

that could be applied to our data and could show us any significant results from the statistical point of

view.
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Figure 6.2: Percentage of subjects (out of 15) who completed each task (succeeded).

6.3.1 Accuracy and Task Completion

Figure 6.2 shows that T2, the only task involving comparative genome representation, was more successful

with VisGenome (100%) than with Ensembl (60%, 9 subjects). In T3 53% of attempts were successful

in VisGenome (8 subjects), while in Ensembl the success rate was 0. In T1 we note 20% success rate

in VisGenome and 0% in Ensembl. Using the two-sided sign test (where 0=both/neither successful;

1=VisGenome success but Ensembl not; -1=Ensembl success but VisGenome not) as an alternative to

McNemar’s test [8], the success rate for VisGenome was significantly greater for both T2 (P=0.0313) and

T3 (P=0.0078), but not for T1 (P=0.25). The null hypothesis for these tests was that the proportion of

successes was the same for both VisGenome and Ensembl, and the alternative was that they were not.

Completion rates were higher in VisGenome than in Ensembl for all tasks, particularly for T2 and T3.

This may be due to the fact that Ensembl is a much richer interface, with many more options and controls

and represents more data. Possibly, the subjects were not able to find out how to generate comparative

genome views, or were getting lost while learning to use Ensembl (NEx and Ex).

6.3.2 Time to Finish

Time was measured in minutes. The biologists who completed the tasks had means of Mean(T1)=5.69’

(StDev=1.39’), Mean(T2)=3.58’ (StDev=1.17’), and Mean(T3)=5.29’ (StDev=0.97’) in VisGenome and

Mean(T2)=2.83’ (StDev=1.76’) in Ensembl. As no one completed T1 and T3 in Ensembl, statistics
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were calculated only for T2. In T2 in Ensembl and VisGenome, 9 researchers correctly completed both

tasks. As the differences in times were not normally distributed, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used

(P=0.554). We realised that Ex used both tools differently than NEx. Ex usually wanted to see more

information, got interested in the data, while NEx subjects just wanted to complete the task. Ex tried

to find and show all possible answers they knew, explore while doing the task, and to be sure they had

the best answers. If there were several ways of doing the tasks in Ensembl they wanted to show all

the solutions. In T2, for example, it was enough to show two genes in VisGenome and Ensembl, and

most NEx did that and finished quickly. Most Ex performed T2 and then explored MultiContigView to

see more information about homologous genes, which took more time. Users behaved similarly in T3,

however nobody succeeded in Ensembl (see 7.4 The Frequent Errors). NEx showed Affymetrix probes in

ContigView, while Ex used FeatureView and looked at the detail. There were also slight differences in

server response times for Ensembl which might have influenced the speed of data analysis. Overall, in T2

there was little difference in task execution time between Ensembl and VisGenome.

6.3.3 Mouse Clicks

Those who completed the tasks had the means for T1 of 53 (StDev=9.54), for T2 of 51.07 (StDev=26.65),

and for T3 of 74.38 (StDev=13.38) NoMC in VisGenome, and the mean for T2 of 23 (StDev=18.93) NoMC

in Ensembl. Only T2 mouse clicks were analysed, due to non-completion in Ensembl for T1 and T3. 9

subjects completed T2 with both VisGenome and Ensembl, and despite the mean number of clicks being

larger in VisGenome than in Ensembl, there was no significant difference in NoMC, possibly due to the

small sample size. One Ex had a very large NoMC (138) for VisGenome, and only 19 for Ensembl. This

shows that mouse manipulation in VisGenome needs getting used to, as panning and zooming require

keeping the left/right mouse button down and moving the mouse at the same time left/right or up/down,

and the left/right movement is not offered by many similar applications where clicking on zoom bars is

used instead, and smooth zooming is not widely used. This is a potential problem, however most subjects

learned how to use the mouse quickly. On the other hand, Ex often clicked to see additional information

and some NEx clicked because they wanted to find the solution and they were not sure where they had

to look for it. This contributed to a large NoMC in some Ex as well as NEx.

6.3.4 The User Questionnaire Results

The results of the user questionnaire are summarised in Figure 6.3 (note that means are given for Ensembl

and VisGenome separately, ignoring any pairing). All 15 subjects answered questions Q1 - Q7, once with

regard to Ensembl and then with reference to VisGenome.

Paired t-tests on the pairwise differences between Ensembl and VisGenome gave significant results
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Figure 6.3: Mean response values for questions Q1-Q7 for 15 subjects. The subjects felt higher mental

and physical demand during Ensembl tasks. They thought they worked harder and under higher time

pressure in Ensembl. Subjectively, VisGenome tasks were more successful and less frustrating. Mouse

manipulation was more annoying in Ensembl tasks.

for Q1, Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q7. In Ensembl the subjects reported more mental and visual activity than in

VisGenome (Q1). Population mean difference lies between -7.7 and -1.9 with probability 95% (P=0.003).

Answers to Q3 indicate that the subjects felt more rushed in Ensembl trial (P=0.010, 95% CI: (-4.7,-

0.7)). Ensembl was perceived as being significantly harder in Q4 (P=0.011, 95% CI: (-6.9,-1.1)). In Q5

the subjects thought they were less successful in Ensembl than in VisGenome. Population mean difference

for Q5 lies between 3.3 and 7.7 with probability 95% (P=0.000). In Q6 the subjects felt on average more

frustrated with Ensembl than with VisGenome, but this was not statistically significant. We have an

additional observation here, gathered directly, that subjects were frustrated by the need to learn how to

use the mouse in VisGenome, but in Ensembl they were equally frustrated by the pop-up menus which

suddenly appear and obscure the view. Those menus may be one of the annoyance factors in the system

(and do not appear in newer versions of Ensembl). Population mean difference for Q7 lies between -6.1

and -0.2 with probability 95% (P=0.036). Additionally, the subjects were asked to state which of the two

applications they prefer (Question 8, Q8). Significantly more subjects preferred VisGenome to Ensembl

(P=0.013; 1-proportion test). One subject preferred Ensembl, one did not answer Q8, two said that both

tools were equal, while 12 preferred VisGenome.
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6.3.5 Additional Interview Questions

At the end of the experiment we briefly interviewed all the participants about visualisation techniques

they know and like in genome browsers. 12 subjects know Fisheye [32] and see it as useful and 11 users

like it (Q15). In response to (Q16) 11 participants said that excentric labeling [30] is useful and 10 like

the technique. Zooming and panning (Q17 and Q18) are common in genome browsers and the users like

them, while 14 subjects use zooming and 13 like it, and 14 users use panning and 14 like it. Only two

persons preferred zooming via buttons to mouse action (Q19).

We asked the users about the use of colour and if it has any meaning for them (Q22 and Q23). This

is an interesting issue, as Ensembl offers a lot of colours and VisGenome has a monochromatic display

for the karyotypes, and all other data is coloured white in the current version of the application, with the

exception of two participants where private gene expression data were coloured red and green. Only 8

persons answered that colours were meaningful. They would like to have the option to change the colour

to mark interesting data. The subjects stressed as well that for them Ensembl colours have no meaning

(only for one participant was Ensembl colouring meaningful). The subjects believe that colour only shows

the grouping of data items, but if Ensembl offered horizontal lines instead of colours, this would be also a

good solution. Some of the participants from BRC, touched upon the problem of colour blindness where

some colours may have no meaning at all.

In (Q24) we showed the users three different representations of karyotypes (see Figure 6.4) and

asked them which representation they prefer. 6 participants preferred karyotypes in a triangle, 7 liked

karyotypes in three rows better (2 under the condition that they can click on the chromosomes and not

drag them) and 1 person was not sure if he prefers karyotypes in three rows instead of a coloured histogram

as in SyntenyVista [46]. The one user who liked the view with coloured squares motivated the choice by

saying that it takes less screen space and in the future can allow the developer to add more species.

The experimental version of VisGenome used dragging in the single representation and clicking

in the comparative representation. We wanted to check what was preferable. During the experiment

we observed that the participants prefer clicking on a chromosome to dragging it into a display. Only

one user preferred dragging because in VisGenome it allowed him to see that data is being downloaded.

The majority of the participants clicked on a chromosome in the single representation in VisGenome and

waited, and when nothing happened, the subjects recognised that they ought to drag instead of click. The

participants liked the info panel (8 users strongly recommended it - Q25) instead of keeping everything

in the main view.
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Figure 6.4: The three views for marking which chromosome the users would like to see in detail, part of

Q24.
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6.4 The Frequent Errors

In T1 we saw that the participants were looking for Affymetrix probes and couldn’t find them even

though they were accessible. However, the main cause of failure in T1 was that the subjects made

mistakes e.g. typed 1 Mbp instead of 10 Mbp. In VisGenome the subjects frequently forgot to mark the

whole chromosome to show all available data or marked half of the chromosome instead of the whole. In

Ensembl a number of users entered the coordinates and marked ‘Region’ instead of ‘Base pair’, and some

did not use the overview offered by Ensembl but tried to mark the whole chromosome in ContigView.

This usually crashed the web browser and required a restart.

T3 required showing the longest QTL. In a chromosome with many small QTLs, the subjects could

not decide which QTL to choose (four subjects). We suggested that they carry out the task for any of

the QTLs. The same solution was suggested where several long QTLs appeared to be of similar length. 8

researchers were successful in T3 in VisGenome. The most frequent mistake in the unsuccessful attempts

in VisGenome was choosing a complex of QTLs instead of one QTL. In Ensembl the subjects usually

attempted to mark the entire chromosome, and only one person succeeded without crashing the browser.

Some subjects tried viewing the chromosome in units of 1 Mbp but gave up after recognising that this

would take too long. One user tried to use BioMart and RGD, but this did not help. Most subjects did

not realise that the view shown in Ensembl is not the whole chromosome but a small part of it. Several

subjects chose a chromosome, clicked on it, viewed ContigView, looked down the screen to find QTLs and

saw that they were all longer than the area shown in the browser, and did not know what to do to see

the entire length of the QTLs.

When we analyse both correct and partially erroneous task completions (see Figure 6.5), we see

a different view of the experiment. 11 users finished T1 and T2 in Ensembl and 5 users finished T3 in

Ensembl. Similarly, for VisGenome the completion rate improved. T1 was completed by 12 users and T3

by 10.

Although the use of zooming helped users, and new visualisation features required some learning,

we suggest that the experiment highlights another significant issue to be addressed in future development:

high error rates in data selection and query specification. The benefits of solving this problem may

well out-weigh those arising from new variations on and easy learning of features such as zooming and

panning. We note user training is required for both VisGenome and Ensembl. Zooming and panning by

mouse manipulation was classified as something very intuitive and natural, but at the beginning of the

VisGenome experiment most subjects were confused and disappointed that they had to remember which

button and which direction to use to zoom or pan. Some suggested that new visualisation techniques

could be bad because biologists are not familiar with them, however they said that acceptance depends

on the implementation. A small number of subjects (2) suggested zooming with buttons instead of mouse
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Figure 6.5: Percentage of subjects (out of 15) who finished each task (ignoring errors).

manipulation and were disappointed because of the lack of scrolling.

6.5 Conclusion

The chapter presented our first quantitative user study with the first version of VisGenome and with

Ensembl. We introduced methodology used in the study and described the results. We decided to

use a human-computer interaction research technique to test its validity in bioinformatics. We found

that this approach gave us a number of interesting insights and was extremely helpful in focusing the

development of VisGenome on providing improved support for scientific data analysis. We found out

that in our experimental setup which targets the analysis of QTLs, synteny and gene expression, the

subjects were more successful when using VisGenome than Ensembl. VisGenome was preferable in some

aspects, as it showed less data and had fewer controls. All participants liked the techniques they know,

such as scrolling and panning, and needed time to adapt to new solutions, such as mouse driven panning

and zooming. The study shows that there is still large scope for the application of known visualisation

techniques to bioinformatics data. Popular solutions, like semantic zooming, offered by Google Maps,

could be very useful in biomedical work. Indeed, Helt and coauthors [39] used it in one of the first genome

browsers - BioViews. They offered two types of visualisation: a physical map and a sequence-based map,

and supported some forms of semantic zooming. They focused on the importance of easy interaction

techniques and data availability through the internet.
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During our study a list of user suggestions and requests was gathered, which have been fed into

the second version of VisGenome presented in next chapter. The suggestions were mainly combined with

visualisation techniques which allow the users to easily navigate their data. They are as follow:

• instead of dragging, use clicking in the single representation,

• add Focus On,

• add colour

Also, during the conducting of the experiment, new criteria arose, as follows:

• show homologies before the second chromosome is chosen in the comparative representation,

• improve labelling,

• support viewing data from Ensembl - links for all kinds of data,

• modify panel info.

To improve visualisation in VisGenome we also decided to develop a new scaling algorithm, which allows

the users to see exactly what they want, i.e. the position of one kind of data according to other data. We

decided to show data not in its original size, but also modified and dependent on other data types.

We recognised that the criteria put at the beginning of VisGenome development were very important

and helped during the tasks’ execution. Visualisation techniques, such as panning and zooming allow the

users to easily navigate their data, the participants were more successful in looking for small parts of data

and genes comparison between two chromosomes in VisGenome than Ensembl.
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Chapter 7

VisGenome - Extension

This chapter presents the second version of VisGenome which was used during our multi paradigm user

study (presented in next chapter). We briefly describe the features introduced to the second version of

VisGenome. The work presented in this chapter was published as a technical report [49] and then as a

paper at International Conference on Computational Science (ICCS) [50].

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5 we described the first version of the VisGenome application, focussing on its basic functional-

ity. However, during the initial quantitative user study described in Chapter 6, we received feedback from

the users and decided to create a new version of VisGenome presented in this chapter. All functionalities

added in the second version of VisGenome are the results of our observations from initial quantitative

user study (scaling algorithm, additional information) or biologists suggestions (colours) or, very often,

both i.e. biologists’ suggestions and results from the user study (homologies, labelling, supporting data,

focus on).

During the user study, we recognised that the participants prefer clicking to dragging, i.e. they

preferred choosing chromosomes in the comparative representation by clicking on them than selecting

them in the single representation by dragging. The second version of VisGenome offers only clicking in

both representations.

The medical researchers wanted to see homologies before the second chromosome is chosen in the

comparative representation. They also suggested that we improve labelling (labels overlap and become

too big during zooming), support the viewing of data from Ensembl (links for all kinds of data, not only

for genes), and add focus on and colour options. Because of the changes, the ‘additional info’ panel was
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also modified - we added buttons for the new functionality. We also developed a new scaling algorithm

which we call CartoonPlus. CartoonPlus allows the users to see data more clearly by choosing one kind of

data as basis and scaling other data types in relationship to the basis. The solution does not show data in

its natural size but allows one to see connections between different kinds of data more clearly, especially

in the comparative representation. The subsequent evaluation of CartoonPlus showed that this type of

distortion is helpful, as demonstrated via our user study, see pages 142 and 151.

7.2 Visualisation Extensions

7.2.1 Homologies

Figure 7.1: The rat chromosome 3 is chosen and other chromosomes which have homology with the rat

chromosome 3 are surrounded by blue boxes.

To support comparative genome analysis, we show chromosomes which have homologies with other

chromosomes. Our solution allows the users to identify all homologous chromosomes quickly. When a user

looks at all chromosomes in a number of species, and clicks on one, all the homologous chromosomes in

other species are highlighted, which facilitates the choice of homology for visual analysis (see Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.2: The single representation for rat chromosome 18. A shows all labels and links which connect

labels with the elements. B shows only a selection of labels that can be shown next to the objects they

relate to. The Toggle button is used to switch between A and B.

7.2.2 Labelling

Because of the large amount of data, there is a problem with labels, especially for elements that have the

same location. To solve the problem, we allow the users to switch between viewing all labels and only a

selection. When all labels are visible, they are connected by blue links to the visible elements. When the

user moves the mouse close to the element, a link becomes highlighted, which allows the user to localise

the element description faster, see Figure 7.2 A. In selected label view, Figure 7.2 B, we display only a

small subset of labels. If there is enough room, the element name is displayed. For elements with the same

coordinates, it is the first element in alphabetic order. We show as next the label for the next element

which has enough room to show its label.

7.2.3 Supporting Data

Ensembl offers data collected from publications and experiments. To help the user contextualise the data

we provide access to Ensembl, activated by clicking on a feature of interest. This invokes Ensembl in the

browser (Figure 7.3). The functionality is available for all data taken from Ensembl.

7.2.4 Focus On

Focus on (Figure 7.3) makes the focal element large enough so that its name can be read, moves it to the

centre of the view, and marks its boundaries in red. This allows the user to see a small part of a viewing

history until he changes the region of interest. This means that the user can see which elements he focused

on during the session. In a single representation, when the user focuses on an element, all neighbouring

elements in the view become proportionally larger in all columns. In a comparative representation only
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Figure 7.3: The comparative representation for the rat chromosome 18 and the mouse chromosome 18.

The gene Bin1 in the mouse chromosome 18 is in focus. The background shows additional information

from Ensembl for gene Bin1, activated by clicking on the gene.

elements in the chromosome containing the chosen element are changed, and all elements on the other

chromosome maintain the same size. This allows the users to see an overview of elements from one

chromosome and details for the selected element in the second chromosome. If the user wants all elements

in the two columns to be of the same size, he chooses focus elements in both. Then we set the size of all

elements to be the same.

7.2.5 Colours

We use black and white for most data, however, after marking a region of the chromosome, the user can

choose colour for each of the elements by clicking on the object while pressing Alt. The default colour

choice view is displayed and the user can change the colour of the marked element, see Figure 7.4.1.

Additionally, the object boundaries are marked in red during focus on and all bands in the chromosomes

are coloured by standard colours. We added the colour option in response to biologists’ suggestions. They

wanted to see their data coloured which would help them see differences between different results from

their experiments.
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Figure 7.4: 1: Single representation for the rat chromosome 18. Three genes (SMAD7 RAT, Gm672,

307259) and one micro array probe set (1384287 at) are coloured by different colours, selected by the user

interactively. 2: CartoonPlus algorithm (see Figure 7.6). G2 is a gene which begins at A and ends at B.

m1, m2, and m3 are elements smaller than G2 and Q1 is bigger than G2.

7.2.6 Additional Information

VisGenome supports the display of additional information about the presented data in an adjoining panel,

the ‘info panel’, see Figure 7.5. This data (from Ensembl) includes the start and end of each object, its

name, and description. The data shown corresponds to the object the mouse is positioned over. In the

difference to the info panel offered by VisGenome in Chapter 5, the second version of the application has

the option of scaling and labelling, and therefore, two new buttons for the functions appear in the info

panel.

Figure 7.5: The comparative representation for the rat chromosome 18 and the mouse chromosome 18.

The data is scaled by the scaling algorithm which makes all genes the same size and QTL size depends

on genes. Genes ERF1 RAT and Etf1 are linked by a homology line and marked in blue.
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1 CartoonPlus() {
2 for(gene in GENEs) {
3 ResizeAndPaint(gene)
4 ScaledMarkersBetween = GET_MARKERS_BETWEEN()
5 for(each marker from ScaledMarkersBetween)
6 ResizeAndPaint(marker)
7 ScaledMicroArrayProbesBetween = GET_MICRO_ARRAY_PROBES_BETWEEN
8 for(each micro_array_probe from ScaledMicorArrayProbesBetween)
9 ResizeAndPaint(micro_array_probe)
10 ScaledMarkers = GET_MARKERS_IN()
11 for(each marker from ScaledMarkers)
12 ResizeAndPaint(marker)
13 ScaledMicroArrayProbes = GET_MICRO_ARRAY_PROBES_IN()
14 for(each micro_array_probe from ScaledMicroArrayProbes)
15 ResizeAndPaint(micro_array_probe)
16 ScaledQTLs = GET_QTLS_FOR_GENE()
17 for(each QTL from ScaledQTLs)
18 if (QTL.end>D AND QTL.end<=B)
19 ResizeAndPaint(QTL)
20 delete(QTL from ScaledQTLs)
21 }
22 }
23 GET_MARKERS_BETWEEN() {
24 for(marker in MARKERs)
25 if(marker.start>=D AND marker.end<=A)
26 markers.add(marker)
27 return(markers)
28 }
29 GET_MARKERS_IN(){
30 for(marker in MARKERs)
31 if((marker.start<=A AND marker.end>A) OR (marker.start>A))
32 markers.add(marker)
33 return(markers)
34 }
35 GET_QTLS_FOR_GENE(){
36 for(QTL in QTLs)
37 if(QTL.start>D AND QTL.start<=B)
38 QTLs.add(QTL)
39 return(QTLs)
40 }

Figure 7.6: CartoonPlus algorithm. Hierarchy of object sizes: chromosome ≥ QTL≥ gene ≥ marker and

micro array probe.

7.2.7 Scaling Algorithm

We developed a scaling algorithm for arbitrary genomics data. SyntenyVista [46] offers scaling for genes

only in a comparative representation. We offer scaling for all data in both single and comparative repre-

sentations, see Figure 7.5 and 7.4. A user chooses the basis for scaling and then other elements are scaled

in relationship to the chosen data type. In the current prototype we chose genes as a basis, so we scale

all genes to the same size. An extension of this work is to allow the user to change the basis for scaling

interactively. The algorithm looks at other types of data which are smaller or larger than genes, such as

markers, micro array probes and QTLs, and scales them with relation to genes. We divide all elements

smaller than genes into two groups: elements which are in a gene region and elements which are in the

region between two genes, see Figure 7.4.2.

For each type of data holding items smaller than the basis, we create a column with elements which

are situated within the gene boundaries, and a second column containing elements which are positioned

between two genes. For all elements which are in the gene region we choose the same size for each element,
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and the same applies to all elements which are in the area between genes. The size of the elements depends

on their number in a gene region. This means that if in an area of a gene there is only one marker, it has

the same height as the gene, but if there are 10 markers, they together have the same size as the gene

(each marker is set to 1/10th of gene height). When an element is on a gene boundary, it is partially

in a gene region and partially between two genes, and we situated it in the gene region. We also scale

elements like QTLs which are bigger than genes. We look where a QTL begins and ends and we paint

it starting at the gene where it begins and ending at the gene where it finishes. The solution allows us

to present clearly a homology between genes in a comparative representation and additionally to show

relations between micro array probes, markers, genes, and QTLs in two species.

Figure 7.6 outlines the scaling algorithm. All genes, markers, micro array probes and QTLs are

stored in hashtables. The algorithm iterates over all basis objects, here genes (line 2). First, we scale

markers and micro array probes which are between genes (the previous gene and the current one), see

Figure 7.4.2, object m1 between G1 and G2. Then we scale markers and micro array probes with a start

coordinate before the gene and end coordinate inside the gene or start coordinate inside the gene region,

see Figure 7.4.2, objects m2 and m3, and Figure 7.6, lines 4-15. Then we place QTLs which begin inside

the gene region or in the region between a previous gene and the current gene, see Figure 7.4.2, object

Q1. For each gene we check as well where the end coordinate of a QTL is, and depending on this we

paint the element. In the pseudo-code we show function ResizeAndPaint which for basis data gives all

elements the same size. For small objects, such as m1, m2, or m3, function ResizeAndPaint calculates

how many elements are in the gene area or in the area between genes, and divides the area by the number

of elements and then the elements are painted in the calculated size. For large elements ResizeAndPaint

calculates the height of the elements to span from the beginning of the gene where the QTL starts, to end

of the gene where it ends. If a QTL begins or ends between genes, the function takes ending of previous

gene or beginning of the next gene as its coordinates.

In Chapter 2 we examined the visualisation techniques used in genome browsers, and recognised

that a number of tools used in biological research implement well known visualisation techniques, but

only a few experiment with new techniques. CartoonPlus adds a novel extension to the array of available

solutions. It can be used in single and comparative representations. In a single representation the users

can see all data scaled, depending on a chosen basis, which allows them to see clearly which micro array

probes and markers are related to a gene. In a comparative representation the scaling makes homologies

between genes clearer. Figure 7.7 presents how scaling algorithm is working for the single representation.

We see that on Figure 7.7.A all genomic data is in original size. On the other hand, on Figure 7.7.B all

genes have the same size and other data is scaled depending on genes. The solution allows the precise

localisation and positioning of small elements according to bigger biological data. For example, in the

column “MDNoSalt” we have two micro array probes: 1387665 at and 1391417 at and in the column

“genes” we have two genes Bhmt and LOC365972. Looking at Figure 7.7.A it is difficult to say if the two
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micro array probes are in the gene’s regions or not. Figure 7.7.B clearly shows that micro array 1387665 at

is in gene Bhmt’s region and micro array 1391417 at is not in gene LOC365972’s region. We suggest that

CartoonPlus helps the biologists to localize their data easily and precisely present the position of the

elements and relationship between them. We are going to test this in our mixed paradigm user study

presented in Chapter 8.

Figure 7.7: CartoonPlus: A shows data in original size. B presents scaled data. All genes have the same

size and the rest of the data is scaled depend on genes.

Among all genome browsers we studied, only SyntenyVista [46] uses a scaling algorithm, however

it was used only in a comparative representation and only for genes. The solution we used is novel and

it could be useful not only in genomic data but also in different fields of biology and medicine which use

one linear scale for many types of objects. In next chapter, ‘Mixed Paradigm User Study’, we test the

new technique in an experiment with biological researchers who use a combination of data from Ensembl

and their own lab experiments.

7.3 Conclusion

The chapter presented the second version of VisGenome which extends the first version of the application

(see Chapter 5) with new functionalities. In the previous chapter we presented the idea that our users
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had some problems during the tasks execution. In T1 and T3 they became lost in the zooming option,

therefore we developed Focus On, which allows them to easily focus on the element the biologists are

interested in. We also observed that the labelling confused the biologists and did not precisely show all

the micro array probes with descriptions. Therefore we expanded the existing labelling to allow the users

to see all the labels or selected subset from the labels. We recognised that supporting data from Ensembl

was very helpful for genes, therefore we decided to expand supporting data from Ensembl to all kinds of

data available in VisGenome and Ensembl. We added colours because biologists wanted to see their data

coloured and also a new scaling algorithm, which should help biologists to see details of their data. We

expect all the improvements to help the users to navigate around their data and make it possible for them

to do their work more effectively.

Next chapter shows how we used VisGenome in our mixed paradigm user study. We test how the

users interact with the new features, especially how they use the new scaling algorithm CartoonPlus, but

also if they use the improved techniques. We conduct the mixed paradigm user study which is different

from our first user study to discover that which was not possible to see before, i.e. how the users interact

with the different tools available during their daily work and find factors which influence the use of the

applications. We want to identify the best features in VisGenome and other tools used by biologists. We

also want to identify the worst features in the tools to eliminate them.
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Chapter 8

Mixed Paradigm User Study

This chapter describes the second user study conducted with the medical researchers from the BHF Glas-

gow Cardiovascular Research Centre. During the experiment we used the second version of VisGenome

(VG) described in the previous chapter. This chapter presents the experimental design and introduces its

results. Work presented in the chapter was the last stage in my PhD research, therefore in the following

chapters we discuss, present plans for future work, and conclude the thesis.

8.1 Introduction

During the second experiment we studied the usability of VisGenome and other genome browsers and

tools used by the biologists. We wanted to identify the best features in VisGenome and other tools used

by biologists in their work. We did not propose any specific tasks but allowed the users to work with

the available tools and observed them during their work. We were interested in finding out how they

interact with different sets of tools, if they use only some of the tools to carry out their tasks, or if they

perform the same tasks using the tool which supports the particular task. We were also interested in how

they learn to use VisGenome and how the use of VisGenome changes in time. We gave them a version

of VisGenome containing their biological data and asked them to use it for at least two weeks. After the

end of this period, as we discovered, some of them were still using the tool. We advised the participants

that I would spend with each of them about 2 hours in total observing their work and recording their

activity. During those two hours I ‘shadowed’ them and recorded some of their activities using a video

camera. However, I also met with some of them before or after the experiment, so I had the occasion

to observe them for more than the two hours. I attended their Thursday meetings where they exchange

information about their research progress. I also contacted them a few times to offer technical support

and help with VisGenome. At the end of the experiment, I interviewed them about the usefulness of
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visualisation techniques they used.

The main aims in the mixed paradigm user study are:

• discover features which were not possible to observe during initial quantitative user study, such as

interaction with different sets of tools, which allows us to better understand the user

• find other factors which influent the use of VisGenome

• test CartoonPlus which is new visualisation technique

• check if the visualisation techniques improved after the initial quantitative user study are more

effective

8.2 User Study

This experiment aimed to identify the most important application features, with respect to visualisation

techniques, in VisGenome and other tools used by biologists in their work. We expected to find the best

features which help the biologists, and the worst ones which are also important and need to be improved.

These aims differ from our previous experiment in terms of methodology. The results are also more

detailed than the results from the previous ‘Initial Quantitative User Study’ described in Chapter 6.

8.2.1 Participants

There was no pilot study or users from the BRC this time, in contrast to the ‘Initial Quantitative User

Study’. We asked five people (one female and four males) from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research

Centre to take part in the experiment. Subjects were named with a letter: D, M, W, J and L. They all

hold a PhD and have significant experience with biological data. We divided them into three groups: D,

M and W as one group and J and L as two singletons, based on the nature of their work.

• D, M and W work together with the same rat data in the same project. They enjoy using Windows.

They use the mouse instead of the keyboard where possible. Their database knowledge is very

limited. They often use MS Office and Access. However, collecting data in Access and querying is

done by somebody else and not by themselves. The subjects only look at reports and the results.

These three users often work with animals and use specific applications to manage animal data.

• J is a statistician and his experience with genome browsers and computer applications is different

from that of the other users. Only he uses Linux and prefers this operating system. In his work at

the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre he was persuaded to use Windows. He uses a

number of applications which run under Windows via Linux emulation. He prefers using LaTeX or
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R [149] to tools offered by Windows (Word or Excel). His habits are a bit different as well. He uses

the keyboard whenever he can, as he knows many key short cuts. Everything he does is done with

great precision and attention to detail.

• L works mainly with people from other biological centres around the world and his main interest

is human genetics. He spends a lot of time in the laboratory and uses the computer mainly for e-

mailing and looking at biological results from his experiments. He has some knowledge of databases

and uses Access and R for statistical calculations.

Two of the users, M and W, took part in the first experiment presented in Chapter 6 - ‘Initial Quantitative

User Study’. However, all of the users had been shown how to use VisGenome before the experiment.

To make sure that they were familiar with the tool, on the first day of the experiment I showed them all

options offered by VisGenome. Because D, M, W, and J share the same office and were available an the

same time, I gave a small presentation to all of them at the same time. I installed and ran VisGenome

on their computers and showed all options offered by VisGenome. I showed examples of how to use the

application. I made sure that everybody knew how to carry out the example tasks. L wanted to get

a demo at a different time, therefore I showed him VisGenome separately. I demonstrated all options

offered by the tool and at the end I asked him to execute example tasks to be sure he knew how to use

the application. Some of the users made notes during the presentation. They were also familiarised with

help offered by VisGenome. The presentation took up to one hour.

8.2.2 Methodology

We began the experiment by asking each user to sign a participant consent form which can be found in

Appendix J. We asked the users to use VisGenome for two weeks at least. They all began the experiment

on 10.09.2007. However, some of them took holidays or attended conferences during this time, so their

participation in the experiment was not continuous. The last user officially finished the experiment on

07.11.2007. The majority of users are still using VisGenome to view data from their experiments.

During the experiment we used a variety of information gathering techniques: video and voice

recording, questionnaire, paper diary, and log file recording, as detailed in the following sections.

Video and Voice Recording

We used video recording only for two participants (J and W) who do not carry out animal experiments,

due to ethical reasons, see Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. We also used voice recording for L, who carried out

laboratory work with genetic material without animals and stressed that video recording could disturb

his work. The participants were asked to behave as normal during the whole experiment and do their
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Figure 8.1: One of the participants prepares graphs using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis [136] using data

from his experiments. The image was captured using a video recorder.

work as if I was not observing them. However, when they saw the video camera, their behaviour did not

seem to be natural. They tried to explain to me everything they did, and led me through why they used

the selected tools or applications. When a student or another worker from the Centre appeared in their

office, very often the first thing they informed the new arrival about was the video camera.

Interviews with all participants were recorded by voice recorder for later analysis. I felt that the

participants’ behaviour seemed to be more natural during voice recording than during video recording.

Questionnaire and Diary

Before the experiment I gave each user a paper diary in which they could record notes on VisGenome. I

asked them to write a note each day they used the tool, any positive or negative observations, and any

other suggestions about the tool and the whole experiment.

At the end of the experiment we asked the participants to fill in a questionnaire which asked
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Figure 8.2: One of the participants prepares samples of human genetic material which will be used in

an experiment. The picture was captured using a camera. We see L in his laboratory space. He is

placing genetic material into probes, using adjustable pipettes. He measures the amount of the material

in microliters, depending on guidelines received from his cooperators. After preparing the samples, he

sends them to his collaborators in London.

them to tick the applications and tools they used or add any tools not listed. The list initially included:

VisGenome, Ensembl, Excel, DSI Acquisition [127], Rat tail blood pressure determination [145], Word

or other text editor, Outlook or other e-mail browser, and Internet browser. There were also blank rows

for participants to add information on other tools they used. I observed during the experimental period

how they used VisGenome together with other applications. Then, I asked the participants to answer the

following questions for each application they used.

Q1. What kind of visualisation techniques do you use in this application?

Q2. How frequently do you use the application with its visualisation techniques (1-daily, 2-weekly, 3-

monthly, 4-rarely, a few times per year, 5-never)?
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Q3. What kind of data do you use in this application?

Q4. Is the application useful?

Q5. Did you succeed in using the application?

Q6. Do you have any additional comments about the application?

The participants could add names of other visualisation techniques in Q1.

Log Files

We added a logger to VisGenome which recorded in a log file the type of user action carried out by the

participants, the time of action, the context (single or comparative representation) and the animal type

(human (H), rat (R), or mouse (M)). Every time a user ran VisGenome, a new log file was created, see

Figure 8.3. We asked the users to create at least 5 log files during the two week experimental period.

2007-09-10 10:53:36 SR [RAT, 2]
2007-09-10 10:54:24 SR - PAN
2007-09-10 10:54:48 SR - FocusOn Affy - 1392627_x_at
2007-09-10 10:54:52 SR - FocusOn Affy - rc_AI071051_at
2007-09-10 10:54:55 SR - FocusOn Affy - rc_AA892512_at
2007-09-10 10:55:23 SR scaling: original size -> the same size
2007-09-10 10:56:17 SR labelling: selected labels -> all names
2007-09-10 10:56:47 SR - PAN
2007-09-10 10:57:07 SR - Set Region Position by Button - Chromosome Region Start - 210000000 - [RAT, 2]
2007-09-10 10:57:34 SR scaling: the same size -> original size
2007-09-10 10:58:10 SR - ZOOM

Figure 8.3: The example taken from log file D 2007-09-10 10 53 17.log. In the log files SR stands for

single representation and CR for comparative representation.

Observation

Observing the users was the most important part of the experiment. I spent at least two hours together

with each participant. Moreover, I attended a number of meetings in the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular

Research Centre, which provided more opportunities to observe the users.

8.3 Experimental Results

8.3.1 Overview

We analysed video and voice recordings, the questionnaires, the diaries, the log files and handwritten notes

on my observations. The data gathered from the log files is presented in Appendix P. In this chapter we

used abbreviations listed below.
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SR - single representation

CR - comparative representation

C - colour change (colour an object)

DR - drag region (on the chromosome icon)

FO - focus on

LL - labelling (switch between two labelling modes - all labels or selected labels)

LK - link to Ensembl

P - pan

PS - pan session - pans reduced to sessions (see section 8.3.1 - ‘Overview’)

S - scaling (CartoonPlus)

RS - set region (set chromosome region for navigation using info panel)

Z - zoom

ZS - zoom session - zooms reduced to sessions (see section 8.3.1 - ‘Overview’)

H - human

M - mouse

R - rat

During the study we wanted to understand how the users used VisGenome and other tools in their

work and to identify good and bad application features. We also wanted to test our new CartoonPlus

algorithm and see how improved visualisation techniques (tested in the initial quantitative user study) are

used by the biologists. We recorded all user functions in VisGenome because we wanted to adapt it to the

biologists’ needs. We recognised that although the users were offered a number of different visualisation

techniques, the most frequently used ones were the simplest and most common techniques such as zooming

and panning, see data in Appendix P. Therefore, we believe that a good implementation of such simple

interaction techniques is very important. VisGenome uses panning and zooming implemented with the

Piccolo toolkit [4], but other genome browsers have completely different kinds of zooming and panning.

Because of these differences, we decided to record zooming and panning as iteration steps. By an iteration

step we understand the smallest unit which is used during panning or zooming. However, during the

analysis we reduced all the iteration steps to sessions. By a session we understand a period of time when

the user used only one kind of function continuously. For example, this happened when user D used focus
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on and then panning for about 2 minutes and after this again focus on. During the 2 minutes of panning

user D made 160 iteration steps in panning but it was only one continuous panning session. We do not

distinguish between the user pressing a mouse button only once and then moving the mouse or pressing

the button five times to do panning during the 2 minutes. The reduction from iteration steps to sessions

was made only for zooming and panning, because other functions do not require this. The data presented

here for panning and zooming as iteration steps is called pan or zoom, see Figure 8.7. On the other hand,

session data are named pan session and zoom session, see Figure 8.6.

As can be seen from Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5, each of the users used VisGenome in a different

way. When we consider all zoom and pan iteration steps, it is clear that J has the highest number of

all functions together but when we reduced zoom and pan to sessions, we see that L is the one with the

highest number of functions. The participants executed 89,004 actions all together (zooming and panning

as iteration steps).

The participants were asked to create at least 5 log files, and W created 8 log files, M 6 log files,

L 7 log files, and the others 5 log files. When we summarise the duration time for each function and

each chromosome looked at in VisGenome, all users navigated in VisGenome for 11 hours and 36 minutes

during the experiment (the total over all participants). This is a long time, especially that half of the time

was spent in laboratories and during the time spent in the office they used a number of different tools and

carried out other tasks as well. W used VisGenome for the longest time: 3 h 8 min, L had the shortest

time, 1 h 34 min. Four participants used VisGenome during the two first weeks after the beginning of

the experiment and only one, J, took part in the experiment with a break - because of a holiday and a

workshop. M, D, and W are still using VisGenome every time they finish their experiments with rats,

which means a few times in every two weeks with a break for another two weeks when they make the

experiments.

When we look at the types of actions performed by the participants (see Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7),

it is clear, especially with the version with all zooming and panning iteration steps, that the two functions

are the most popular and common in use during the experiment. We notice that nobody used set region

during the experiment in the comparative representation. There are two main reasons why this happened.

First, the users prefer to drag the region, because they know where on a chromosome the region of interest

is situated and they do not always remember the coordinates or do not want to enter the numbers. This

avoids some of the errors found in the initial quantitative user study (entering wrong numbers). Second, in

the case of J who helps biologists but does not conduct any experiments himself, he does not know exactly

what he is to look for in the comparative representation. Instead, all homology regions are important for

him. Therefore, he often looks for genes in a homology area or for other data, and the drag region option

is much better in his situation than set region where a user has to know the region coordinates.
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Figure 8.4: All functions recorded in log files in VisGenome - zoom and pan reduced to sessions. The

figure was created using Replayer [76].

Figure 8.5: All functions recorded in log files in VisGenome - zoom and pan as iteration steps.
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In the comparative representation, nobody used labelling because this option is available only in

the single representation.

Figure 8.8: Count of all functions recorded by log files in VisGenome - zoom and pan reduced to sessions,

totalled over all animal chromosomes and users.

It is notable that colouring was the least frequently used function, see Figure 8.8. We found two

main reasons for this. First, the users received their data coloured as they wanted, therefore, for some of

them, it was not necessary to re-colour it or add colours to non-coloured data. Some of the participants,

including J, for whom the colouring option could be an excellent solution, forgot that the option was

available. J remembered about colouring at the beginning of the experiment, but after a break he forgot

about it. Please note that before the experiment we demonstrated all options available in VisGenome to

the participants. Some of the subjects took notes during the presentation, but some of them repeatedly

forgot about some features and asked me repeatedly when I visited them. They had permanent access to

the user manual (see Appendix G) and the help information offered by VisGenome.

As shown in Figure 8.9, the participants did not look at all chromosomes for all three species, but

only at the chromosomes of interest to them. The most popular was the rat chromosome 2 in the single

representation. Four participants (D, W, M, and J) were interested in data for this chromosome.
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Figure 8.9: Frequencies of usage for all chromosomes viewed by the participants, by representation, totalled

over all users.

In the following, we present the results for each of the users in more detail. Because we had only 5

participants we present qualitative analysis instead of statistic analysis.

8.3.2 Log Files Results

Log files recorded from VisGenome usage show that pan and zoom were used more often overall than

other functions. Some functions were used rarely - focus on and link - and in particular colour, which

was mainly used once by each of the users. The participants mainly used zooming and panning, even if

the functions were reduced from iteration steps to sessions. Using a feature often does not always mean

that it is good, and could show that there are problems with the interface. However, as can be seen from

our observations, biologists used some functions a number of times, because very often they looked for

nothing explicit. In this situation, pan and zoom usage gave the most effective and quickest results.
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8.3.3 User Questionnaire Results

The questionnaire contained 6 questions (Q1-Q6, see page 129) for each application used by the partici-

pants and a number of free slots where the participants could add the names of other computer applications

they used. We included VisGenome, Ensembl, Excel, DSI Acquisition [127], Rat tail blood pressure de-

termination [145], Word or other text editor, Outlook or other e-mail browser, and Internet browser.

The users added the following applications: Graphpad Prism, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis [136], Access,

Power Point, R [149], and Minitab. In the questionnaire we asked about visualisation techniques available

in each application, however, we also left room for user suggestions. As it turned out, VisGenome and

Ensembl [44] were the only two genome browsers used during the experiment.

Figure 8.10: The results for frequency in using applications during the experiment. The abbreviations

are: EX - Excel, G - Graphpad Prism, IP - Ingenuity Pathway Analysis, Rat - Rat tail blood pressure

determination, and A - DSI (Data Sciences International) Acquisition. Frequency corresponds: 1 - daily,

2 - weekly, 3 - monthly, 4 - rarely, a few times per year, and 5 - never.

We observed that Word, Outlook, and internet browser are used by all participants daily. Fig-

ure 8.10 shows the frequency of use for some of the applications. The differences in usage frequency do

not express user preferences but reflect their work needs.

We observed that in each application the participants used almost all existing techniques. On the

other hand, some of the tools offer techniques which are not available in other tools. In Q4 and Q5, we

observed that the participants usually succeeded in the task execution and the applications they used
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were useful for them.

When we look closely at the comparison of the two genome browsers used during the experiment, we

see that user L was the only participant who found VisGenome only partially useful and did not succeed

in his tasks. The other users found the tool useful and fully succeeded in their tasks. When we asked

the user L about the reason for his failure, he mentioned problems with finding the data. He wanted to

see more data for human which VisGenome did not offer him. We stress here that we asked all the users

before the experiment about the data they would like to see and prepared a version of VisGenome with

their data. The data problem found by user L is a general problem not only found in VisGenome. QTL

data for human is not available in Ensembl, and there is no obvious source where it can be found. W was

the only user who found Enseml to be partially useful. He succeeded in his tasks also only partially with

it. The rest of the users were fully satisfied from Ensembl. Overall, participants who used an application

claimed that they found it useful and succeeded in the tasks they wanted to carry out.

These claims of utility and success were made despite apparent high error rates (see Chapter 6 - earlier

study).

8.3.4 Video Recording

We used video recording only for two participants (J and W) who do not carry out animal experiments

and agreed to participate in the recording.

• During the video recording, J worked with his computer where he tried to install applications

necessary to use Ensembl via Perl. I asked him, before the recording started, to behave as if I was

not there. However, I was asked questions about the application installation. A few of his comments

were left without my response, however I did not want to be rude and therefore I helped him in his

work. A number of different voices were also recorded, such as J’s colleagues’ conversations, printing

machines, machines from the laboratory which is opposite J’s office, or people walking in the hall.

During the recording, J focused on Perl installation for Windows, as he had tried a few days earlier

to install Perl in Linux environment (Cygwin) without success. He needed this application, together

with MySQL, and Ensembl libraries for Perl, to use Ensembl via Perl. He had attended an Ensembl

course a few days before and wanted to use his knowledge in practice.

During the work J uploaded necessary installation files and began installing them. He read aloud

everything he had to do, therefore we could hear: “Yes, so...”, “Yes, that is fine”, “Do I agree?,

“Yes, that is probably a good idea.”, “Of course, it sounds fantastic.”. When a problem occurred,

he spoke with me, he asked me to explain terms such as DBD, DBI, and Visual Studio. He has

a good knowledge of commands in Linux, but he had trouble with DOS commands for Windows.

He would say out loud what he is typing at the command line, therefore, we could hear “backslash
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home, backslash Cygwin, backslash”. He also commented on his work: “I think I have this.”, “I

don’t know what happened.”, “I don’t think it is gonna work.”. During the work J made a few

spelling mistakes and thought aloud about what happened and why something he expected to work

was not working (for instance he typed test.pl instead of test1.pl). He felt uncomfortable when for

a longer time I or he did not say a word. Then, he began talking and asked: “It is helpful for you?

I mean, this what I am doing now?” or just began talking about his two children and wife Helen.

During his work he used the keyboard quite frequently, and the mouse only in situations where it

was not possible to use the keyboard. It is also obvious that J is a very precise person and wants

to do everything perfectly.

• User W was also recorded on video. He was preparing a presentation for the following day meeting

and all the time he used Graphpad Prism to prepare graphs representing his findings. W, similarly to

J, behaved unnaturally during the recording, however, he spoke less. At the beginning he explained

that he has data from rats which had been fed fructose for two weeks. After his the animals received

an injection of glucose and he measured their blood stream for next two hours. Then he began his

work and spoke no word to me for about 6 minutes. I observed that each of the workers from the BHF

Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre has a notebook and writes down everything important in

it. W does the same, therefore, he had to transfer all data from his notebook into Graphpad Prism.

During that time he was eating an apple, joking about some part of his work, and speaking with his

coworker (rat project manager). His supervisor looked at his data, explained things that were not

clear to W, and they were planning more experiments with three animals. After this, he made some

comments (to himself) about his data - it was obvious that he was disappointed and then he told

me that he is not quite happy because of this experiment. He expected different results, and the

ones he obtained were in contrast to the one he previously obtained. All the time other people kept

coming into the office and W spoke with them. He informed them about the video recording, told

them about his findings, and helped with printing (each office is equipped with a black and white

printer, but his office has an additional colour printer and everybody who wanted to use it had to

collect their printing in W’s office). The user expressed his strong liking for Graphpad Prism. He

mentioned a few times that he tried to persuade people in his team to use the tool, because it is

better and more efficient than using Excel, Minitab or R. W did not speak as much as J, and when

he spoke, he addressed his coworkers or himself. A few times he spoke to me, to inform me about

his work. W stressed that the rats from his last experiment (see last column with data - WKY in

Figure 8.11) become more fat inside than other rats, and this stresses that being fat is genetically

determined. He also mentioned that in some research labs the scientists make rats exercise to keep

them fit.

During the experiment W left briefly to work with animals, which was not recorded.

During W’s work we observed that he was not using keyboard shortcuts, however, he mentioned
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that he uses them, but in Graphpad Prism his colour printer settings do not allow for this.

• L was not recorded on video, however, he was recorded using the voice recorder. During the

observation he prepared probes for his collaborators in London (see Figure 8.2), which took more

than one hour. After this, I made a suggestion that this is a perfect job for a robot, and asked why

they do not use medical robots they have in the hospital instead. He responded that he did not feel

as a robot, and a robot does not do the work as precisely as he does. He decided to show me all the

new and old equipment use for large-scale sample analysis (see Chapter 4).

• D carried out work with animals which is also described in Chapter 4 and no voice or video recording

was taken.

• M carried out a lot of supervisory work. I spent a lot of time following after him from one building

to another in the hospital and observing his meetings with his PhD students and coworkers whom

he instructed about work.

8.3.5 Interview After the Experiment

During the interview after the experiment the participants stressed that they prefer Outlook to WebMail

offered by the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre (D, W, and M). J preferred Thunderbird

to Outlook. As mentioned before, the users, especially M, W, and D, used a mouse everywhere they

could, instead of the keyboard. This is easy in Outlook, whereas WebMail does not allow one to easily

drag e-mails between folders. User D complained about Access. The participant stressed that using the

application is difficult as only one user knows how to enter new data. J complained about Ensembl: he

wants to know how to use its full potential. The user took part in a few workshops and courses about

Ensembl and still does not know where to find all interesting data. J also stressed that he does not like

Excel and uses it as little as possible. He also prefers LaTeX and WinEdt to Word. The other users use

Word for everything they have to write, such as papers, notes, or reports. M complained that VisGenome

has trouble visualising items of data which are far apart, but he also complained about Ensembl. He

stressed that Ensembl is not as useful as it could be and it is very difficult to visualise large genomic

regions. M praised internet browsers which allow the users to interact with other applications by using

Java Web Start [138].

As can be seen, the majority of biologists spend only a small part of their time interacting with

computer applications and do that to see their laboratory results. Therefore, it is very important to

provide for them a genome browser that can visualise their laboratory results and allow easy navigation.

VisGenome connected to other tools, such as Excel, allows them to carry out data entry more easily (see

Chapter 10). On the other hand, they can still find useful data in other sources, such as Ensembl, and

then visualise the data in VisGenome.
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8.3.6 User Diary Results

At the beginning of the experiment we gave paper diaries to the participants and asked them to note

what they found to be positive or negative in VisGenome, and write down any suggestions related to the

tools they used and the experiment itself. The diary was completed regularly by four participants, only

J did not complete it regularly.

Figure 8.11: VisGenome - version 2 - used in the experiment. The tool presents SNPs data for 9 animals

(SHR, 2a, 2e, 2f, 2i, 2j, 2k, 2c*, and WKY). The data is coloured depending on whether A, C, T, or G

appears in the SNP. The solution helped the users to find the differences between the species quickly.

The participants were very happy to have coloured SNP data, especially for rat chromosome 3 (see

Figure 8.11). This benefit was stressed by the majority of users. They liked the fact that scaling allowed

them to visualise “significant” (the word used by M) micro array probes and SNPs. This functionality

was not available in other tools. They were able to check which genes were polymorphic in their rat

strains. Some of them recognised that their data which they expected to be similar behaved differently,

depending on which biological experiment they were looking at. They discovered that gene Tmsb4x is
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apparently differentially expressed in parentals. The participants were happy that in the comparative

representation they were able to mark a particular part of a chromosome and view it. The users stressed

that the possibility to see an Ensembl web page via a link from VisGenome was very helpful for them and

they liked it.

The participants also found a number of features which could be improved in the future. One as

mentioned previously, is having to remember the fact that to change colour they have to press Alt and a

mouse button, and to link to Ensembl they have to press Shift and a mouse button. They suggested a

button list in the info panel instead of the current solution. They would like to have a choice of columns

with data which could be changed and replaced at any time so as to see only some rat strains at a time

(like in Excel). One user (W) found VisGenome quite “laggy”(slow). He also would like to have an option

to select and copy on-screen elements into PowerPoint. Some of the users stressed that when they marked

a number of data items, VisGenome was working quite slowly and they would like to see a progress bar

which tells them how quickly the tool is working. They were used to using a mouse scroll wheel, and would

prefer to use it in VisGenome instead of the current solution for panning which requires dragging. L had

a number of suggestions related to the data. He wanted more data for human QTLs and preferred gene

data to be coloured by the genetic material it represents (if it is pseudo gene, protein coding, snRNA, or

miRNA). He also would like to see a summary which would tell him how many elements of each category

are in a view. He also stressed that for him VisGenome offers too much choice for selecting a region of

interest in a chromosome. He especially did not like the option set region which required pressing Set

Position button. During the trial we recognised that the majority of participants forgot about pressing

the button to set the position. After that, they often recognised that nothing had happened, and used

drag region instead.

8.3.7 Observations

The participants enjoyed using VisGenome. The users used the single representation almost twice as often

as the comparative representation. J and L used the two representations with similar frequency. M, W,

and D used the single representation much more frequently than the comparative representation. These

three participants (M, W, and D) work in the same project, and were interested in micro array probe

sets and SNPs in a chromosome more than in the homologies between chromosomes.

The participants were instructed that they do not need to open a new window with a single or

comparative representation when they want to see another chromosome. They could use an already

opened view and just add a new tab. However, only J used the option. The other users always opened a

new window for each chromosome they wanted to navigate. This did not change the quality of the view, in

both situations they see things properly. However, when a user opens two different windows, VisGenome

allows him to set them close to each other and see both at the same time. No user used this possibility.
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They always switched between the windows instead of viewing them side by side at the same time.

Figure 8.12: Chromosomes viewed by D (CR - comparative representation, SR - single representation).

The white area represents chromosomes viewed by all participants, the blue area - chromosomes used by

D.

Figure 8.13: Chromosomes viewed by W (CR - comparative representation, SR - single representation).

The white area represents chromosomes viewed by all participants, the blue area - chromosomes used by

W.
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Figure 8.14: Chromosomes viewed by J (CR - comparative representation, SR - single representation).

The white area represents chromosomes viewed by all participants, the blue area - chromosomes used by

J.

Figure 8.15: Chromosomes viewed by M (CR - comparative representation, SR - single representation).

The white area represents chromosomes viewed by all participants, the blue area - chromosomes used by

M.
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Figure 8.16: Chromosomes viewed by L (CR - comparative representation, SR - single representation).

The white area represents chromosomes viewed by all participants, the blue area - chromosomes used by

L.

User D viewed the rat chromosomes 2 and 3 in the single representation (see red dots in Figure 8.12)

and comparisons between the human chromosome 1 and the rat chromosome 2, and the human chromo-

some Y and the rat chromosome 12, see Figure 8.12. The participant looked at the comparison between

the rat chromosomes 2 and 3 probably accidentally, because there is no homology between chromosomes

from the same species. This interpretation is backed up by fact that the user only opened the comparative

view with the wrong chromosomes and did not navigate it at all.

User W viewed the rat chromosomes 2, 3, 5, and 10 in the single representation (see red dots in

Figure 8.13). He looked also at the comparison of the human chromosome 7 and the rat chromosome 2.

Similar to D he made mistaken comparisons for the rat chromosome 2, first to the rat chromosome 3, and

then to the rat chromosome X.

User J viewed only the rat chromosome 2 in the single representation (see red dots in Figure 8.14)

and the comparison of the mouse chromosome 8 and the rat chromosome 3, the human chromosome 3 and

the rat chromosome X, the human chromosome 5 and the rat chromosome 2, and the human chromosome

X and the rat chromosome X, see Figure 8.14. The user also made one mistake and tried to look at the

comparison between rat chromosomes 3 and 7.

User M viewed the smallest number of chromosomes. He viewed only the rat chromosome 2 in

the single representation (see the red dot in Figure 8.15) and the comparison of the mouse chromosome

3 and the rat chromosome 2, see Figure 8.15. User M, as the only participant, made no unnecessary
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comparisons between chromosomes for the same species as made by the other users. A possible reason for

that is that he had previously used VisGenome and asked me to add to VisGenome his own data before

the experiment. He also took part in the experiment comparing Ensembl and VisGenome [53, 52].

User L was the only one who viewed the human chromosomes 2 and 7 in the single representation,

see red dots in Figure 8.16. The other users viewed only rat chromosomes singly. He also compared the

human chromosome 7 with the rat chromosome 14, the human chromosome 2 with the rat chromosome

14, the human chromosome 7 with the rat chromosome 2, and the human chromosome 7 with the rat

chromosome 7, see Figure 8.16. Similarly to other users, he made a mistake of comparing the human

chromosome 7 with the human chromosome 10.

8.3.8 Summary

The experiment shows that users have different needs with respect to the data they want to study, as

dictated by their research question. M and W viewed the rat chromosome 2 in the single representation

most frequently. However, the rat chromosome 2 was also interesting for D and J, but not for L - he

looked at it only to compare it to the other chromosomes. L focuses on a different set of chromosomes.

He looked at human chromosomes and their comparison with rat chromosomes.

The users quite often made a mistake and looked at a comparison of two chromosomes from the

same species. Usually, they quickly recognised their error and changed to another view. After choosing

a first chromosome in the comparative representation, VisGenome highlights other chromosomes which

have homologies with the one already chosen. The users found this function very useful. The experiment

showed that the application should also block the possibility of choosing a chromosome from the same

species as a second chromosome in this particular research context. The reason why they made so many

mistakes is that they often chose a first chromosome and then they consult Excel or Word to be sure which

other chromosome to choose. Then they activated a VisGenome window and clicked at a chromosome

which is the closest to the mouse cursor, by accident. They clicked in the window instead of the frame.

In some situations, they made a different mistake, as they wanted to see a single representation for a

chromosome and they clicked on it in the comparative representation instead. One person was simply

interested to see what happens if he clicks on a chromosome from the same species.

The participants used almost all functions available in VisGenome, see Table 8.1, except for set

region in the comparative representation (see Figure 8.17, 8.18, 8.19, 8.20, and 8.21). However, they

behaved differently, depending on what they were looking for and how they activated it.

L and J used drag region a number of times. The participants, especially J, very often looked for

nothing explicit. They wanted to know, in general, what data are available in a region or in the comparative

view they wanted to see homologies between genes. They were not sure where on a chromosome they have
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Table 8.1: Functions available in VisGenome. All functions are described in Chapters 5 and 7.

VisGenome Functions

1 zoom

2 focus on

3 scaling

4 pan

5 link

6 colour

7 drag region

8 labelling

9 set region

to look for the data. Therefore, they just dragged the mouse through region after region on a chromosome

and tried to find interesting elements on it. However, their individual techniques for using VisGenome

were completely different, as shown by their use of panning presented as interaction steps and sessions. L

often looked for QTLs and J for SNPs. There was only a small number of QTLs and they are quite large.

Therefore L had no problem with finding them quickly. J, on the other hand, wanted to see SNPs in detail

and often used a number of pans and zooms before he found the data. On the contrary, M performed the

smallest number of drag regions. He knew exactly his region of interest on the rat chromosome 2 and,

after opening a view in VisGenome showing the chromosome, he entered the coordinates and used set

region to directly locate to the region of interest.

Colour was hardly used by the participants. As mentioned in section overview, the participants

quite often forgot about the function or did not need it because the data were already coloured. Twice

colour function was invoked but no colour was chosen (L and M). The users just wanted to check how

Figure 8.17: Functions used by D during the experiment. The white area represents functions used by

all participants, the blue area - functions used by D.
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Figure 8.18: Functions used by W during the experiment. The white area represents functions used by

all participants, the blue area - functions used by W.

Figure 8.19: Functions used by J during the experiment. The white area represents functions used by all

participants, the blue area - functions used by J.

Figure 8.20: Functions used by M during the experiment. The white area represents functions used by

all participants, the blue area - functions used by M.
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Figure 8.21: Functions used by L during the experiment. The white area represents functions used by all

participants, the blue area - functions used by L.

the function worked or selected it accidentally. When a participant changed colour, it was selected from

the green-blue range.

Link (to Ensembl) was used quite frequently, especially by L who was interested in human genes.

Only twice was link used for micro array probe data (1393390 at and 1384691 at). Genes ENSG00000105926

and ENSG00000170264 were the most frequently viewed items via a link to Ensembl.

Focus on was used even more frequently than link. The participants used the function mostly for

genes, with few exceptions. Users D and J focused on some micro array probes which are also available

in Ensembl. J and W focused on their micro array data which I had been asked to add to VisGenome

before the experiment. W also looked at SNP data in detail. L focused especially on human chromosomes

and QTLs.

D, M, and W used labelling quite frequently, compared with the other users. Labelling is imple-

mented only in the single representation for micro array probes. The three participants were interested

in micro array probes from Ensembl, and compared them to the coloured micro array probes from their

experiments. Labelling allowed them to see the differences between the micro array probes more clearly

in detail. Ensembl offered them a nice overview of micro array probe sets (see Figure 8.22). However, in

the last few versions Ensembl changed this representation, and now micro array probes are represented

as a table (see Figure 8.23). The biologists do not like the new “visualisation”, but Ensembl motivated

the changes by a structural improvement, to make queries faster.

On the other hand, Ensembl implements an algorithm checking the relationship between micro

array probe sets and genes (the small blue triangle in Figure 8.22). If at least 50% of micro array probes

from the micro array probe set (on a chromosome) are in an enlarged gene region, Ensembl assumes that

the micro array probe set is in the gene region. The users could easily find out if a micro array probe set

is in a gene region in the previous version of Ensembl. On the other hand, the majority of participants

were not interested in the Ensembl algorithm. They wanted to know if any micro array probe was in a
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Figure 8.22: Old representation of micro array probe set 1396288 s at for rat from Ensembl. The red square

marks micro array probe set 1396288 s at on the rat chromosome 2 on band q11, see also Figure 8.23.

Only one gene (ENSRNOG00000040342) is correlated with the micro array probe set according to Ensembl

algorithm. The gene is marked by the blue triangle.

gene region. To check this for micro array probes from Ensembl, they have to do this manually for each

gene and micro array probe, which takes a lot of time. Also, they can not do this easily for their own

experimental data. Ensembl offers the option to place private data, but this seems to be an impossible

task for the medical researchers from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre, and nobody

knows how to do this. I tried to use the option but I have not managed to succeed yet. Partly because

of this, the medical researchers suggested that they would like to see in VisGenome single micro array

probes rather than only micro array probe sets. In the end, I suggested to them that a solution (in the

future) could be to show all micro array probes but also highlight other micro array probes from the same

set via colour or other UI feature.

The participants found scaling to be very useful, especially W and M. They used the function

to see if an SNP is in a gene region. Quite frequently, especially when the SNP is close to a gene, it is

difficult to say if the SNP is in a gene region or only close to it. Scaling made the SNP big enough to

disambiguate its position.
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Figure 8.23: New representation of micro array probe sets from Ensembl. The red rectangle marks micro

array probe set 1396288 s at on the rat chromosome 2 on band q11, see also Figure 8.22. If a user wants

to find all elements from micro array probe set 1396288 s at, he has to click, one by one, on all elements

from the list called 1396288 s at.

Panning and zooming were essential. All participants used the two interaction techniques and found

them to be useful. However, the majority of them would change panning. They would use a mouse scroll

wheel instead of moving the mouse up and down.

Ensembl offers both a large amount of data and a number of search options. The participants very

often looked for something using Ensembl searching. Sometimes they found interesting information in

Ensembl, and sometimes Ensembl provided the data from other sources, such as RGD [144] and OMIM

[143]. When the participants knew exactly where to look for the data, they came back to VisGenome

and looked at a particular part of a chromosome. Some of the biologists used their notes from Excel or

Word, where they looked for a special data item or coordinates, and when they found where the element

is situated on a chromosome, they came back to VisGenome. They stressed that they like visualisations

offered by VisGenome and are happy that the application shows their own data alongside the data from

Ensembl.

The participants changed their application use slightly over the course of the experiment. More

experienced users, such as M, seemed to use VisGenome the same way all the time. However, we could

see that the participants used panning and zooming much more at the beginning of the experiment than

at the end. After the first week of using VisGenome, the majority of the participants knew what they

wanted to look for and where the data is situated on a chromosome. They needed less time to look up
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their notes or other sources, or they needed no notes. They knew more about interaction techniques

offered by VisGenome when they used it frequently. On the other hand, they forgot about the interaction

techniques they used rarely, like colouring.

Definitely, the participants used the comparative representation to a smaller extent in the second

week of the experiment. D, M, and W used no comparative representation at the end, as they used only

the single representation. The main cause for this was the character of their work. Most of their own

experimental data were in the single representation, and at this stage of their work during the second

week of the experiment, they were more interested in the relationships between different types of data in

one species than the comparisons between two different species.

8.4 Conclusion

In the medical research context, the novelty of the visualisation techniques is not as important as their

utility. This study is based on the view that the best way to find what visualisation techniques are the

most appropriate for biological data is a user study with biologists working in their everyday environment.

This chapter described an experiment carried out with biologists from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular

Research Centre. The user study showed how biologists used a variety of computer packages to support

their work. The experiment allowed the participants to use different applications and work in their natural

environment, which let us understand more of their work, how they combine applications, and how they

use VisGenome.

We recognised that appropriate visualisation techniques could save time and effort, and make work

more effective. The most important techniques were simple interaction techniques, such as panning or

zooming, which were most frequently used, and not techniques which are used only in special situations.

Our new algorithm: CartoonPlus (scaling) was found very useful, especially for small regions of

data such as SNPs.

VisGenome was found useful and easy to use, however, mainly because of the lack of searching

functionality, the application was used with other tools simultaneously. Where the participants knew a

number of ways to do a task, they always chose the easiest way to do it. For example, if they used an

internet browser and had a choice between using scrolling and mouse wheel, they always used the mouse

wheel. They quite often repeated that I should implement the option of using the mouse wheel for panning

in VisGenome. It was very difficult for them to believe that mice without scroll wheel still exist.

During the interview after the experiment, but also during the experiment, we received a number

of suggestions how to improve VisGenome (see Chapter 10 - ‘Future Work’). We hope further work with

VisGenome will be done in the future.
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According to biologists’ suggestions and our observations, in the future we want to add or improve:

• connection between VisGenome and Excel - the biologists copied their data all the time from one

tool to another

• uploading data into VisGenome - when biologists wanted see a new data they asked me to upload

the data, it will be helpful if they can do this themselves

• movable columns and elastic windows - frequently biologists compare data from two columns, and

the function is more effective when the columns are close each other

• micro array probes and micro array probe sets visualisation - the biologists mentioned a few times

that they would like to see both data types

• speed optimisation - the users were a bit disappointed when they navigate a huge number of data

and had to wait for rendering new views

We also want to improve CartoonPlus, we found scaling very useful and would like to extend it to different

data types (as a basic). Another improvement which is worth to develop is a new layout (see necklace

layout in Chapter 10). We want to see if it is more or less useful than standard linear layout used already

for genomics data.

The next chapter discusses our research work.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

This chapter discusses the research methods and findings. We discuss VisGenome with regard to other

visualisation techniques. Next chapter of the thesis sketches plans for future work.

9.1 Weaknesses and Strengths of Both User Studies

The mixed paradigm user study was more difficult from the observer point of view, but it gave more

meaningful results and confirmed the results from the first experiment. We observed that during both

user studies the participants liked the techniques they know like panning and zooming, and those are

much more important than other interaction techniques. We recognised that the participants learned

new technology quite quickly and sometimes found it very useful, e.g. scaling during SNP navigation in

the second experiment. During the initial quantitative user study we tested VisGenome and Ensembl

separately. The mixed paradigm user study allowed us to see how the users interacted with both genome

browsers and with other tools, which was not possible during the first experiment.

The initial quantitative user study allowed us to make quantitative measurements. We counted

the number of mouse clicks and task duration. The second experiment allowed us to make only some

quantitative measurements, such as event counts and duration for each function used in VisGenome, but

we gathered qualitative information as well. In both experiments, the participants gave us a number of

suggestions as to how we could improve VisGenome, and we heard their opinions about Ensembl, Excel,

Access, and other tools they use and how VisGenome might work with them.

The different methodology used during the user studies influenced the whole experiment, i.e. the

participants behaviour during the experiment, and the results. The initial quantitative user study was

our first experiment and we made a few errors which we successfully avoided during the mixed paradigm
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user study.

Different setups of both studies found different results, for example, during the second user study

we recognised that it would be very helpful for the biologists to combine VisGenome with Excel, which

was not possible to observe during the initial quantitative user study. The biologists copy their data all

the time. First, they note information in their note books, frequently, from other biological tools such

as Rat Tail Blood Pressure Measured (see Chapter 4). After this, they copy the notes from paper into

Excel. Second, they frequently copy the information from Excel to Graphpad Prism, Access, or other

applications. They also copy coordinates or an item name and put them into Ensembl search option.

In my opinion, it would be a good idea to link VisGenome with Excel. The solution would allow the

biologists to easily and quickly access their data and would eliminate errors occurring during copying the

data.

Also both experiments give different answers for the question about suggestions. During the first

experiment, the user suggestions were concerned more with visualisation used in data presentation, in the

second user study they expected more biological data and had suggestions regarding the data layout used

in VisGenome.

9.1.1 Weaknesses

It is obvious that there is a number of things which could be done better during the user studies. The

biggest mistake made during the initial quantitative user study was the fact that the order of using

VisGenome and Ensembl by the users was not random. The order we used (VisGenome first) should have

favored Ensembl, however, due to our mistake, VisGenome achieved better results than Ensembl. We

examined only 15 participants in the initial quantitative user study and 5 in the mixed paradigm user

study. This was enough for our studies, however a larger number of participants could give us more details

about their preferences and would be better for further analysis. The first user study was carried out in

the laboratory space, and following the suggestions of other specialists in human-computer interaction.

We changed this during the second study, where participants worked on their own PCs, in their offices

for two weeks. Of course, the second user study duration could be longer. Again, this could give more

results. During the mixed paradigm user study we used video recording, however, not all participants

were recorded due to ethics constraints. In the future, longer user studies could be conducted and all

participants could be recorded for a longer time. This would allow them to become more familiar with

video recording (in the user study they always paid attention to the video camera) and could produce

more naturalistic results.
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9.1.2 Strengths

The largest benefit of our work was VisGenome evaluation. We knew that there are many different genome

browsers, created by different research groups, and frequently used only for one biological project or a

small subset of biological data (see Chapter 3). Only a few user studies were conducted in the field of

biology and no studies of browsers have been published before. Our work shows that a user study may

benefit biology. It is novel in the field of bioinformatics and worth doing, because in other fields people

conduct user studies with success and they help them to create better computing solutions. Even our

initial quantitative user study, where the most important findings were negative, showed that medical

researchers make a number of mistakes and errors even when they are specialists in the area. We suggest

that knowing this is highly valuable. Thanks to the studies we knew what problems arise in the use of

genome browsers and we should create solutions that reduce errors in the future.

It is worth stressing that it was quite difficult to find access to right people who are specialists in

the field and agree to be observed during their work. We cooperate with biologists from the BHF Glasgow

Cardiovascular Research Centre and they agreed to take part in our user studies. The studies will benefit

biologists in the long run, but also will improve our understanding of HCI. Our highly specialised power-

users, biologists and medical researchers who took part in the experiment, could express their expectations

and wishes with regard to VisGenome. We gave them a tool which helps them in their research. We have

novel information on user activities, behaviour, daily work and needs which have not been known before

in human-computer interaction. During the mixed paradigm user study, the participants could play with

VisGenome, they did not feel observed, they could discover more things in VisGenome like the labelling,

scaling or colouring. This contrasts strongly with the initial quantitative user study where they used

the tool in an environment which was new to them, and they did specified tasks recorded by a screen

recorder. This longer time in the second study allowed them to discover more contexts where they could

use VisGenome and combine using our application with the tools they used already.

One of the most important benefits was to the medical researchers who took part in the experiment

and could see their data in a new way. On the other hand, the users made mistakes due to human memory

limitations. During the second user study, we introduced to them all VisGenome functions and showed

where the user manual is available, however, they forgot about the colouring function and used it only

when reminded about it. We also observed that even if the biologists feel to be experts at using a tool,

they use only a small part of it and do not know all its functions (see Ensembl during the first experiment

in Chapter 6).

The user studies allow us to better understand the real use of genome browsers and other software

tools used in biomedical research. They also helped us to generate new design ideas which could be used

in future work (see Chapter 10 - ‘Future Work’).
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9.2 Visualisation of Genome Data

Not only the user studies could be improved, but also VisGenome. The application could work faster and

allow the users easier data manipulation.

9.2.1 Genome Browsers

Visualisation of genome data is an important research tool in biology and medicine. There are a variety

of genome browsers (see Chapter 3) which in practice should perform the same function - show the

chromosomes of some species in detail. As discussed in Chapter 3, genome browsers could be divided

according to three dimensions: number of species, object size, and complexity. It is not possible to

present all existing genome browsers, therefore, in Chapter 3 we chose only the most popular genome

browsers used by our collaborators, and genome browsers which are or were important in biology or

history of genome browsers. We tried to show at least one tool from each category of genome browsers.

A biologist could use a number of genome browsers from each category, but this is not always

possible. Some of the tools allow the users to see only some subset of their data, while other tools show

all data, which makes the view cluttered and biologists can not find data which is interesting for them.

Another category of the genome browsers does not allow to add biologists’ own data at all, as the tools

only offer some available data and only this data can be visualised. The superiority of VisGenome over

other genome browsers is that our tool allows the users to add as much data as they want to see, only

depending on memory available on a machine, and does not force them to see data they do not want to

navigate, as happens, for example, in Ensembl. VisGenome also offers several visualisation techniques not

available in other genome browsers. It allows for smooth zooming and panning, and it also implements a

novel CartoonPlus algorithm, which helps the users to see small data items and visualise them in clearly

way. VisGenome allows the users to compare their results with the existing data by using the comparative

representation.

As observed during the mixed paradigm user study, there is another obvious question with respect

to genome browsers: should we produce genome browsers if biologists still use a pen and paper. We

are strongly convinced that even if biologists still use their note books and paper, there is a reason to

produce a general-purpose genome browser. It is obvious that some people do not like new technology

and still use pen and paper, but they also use a number of computer applications, as it is not possible

to do all biological calculation and experiments without computer support. As we saw during the second

experiment, the biologists make notes in their note books and then they use computer applications. It is

worth developing a universal browser, which could be interfaced with Excel and text editor. This would

allow the biologists to take notes directly in the application. They could also use tablet computers so as

to make their notes in electronic form [128]. Probably, there still will be some biologists who like their
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paper note books, but some of them could convert to use the new solutions, or just use it in some cases.

Automated data flow between applications could reduce the probability of errors arising during copy and

paste operations [19].

9.2.2 Visualisation Techniques

The InfoVis world is very rich and it was not possible to present all visualisation techniques in Chapter 2.

Therefore, we described only a small subset of the techniques, as we wanted to show the variety, and make

it clear that only a small number of them are used in biology.

Some of the visualisation techniques we looked at seem to be out of date (see Playfair’s parallel time-

series bar chart in Chapter 2) or especially designed for special tools as PDA devices1 (see flip zooming

in Chapter 2). On the other hand, the same techniques are often new or even “not yet discovered” in

biology.

We also see that not all techniques were evaluated via a user study. On the other hand, some

of them, including alphaslider (see Chapter 2) were developed in several versions and considered user

preferences. However, the users often were specialists in the visualisation field and not biologists.

It is also worth saying that most InfoVis work assumes a large screen or several displays, while

biologists often have a small single screen. During one of our presentations, a specialist in the HCI field

asked us about the possibility of using two screens for the presented data. However, this is not possible

in small offices where medical researchers work, and where even space for filing their papers seems to be

difficult to find. This is also the reason why only a small number of InfoVis techniques, which seem to be

ideal for visualising biological data, is used.

We observed that the majority of genome browsers presents genomic data in a linear arrangement.

This raises the question of whether other layouts or visualisation techniques could be used in combination

with traditional linear maps and if they would be useful for the biologists. DNA structure for the human,

the mouse, and the rat chromosomes is linear, and this is the main reason why it is represented as a linear

structure. However, when we take any two chromosomes and visualise their comparison, this also could

be represented as a graph. In Chapter 10 we present our suggestions for an alternative visualisation in

VisGenome.

1A personal digital assistant (PDA) is a handheld computer, also known as small or palmtop computer.
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9.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed the research methods used in this thesis and then the findings (for example

usefulness of VisGenome combined with Excel and the number of mistakes made by specialists from

biology). We also presented what we learned about our users and their needs during the two experiments.

Next chapter describes future work. It presents how the things the biologists like and need could be

implemented in VisGenome, and how another user study could be conducted to recognise what other

unsatisfied needs they have.
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Chapter 10

Future Work

This chapter presents possible directions for future work. First, VisGenome development is presented,

which then could be evaluated according in user study.

10.1 Introduction

As can be seen in previous chapters, we developed two versions of VisGenome which were evaluated during

different user studies. In the future, we would like to create another (3rd) VisGenome version which could

be evaluated via another user study. According to the participants’ suggestions and our observations (see

Chapter 8), in the section, VisGenome, we present improvements which could be applied to the tool. We

also want to add a new feature such as necklace layout, which we believe, improve the biologists work.

The suggested improvements are as follow:

• connection between VisGenome and Excel

• uploading data into VisGenome

• adding movable columns and elastic windows

• adding necklace layout

• visualise micro array probes together with micro array probe sets

• optimise speed of VisGenome

• CartoonPlus improvement

We also present a long term user study to evaluate the application.
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10.2 VisGenome

VisGenome and Excel

A number of participants use Excel to store their data. They write down notes in their note books and

then copy the data into Excel. During the whole process, the medical researchers may make mistakes

when transcribing the data. Therefore, we think a good idea would be to support writing of selected data

from VisGenome to Excel. The solution would allow the biologists to load their data into Excel without

unnecessary data copying.

Uploading Data into VisGenome

During the mixed paradigm user study we prepared a version of VisGenome with biological data, sepa-

rately for each of the participants. We also consulted them and gave them technical support, however, it

is also very important that they be able to upload their data themselves. Currently the users place data

in text file format in a special folder (gene, marker, QTL, micro array probe) to see it in VisGenome.

We would like to give them the option to chose from the menu a file with their data (txt, Excel, Access,

or other format), containing coordinates and data names, and add it in easy way to an existing specified

data type or as a new data type.

Figure 10.1: Future work - an alternative for visualising gene comparisons - elastic windows (A) and

necklace layout for genome representations (B).
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Movable Columns and Elastic Windows

A few participants mentioned the requirement to move a column in VisGenome, as it is done in Excel.

They would like to compare different types of data and it is easiest when the data to be compared is

situated side by side, and not separated by other data. In the new VisGenome, we would like to provide

the option to move, add, remove, and hide columns. Each column could have a handle which would be

used for moving. The functionality of hiding columns could be implemented by elastic windows [55], see

Figure 10.1 A. The functionality allows the users to easily hide the windows they do not use in a given

data analysis scenario.

Necklace Layout

As can be seen in Chapter 3, all genome browsers present biological data using a linear layout. This

seems to be obvious for mammalian genome data, where the chromosomes have a linear structure, in

difference to some bacteria and viruses with a circular chromosome structure. However, we could offer

new presentation options, see Figure 10.1 B. We would like to represent all genetic data in its order on a

chromosome, however, we would like to give a user the option to see comparisons between chromosomes

not only as lines comparing homology genes, but also as similar genes situated close to each other. The

distance between genes would represent the level of similarity between genes in chromosomes.

Micro Array Probes and Micro Array Probe Sets

Another problem occurring during the mixed paradigm user study was visualising single micro array

probes and also micro array probe sets. As described in Chapter 8, the users wanted to see both types

of data at the same time. Ensembl holds all the available data, however, the tool uses an algorithm

(see Chapter 8) which strictly associates a micro array probe set with a gene which is selected by the

algorithm. The medical researchers would like to see all relationships between all micro array probes and

genes, not only between micro array probe sets and genes.

We suggest to visualise all micro array probes and group them into micro array probe sets when a

probe from the set is marked, see Figure 10.2.

Speed Optimisation

During the mixed paradigm user study, a few participants complained about the slowness of VisGenome.

We would like the application to work faster. To do this, we would like to use a different rendering

concept. Currently, we download data for a chosen chromosome and paint it in detail. It is a good idea

to present an overview at the beginning and after marking a region, but we could avoid downloading all
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Figure 10.2: Future work - a visualisation of micro array probes and micro array probe sets. The arrow

marks a micro array probe, automatically other micro array probes from the same set and the region of

the whole micro array probe set are highlighted.

data and paint only a specified region. In an improved solution, we would have less data to render, which

would make VisGenome faster.

CartoonPlus Improvement

The novel scaling algorithm, CartoonPlus, described in Chapter 7, takes gene data as a basis (see Fig-

ure 10.2) while other data types are scaled depending on genes. We would like to extend the algorithm

and allow the users to choose any data type as a basis.

Error Elimination

As mentioned in Chapters 6 and 8, during the experiment we observed a number of user errors. During

VisGenome evaluation we removed the source of some errors. For example, visualising QTLs in one line

meant that the users could not see where the one QTL finished and another started. However, during the

second user study other user errors occurred, such as forgetting about features offered by VisGenome. A

user manual was available from the VisGenome web page and from within the application, however, the

participants did not use it during the experiment. In the next version of VisGenome, we would like to

add to info panel some ‘reminders’, which provide information about features available in the tool. We

do not promise to solve all unsolved InfoVis problems [15], however, we will try to make VisGenome more

useful and easy to use.
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10.3 A New User Study

After developing VisGenome version 3, we would conduct a long term user study. As can be seen from

our short user studies (see Chapter 6 and 8), a different kind of user study could give different results and

fuller answers to the same questions. We believe that during a long term user study we could gain some

new insights. Also, the participants would be more familiar with the video camera and could behave in a

more natural way.

We would like to conduct a long term user study with the specialists from the fields of biology,

medical researchers from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre, but also with biologists

from Edinburgh and London who cooperate with them and with us. We would like to engage up to 10

people and observe them for three months. The methodology used during the future experiment would be

observation, video recording, diaries, interviews and voice recordings. If the participants agree, we could

install video cameras in their offices and they could be switched on always when they use computers.

Additionally, we could spend 3 days with each of the participants, following them and observing their

daily activities. During the long term user studies, we could study issues such as:

• Visualisation techniques not used so far in biology could help in genomics data visualisation. For

instance, the usability of new types of local scale distortion, the necklace representation, hovering

menus, and other techniques should be tested.

• Users prefer access to additional functionality by clicking on buttons in panels (see labelling in

VisGenome, Figure 7.2) and not by choosing it from a menu. In particular, various placements of

buttons, and various representations of panning, zooming controls could be tried out.

• Users prefer access to functions by clicking combined with a key (Alt, Shift, or Ctrl). This would

have to be tested with various users, as it is not clear how much the users can remember and what

key combinations are the easiest to use. Also, visual aids to such shortcuts could be added to the

interface and their usefulness tested.

• Users prefer to select a function from a list in an info panel. The counter hypothesis is that menus

or context-driven hovering menus are better.

• History and knowledge about other users activities are helpful for users. The choice of history

representation and access to past knowledge would be investigated in detail.

During the new user studies we could log not only the use of VisGenome, but also of other genome browsers

and applications used by the biologists. Log data from Ensembl and other tools could give us a number

of quantitative and qualitative data which mixed together may give very valuable results, especially that

Ensembl is used by a huge number of users interested in genomic data.
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We would like to highlight that some medical researchers from the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular

Research Centre still use VisGenome, which can be taken as a concrete demonstration of usability of the

tool. This small user population, who continues using VisGenome in their work, could be used in the

next, long term user study.

10.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented future work. We described future VisGenome development and a new user

study. The next chapter concludes the thesis and summarises our contributions.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

The thesis presents work done during my PhD studies between January 2005 and June 2008. It describes

VisGenome’s design and its evaluation via user studies with medical researchers from the BHF Glasgow

Cardiovascular Research Centre and the BRC at the University of Glasgow. This research started by

recognising that there is a large number of genome browsers and visualisation techniques. At the same

time we saw that not all known visualisation techniques have been applied to biology and not all of them

are appropriate for genetics data (see Chapter 2 and 3). The technique of user study is new in the field of

bioinformatics but, as user studies are widely applicable and provide good feedback, we decided to use this

type of evaluation. This research focused on genome visualisation and user studies in biologist-computer

interaction.

The thesis statement postulated that both structured and field-based user studies are an effective

methodology in developing new algorithms and visualisation techniques for biological research. We proved

this in Chapters 6 and 8 where we presented our initial quantitative and mixed paradigm user studies.

We developed a new genome browser, VisGenome (see Chapter 5), and a novel algorithm, CartoonPlus

(see Chapter 7), which with other existing visualisation techniques support candidate gene analysis. We

subjected VisGenome and CartoonPlus to experimental assessment via user studies. In the following

section we list the resulting contributions to HCI, visualisation, and bioinformatics.

11.1 Contributions

Here we present the work’s main contributions to HCI, visualisation, and bioinformatics.

The first contribution presented in Chapter 5 is VisGenome which, together with improved vi-

sualisation techniques, supports candidate gene analysis and subjects them to experimental assessment
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via user studies. VisGenome is a novel implementation of the genome browser, which was published in

Bioinformatics [51]. VisGenome was designed to support candidate gene analysis and is the only tool in

existence that can show QTLs, genes, micro array probes and SNPs side by side in a fashion that supports

biomedical research. The tool is in use in Glasgow, which shows that it fulfils its purpose. Its usefulness

was confirmed by our second user study (Chapter 8). Genome browsers should have visualisation tech-

niques which allow the users to easily navigate their data. As we presented in Chapter 4 only a small part

of a biologists’ work is connected to computers, but rather the work is integrated with other activities.

Therefore it is important that the tools allow them to do their work effectively and quickly.

The second major contribution is a novel algorithm, CartoonPlus, which was designed, implemented

and tested via a user study. The algorithm together with VisGenome improves gene visualisation. The

scaling algorithm CartoonPlus is presented in Chapter 7 and published in the departmental technical

report [49] and then in Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) [50]. The scaling uses one type of

genomic object as a basis and then scales all other objects with respect to the base type, to support human

understanding of linear data relationships on a chromosome, or in a comparison of two chromosomes.

VisGenome and CartoonPlus make a novel contribution to bioinformatics and visualisation, and are used

by biologists and medical researchers from the BHF Cardiovascular Research Centre and the BRC who

enjoy the application and find it useful, especially for small genomics objects (SNPs, see Chapter 8).

New visualisation techniques could be very useful, therefore it is important to have novel techniques or

techniques not used in bioinformatics tested with specialists from this field.

The third contribution presented in this thesis is a novel genome browser classification. The classi-

fication is described in Chapter 3. It classifies existing genome browsers with respect to the level of data

granularity and the number of species presented, and observes that the main differences are the distinc-

tions between single and multiple genome representations. This was published as a technical report [48].

Our genome browser classification is a contribution to bioinformatics, where a large number of genome

browsers exist, but have not been classified so far.

Other contribution to human-computer interaction is the feedback from the user studies presented in

Chapters 6 and 8, which represent effective methodologies in developing new algorithms and visualisation

techniques for biological research. So far, only the initial quantitative user study was published in LNCS

[52], but we also aim to publish our mixed paradigm user study. The user studies were conducted with

specialists from the field - medical researchers. The new information about way how biologists work, their

daily activities and tasks descriptions gathered from the user studies are necessary for further development

of genome browsers. The main findings are that reducing clutter, the number of colours, and presenting

the chromosomes vertically in a genome visualisation makes it easier to use, as compared to Ensembl.

Also, users do not like dragging, but prefer clicking on objects to gather additional information, and they

do not like pop-up windows which obscure the view. They prefer additional information to be presented
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in a separate panel. Furthermore, they use visualisation alongside other tools, and need to be able to

transfer data smoothly between various applications using the same data. They work in an environment

which puts them under considerable cognitive strain, as they use many tools and techniques, both in

the lab and at their computer, and suffer thus from information overload, as they forget about software

functions, and have no time or patience to study handbooks or manuals which could help them to take

advantage of existing software.

11.2 Closing

In this thesis we presented VisGenome which was improved during user studies evaluation. Genome

browses should be more user-friendly and allow the users to easily find the information they require. It is

important that this kind of application implements interaction techniques which shorten navigation time.

Therefore, we suggest that genome browsers should offer more visualisation techniques which should be

tested via user studies.

As we presented, user studies are valuable techniques for application evaluation and could provide

suggestions which make an application more useful. During our user studies we used a variety of method-

ologies. We think that the different kinds of methodologies used could give different results, see Chapter 6

and 8. However, it is worth remembering that not all methodologies are possible in some situations.

Therefore, if a set of users conduct a work with animals, video recording is not allowed. In situations

when video recording could be used, it is very helpful and could be used for future analysis.

The thesis presents new ideas for supporting the work of medical researchers and biologists and

helping them to find the genes responsible for diseases. We developed VisGenome which is successfully

used by the members of the BHF Cardiovascular Research Centre, implemented CartoonPlus algorithm,

which is a novel visualisation technique in biology, and evaluated the application and the algorithm via

user studies. The user studies are very popular in different scientific fields, however, not common in

bioinformatics. The risk of applying user studies to our work was worth taking. We received a lot

of feedback and new suggestions (see Chapters 6, 8, and 10) which were used in the redevelopment

of VisGenome and during the evaluation. Our work contributes to the future development of genome

visualisation tools, offering many potentially useful directions for future work.
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Glossary

Affymetrix

Affymetrix is a manufacturer of micro arrays. Information on Affymetrix can be found at http://www.

affymetrix.com, see Chapter 4.

anthropology

Anthropology is a study of humanity. Anthropology has origins in the natural sciences, the human-

ities, and the social sciences, [116], see Chapter 4.

array

see micro array, see Chapter 4.

artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence is the study and design of intelligent agents, where an intelligent agent is a

system that perceives its environment and takes actions which maximize its chances of success, [97],

see Chapter 4.

base

Nucleotide sequences (DNA and RNA) are composed of bases. DNA is composed of the four bases

adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). The same bases from RNA, with the

exception of thymine which is replaced with uracil (U).

base pair (bp)

When two bases in different nucleotide sequences blind to each other they are said to be a base pair.

In DNA sequences G paires with C and A with T. Generally, DNA sequences are double stranded,

consisting of two sequences that have paired with each other. The length of DNA sequence is given

in bases or base pairs (bp).
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benchmarking

A means of assessing performance. Methods are compared to some predefined standard, or bench-

mark, against which performance can be compared, see Chapter 6.

biological sequences

Biological sequences include DNA sequences, RNA sequences and protein sequences.

British Heart Foundation Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre (BHF GCRC)

The aim of the British Heart Foundation Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre is to consolidate

internationally recognised cardiovascular research groups and to provide a multidisciplinary research

environment. The BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre was funded jointly by the British

Heart Foundation and the University of Glasgow. We cooperate with the Centre during VisGenome

development.

cDNA

see complementary DNA.

chromosome

Chromosome houses the majority of an organism’s genetic material. In organisms such as the rat

chromosomes are linear structures, with the exception of the mitochondrion which has a circular

genome.

C.I.

see confidence interval.

cognitive psychology

Cognitive psychology is a school of thought in psychology that examines internal mental processes

such as problem solving, memory, and language. Cognitive psychologists are interested in how

people understand, diagnose, and solve problems, concerning themselves with the mental processes

which mediate between stimulus and response, see Chapter 4.

complementary

Complementary sequences are those that can base pair, or hybridise, with each other. When running

in the oposite direction, a complementary sequence contains the bases that can bind to those in the

other strand in the corresponding positions.
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complementary DNA (cDNA)

A DNA sequence generated from an RNA template.

computer science

Computer science (computing science) is the study of the theoretical foundations of information and

computation and their implementation and application in computer systems, see Chapter 4.

confidence interval

A confidence interval (C.I.) is an estimated range of values which is likely to include an unknown

population parameter, the estimated range being calculated from a given set of sample data, see

Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DNA is composed of the four bases adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T). In

double stranded DNA molecules two chains of these bases bind to, or base pair, with each other, A

pairing with T, and C with G, see Chapter 3.

design

Design refers to the process of originating and developing a plan for a product, structure, system,

or component. It is also used for either the final (solution) plan or the result of implementing that

plan, see Chapter 4.

DNA

see deoxyribonucleic acid.

engineering

Engineering is the discipline of acquiring and applying scientific and technical knowledge to the

design, analysis, and/or construction of works for practical purposes, see Chapter 4.

Ensembl

A resource provided by EMBL-EBI and the Sanger Centre giving access to genome annotation,

Available at www.ensembl.org, see Chapter 3.

eQTL

expression Quantitative Trait Locus, see quantitative trait loci.
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ergonomics

Ergonomics (human factors) is “traditionally the study of the physical characteristics of the interac-

tion: how the controls are designed, the physical environment in which the interaction takes place,

and the layout and physical qualities of the screen”, [23], see Chapter 4.

European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)

Located primarily in Heidelberg in Germany, EMBL (www.embl-heidelberg.de) represents a Euro-

pean effort to conduct research in molecular biology. It includes the EMBL bioinformatics out-

station, the European Bioinformatics Institute (www.ebi.ac.uk), which is located at Hinxton in the

UK.

exon

Part of the genomic sequence that encodes part of a protein sequence. These sequences are spliced

together, being divided on genome by introns.

GenBank

A database containing all publicly available nucleotide sequences and part of the International

Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration provided by the USA through the National Center for

Biotechnology Information. Available at www.ncbi.nml.nih.gov/Genbank/.

gene

An interval on the genome containing the code and regulatory mechanisms for a transcript. In

eukaryotic organisms, where the coding DNA is split into exons, divided by introns of non-coding

DNA, the exons may be spliced together in different ways producing a number of variants.

gene ontology

Created by the Gene Ontology Consortium, the gene ontology uses a set of controlled vocabularies

to describe the relationships between genes at a variety of levels.

genome

The entire genetic complement of an organism.

homology

Homologous sequences are those that are believed to share an evolutionary relationship with each

other. Homolog gene is a gene related to a second gene by DNA sequence [125]. There are three

different types of homologous comparison possible: othologs are genes related in different species,

paralogs are genes related by duplication within a genome, and metalogs, where one gene is compared
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to the duplicated gene in a different species. Orthologs retain the same function in the course of

evolution, whereas paralogs evolve new functions, even if these are related to the original one. In

the genetic sense orthologs, paralogs, and metalogs are all homologs but the one most commonly

used is the orthologs relationship.

homology search

A search for homologous sequences. Generally, this involves searching for sequences that are likely

to have an evolutionary relationship to a query sequence. Homology searches are a specific type of

similarity search, where the type of similarity sought is that which is likely to indicate an evolutionary

relationship.

hybridisation

Hybridisation occurs when single stranded nucleotide sequences that have been incubated together

base pair with each other.

hypertension

Persistent high blood pressure.

International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration

An organisation with members in Europe, the United States of America and Japan, each of which

maintains and provides access to a copy of the public nucleotide collection.

intron

A region of non-coding genomic sequence. Introns divide coding exons.

Kaplan-Meier survival plot

The Kaplan-Meier survival plot is used for analysing survival data. It is very popular in medical re-

search, where the patients receive medicaments which help them (they survive) or in some situations

the patients die, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

linguistics

Linguistics is a scientific study of language, which can be theoretical or applied, see Chapter 4.

Mann-Whitney test

The Mann-Whitney test (also known as Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test) is the non-parametric equiv-

alent of the 2-sample t-test. The Mann-Whitney tests two independent samples of numerical or or-

dinal values. These samples do not need to contain the same number of observations, see Appendix

O (‘Statistical Methods’).
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McNemar’s test

The McNemar’s test is a categorical data method used for the comparison of proportions from

paired samples. Q. McNemar introduced this test in 1947, using it on 2×2 contingency tables with

a dichotomous trait with matched pairs of subjects, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

mean

A mean used in the thesis is an arithmetic mean (x) which is calculated by summarising all numbers

from a list of numbers and then dividing the number by the number of items in the list, see Appendix

O (‘Statistical Methods’).

median

A median is defined as the number separating the higher half of a sample, a population, or a

probability distribution, from the lower half, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

messenger RNA

An RNA molecule which contains the code for a protein sequence, see Chapter 3.

micro array

An array of DNA probes, see Chapter 4.

mRNA

see messenger RNA.

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

Part of the National Institutes of Health in the USA and member of the International Nucleotide

Sequence Database Collaboration which provides access to GenBank and other resources. Further

information is available at www.ncbi.vlm.nih.gov.

nonparametric methods

The nonparametric methods require fewer assumptions about a population or probability distribu-

tion than the parametric methods and are applicable in a wider range of situations, see Appendix

O (‘Statistical Methods’).

normal distribution

The normal distribution is also called the Gaussian distribution and it is very important in statistics.

The distribution is defined by two parameters: the mean and variance. All normal distributions

are symmetric and have bell-shaped density curves with a single peak, see Appendix O (‘Statistical

Methods’).
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nucleotide

Nucleotides are the bases adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), thymine (T), and uracil (U). See

base.

null hypothesis

The null hypothesis, traditionally represented by the symbol H0, represents the hypothesis of no

change or no effect, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

oligo

see oligonucleotide.

oligonucleotide

An oligonucleotide is a short nucleotide sequence.

p-value

A p-value is a measure of how much evidence we have against the null hypothesis, see Appendix O

(‘Statistical Methods’).

parametric methods

The parametric methods assume the data follow a normal distribution, see Appendix O (‘Statistical

Methods’).

philosophy

Philosophy is the discipline concerned with questions of how one should live (ethics); what sorts of

things exist and what their essential natures are (metaphysics); what counts as genuine knowledge

(epistemology); and what the correct principles of reasoning are (logic) [25], see Chapter 4.

physical maps

Physical maps show the physical length of DNA measured in base pairs. In molecular biology,

two nucleotides on opposite complementary DNA or RNA strands that are connected via hydrogen

bonds are called a base pair (often abbreviated bp). In the canonical Watson-Crick base pairing,

adenine (A) forms a base pair with thymine (T), as does guanine (G) with cytosine (C) in DNA.

Sequence-based maps improve with the scientific progress and are perfect when the genomic DNA

sequencing of the species has been completed. In the meantime, it is worth to mention the genetic

map, which was used when physical and sequence-based maps did not exist. A scale in a genetic map

was measured in centimorgan (cM) or map unit (m.u.), which is a unit of recombinant frequency

for measuring genetic linkage. It is often used to imply distance along a chromosome. The number
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of base-pairs it corresponds to varies widely across the genome (different regions of a chromosome

have different propensities towards crossover), and is about 1 million base pairs in humans. The

centimorgan is equal to a 1% chance that a marker at one genetic locus on a chromosome will be

separated from a marker at a second locus due to crossing over in a single generation. A 50 cM

distance means that the genes will reassort when an odd number of crossings happen, which happens

31.8% of the time, see Chapter 3.

population

A population is the set (often infinite) of all possible individuals we would have sampled, see Ap-

pendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

pQTL

physiological Quantitative Trait Locus, see quantitative trait loci.

probe

On Affymetrix arrays, a 25 base DNA sequence forming part of an array of such probes. By base

pairing, or hybridising, with transcripts probes can be used to detect the levels of transcripts with

complementary sequences present in a sample, see Chapter 4.

protein

A structure built from a chain of amino acids. Over 20 characters are used to represent amino acids.

QTL

see quantitative trait loci.

quantitative trait loci

A quantitative trait loci is a part of a chromosome which is correlated with a physical characteristic,

such as height or disease. Micro array probes are used to test gene activity (expression), see Chap-

ter 3. Two types of QTLs exist: pQTLs and eQTLs. Expression Quantitative Trait Locus (eQTL)

mapping tries to find genomic variation to explain expression traits. One difference between eQTL

mapping and traditional pQTL mapping (physiological QTL) is that a traditional mapping study

focuses on one or a few traits, while in most of eQTL studies, thousands of expression traits will be

analyzed and thousands of pQTLs will be declared.

ribonucleic acid (RNA)

Usually a single stranded molecule, RNA is composed of the same four bases as DNA but with

uracil (U) replacing thymine (T). While RNA typically forms different structures from DNA, the

bases found within RNA molecules still base pair and can also base pair with single stranded DNA

molecules.
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RNA

see ribonucleic acid.

sample

A sample is a set of data collected for an experiment, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

sign test

The sign test is used to test the null hypothesis that positive and negative results are equally likely.

It can also be used to test a hypothesis about a median, because the hypothesis that a median

equals 7 (for example), is the hypothesis that equal numbers of cases fall above (positive results)

and below (negative results) 7, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

single nucleotide polymorphism

A single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is a DNA sequence variation occurring when a single

nucleotide (A, T, C, or G) in the genome (or other shared sequence) differs between members of

a species (or between paired chromosomes in an individual). For example, two sequenced DNA

fragments from different individuals, AAGCCTA to AAGCTTA, contain a difference in a single

nucleotide (C and T), see Chapter 3.

SNP

see single nucleotide polymorphism.

social and organizational psychology

Social psychology is the study of how social conditions affect human beings, see Chapter 4.

sociology

Sociology is the scientific study of society, including patterns of social relationships, social interac-

tion, and culture, see Chapter 4.

splice

The sequence of coding exons are spliced together to form transcripts in eukaryotes. Exons are

divided by introns, regions of non-coding DNA which do not form part of the transcript.

standard deviation

A standard deviation is variance’s square root, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).
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standard error

A standard error (SE) is the standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample size, see

Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

statistical significance

Statistical significance means that p<0.05 (p is short for p-value), see Appendix O (‘Statistical

Methods’).

t-test

The t-test assesses whether the means of two groups are statistically different from each other, see

Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

transcript

An RNA molecule produced by transcription.

transcription

A process resulting in the production of an RNA sequence, transcribed from a DNA sequence.

Transcription forms part of the process of gene expression, which occurs when a gene is “switched

on”.

translation

The synthesis of a protein from an RNA sequence.

“trend towards significance”

“Trend towards significance” means that although we cannot classify results as statistically signifi-

cant, the result is borderline (typically 0.05<p<0.1). The implication when sample sizes are small is

that a larger sample might have given a significant result, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

UniGene

The UniGene database contains entries which are sets of transcripts that appear to share the same

transcription locus. These entries are linked to additional information.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene.

University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC)

Used to refer to the bioinformatics resources provided by a group based at UCSC. Among the

materials available at the UCSC site is a genome browser, providing access to genomes and their

annotation. http://genome.ucsc.edu
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variance

A variance is one measure of statistical dispersion, averaging the squared distance of its possible

values from the expected value (mean), see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

Wilcoxon signed rank test

The Wilcoxon signed rank test (also known as Wilcoxon matched pairs test) is a non-parametric

test used when one sample (or paired) t-test is not appropriate and it tests the median difference

in paired data. Each individual in the sample generates two paired data values, one from first

measurement and one from second measurement. Differences between the paired data values are

used to test for a difference between the two populations, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

1-proportion test

The 1-proportion test to test categorical data. It is a hypothesis test of a population proportion,

and examines the population proportion using information from one sample and comparing it to a

target value, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).

2-sample t-test

The 2-sample t-test is a parametric method in statistics. The test assesses whether the means of

two groups are statistically different from each other. It compares the difference between two means

in relation to the variation in the data, see Appendix O (‘Statistical Methods’).
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Abstract. It is not always clear how best to represent integrated data sets, and which applica-
tion and database features allow a scientist to take best advantage of data coming from various
information sources. To improve the use of integrated data visualisation in candidate gene finding,
we carried out a user study comparing an existing general-purpose genetics visualisation and query
system, Ensembl, to our new application, VisGenome. We report on experiments verifying the cor-
rectness of visual querying in VisGenome, and take advantage of software assessment techniques
which are still uncommon in bioinformatics, including asking the users to perform a set of tasks,
fill in a questionnaire and participate in an interview. As VisGenome offers smooth zooming and
panning driven by mouse actions and a small number of search and view adjustment menus, and
Ensembl offers a large amount of data in query interfaces and clickable images, we hypothesised that
a simplified interface supported by smooth zooming will help the user in their work. The user study
confirmed our expectations, as more users correctly completed data finding tasks in VisGenome than
in Ensembl. This shows that improved interactivity and a novel comparative genome representation
showing data at various levels of detail support correct data analysis in the context of cross-species
QTL and candidate gene finding. Further, we found that a user study gave us new insights and
showed new challenges in producing tools that support complex data analysis scenarios in the life
sciences.

Key words: visualisation of large data sets, genome maps, genome visualisation, user study, QTL,
comparative and functional genomics

1 Introduction

Data visualisation helps in the understanding of complex biological relationships, and is widely used in
genomics [9, 11, 19, 20, 28], taxonomy [10], proteomics, and pathway analysis [29]. Genome data is usually
served by a database system, as the amounts of data that need to be shown exceed by far the amount
of RAM available on a user machine. Significant effort goes at design time into deciding how much data
to fetch from the database and how to lay it out on the screen [2, 13, 27]. What usually does not happen
in bioinformatics is recognising the evolving needs of the visualisation user. New data types and larger
volumes cause not only purely technical problems, but also perceptual ones. Adding more data ‘tracks’ to
a visualisation, accompanied by more colours and labels, may overwhelm the user, as discussed by Catarci
[5], and shown in this paper. Also, the only reliable way of anticipating and discovering user interaction
problems is via a user study [7]. This paper addresses the problem of reducing the visual overload in the
face of large data volumes, an issue which lies on the boundary of database and visualisation research, via
a user study carried out in a controlled environment. The results of this study are being fed into further
development work, and are still providing food for thought.

The motivation behind the work we report on is the need to carry out comparative analyses of QTL1,
gene and protein expression and synteny in the human, the mouse and the rat, forming part of the search
for genes causing cardiovascular disease, and done in collaboration between several research groups in the
1 A quantitative trait locus (QTL) is a region of DNA that is associated with a particular phenotypic trait.
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UK and abroad. We first tried to find a suitable visualisation, and carried out a short study of the available
browsers [18]. We discovered that the development of most browsers was not accompanied by usability
studies, or such studies have not been published. We also saw that none of the viewers allowed us to see
the data the way we want to view them. Expressionview [9], for example, shows QTLs and micro array
probes and no other data, so it was not suitable for our work. SyntenyVista [13] shows a comparative
view of two genomes but is limited with regard to other data such as micro array probes. Since the work
of the British Heart Foundation Cardiovascular Research Centre at Glasgow [21] and of our collaborators
requires the analysis of data of high complexity, we decided to learn from the existing packages and
produce yet another genome browser. What we found missing in most browsers was the fact that it was
hard to see large and small objects at the same time, and that zooming was a limiting factor. In [11] the
authors recently stated explicitly that Ensembl zooming is not as flexible as maps.google.com. Since the
main representational problem in our mind is zooming, this is the major technical issue we addressed, and
our work examines the use of improved zooming and its contribution to the ease of traversing the genome
space. We hypothesise that improved zooming will offer both usability and cognitive benefits, and aim to
prove that experimentally, by comparing VisGenome and Ensembl with respect to the ease of finding of
large and small objects (QTLs and micro array probes).

This paper presents the following contributions. We summarise the design and results of a user study
including 15 participants which demonstrated that the users are more successful in VisGenome than in
Ensembl use [16] ] in the context of candidate gene analysis. Further, we discuss the findings from a user
questionnaire, providing evidence that VisGenome is perceived to be easier to use than Ensembl. This is
due to a combination of factors, including smooth zooming, provision of comparative genome views, and
a simpler monochromatic display. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 focuses on user studies in
databases and bioinformatics, and Section 3 introduces VisGenome and Ensembl. Our user study design
is presented in Section 4, and the results are described in Section 5. Section 6 gives a discussion, and
Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Work

We first review some work spanning the areas of databases, visualisation and human computer interaction,
and then summarise a number of bioinformatics user studies.

Catarci [5] was one of the first authors to convincingly argue the importance of user-centred design in
the construction of user interfaces to database systems. Query construction is the focus of her work, and
the design and testing process has to deliver interfaces that support efficient working and minimise user
dissatisfaction and the need for assistance and maintenance. The main argument is that this can only
be achieved via user-centred design, and requires the following: user involvement; a clear identification of
user requirements, tasks and context; an appropriate split of functions between the user and the system;
iterative design; and multidisciplinary competencies in the design team. To determine whether a system
satisfies all user objectives, a formal evaluation needs to be carried out in a realistic context. As such
evaluations are expensive and time-consuming, they are usually avoided, and the resulting systems are
only judged in terms of correctness and functionality, and may well be suboptimal and cause user stress
and additional costs to the organisation which commissioned them. One of the important points raised by
Catarci is the issue of completeness and correctness of data representation. She finds that over-featured
interfaces do not work well, as the complexity gets in the way of understanding the system and working
out how to use it. Additionally, usability has an additional cost in terms of decrease in software production
rate, and user satisfaction is never considered as an instrument to define the contract terms in software
provision. As a result, also in the research context, usability issues are often ignored in favour of a narrow
focus on selected information system aspects, such as performance or correctness.

A number of papers on the boundary of visualisation, e-science and database areas deal with prove-
nance, data caching, and workflows, but address usability only in terms of user efficiency. VisTrails [4]
solves the problem of visualisation from a database perspective, by managing the data and metadata of
visualisation products. Workflows and provenance management are described in [22] and [6]. Here, a visu-
alisation is used to allow the user to understand data provenance and modify existing analysis procedures
(workflows). To our knowledge, no user studies have been published.
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Recently, Jagadish and co-authors [15] broadened our understanding of the term usability in the context
of database work. Starting from the observation that currently DBAs have to mediate between the user
and the database, to hide the underlying system complexity, they draw an agenda of database usability
challenges. They advocate the development of new database techniques which in their underlying design
will focus on enabling direct interaction modalities for a database user. The future will be a WYSIWYG
database with instantaneous-response interfaces, contextual displays, zooming and panning applying not
just to maps but to all levels of database reality, including schemas, design activities, database evolution
and provenance. To achieve that future, the authors propose a new presentation data model, which may
be denormalised and will support direct user interaction, that is direct database creation, evolution,
data manipulation, and structural changes to data. Some of the presentation modalities will include map
mashups [14, 8], graph representations, multidimensional database facilities and tabular metaphors for
data display. In data manipulation, the user interface will take advantage of a new simple algebra that
will be easy to understand and intuitive to use. The proposed research scenario includes future user studies
which will guide the development of both abstract models and practical database optimisations.

We now turn our attention to bioinformatics. In this area, only a small number of user studies have
been published, while many application notes and other papers published in journals Bioinformatics and
BMC Bioinformatics claim that the software is ‘user friendly’. For papers published in Bioinformatics
between January 2000 and December 2007 the journal’s search facility delivers 284 hits for the query
‘user friendly’, two for ‘user study’, and 53 for ‘usability’. This may mean that most usability claims are
not well founded. In one of the early papers mentioning the word ‘user’, Stevens et al. [26] presented a
survey of bioinformatics tasks undertaken by biologists. They reported on new requirements which could
stimulate the development of future applications, but did not conduct a user study. Wu et al. [28] reported
on an electronic table that uses fisheye distortion. The table showing gene expression data was a subject
of a pilot user study including five researchers completing a Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction
(QUIS) [25]. Yang and colleagues [29] observed biologists interacting with a new software package and
analysing experimental data, however, a formal study has not taken place. Graham and colleagues [10]
presented an informal user study with biologists from the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh. The users
carried out 12 tasks and used two prototypes of a visualisation tool. The authors received feedback from
the participants and recognised that none of the prototypes was perfect and they should develop a new
one which combined the existing two prototypes. These findings are similar to the views of the users in
our study, and the feedback we obtained is reflected in our current engineering work.

3 VisGenome and Ensembl

VisGenome (VG) [17], see Figure 1 (left), shows single and comparative representations of the rat, the
mouse and the human chromosomes at different levels of detail, and integrates data from Ensembl [11] ,
locally produced lab results and [12]. It offers an overview of all rat, mouse and human chromosomes. After
choosing a chromosome of interest, the user sees it in a new view with detailed data. The view supports
interaction by mouse and keyboard, such as smooth zooming and panning [2] which is more flexible than
seen in other browsers. The users can keep an area of interest in focus and choose the chromosome region
by dragging the box enclosing the region or typing in the coordinates in an info panel. Then only the
data in the selected area is displayed. The aim is to provide the context and allow the researchers to
navigate the data at the same time. VG retrieves supporting web pages from Ensembl by invoking a link
in a browser.

Ensembl (Ens) is probably the most popular system for mammalian genome analysis. It offers 17
different views, including ChromoView, ContigView, GeneView, MultiContigView, SNPView, and Syn-
tenyView. In our experiment, biological and medical researchers used ContigView, MultiContigView and
SyntenyView. ContigView, see Figure 1, shows different views of a gene, from broad chromosome context
to fine nucleotide detail. These views are in separate horizontal frames, one below the other, and the user
has to scroll as all views do not fit on a computer screen. There is also a chromosome overview facility,
CytoView, shown in Figure 2. This view does not fit on the screen either and requires scrolling. In Ensembl
data items are labelled and searching on names and coordinates is possible. Zooming uses buttons (Fig. 1,
panels E and F). MultiContigView is an extension of ContigView and is meant to support comparative
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Fig. 1. Gene XR 007958.1 on rat chr. 2 in VisGenome and Ensembl, with the gene name and position in a frame
superimposed on the screenshots. A: VisGenome, single chromosome view. B: VisGenome, comparative view of
the rat chr. 2 and the human chr. 18. (C-F) Ensembl ContigView. (C) The entire chromosome, (D) An ‘Overview’
of a region of 1 Mbp, (E) The ‘Detailed View’ showing markers and genes, and (F) A ‘Basepair View’ showing
protein translations
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Fig. 2. Overview of rat chromosome 2 in Ensembl version 40
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genome analysis. It displays genome annotation for several species. In SyntenyView a clickable high-level
view of chromosomes with blocks of conserved synteny is shown.

Table 1. Example data sizes, Ensembl version 40, Aug 2006

Species Chromosome length genes microarray microarray SNPs QTLs
probesets probes

rat 2 250 Mbp 1413 1870 71,141 2740 ∼100

Data in Ensembl is stored in a relational database system and can be accessed via SQL or a Perl API.
When the experiment was conducted, we accessed the database via JDBC and stored local experimental
data and data from [12] in a local relational database. We visualised only genes, QTLs and microarray
probes, and did not show SNPs or probesets, as those were not required. The requirement to show micro
array probe mappings in three species increases the data size by at least a factor of 10, as each gene
may have a matching micro array probe set, consisting of up to 10 probes, and each probe may have
produced positive or negative results in a number of different experiments. The amount of data to be
shown is significant, and is user-specific, as it may include arbitrary data sources, resulting from recent
publications or experiments. Table 1 and Figure 2 give an idea of the number of items that have to be
fetched from Ensembl to generate a chromosome overview, and make it clear that adding more data items
and types will cause both performance and perceptual problems.

4 A User Study

The aim of the user study was to find out if new ways of visually querying the data, via mouse manipulation
and zooming, are effective. Another question was whether the layout and colours we proposed supported
the user in finding the data they are interested in. As our target users spend most of their time studying
QTLs in the mouse, rat and human, we focus on supporting this activity, and ignore other aspects of tool
use. As such work is carried out by a number of geneticists in five collaborating centres in the UK, and
is poorly supported by existing tools, we wanted to see if VisGenome can facilitate it. We also wanted to
gather additional feedback which would guide the development of VG. We compared Ens and VG, as Ens
was the closest match to user requirements. Although the tools offer similar functions, Ens shows more
data types than VG, as VG does not show sequence level data (view F in Figure 1) or gene structure
(view E). VG was under our control, which allowed us to add private user data and make the study more
realistic. Incorporating private data in Ensembl was not desirable, because of privacy concerns.
Participants. We first carried out a pilot experiment with two subjects from the Bioinformatics Research
Centre (BRC) and five from the Western Infirmary (WI) in Glasgow. Finally, in the experiment we had
15 participants from the WI and the BRC. Six of them use Ens often (Ens Experts: Ex). Nine of them
use different tools, such as BugView [20], UCSC GenomeBrowser [19] or AtIDB [23], or were from BRC
and do not use genome browsers but know them from presentations (NonExperts: NEx). Three of the
participants (Ex) previously took part in a one day Ens course.
Methods. None of the biologists have used VG before the experiment. We gave a short presentation of
VG to all subjects. Several researchers asked us to remind them first how Ens works and where to find
information (three participants - NEx). We gave them a short introduction to Ens. Before the experiment,
we offered the subjects the opportunity to carry out an experimental task in VG (for NEx also in Ens).
We did not randomise task order and VG task came first. The order in which the tools were attempted
is thus a confounding factor; although a positive effect on the performance for the second attempted tool
(Ens) is the most likely consequence of this, Ens performance was not better than VG.

Prior to the study, two WI subjects had asked to see their experimental data. To that end, we created
one version of VG for the majority of participants and two specific versions with private data. In those
versions, micro array probes were coloured in both Single and Comparative Representations, see Figure 3.
The aim was to receive more feedback from those subjects.
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The experiment was divided into two parts (Ens and VG). We explained to the participants what
we understand by Single and Comparative Representation and that VG offers Single and Comparative
Representations, but in Ens the subjects have to decide if they would like to use MultiContigView or Syn-
tenyView as Comparative Representation, and ContigView or any other Views as Single Representation.
Some of the participants asked us if they can use BioMart [1] or RGD [24] (2 users) during the execution
of Ens task. They could use all tools available from Ens pages. During the experiment the participants
could give up if they thought that it was not possible to complete the task. The majority of the subjects
attempted the tasks and only one person gave up and abandoned tasks T2 and T3, see below.

Fig. 3. VisGenome Single Representation for rat chr. 2. From left to right: chromosome overview, Affymetrix
probes, genes, eQTLs and pQTLs [12], and Affymetrix probes from a user’s experiment

Search Tasks. Rather than choose our own tasks, which might have created a bias in favour of VG, we
asked our biological collaborators to recommend some common search tasks. The experiment was designed
to model real-life data use, and follow the pattern of an ‘ecological study’ under real work constraints.
This precluded the use of a fully controlled experiment methodology. The users defined three tasks, as
follows.

T1 Single Representation. Choose one of the rat, mouse or human chromosomes. Mark the whole chro-
mosome and show all available data. Then choose the region between 100bp and 10,000,000bp and
note the name of the first gene and the last Affymetrix probe inside the region.

T2 Comparative Representation. Choose rat chr. 18 and human chr. 5. Zoom in and out to find any ho-
mologies between genes. Then choose one of the homologies and read out the names of the homologous
genes.

T3 Single Representation. Choose one of the rat chromosomes. Find the longest QTL. Then zoom on it
and write down the names of the genes which are the closest to the beginning and the end of the QTL.

We captured screen usage as videos, recorded the time used for each task in minutes (STi, search
time), and counted the number of mouse clicks (NoMc) for all tasks in VG and Ens. On finishing the
tasks, the subjects filled in a questionnaire and participated in an interview.

5 Experimental Results

The results are quite surprising. The researchers who use Ens frequently are often unsuccessful in task
execution. The experts encounter no problems in their everyday work which focuses on a chromosome
fragment. However, when they examine similar data in a different part of the chromosome, they encounter
problems. We also found that some of the zooming mechanisms in VG were hard to use and that the
subjects prefer mouse clicking to dragging. The researchers want to see large amounts of data, but when
they are looking for a particular object, they prefer to see only a small part of the data under investigation.
Accuracy and Task Completion. Figure 4 shows that T2, the only task involving comparative
genome representation, was more successful with VG (100%) than with Ens (60%, 9 subjects). In T3 53%
of attempts were successful in VG (8 subjects), while in Ens the success rate was 0. In T1 we note 20%
success rate in VG and 0% in Ens. Using the two-sided sign test (where 0=both/neither successful; 1=VG
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Fig. 4. Percentage of subjects (out of 15) who completed each task

success but Ens not; -1=Ens success but VG not) as an alternative to McNemar’s test [3] the success rate
for VG was significantly greater for both T2 (P=0.0313) and T3 (P=0.0078), but not for T1 (P=0.25).
The null hypothesis for these tests was that the proportion of successes was the same for both VG and
Ens, and the alternative was that they were not. Completion rates were higher in VG than in Ens for all
tasks, particularly for T2 and T3. This may be due to the fact that Ens is a much richer interface, with
many more options and controls and represents more data. Possibly, the subjects were not able to find
out how to generate comparative genome views, or were getting lost while learning to use the system.
Time to finish. Time was measured in minutes. The biologists who completed the tasks had mean
of T1=5.69’ (StDev=1.39’), T2=3.58’ (StDev=1.17’), and T3=5.29’ (StDev=0.97’) in VG and mean
T2=2.83’ (StDev=1.76’) in Ens. As no one completed T1 and T3 in Ens, statistics were calculated only
for T2. In T2 in Ens and VG 9 researchers correctly completed both tasks. As the differences in times were
not normally distributed, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used (P=0.554). We realised that Ex used
both tools differently than NEx. Ex usually wanted to see more information, got interested in the data,
while NEx subjects just wanted to complete the task. Ex tried to find and show all possible answers they
knew, and explore while doing the task. If there were several ways of doing the tasks in Ens they wanted
to show all the solutions. In T2, for example, it was enough to show two genes in VG and Ens, and most
NEx did that and finished quickly. Most Ex performed T2 and then explored MultiContigView to see
more information about homologous genes, which took more time. Users behaved similarly in T3, however
nobody succeeded in Ens. NEx showed Affymetrix probes in ContigView, while Ex used FeatureView and
looked at the detail. There were also slight differences in server response times for Ens which might have
influenced the speed of data analysis. Overall, in T2 there was little difference in task execution time
between Ens and VG.
Mouse Clicks. Those who completed the tasks had the means of T1=53 (StDev=9.54), T2=51.07
(StDev=26.65), and T3=74.38 (StDev=13.38) NoMC in VG, and the mean for T2=23 (StDev=18.93)
NoMC in Ens. Only T2 mouse clicks were analysed, due to non-completion in Ens for T1 and T3. 9
subjects completed T2 with both VG and Ens, and despite the mean number of clicks being larger in
VG than in Ens, there was no significant difference in NoMC, possibly due to the small sample size. One
Ex had a very large NoMC (138) for VG, and only 19 for Ens. This shows that mouse manipulation in
VG needs getting used to, as panning and zooming require keeping the left/right mouse button down and
moving the mouse at the same time left/right or up/down, and the left/right movement is not offered by
many similar applications where clicking on zoom bars is used instead, and smooth zooming is not widely
used. This is a potential problem, however, most subjects learned how to use the mouse quickly. On the
other hand, Ex often clicked to see additional information and some of NEx clicked because they wanted
to find the solution and they were not sure where they had to look for it. This contributed to a large
NoMC in some Ex as well as NEx.
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Fig. 5. Percentage of subjects (out of 15) who finished each task with errors

6 Discussion

6.1 User Study

In T1 we saw that the participants were looking for Affymetrix probes and couldn’t find them. However,
the main cause of failure in T1 was that the subjects made mistakes, e.g. typed 1 Mbp instead of 10
Mbp. In VG the subjects frequently forgot to mark the whole chromosome to show all available data or
marked half of the chromosome instead of the whole. In Ens a number of users entered the coordinates
and marked ‘Region’ instead of ‘Base pair’, and some did not use the overview offered by Ens but tried to
mark the whole chromosome in ContigView. This usually crashed the web browser and required a restart.

T3 required showing the longest QTL. In a chromosome with many small QTLs, the subjects could
not decide which QTL to choose (four subjects). We suggested that they carry out the task for any of
the QTLs. The same solution was suggested where several long QTLs appeared to be of similar length.
8 researchers were successful in T3 in VG. The most frequent mistake in the unsuccessful attempts in
VG was choosing a complex of QTLs instead of one QTL. In Ens the subjects usually attempted to mark
the entire chromosome, and only one person succeeded without crashing the browser. Some subjects tried
viewing the chromosome in units of one 1 Mbp but gave up after recognising that this would take too long.
One user tried to use BioMart and RGD, but this did not help. Most subjects did not realise that the view
shown in Ens is not the whole chromosome but a small part of it. Several subjects chose a chromosome,
clicked on it, viewed ContigView, looked down the screen to find QTLs and saw that they were all longer
than the area shown in the browser, and did not know what to do to see the entire length of the QTLs.

When we analyse both correct and partially erroneous task completions, see Figure 5, we see a different
view of the experiment. 11 users finished T1 and T2 in Ens and 5 users finished T3 in Ens. Similarly, for
VG the completion rate improved. T1 was completed by 12 users and T3 by 10.

6.2 Lessons Learnt

Although the use of zooming helped users, and new visualisation features required some learning, we
suggest that the experiment highlights another significant issue to be addressed in future development:
high error rates in data selection and query specification. The benefits of solving this problem may well
outweigh those arising from new variations on and easy learning of features such as zooming and panning.
Error rates are possibly due to suboptimal menus and selection boxes, or to the fact that users find it
easier to use simple interfaces with fewer options, see [5], than complex ones which offer more functionality.

We note user training is required for both VG and Ens. Although zooming and panning by mouse
manipulation was classified as something very intuitive and natural, at the beginning of the VG experi-
ment most subjects were confused and disappointed that they had to remember which button and which
direction to use to zoom or pan. A possible solution to this problem would be to offer visual shortcuts to
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zooming, as seen in maps.google.com. While some users suggested that new visualisation techniques could
be bad because biologists are not familiar with them, some said that acceptance depends on the implemen-
tation. A small number of subjects (2) suggested zooming with buttons instead of mouse manipulation
and were disappointed because of the lack of scrolling.

VG supports local as well as cross-species QTL and gene expression analysis. This additional func-
tionality offered by our application is essential to the work of our target users. In this context the use of
colour will require further research, but our guess is that, based on our questionnaire, see [16], Ens offers
too many colours, which is confusing to the user and makes the display hard to read. A possible extension
of this work would examine the use of various layout and colouring options to arrive at solutions suitable
for most users and giving the user some flexibility in layout, colour and interactivity adjustment.

Web interaction paradigms supported by AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) are an alter-
native way of adding interactivity to a web-based genome map. These technologies are orthogonal to
the issues of usability. We envisage that based on this study and further user studies we are planning,
one could develop improved AJAX-based genome browsers which offer more interactivity and are more
appropriate in the context of comparative genomics.

We confirm the findings reported in [5] about the high cost of usability experiments. The ethics
application for this experiment was placed in May 2006. The user study was then refined in the summer
of 2006 and conducted between August and start of December 2006. Some of the intervening time was
spent on data integration tasks and some on related reading. Data analysis and writing up of the results
(from screenshot recordings and questionnnaires) took about three months. This represents around 10
months of elapsed time for one PhD student, and about 1-3 hours per user. We believe the time was well
spent.

7 Conclusions

We presented a user study comparing VisGenome and Ensembl in the context of comparative genome
analysis. We found that in our experimental setup which targets the analysis of QTLs, synteny and
gene expression, the subjects were more successful in using VG than in Ens. VG was preferable in some
aspects, as it had a simpler interface, showed less data and had fewer controls. All participants liked
techniques they know, such as scrolling and panning, and needed time to adapt to new solutions, such as
mouse driven panning and zooming. The study shows that there is still large scope for the application of
known visualisation techniques to bioinformatics data. Useful solutions, like semantic zooming offered by
maps.google.com, could be very useful and should be tested in biomedical work. In particular, this study
shows the great potential for usability improvement via a user study.

During the study a list of user suggestions and requests was gathered and ongoing work is addressing
those, as well as exploring ways to reduce error rates in data selection and query specification. The next
version of VG will be evaluated differently. We will allow the users to see their data and navigate through
it. This time, instead of specified tasks, the users will use VG in a real work scenario. We will observe how
the subjects interact with VG and what kind of tools and information they use. VisGenome is now usable
and can be downloaded from www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome. Full details of our experiment can
be found in [16].
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Abstract. We focus on visualisation techniques used in genome browsers and report on a new
technique, CartoonPlus, which improves the visual representation of data. We describe our use of
smooth zooming and panning, and a new scaling algorithm and focus on options. CartoonPlus allows
the users to see data not in original size but scaled, depending on the data type which is interactively
chosen by the users. In VisGenome we have chosen genes as the basis for scaling. All genes have the
same size and all other data is scaled in relationship to genes. Additionally, objects which are smaller
than genes, such as micro array probes or markers, are scaled differently to reflect their partitioning
into two categories: objects in a gene region and objects positioned between genes. This results in a
significant legibility improvement and should enhance the understanding of genome maps.

Key words: Genome Visualisation, Visualisation Techniques, Scaling Algorithm, Large Data Sets.

1 Introduction

Medical researchers find it difficult to locate the correct biological information in the large amount of
biological data and put it in the right context. Visualisation techniques are of great help to them, as
they support data understanding and analysis. We reported our findings from a survey of visualisation
techniques used in genome browsers in [8]. We developed a prototype of a new genome browser, VisGenome,
which uses the available techniques. VisGenome [9] was designed in cooperation with medical researchers
from a hospital. We found that the majority of genome browsers show only a selection of data for one
chromosome. This is obvious, because the amount of available information is so large that it is impossible
to show all data in one view. Expressionview [4], for example, shows QTLs 1 and micro array probes
and no other data. Some of the tools, such as Ensembl [6], show many types of data but use a number
of different data views, which make the users disoriented and lost in the tool and data space. Moreover,
Ensembl shows as much information as possible in one view, instead of offering a view or a panel with
additional information. A large number of genome browsers show only a chromosome and do not allow
one to see a comparison of two chromosomes from different species. Exceptions include SyntenyVista [7]
and Cinteny [15] which show a comparative view of two genomes but are limited with regard to other
data, such as micro array probes. On the other hand, SynView [17] visualises multi-species comparative
genome data at a higher level of abstraction.

We aim to find a solution which clearly presents all the available information, including all relevant
information the biologists wish to see. We aim to find a solution for data analysis which overcomes both
representational and cognitive problems.

Here, we describe single and comparative genome representations, see Figure 1 and 2. A single rep-
resentation is a view which shows data for one chromosome. A comparative representation illustrates
relationships between two or more chromosomes.

Our contribution is a scaling algorithm which we call CartoonPlus. CartoonPlus allows the users to
see data more clearly by choosing one kind of data as basis and scaling other data types in relationship to
the basis. The solution does not show data in its natural size but allows one to see relationships between
different kinds of data more clearly, especially in a comparative representation.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides the background about visualisation techniques
and their usefulness for medical researchers. Section 3 introduces the visualisation techniques we used in
VisGenome and provides details of our new algorithm. We discuss our work in Section 4 and the last
section concludes.
1 A quantitative trait locus (QTL) is a part of a chromosome which is correlated with a physical characteristic,

such as height or disease. Micro array probes are used to test gene activity (expression).
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Fig. 1. The comparative representation for the rat chromosome 18 and the mouse chromosome 18. The gene Bin1
in the mouse chromosome 18 is in focus. The background shows additional information from Ensembl for Bin1,
activated by clicking on the gene.

2 Related Work

This section examines existing visualisation techniques used in genomics data representation and clarifies
why a new scaling algorithm is necessary.

A variety of scientific visualisation techniques are available and could be used for genomics. 2D tech-
niques are very common in gene data visualisation and 3D techniques are rarely used [8]. An exception is
[13] which uses a 3D model of the data. In the following we discuss the techniques used in 2D applications.

Fisheye [5] shows detail for an element and its neighborhood, but only an overview for the other
elements. It is used in a number of graphical applications, for example for photo corrections, but it is
hardly used in biology, with the exception of Wu [12] who used fisheye to show tables representing micro
array results. Magic lenses [16] allow the user to transform the data and display extra information, see
Zomit [14]. The majority of genome browsers offer scrolling and zooming [1] which are both easy to use.
Zooming by buttons is well known and used by the medical researchers. Ensembl [6] uses this kind of
zooming. BugView [11] also uses zooming by buttons which makes an impression of smooth zooming.
Cartoon scaling is applied to biological data in [7]. The technique deforms the original data and makes it
easier to read. SyntenyVista shows all genes in the same size and this makes it clear which genes share a
homology link. A true physical representation of genes causes some of them to overlap and the users often
cannot precisely see the genes connected by a homology link. This motivated us to design an improved
algorithm for scaling for different kinds of data, and not only for genes. Our new algorithm, CartoonPlus,
makes the display of biological data clearer in both single and comparative representations. It makes it
easy to see which genes and QTLs share a homology link in a comparative representation and highlights
differences and dependencies between different kinds of data in a single representation. Objects that are
larger than a basis object form one category. Another category consists of objects smaller than the basis
or lying in between basis objects. Those objects contained within a basis object are treated differently
than the objects in between.

3 Visualisation extensions

VisGenome loads QTLs, genes, micro array probes, bands, and markers, and pairs of homologies from
Ensembl. It shows single chromosomes or comparisons of two chromosomes from different species. The ap-
plication uses the visualisation metaphors and algorithms offered by Piccolo [2]. Piccolo puts all zooming
and panning functionality and about 140 public methods into one base object class, called PNode. Every
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node can have a visual characteristic, which makes the overall number of objects smaller than in other
techniques which require two objects, an object and an additional object having a visual representation,
as in Jazz [2]. A Jazz node has no visual appearance on the screen, and it needs a special object (visual
component), which is attached to a certain node in a scene graph and which defines geometry and color
attributes. Piccolo supports the same core feature set as Jazz (except for embedded Swing widgets), but
it primarily uses compile-time inheritance to extend functionality and Jazz uses run-time composition in-
stead. Piccolo supports hierarchies, transforms, layers, zooming, internal cameras, and region management
which automatically redraws the portion of the screen that corresponds to objects that have changed.

In the continuation of the section, we present a new scaling algorithm, CartoonPlus, and then we
outline other known visualisation techniques which we implemented.

Fig. 2. The comparative representation for the rat chromosome 18 and the mouse chromosome 18. The data
is scaled by the scaling algorithm which makes all genes the same size and QTL size depends on genes. Genes
ERF1 RAT and Etf1 are linked by a homology line and marked in blue.

Fig. 3. 1: Single representation for the rat chromosome 18. Three genes (SMAD7 RAT, Gm672, 307259) and one
micro array probe set (1384287 at, see arrow) are coloured by different colours, selected by the user interactively.
2: CartoonPlus algorithm (see Figure 4). G2 is a gene which begins at A and ends at B. m1, m2, and m3 are
elements smaller than G2 and Q1 is bigger than G2.
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Scaling Algorithm: We developed a scaling algorithm for arbitrary genomics data which extends existing

1 CartoonPlus() {
2 for(gene in GENEs) {
3 ResizeAndPaint(gene)
4 ScaledMarkersBetween = GET_MARKERS_BETWEEN()
5 for (each marker in ScaledMarkersBetween)
6 ResizeAndPaint(marker)
7 ScaledMicroArrayProbesBetween = GET_MICRO_ARRAY_PROBES_BETWEEN
8 for (each micro_array_probe in ScaledMicorArrayProbesBetween)
9 ResizeAndPaint(micro_array_probe)
10 ScaledMarkers = GET_MARKERS_IN()
11 for (each marker in ScaledMarkers)
12 ResizeAndPaint(marker)
13 ScaledMicroArrayProbes = GET_MICRO_ARRAY_PROBES_IN()
14 for (each micro_array_probe in ScaledMicroArrayProbes)
15 ResizeAndPaint(micro_array_probe)
16 ScaledQTLs = GET_QTLS_FOR_GENE()
17 for(each QTL from ScaledQTLs)
18 if (QTL.end>D AND QTL.end<=B)
19 ResizeAndPaint(QTL)
20 delete(QTL from ScaledQTLs)
21 }
22 }
23 GET_MARKERS_BETWEEN() {
24 for(marker in MARKERs)
25 if(marker.start>=D AND marker.end<=A)
26 markers.add(marker)
27 return(markers)
28 }
29 GET_MARKERS_IN(){
30 for(marker in MARKERs)
31 if((marker.start<=A AND marker.end>A) OR (marker.start>A))
32 markers.add(marker)
33 return(markers)
34 }
35 GET_QTLS_FOR_GENE(){
36 for(QTL in QTLs)
37 if(QTL.start>D AND QTL.start<=B)
38 QTLs.add(QTL)
39 return(QTLs)
40 }

Fig. 4. CartoonPlus algorithm. Hierarchy of object sizes: chromosome ≥ QTL≥ gene ≥ marker and micro array
probe.

solutions. SyntenyVista [7] scaled genes only in a comparative representation. We offer scaling for all data,
in both single and comparative representations, see Figure 2 and 3. Previous algorithms were constrained,
while the new one scales multiple data types together, with reference to the basis. A user chooses the
basis for scaling and then other elements are scaled in relationship to the chosen data type. In the current
prototype we chose genes as a basis, so we scale all genes to the same size. An extension of this work
is to allow the user to change the basis for scaling interactively. The algorithm looks at other types of
data which are smaller or larger than genes, such as markers, micro array probes, or QTLs, and scales
them accordingly. We divide all elements smaller than genes into two groups: elements which are in a gene
region and elements which are in the region between two genes, see Figure 3.1.A. For each type of data
holding items smaller than the basis, we create a column holding elements which are situated within the
gene boundaries and a second column containing elements which are situated between two genes. For all
elements which are in the gene region, we choose the same size for each element, and the same applies to
all elements which are in the area between genes. The size of the elements depends on their number in a
gene region. This means that if in an area of a gene there is only one marker, it has the same height as
the gene, but if there are 10 markers, they together have the same size as the gene (each marker is set
to 1/10th of gene height). When an element is on a gene boundary, it is partially in a gene region and
partially between two genes, and we situated it in the gene region. We also scale elements like QTLs which
are bigger than genes. We look where a QTL begins and ends and we paint it starting at the gene where
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it begins and ending at the gene where it finishes. The solution allows us to present clearly a homology
between genes in a comparative representation and additionally to show relations between micro array
probes, markers, genes, and QTLs in two species.

Figure 4 outlines the scaling algorithm. All genes, markers, micro array probes and QTLs are stored in
hashtables. The algorithm iterates over all genes (line 2). First we scale markers and micro array probes
which are between genes (the previous gene and the current one), see Figure 3.2 object m1 between G1
and G2. Then we scale markers and micro array probes with a start coordinate before the gene and end
coordinate inside the gene or start coordinate inside the gene region, see Figure 3.2 objects m2 and m3,
and Figure 4 lines 4-15. Then we place QTLs which begin inside the gene region or in the region between
a previous gene and the current gene, see Figure 3.2 object Q1. For each gene we check as well where the
end coordinate of a QTL is, and, depending on this, we paint the element. In the pseudo-code we used
function ResizeAndPaint which for basis data gives all elements the same size. For small objects, such as
m1, m2, or m3, function ResizeAndPaint calculates how many elements are in the gene area or in the area
between genes, and divides the area by the number of elements and then the elements are painted in the
calculated size. For large elements, ResizeAndPaint calculates the hight of the elements as the beginning
of the gene where the QTL starts and end of the gene where it ends. If a QTL begins or ends between
genes, the function takes the end of the previous gene or start of the next gene as its coordinates.
Navigation: We offer “overview and detail” views which are manipulated by mouse and keyboard inter-
action. At the beginning the users see an overview of all chromosomes and can choose the one they would
like to see in detailed view. When they see all data for a selected chromosome, the tool gives them the
possibility to see an overview of all data, but also details for each part of the data. The users can mark
a region which is interesting for them and interact only with the selected part. To make the view clear,
instead of presenting all information in one view, we use an info panel which shows additional information
for the selected elements on mouse-over (Figure 2).
Marking a Region of Interest: The users can choose a chromosome region of interest (via tab ‘Display
Options’, visible in Figure 2), and manipulate the view only inside the region. This functionality, which
marks the region on the chromosome with a red box, is offered by both single and comparative repre-
sentations. The red box can be moved along the chromosome and its boundaries can be adjusted. The
main view shows only the data for the marked region and the users manipulate the data in the selected
area. This means that when the user zooms or pans in the main view, all or some of the data from the
red square is available. Data outside the coordinates marked by the square is not shown. We found the
functionality useful, especially for the users who work with a particular part of a chromosome.
Zooming and Panning: We offer smooth zooming which supports the visual exploration of the chro-
mosome space, based on Piccolo [2]. This provides efficient repainting of the screen, bounds management,
event handling and dispatch, picking, animation, layout, and other features. The zooming technique allows
the users to keep an area of interest in focus during interaction with the data. Zooming is manipulated
by the right mouse button by moving it to the right (zoom in) or to the left (zoom out). Panning uses the
left mouse button. Both interactions are easy to use and the users quickly become familiar with them, as
confirmed by our study [10].
Focus On: Focus on (Figure 1) makes the focal element large enough, so that its name can be read,
moves it to the center of the view, and marks its boundaries in red, which allows the user to see a
small part of a viewing history until he changes the region of interest. This means that the user can
see which elements he focused on during the session. In a single representation, when the user focuses
on an element, all neighbouring elements in the view become proportionally larger in all columns. In a
comparative representation, only elements in the chromosome containing the chosen element are changed,
and all elements on the other chromosome maintain the same size. This allows the users to see an overview
of elements from one chromosome and details for the selected element in the second chromosome. If the
user wants all elements in the two columns to be of the same size, he chooses focus elements in both. Then
we set the size of all elements to be the same.
Labelling: Because of a large amount of data, there is a problem with labels, especially for elements
that have the same location. To solve the problem we allow the users to switch between viewing all labels
or only a selection. When all labels are visible, they are connected by blue links to the visible elements.
When the user moves the mouse close to the element, a link becomes highlighted, which allows the user
to localize the element description faster, see Figure 5 A. In selected label view, Figure 5 B, we display
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Fig. 5. The single representation for rat chromosome 18. A shows all labels and links which connect labels with
the elements. B shows only a selection of labels shown next to the objects they describe.

only a small subset of labels. If there is enough room, the element name is displayed. For elements with
the same coordinates, it is the first element in alphabetic order. We show as next the label for the next
element which has enough room for the label.
Additional Information: Many genome browsers place all data into one view, which makes the data
difficult to read. We display additional information in an info panel, see Figure 2. In a comparative
representation, we show two types of information. We display Ensembl id, coordinates and a description
for each element which is pointed to by a mouse. In a comparative representation when the user points
to an element from one chromosome which has a homology with an element from the other chromosome,
the additional information is displayed for both genes, see Figure 2. Display Options Tab allows the users
some data manipulation, like choosing the range of the chromosome region displayed, changing between
view with scaled data and unscaled data, or between views with all labels and selected labels. In our
solution we do not have to display all information in the main view and this improves usability.
Colours: We use black and white for most data, however, after marking a region of the chromosome, the
user can choose color for each of the elements by clicking on the object while pressing Alt. The default
colour choice view is displayed and the user can change the colour of the marked element, see Figure 3.1.
Additionally, the object boundaries are marked in red during focus on and all bands in the chromosomes
are coloured by standard colours.
Supporting Data: Ensembl [6] offers data collected from publications and experiments. To help the user
contextualise the data, we provide access to Ensembl by clicking on a feature of interest, which invokes
Ensembl in the browser (Figure 1).
Homologies: To support comparative genome analysis, we show chromosomes which have homologies
with other chromosomes. Our solution allows the users to identify all homologous chromosomes quickly.
When a user looks at all chromosomes in a number of species, and clicks on one, all the homologous
chromosomes in other species are highlighted, and facilitate the choice of homology for visual analysis
(not shown).

4 Discussion

We examined the visualisation techniques used in genome browsers, and recognised that a number of tools
used in biological research implement well known visualisation techniques, but only a few experiment with
new techniques. CartoonPlus adds a novel extension to the array of available solutions. It can be used
in single and comparative representations. In a single representation, the users can see all data scaled,
depending on a chosen basis, which allows them to see clearly which micro array probes and markers are
related to a gene. In a comparative representation, the scaling makes homologies between genes clearer.

Among all genome browsers we studied, only SyntenyVista [7] uses a scaling algorithm, however it
was used only in a comparative representation and only for genes. The solution we used is novel and
it could be useful not only in genomic data but also in different fields of biology and medicine which
use one linear scale for many types of objects. We are testing the new technique in an experiment with
biological researchers who now use a combination of data from Ensembl and their own lab experiments.
We conducted a user study, to identify future improvements and assess the usability of our solution and
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saw that biologists found it useful, especially for scaling small objects (SNPs) [10]. We will next offer the
users interactive choice of the basis for the scaling. We want to improve colouring and give the users the
option to add colour to a region and not only to a single element.

Conclusions

We designed and implemented a new scaling algorithm and combined it with some known visualisation
techniques. Our new technique presents the data more clearly, especially in a comparative representation
where the users want to see homologies. We believe our visualisation extension improves on the existing
tools which try to present as much data as possible or only a predefined subset of data. The combination
of scaling, labelling and focus techniques we offer is likely to support an improved understanding of data
relationships, as required in biomedical research. In the long term we see significant potential for user
control over exactly how and where scaling is done, as in magic lenses [3], although we emphasise the need
for a user study to validate this.
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ABSTRACT
Summary: VisGenome visualises single and comparative
representa-tions for the rat, the mouse, and the human
chromosomes at different levels of detail. The tool offers
smooth zooming and panning which is more flexible than seen
in other browsers. It presents information available in Ensembl
for single chromosomes, as well as homologies (orthologue
predictions including ortholog one2one, apparent ortholog
one2one, ortholog many2many) for any two chromosomes
from different species. The application can query supporting
data from Ensembl by invoking a link in a browser.
Availability: http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome
Contact: asia@dcs.gla.ac.uk

1 INTRODUCTION
VisGenome was designed to match the visualisation needs
of the BHF Blood Pressure Group at the University of
Glasgow which uses a rat model of cardiovascular disease.
We analyse genomic data at different levels of detail, to
dissect rat and human QTLs (McBride et al., 2006) in the
search for candidate disease genes. QTLs are analysed in
three species: the rat, the human and the mouse, and the work
uses genotyping, and micro array and proteomics techniques.
VisGenome supports QTL analysis by showing QTLs and
the genes within each QTL in two species in one display,
along with the supporting experimental data. It also shows
data for a single chromosome in one display and supports
zooming at an arbitrary level of detail. Current software
release connects to Ensembl (Hubbard et al., 2007) and can
be used as an alternative viewer for a subset of that data.
Extensions are being tested and an ongoing user study will
guide further development.

2 FEATURES
VisGenome loads QTLs, genes, micro array probes, bands,
and markers, and displays pairs of homologies (orthologue
predictions) from Ensembl. It welcomes the user with a
view of all rat, mouse and human chromosomes, see Fig.
1. In the single chromosome representation, after choosing a
chromosome of interest by clicking, a new view with detailed
data about the chromosome is created. In the comparative
representation the user clicks on two chromosomes from
different species and a new view representing homologies
between the chosen chromosomes is created. After choosing
a chromosome, the users can manipulate the view by mouse
and keyboard interaction.

∗to whom correspondence should be addressed

Navigation. VisGenome offers mouse and keyboard
interaction. The users choose the representation by selecting
a menu item or by typing Ctrl+S (single) or Ctrl+C
(comparative). A choice is offered for marking the
chromosome region of interest. The users can drag or enlarge
the box enclosing the region marked on the chromosome or
enter the region coordinates in the top panel.

Zooming and Panning. We offer smooth zooming which
supports the visual exploration of the chromosome space.
Zooming and panning uses Piccolo (Bederson et al., 2004).
The zooming technique allows the users to keep an area of
interest in focus during interaction with the data. Zooming is
manipulated by the right mouse button by moving it to the
right (zoom in) or to the left (zoom out). Panning uses the
left mouse button. Both interactions are easy to use and the
users quickly become familiar with them.

Marking a region of interest. The users can choose a
chromosome region of interest. Then, the main view shows
only the data for this region and the users manipulate only
the data in the selected area.

Additional Information. VisGenome supports the display
of additional information about presented data in an info
panel.

Supporting data. Access to Ensembl is provided via
clicking on a feature of interest which invokes Ensembl web
pages in the user’s browser.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
VisGenome was written and tested on Windows XP with
Java 1.5, on a 2.39 GHz Pentium 4 with 512 MB RAM.
VisGenome connects via JDBC to Ensembl databases for the
rat, the mouse, and the human. During the tests we visualised
chromosome bands, micro array probe sets, QTLs and
genes. Eclipse, www.eclipse.org, was used as a development
environment. The application is packaged as a jar file. The
user has to install Java prior to invoking the code. 1280 x
1024 screen resolution was used for testing.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Visualisation of genome comparisons is an important
research tool in biology and medicine. None of the tools we
studied (Jakubowska et al., 2006) fulfilled the requirement
of showing in detail and overview all the data needed for our
work in one display, and allowed us to study QTLs and other
relevant data. VisGenome extends SyntenyVista (Hunt et al.,
2004) with a single genome display and presents homologies
alongside QTLs and micro array probes.

c© Oxford University Press 2007. 1
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Fig. 1. A and B - VisGenome, single chromosome view. C and D - comparative view. A and C: chromosomes from the mouse, the rat and the
human. B: an overview and detail for the rat chromosome 18. D: an overview and detail for the rat chromosome 18 and the human chromosome
5.

Our plans are as follows. We are conducting a user
study comparing VisGenome and Ensembl, to identify future
improvements and assess the usability of our solution. We
will broaden the application of cartoon scaling which is
not part of the current release, and requires algorithmic
extensions. We will support the import of additional data
from external files or web services, and local caching. We
will add data import from DAS servers (Dowell et al., 2001).
We are preparing a follow-on release supporting user-driven
choice of colours and data sources. The data will be cached,
so that the tool is usable even if access to Ensembl is slow,
and the user will not have to re-import the same data. An
intelligent caching solution is being tested.
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Abstract 

In the visualisation of complex data there are a lot of unsolved problems. The complexity of data is 
increasing fast, but the users’ ability to understand seems to be constant. The biological researchers 
we collaborate with would like to see the data in some user-friendly tools, but, the tools, computer 
monitors, and machines have their limitations and do not always precisely show the data under 
investigation.  

We experiment with visualisation tools and develop new techniques which will more precisely express 
the complexity of data. We examined existing tools used by researchers and created a classification 
which will help to find a solution. We developed a prototype called VisGenome. VisGenome is an 
application for visualising single and comparative representations of the rat, the mouse, and the 
human chromosomes. During my PhD, I am going to conduct a user study and experiments with both 
existing and new applications for genome visualisation.  

Keywords: genomics visualisation, genome browser. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Large and complex data give rise to visualisation problems. Researchers try to solve the problems 
either from database or visualisation point of view. There is only a small group of people examining 
current work practices and studying Human-Computer Interaction with biological data. We began 
our work by studying existing visualisation solutions in order to find out what features they offer, 
which of those correctly support data analysis, and which are not helpful. The study will allow us to 
find a better solution for data analysis which overcomes cognitive problems.  
 
In the area of genome visualisation, we found two groups of problems: visualisation and 
management of large amounts of data which should be shown at the same time. We would like to 
find a solution which will clearly present the information, including all relevant data the biologists 
wish to see. We are aiming to derive general principles of data representation and visualisation 
usability for genomics. We also would like to discover how best to compare data coming from 
various sources and experiments in biological setting. 
 
The PhD work focuses on the use of visualisation to support the understanding of very large data 
sets. We would like to create an universal solution. We hope, VisGenome will solve both the 
visualisation problems and some of the data integration problems. We would like to offer a clear 
presentation of the data the biologists wish to see. We cooperate and make experiments with 
biologists where we study Human-Computer Interaction. We hope that our study will allow for 
deeper understanding of the problems and help in finding a solution.   

2. PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED DURING RESEARCH 

There are two main groups of problems, one related to visualisation and the other one to database 
integration.  
 
We found out that there is no universal tool for genome visualisation. Each biologist group uses a 
different tool in their experiments. Some tools show all publicly available data, see Ensembl [3]. 
Other tools visualise only specific data from one experiment and provide no possibility to add any 
external data. There is no possibility to add data from a new experiment and compare the results. 
The biological data has a variety of formats and is situated in a lot of places. Genome browsers 
can read the data from special file formats or from a database. Frequently, the databases use 
different technologies and the users need to convert the data before it can be visualised.  
 

1 
 



The main visualisation problem is how to show all data and what kind of visualisation technique to 
use. The tools offer poorly designed zooming or panning. Some applications, for example 
DerBrowser [2] offers zooming, but it is not smooth zooming and is limited in depth. New genome 
browsers are often designed without respect for the principles of HCI. Therefore we decided to 
experiment with VisGenome. At the time, the application shows data in natural scaling, and we will 
extend it to use cartoon scaling [1]. We are developing an algorithm which represents different 
kinds of data in cartoon scaling. 
3. PROPOSED SOLUTION / METHODOLOGY 

The methodology will be based on prototyping with the users, combined with investigating existing 
genome browsers. In cooperation with the biologist group we tested some more popular genome 
browsers in order to find which one supports the interpretation of their experiments. We found out 
that none of the browsers fully supports the user requirements we identified. The experiments 
motivate us to define a genome browser classification and develop a new visualisation tool - 
VisGenome. We are going to conduct a study with the users – biologists from schizophrenia and 
hypertension groups at the University of Glasgow, London and Edinburgh. The experiments will 
combine studying data from the biologists’ experiments with measuring the time, and counting the 
mouse clicks. A survey will be used to get users impression on the legibility of the display, 
aesthetic appeal, and the subjective ease of use. 

4. CONTRIBUTIONS 

The experimental work will be the main contribution. To our knowledge, nobody has carried out so 
far experiments with genome browsers. The deeper understanding of how the biologists work, 
what kind of information they need in their experiments, and the two-fold character of my research 
(the experiments are parallel with the prototyping of VisGenome and looking for an universal 
solution for representation the relevant biological data) is the next contribution. 

5. CURRENT WORK 

Initially, we studied the existing source code of two browsers SyntenyVista [1] and DerBrowser [2]. 
The aim of the work was to modify the existing implementation to implement Fisheye [5] and 
Excentric Labelling [6]. Then, we surveyed genomics visualisation software and defined a 
classification of genome browsers according to three dimensions: number of species, size of the 
objects shown, and representation complexity. The classification argues the need for a new 
genome browser which offers improved zooming functions. Therefore we develop an extension of 
SyntenyVista [1], VisGenome. The application allows for the addition of new data types to the 
display, and will be able to fully satisfy user requirements. So far, we developed the part 
responsible for single data representation. The tool offers smooth zooming and panning 
implemented using Piccolo [4]. The users can keep an area of interest in focus during zooming 
process. The solution allows the biologists to keep the context which help them not to get lost. 

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Future work will use a number of prototypes which will be assessed with users. We will test not 
only VisGenome but also other tools with users.   
 
Visualisation of genome comparisons is an important research tool in biology and medicine. There 
are variety of genome browsers which in practice should perform the same function – show the 
chromosomes of some species in detail. The differences in the view and also in functionality of 
genome browsing motivated me to create a classification of genome browsers and, in 
consequence, to develop new tool – VisGenome. We believe, that biologists still require new 
methods to visualise genomic data.  
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Abstract

We focus on the usability of genome browsers. In response to new requirements, we developed a
browser which shows genetic data in overview and detail. An experiment involving biomedical
researchers compared the new browser, VisGenome, and Ensembl. The study consisted of three
search tasks and a questionnaire. It showed that neither of the visualisations is perfect. However,
the subjects were more successful in VisGenome, and they liked the mouse manipulation offering
improved navigation through biological data.



Chapter 1

Introduction

With the growth of biological data volumes it is becoming difficult to find the correct biological
information and put it in the right context. One of the possible solutions to data contextualisation
is visualisation. There are a number of genome browsers which show similar data differently [2],
but, to our knowledge, their development was not accompanied by usability studies. Expression-
view [7], for example, shows QTLs 1 and micro array probes and no other data. SyntenyVista [1]
shows a comparative view of two genomes but is limited with regard to other data such as micro
array probes. We reviewed the existing genome browsers and realised that they do not support
fully the work of our collaborators from the British Heart Foundation Glasgow Cardiovascular
Research Centre who study QTLs in the rat and the human, and want to compare them with
known mouse QTLs [5]. Since we hope that new software will offer both usability and cogni-
tive benefits, we study human-computer interaction to quantify those gains. Therefore, after a
small survey [2], we developed a new prototype, and conducted an experiment which compared
it to Ensembl [3]. VisGenome allows the researchers to see single and comparative views of
chromosomes and uses smooth zooming and panning. It displays both large objects, such as
chromosomes, and small areas such as Affymetrix probes, www.affymetrix.com, see Figure 1.1.

1.1 User study methodologies
In bioinformatics only a small number of user studies have been published. Stevens et al. [15]
surveyed bioinformatics tasks undertaken by biologists. They investigated the biological nature
and syntactic structure of queries and the tasks, and used a questionnaire to assess the bioin-
formatics knowledge and tool usage in the community. The authors report on a number of new
requirements which could stimulate the development of future bioinformatics applications. The
paper does not involve a user study and focuses on task classification.

Wu et al. [16] report on an electronic table that uses fisheye distortion. The table shows
gene expression data and is a subject of a pilot user study. Five researchers took part and a
Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) [17] was used. User impressions were
positive. Yang and colleagues [18] studied biologists interacting with MetNet3D. Both students
and researchers used the software to analyse experimental data, however, a formal study has not

1A quantitative trait locus (QTL) is a part of a chromosome which is correlated with a physical characteristic,
such as height or disease. Micro array probes are used to test gene activity (expression).
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Figure 1.1: A genome browser represents chromosomes which are strings of letters: A, C, G
and T, and contain between a few million and several hundred million letters (base pairs: bp).
A QTL measures up to several million bp and an Affymetrix probe has 25 bp, while a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is 1 bp long. Large differences in the size of the presented
objects cause difficulties in the representation of data.

taken place.
The methodology of human-computer interaction encompasses a number of established tech-

niques. For instance, Pausch et al. [8] compared head-mounted and stationary displays and as
only important metric used task completion time. Dhamija and Perrig [9] compared Déjà Vu to
traditional password and pin authentication and directly observed user interaction. We studied
the functionality and representation of data in genome browsers [2] and then decided to conduct
a user study comparing the usability of VisGenome and Ensembl, as no reports of the usability
of such tools could be found.

1.2 VisGenome
VisGenome (VG), see Figure 1.3, shows single and comparative representations of the rat, the
mouse and the human chromosomes at different levels of detail, and uses data from Ensembl. It
offers an overview of all rat, mouse and human chromosomes. After choosing a chromosome
of interest, the user sees it in a new view with detailed data. The view supports interaction by
mouse and keyboard, such as smooth zooming and panning [4] which is more flexible than seen
in other browsers. The users can keep an area of interest in focus and choose the chromosome
region by dragging the box enclosing the region or typing in the coordinates in an info panel.
Then only the data in the selected area is displayed. The aim is to provide the context and allow
the researchers to navigate the data at the same time. VG retrieves supporting data from Ensembl
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by invoking a link in a browser.

1.3 Ensembl
Ensembl (Ens) [3] is probably one of the most popular systems for genome analysis. It offers 17
different views, including ChromoView, ContigView, GeneView, MultiContigView, SNPView,
and SyntenyView. In our experiment, biological and medical researchers used ContigView, Mul-
tiContigView (see Figure 1.2) and SyntenyView (see Figure 1.5). ContigView, see Figure 1.4,
shows different views of a gene, from broad chromosome context to fine nucleotide detail. These
views are in separate horizontal frames, one below the other. Data items are labelled and search-
ing on names and coordinates is possible. Zooming uses buttons (panels C and D) and pop up
menus (panels A, B and C). One needs to scroll to see the views, as only two views fit on a com-
puter screen. MultiContigView is an extension of ContigView. It displays genome annotation
for several species. In SyntenyView a clickable high-level view of chromosomes with blocks of
conserved synteny is shown.

Figure 1.2: Ensembl MultiContigView for rat chr. 2 and human chr. 18. (A) shows the entire
chromosomes, (B) is an ‘Overview’ of the homologous genes, (C) is the ‘Detailed View’ show-
ing the homology between XR 007958.1 and NP 001030177.1, and the homology is the same
as in VG in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: A: VisGenome, single chromosome view, an overview and detail of the rat chr. 2. B:
VisGenome, comparative view, an overview and detail of the rat chr. 2 and the human chr. 18.
Gene XR 007958.1 is framed in red in both views.
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Figure 1.4: Ensembl ContigView for rat chr. 2. (A) shows the entire chromosome, (B) is an
‘Overview’ of a region of 1 Mbp, (C) is the ‘Detailed View’ showing markers and genes, and
(D) is a ‘Basepair View’ showing letters. XR 007958.1 gene shown in B and C here is also
shown in VG in Figure 1.3. Arrows point to XR 007958.1 in views B, C and D.
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Figure 1.5: Ensembl SyntenyView for rat chr. 2. We see the entire rat chromosome, and small
icons of syntenic human chromosomes. XR 007958.1 and NP 001030177.1 gene are framed by
a box. Note that A does not show synteny with the human chromosome 18 while B does.
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Chapter 2

A User Study

We studied the usability of Ens and VG. Although the tools offer similar functions, Ens shows
more data types than VG, as VG does not show sequence level data (view D in Figure 1.4) or
gene structure (view C). In both cases, we used the same tasks and measured search time in
minutes and the number of mouse clicks (NoMC).

2.1 Participants
We first carried out a pilot experiment with two subjects from the Bioinformatics Research
Centre (BRC) and five from the Western Infirmary (WI) in Glasgow. Finally, in the experiment
we had 15 participants from the WI and the BRC. Six of them use Ens often (Ens Experts: Ex).
Nine of them use different tools, such as BugView [12], UCSC GenomeBrowser [13] or AtIDB
[14], or were from BRC and do not use genome browsers but know them from presentations
(NonExperts: NEx). Three of the participants previously took part in a one day Ens course.

2.2 Methods
None of the biologists have used VG before the experiment. We gave a short presentation of VG
to all subjects. Several researchers asked us to remind them first how Ens works and where to
find information (three participants - NEx). We gave them a short introduction to Ens. Before
the experiment we offered the subjects the opportunity to carry out an experimental task in VG
(for NEx also in Ens).

Prior to the study, two WI subjects had asked to see their experimental data. To that end,
we created one version of VG for the majority of participants and two specific versions with
private data. In those versions micro array probes were coloured in both Single and Comparative
Representations. The aim was to receive more feedback from those subjects.

The experiment was divided into two parts (Ens and VG). Afterwards, the subjects filled in
a questionnaire and participated in an interview. We explained to the participants what we un-
derstand by Single and Comparative Representation and that VG offers Single and Comparative
Representations, but in Ens the subjects have to decide if they would like to use MultiCon-
tigView or SyntenyView as Comparative Representation, and ContigView or any other Views
as Single Representation. Some of the participants asked us if they can use BioMart [11] or
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RGD [10] (2 users) during the execution of Ens task. They could use all tools available from
Ens pages. During the experiment the participants could give up if they thought that it was not
possible to complete the task. The majority of the subjects attempted the tasks and only one
person gave up and abandoned tasks T2 and T3, see below.

2.2.1 Search Tasks
We asked our biological collaborators to recommend some common search tasks. After some
discussion and analysis we defined three tasks, as follows.
T1. Single Representation. Choose one of the rat, mouse or human chromosomes. Mark the
whole chromosome and show all available data. Then choose the region between 100bp and
10,000,000bp and note the name of the first gene and the last Affymetrix probe inside the re-
gion.
T2. Comparative Representation. Choose rat chr. 18 and human chr. 5. Zoom in and out to
find any homologies between genes. Then choose one of the homologies and read out the gene
names of the homologous genes.
T3. Single Representation. Choose one of the rat chromosomes. Find the longest QTL. Then
zoom on it and write down the names of the genes which are the closest to the beginning and the
end of the QTL.

2.2.2 Questionnaire
We offered all subjects a questionnaire in order to study their perception of the mental and phys-
ical demands of the tasks. The scale used had 21 points, from -10 (low/poor) to +10 (high/good).
All 15 subjects answered the following questions, once with regard to Ens and then with refer-
ence to VG.
Q1. How much mental and visual activity was required?
Q2. How psychically demanding did you find this experiment?
Q3. How much time pressure did you feel because of the rate at which things occurred or the
time limit imposed on the task?
Q4. How hard did you work?
Q5. How successful do you think you were in doing the task set by the experimenter? How
satisfied were you with your performance?
Q6. How much frustration did you experience?
Q7. How annoying did you find the mouse manipulations used in the experiment?
Q8. Which of the systems do you prefer?

2.2.3 Interview Questions
During an interview after the experiment we asked the participants to answer the following
questions.
Q9. How oftern do you use a computer during your work?
Q10. How often do you use a genome browser during your daily work?
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Q11. If you use a genome browser, please give the name of the one you use the most frequently.
Q12. What do you like/dislike about Ensembl?
Q13. How often do you use Ensembl in your daily work?
Q14. What do you like/dislike about VisGenome?
Q15. Do you think the fisheye visualisation technique is useful? (Do you like it?)
Q16. Do you think excentric labeling is useful? (Do you like it?)
Q17. Do you use panning? (Do you like it?)
Q18. Do you use zooming? (Do you like it?)
Q19. Is zooming via buttons, for example in Ensembl, better than via mouse action?
Q20. Do you use scroll bars, for example in Artemis od UCSC Browser?
Q21. Which other visualisation techniques in VisGenome and Ensembl seem to be helpful?
Q22. Are the colours in the visualisation meaningful for you?
Q23. If you use the colours at all in the visualisation, please say how you use them?
Q24. Which of the representations of chromosomes do you prefer (karyotypes in three rows,
karyotypes in a triangle, coloured histogram), see Figure 3.13, page 43.
Q25. Is it important for you to have any additional information about the genes such as presented
in VisGenome in Panel Info? What would you like to see on it?

2.3 Task Benchmark
We first carried out a test benchmarking the tasks. For VG we observed: for T1, 30 NoMC,
2min 22s; for T2, 16 NoMC, 1min; and for T3: 38 NoMC, 2min 40s. On on our first attempt for
T2 in Ens we obtained 6 NoMC, 1min, for T1 the browser crashed a few times, and then during
T3 in Ens we abandoned the test, as Ens became unavailable, see figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Ensemble not available.

On another day, we carried out T1 and T3 in Ens successfully. T1 took 3min 40s and 30
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NoMC, and T3 took 15min 10s and 51 NoMC. We summarise this benchmark test in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: The developer time and NoMC for T1, T2, and T3 in VG and Ens.

VisGenome Ensembl
Time NoMC Time NoMC

T1 00:02:22 30 00:03:40 30
T2 00:01:00 16 00:01:00 6
T3 00:02:40 38 00:15:10 51

2.3.1 T1 in VG
We expected the users to choose the Single Representation from the menu and then drag one of
the chromosomes into the lower panel, see Figure 2.2-1, where rat chromosome 18 was chosen.
After clicking on the selected chromosome in the lower panel, the user sees Figure 2.2-2. She
has to mark the whole chromosome by stretching the red box to the top and to the bottom of
the karyotype image, see Figure 2.2-2. Subsequently, the user has to zoom out to see all genes,
Affymetrix Probe Sets and QTLs, Figure 2.2-2. Then, in the top panel, the user chooses the
region between 100 bp and 10,000,000 bp, see Figure 2.3-3. and notes the name of the first
gene, see Figure 2.3-4, and the last Affymetrix probe inside the region, see Figure 2.3-6.
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Figure 2.2: T1 in VG. 1 shows selecting rat chromosome 18 from the top panel. In 2 the user
marks the whole chromosome and in 3 uses top panel to choose the region between 100 bp and
10 Mbp.
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Figure 2.3: T1 in VG, continued. 4 shows the name of the first gene, NP 775442. In 5 the user
zooms out to see the end of the marked region and in 6 the last Affymetrix probe, 1392627 x at,
is shown.
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Figure 2.4: T2 in VG. 1, selecting rat chr. 18 and human chr. 5. 2, both chromosomes have been
selected.

2.3.2 T2 in VG
In T2 the users choose the Comparative Representation and select the rat chr. 18 and the human
chr. 5, see Figure 2.4-1,2. They zoom in and out to find any homologies between genes, see Fig-
ure 2.5-3, and then choose one of the homologies and show the gene names of the homologous
genes, see Figure 2.5-4.
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Figure 2.5: T2 in VG, continued. In 3 the user marks a large region on both chosen chromosomes
(or even entire chromosomes) to find homologies. In 4 the user chooses one homology, here
CHB4 RAT and HSD17B4, where a link symbolises a homology.
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Figure 2.6: T3 in VG. 1, selecting rat chr. 18 from the top panel. 2, a user marks the whole
chromosome to find the longest QTL. 3, the user zooms to see the beginning of the longest QTL
and shows NP 775442 which is the closest gene to the beginning of the QTL.
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Figure 2.7: T3 in VG, continued. In 4 the user zooms out to see an overview and find the end of
the longest QTL. 5 shows SIL1 RAT which is the gene closest to the end of the longest QTL.

2.3.3 T3 in VG
In T3 the participants select the Single Representation and choose one of the rat chromosomes.
In Figure 2.6, rat chromosome 18 was chosen. To find the longest QTL, we marked the whole
chromosome and zoomed out, see Figure 2.6-2. Then we zoomed in to the beginning of the
longest QTL and showed the name of the gene which was the closest, see Figure 2.6-3. We
zoomed out to see the end of the chromosome and finally we zoomed on the end of the QTL
and showed the name of the gene which was the closest to the end of the longest QTL, see
Figure 2.7-5.
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2.3.4 T1 in Ensembl
All the tasks in Ens start from the main Ens web page, see Figures 2.8, 2.10, and 2.13-1. In
T1 we chose mouse chr. 4, see Figure 2.8-3. Then we chose the region between 100bp and
10,000,000bp and show the name of the first gene, see Figure 2.9 - 4, and the last Affymetrix
probe inside the region, which in Ensembl is marked as Oligo, Figure 2.9 - 5 and 6. We used in
T1 MapView, CytoView and FeatureView offered by Ensembl.

2.3.5 T2 in Ensembl
In T2 we chose the rat chr. 18 and went to the SyntenyView for human chromosomes, see
Figure 2.10-3 and Figure 2.11-4. On the right part of the image in Figure 2.11-4 we see two data
columns. The first column shows all rat genes and the second column their human homologues.
In the experiment it was enough to find one homology, but some users became interested in the
data and added extra steps to the test. Figures 2.11-5 and 6, and 2.12-7 and 8 show additional
data about the homologous genes.

2.3.6 T3 in Ensembl
In T3 the participants choose one of the rat chromosomes, see Figure 2.13 showing the choice
of the rat chromosome 18. Then, to find the longest QTL we mark the whole chromosome
by entering the region between 1 and 59,218,465bp, see Figure 2.13-3. We can easily find the
longest QTL in CytoView, see Figure 2.14-4. Because Ens does not show detailed data for large
regions, we marked a small region close to the beginning of the longest QTL, Urinary albumin
excretion QTL 19, and showed the name of the gene which was the closest to the beginning, see
Figure 2.15-6. Then we go back one step and zoom into the end of the longest QTL and show
the name of the gene closest to the end of the QTL, see Figure 2.15-7.
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Figure 2.8: T1 in Ens. 1 shows the species display. In 2 the user chooses the mouse, and in 3
enters the coordinates for mouse chromosome 4.
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Figure 2.9: T1 in Ens, continued. In 4 the user finds Ncoa6ip, the first gene in the marked
region. 5 shows 1446711 at, the last Affymetrix probe in the region. This was the end of T1
in Ens. However, some users continued and executed step 6 to show the FeatureView with the
Affimetrix probe set.
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Figure 2.10: T2 in Ens. 1 shows the species. In 2 the user chooses rat chromosomes and in step
3 the rat chromosome 18, and chooses SyntenyView for the human genome.
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Figure 2.11: T2 in Ens, continued. In 4 the user finds ENSG00000187103, human gene (on chr.
5) in homology with ENSRNOG00000024066 (rat). This was enough to complete T2 in Ens.
However, some users added step 5, showing GeneView for the selected human gene and step 6,
AlignSliceView, showing even more information about the gene.
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Figure 2.12: Continuation of T2 in Ens. 7 and 8 show data for the rat, corresponding to steps 5
and 6 for the human.
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Figure 2.13: T3 in Ens. 1 shows all available species in Ens. In 2 the user chooses the rat and
chr. 19, and in 3 enters the coordinates for the rat chr. 19.
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Figure 2.14: T3 in Ens. In 4 the user finds the longest QTL, Urinary albumin excretion QTL 19
in CytoView. In 5 she zooms into the start of the QTL.
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Figure 2.15: T3 in Ens. In 6 the user finds Q63290 RAT, the gene closest to the beginning of
the QTL. In 7 the user zooms into the end of the region and shows Wwox, the gene closest to
the end of the QTL region.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Raw Experimental Data

Table 3.1: Time, NoMC and success (SC) for T1 in VG and Ens.

VisGenome Ensembl
Time NoMC SC Time NoMC SC

1dr1 00:07:28 59 0 00:05:34 54 0
2phd1 00:03:55 36 0 00:04:30 54 0
3phd2 00:08:50 89 0 00:16:18 167 0
4phd3 00:06:07 77 0 00:00:00 0 0
5phd4 00:04:09 25 0 00:03:43 60 0

6dr2 00:04:29 52 1 00:14:39 148 0
7dr3 00:08:37 147 0 00:06:04 71 0

8phd5 00:08:04 87 0 00:04:54 70 0
9phd6 00:04:37 63 0 00:04:49 58 0

10phd7 00:05:23 44 1 00:02:10 16 0
11dr4 00:04:19 43 0 00:05:50 48 0

12phd8 00:04:02 62 0 00:08:30 33 0
13dr5 00:06:28 141 0 00:03:30 40 0

14phd9 00:05:05 44 0 00:05:27 52 0
15dr6 00:07:13 63 1 00:32:00 45 0

We first present the raw data recorded for the 15 participants. Subject were named with a
number and letter combination, where dr stands for post-doctoral researchers and phd for PhD
students. We had 6 postdocs and 9 PhD students. For T1 to T3 in VG and Ens we show time
(Time = HH:MM:SS), number of mouse clicks (NoMC) and 1 if the task was successful,and 0
if it was not (SC), see Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Time, NoMC and success (SC) for T2 in VG and Ens.

VisGenome Ensembl
Time NoMC SC Time NoMC SC

1dr1 00:04:28 52 1 00:05:57 50 0
2phd1 00:02:30 34 1 00:05:11 48 1
3phd2 00:03:15 45 1 00:09:52 62 0
4phd3 00:04:40 42 1 00:03:07 21 0
5phd4 00:02:59 38 1 00:02:44 40 0

6dr2 00:02:10 35 1 00:06:16 60 1
7dr3 00:05:02 62 1 00:02:19 19 0

8phd5 00:02:59 33 1 00:02:00 22 1
9phd6 00:02:16 42 1 00:01:01 8 1

10phd7 00:04:00 58 1 00:01:43 9 1
11dr4 00:05:04 69 1 00:02:40 24 1

12phd8 00:03:05 47 1 00:01:28 11 1
13dr5 00:05:45 138 1 00:02:17 19 1

14phd9 00:02:11 27 1 00:02:52 6 1
15dr6 00:03:19 44 1 00:16:00 56 0

Table 3.3: Time, NoMC and success (SC) for T3 in VG and Ens.

VisGenome Ensembl
Time NoMC SC Time NoMC SC

1dr1 00:06:26 54 1 00:01:21 6 0
2phd1 00:04:04 60 1 00:11:56 157 0
3phd2 00:09:43 136 0 00:04:32 53 0
4phd3 00:06:02 97 1 00:00:00 0 0
5phd4 00:08:40 106 0 00:01:26 15 0

6dr2 00:04:50 74 1 00:01:58 30 0
7dr3 00:05:24 56 0 00:05:26 17 0

8phd5 00:04:40 78 0 00:09:00 131 0
9phd6 00:03:51 99 0 00:05:29 64 0

10phd7 00:04:02 37 0 00:02:50 16 0
11dr4 00:05:07 83 1 00:26:48 239 0

12phd8 00:04:01 76 1 00:08:30 40 0
13dr5 00:06:14 101 0 00:02:27 24 0

14phd9 00:06:27 80 1 00:03:05 18 0
15dr6 00:05:25 71 1 00:10:00 50 0

Table 3.4 shows the results of queries Q1 to Q7.
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3.2 Analysis

3.2.1 Overview
The results are quite surprising. The researchers who use Ens frequently are often unsuccessful
in task execution. The experts encounter no problems in their everyday work which focuses on
a chromosome fragment. However, when they examine similar data in a different part of the
chromosome, they encounter problems. We also found that some of the zooming mechanisms
in VG were hard to use and that the subjects prefer mouse clicking to dragging. The researchers
want to see large amounts of data, but when they are looking for a particular object, they prefer
to see only a small part of the data under investigation.

Figure 3.1: Percentage of subjects (out of 15) who completed each task.

3.2.2 Accuracy and Task Completion
Figure 3.1 shows that T2, the only task involving comparative genome representation, was more
successful with VG (100%) than with Ens (60%, 9 subjects, see also Figure 3.2 1 for T2). In
T3 53% of attempts were successful in VG (8 subjects), while in Ens the success rate was 0.
In T1 we note 20% success rate in VG and 0% in Ens. Using the two-sided sign test (where
0=both/neither successful; 1=VG success but Ens not; -1=Ens success but VG not) as an alterna-
tive to McNemar’s test the success rate for VG was significantly greater for both T2 (P=0.0313)
and T3 (P=0.0078), but not for T1 (P=0.25). Completion rates were higher in VG than in Ens
for all tasks, particularly for T2 and T3. This may be due to the fact that Ens is a much richer
interface, with many more options and controls and represents more data. Possibly, the subjects

1Survival analysis is a branch of statistics which deals with death in biological organisms and failure in me-
chanical systems. The presented plot is an example of a Kaplan-Meier plot for two conditions: task finished with
success or without.
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Figure 3.2: Survival plot for time in T2. 60% of the subjects finished VG T2 in 4 min or less.
See that Mean and Median on the graph are presented for all subjects not only for successful like
it is in the paper. We calculated the curves as follows: VG curve has 15 steps, because all the
users (15) succeeded in T2. In Ens we see only 9 steps. It is because some users “disappear”,
i.e. they finished but did not succeed. The “steps” are calculated as follows: at the beginning
we have 15 users and they have 100% survival probability not to finish the task T2 (in medicine
100% survival probability not to die), see top left. Then when one user “died” (succeeded) we
calculate probability not to finish the task for the remaining 14 users (in the new situation) as
follows: (1-(1/15)) = (14/15) = 0.93333 (see 1st step). Then we have only 14 users and again
one of them “died” (succeeded) so we calculate probability for the rest (13 users) as follows (1-
(1/14))*0.93333 = 0.866667 survival probability not to die. Finally, we see 0.270899 survival
probability not to die in Ens (for the 2 users who in that situation are still alive - anyway they
finished unsuccessfully) and 0.0 in VG.

were not able to find out how to generate comparative genome views, or were getting lost while
learning to use the system.

3.2.3 Time to finish
Time was measured in minutes. The biologists who completed the tasks had mean of T1=5.69’
(StDev=1.39’), T2=3.58’ (StDev=1.17’), and T3=5.29’ (StDev=0.97’) in VG and mean T2=2.83’
(StDev=1.76’) in Ens. As no one completed T1 and T3 in Ens, statistics were calculated only
for T2, see Figure 3.3. In T2 in Ens and VG 9 researchers correctly completed both tasks. Sign
Test for the differences in times is not significantly different for T2 (P=0.5078). We realised
that Ex used both tools differently than NEx. Ex usually wanted to see more information, got
interested in the data, while NEx subjects just wanted to complete the task. Ex tried to find and
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show all possible answers they knew, and explore while doing the task. If there were several
ways of doing the tasks in Ens they wanted to show all the solutions. In T2, for example, it was
enough to show two genes in VG and Ens, and most NEx did that and finished quickly. Most Ex
performed T2 and then explored MultiContigView to see more information about homologous
genes, which took more time. Users behaved similarly in T3, however nobody succeeded in
Ens. NEx showed Affymetrix probes in ContigView, while Ex used FeatureView and looked at
the detail. There were also slight differences in server response times for Ens which might have
influenced the speed of data analysis. Overall, in T2 there was little difference in task execution
time between Ens and VG.

3.2.4 Mouse Clicks
Those who completed the tasks had the means of T1=53 (StDev=9.54), T2=51.07 (StDev=26.65),
and T3=74.38 (StDev=13.38) NoMC in VG, and the mean for T2=23 (StDev=18.93) NoMC in
Ens. Only T2 mouse clicks were analysed, due to non-completion in Ens for T1 and T3, see
Figure 3.4. 9 subjects completed T2 with both VG and Ens, and despite the mean number of
clicks being larger in VG than in Ens, there was no significant difference in NoMC, possibly due
to the small sample size. One Ex had a very large NoMC (138) for VG, and only 19 for Ens. This
shows that mouse manipulation in VG needs getting used to, as panning and zooming require
keeping the left/right mouse button down and moving the mouse at the same time left/right or
up/down, and the left/right movement is not offered by many similar applications where clicking
on zoom bars is used instead, and smooth zooming is not widely used. This is a potential prob-
lem, however, most subjects learned how to use the mouse quickly. On the other hand, Ex often
clicked to see additional information and some of NEx clicked because they wanted to find the
solution and they were not sure where they had to look for it. This contributed to a large NoMC
in some Ex as well as NEx.
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Figure 3.3: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for time differences
for the 9 successful users in T2. Graph A clearly presents that there were 6 NEx and 3 Ex.
The graphs show that 4 NEx had similar time in VG and Ens, there were 1 Ex and 1 NEx who
executed T2 in Ens much faster than in VG, and 1 Ex and 1 NEx who completed T2 in VG much
more quicker than in Ens.
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Figure 3.4: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for NoMC differences
for the 9 successful users in T2. There were 6 NEx and 3 Ex. The graphs show that there was 1
NEx who used in VG more mouse clicks than in Ens - see A (78.5, 119) and B at 119.
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Figure 3.5: Mean response values for questions Q1-Q7 for 15 subjects. The subjects felt higher
mental and physical demand during Ens tasks. They thought they worked harder and under
higher time pressure in Ens. Subjectively, VG tasks were more successful and less frustrating.
Mouse manipulation was more annoying in Ens tasks.

3.2.5 The user questionnaire results
The results of the user questionnaire are summarised in Figure 3.5 (note that means are given for
Ens and VG separately, ignoring any pairing). All 15 subjects answered the following questions,
once with regard to Ens and then with reference to VG.
Paired t-tests on the pairwise differences between Ens and VG gave significant results for Q1,
Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q7. In Ens the subjects reported more mental and visual activity than in VG
(Q1, see Figure 3.6). Population mean difference lies between -7.7 and -1.9 with probability
95% (P=0.003). Answers to Q3, see Figure 3.8, indicate that the subjects felt more rushed in
Ens trial (P=0.010, 95% CI: (-4.7,-0.7)). Ens was perceived as being significantly harder in Q4,
see Figure 3.9 (P=0.011, 95% CI: (-6.9,-1.1)). In Q5, see Figure 3.10, the subjects thought they
were less successful in Ens than in VG. Population mean difference for Q5 lies between 3.3 and
7.7 with probability 95% (P=0.000). In Q6, see Figure 3.11, the subjects felt on average more
frustrated with Ens than with VG, but this was not statistically significant. We have an additional
observation here, gathered directly, that subjects were frustrated by the need to learn how to use
the mouse in VG, but in Ens they were equally frustrated by the pop-up menus which suddenly
appear and obscure the view, see Fig. 1.4, in panel B for gene XR 007958.1. Those menus may
be one of the annoyance factors in the system. Population mean difference for Q7 lies between
-6.1 and -0.2 with probability 95% (P=0.036), see Figure 3.12. Additionally the subjects were
asked to state which of the two applications they prefer (Question 8, Q8). Significantly more
subjects preferred VG to Ens (P=0.013; 1-proportion test). One subject preferred Ens, one did
not answer Q8, two said that both tools were equal, while 12 preferred VG.
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Figure 3.6: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for Q1 differences for
the participants. 1 Ex thought that he performed more mental activity in VG, and 1 Ex thought
he carried out more mental activity in Ens.
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Figure 3.7: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for Q2 differences for
the participants. 1 NEx found VG to be more physical demanding than Ens, and 1 NEx and 1
Ex found Ens to be more physical demanding than VG. Only 4 distinct values for Ex are visible
in A, as they overlap two further values, however, B shows all 15 values recorded.
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Figure 3.8: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for Q3 differences for
the participants. No participant felt stronger time pressure in VG than in Ens. 1 NEx had an
extremely large difference between VG and Ens for Q3 with respect to time pressure. Note that
A shows 4 points for Ex, as those overlap two further points. B shows all 15 participants more
clearly.
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Figure 3.9: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for Q4 differences
for the participants. 1 Ex thought he worked very hard in Ens - the black dot in A at (0, -16)
corresponds to the extreme left dot on B at -16. A shows 4 distinct Ex values, representing 6
observations, while B shows all 15 participants.
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Figure 3.10: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for Q5 differences
for the participants. 1 Ex was more successful in VG than in Ens - see A (-0.5,15) and B at15.
A shows 5 Ex, as one value represents two users, however, B shows all 15 participants.
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Figure 3.11: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for Q6 differences
for the participants. The majority of the users were more frustrated in Ens, and 1 NEx was very
frustrated in VG - shown in A at (-5,7) and in B at 7.
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Figure 3.12: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for Q7 differences
for the participants. No users found the mouse manipulations to be extremely annoying in VG
or Ens. Some of them considered Ens and some VG to be annoying.
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3.3 Additional Interview Questions
At the end of the experiment we briefly interviewed all the participants about visualisation tech-
niques they know and they like in genome browsers. 12 subjects know Fisheye [19] and see it as
useful and 11 users like it (Q15). In response to (Q16) 11 participants said that excentric labeling
[20] is useful and 10 like the technique. Zooming and panning (Q17 and Q18) are common in
genome browsers and the users like them, while 14 subjects use zooming and 13 like it, and 14
users use panning and 14 like it. Only two persons preferred zooming via buttons than mouse
action (Q19).

We asked the users about the use of colour and if it has any meaning for them (Q22 and Q23).
This is an interesting issue, as Ens offers a lot of colours and VG has a monochromatic display
for the karyotypes, and all other data is coloured white in the current version of the application,
with the exception of two participants where private gene expression data were coloured red and
green. Only 8 persons answered that colours were meaningful. They would like to have the
option to change the colour to mark interesting data. The subjects stressed as well that for them
Ensembl colours have no meaning (only for one participant Ens colouring is meaningful). The
subjects believe that colour only shows the grouping of data items, but if Ens offered horizontal
lines instead of colours, this would be also a good solution. Some of the participants, specially
from BRC, touched upon the problem of colour blindness where some colours may have no
meaning at all.

In (Q24) we showed the users Figure 3.13 and asked them which karyotype representation
they prefer. 6 participants preferred A, 7 liked B better (2 under the condition that they can click
on the chromosomes and not drag them) and 1 person was not sure if they prefer B or C. The
one user who liked view C motivated the choice by saying that it takes less screen space and in
the future can allow the developer to add more species.

The experimental version of VG used dragging in single representation and clicking in com-
parative representation. We wanted to check what is preferable. During the experiment we
observed that the participants prefer clicking on a chromosome to dragging it into a display.
Only one user preferred dragging because in VG it allowed him to see that data is being down-
loaded. The majority of the participants clicked on a chromosome in the single representation
in VG and waited, and when nothing happened, the subjects recognised that they ought to drag
instead of click. The participants liked the info panel (8 users strongly recommended it - Q25)
instead of keeping everything in the main view.
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Figure 3.13: The three views for marking which chromosome the users would like to see in
detail, part of Q24.
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3.4 Discussion
In T1 we saw that the participants were looking for Affymetrix probes and couldn’t find them.
However, the main cause of failure in T1 was that the subjects made mistakes and typed 1 Mbp
instead of 10 Mbp. In VG the subjects frequently forgot to mark the whole chromosome to
show all available data or marked half of the chromosome instead of the whole. In Ens a number
of users entered the coordinates and marked ‘Region’ instead of ‘Base pair’, and some did not
use the overview offered by Ens but tried to mark the whole chromosome in ContigView. This
usually crashed the web browser and required a restart. As nobody was successful in T1 in Ens,
we created a ‘light’ version of T1, named T4. T4 required showing the last gene in the region
instead of the last Affymetrix probe, and it did not require an overview. 53% of subjects succeed
in T4 in Ens and 73% in VG, see Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15. As VG was designed to enable
this type of visual query, this confirms that our viewer fulfilled this requirement.

T3 required showing the longest QTL. In a chromosome with many small QTLs, the subjects
could not decide which QTL to choose (four subjects). We suggested that they carry out the task
for any of the QTLs. The same solution was suggested where several long QTLs appeared to
be of similar length. 8 researchers were successful in T3 in VG. The most frequent mistake in
the unsuccessful attempts in VG was choosing a complex of QTLs instead of one QTL. In Ens
the subjects usually attempted to mark the entire chromosome, and only one person succeeded
without crashing the browser. Some subjects tried viewing the chromosome in units of one 1
Mbp but gave up after recognising that this would take too long. One user tried to use BioMart
and RGD, but this did not help. Most subjects did not realise that the view shown in Ens is not
the whole chromosome but a small part of it. Several subjects chose a chromosome, clicked on
it, viewed ContigView, looked down the screen to find QTLs and saw that they were all longer
than the area shown in the browser, and did not know what to do to see the entire length of the
QTLs.

Our experiments prove that Ensembl was designed for local data analysis, while VG supports
a different requirement, that is cross-species QTL analysis. We note user training is required for
both VG and Ens. Zooming and panning by mouse manipulation was classified as something
very intuitive and natural, but at the beginning of the VG experiment, most subjects were con-
fused and disappointed that they had to remember which button and which direction to use to
zoom or pan. Some suggested that new visualisation techniques could be bad because biologists
are not familiar with them, however they said that acceptance depends on the implementation.
Two subjects suggested zooming with buttons instead of mouse manipulation and were disap-
pointed because of the lack of scrolling.
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Figure 3.14: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for time differences
for the 8 successful users in T4. A shows 4 NEx and 4 Ex. The data points divide into 3 clusters:
2 Ex and 3 NEx with similiar time in Ens and VG (see A (7.3, 2.5), (3.7, 3.2), (5.1, -1.5), (4.9,
2.9), and (5.2, -0.4) and B at 2.5, 3.2, -1.5, 2.9, and -0.4), 1 NEx and 1 Ex with longer time in
Ens (see A (12.5, -7.5) and (9.4, -10.5) and B at -7.5 and -10.5), and 1 Ex with an extremely
long execution time in Ens (see A (19.6, -24.8) and B at -24.8).46



Figure 3.15: The Figure shows scatterplot (A), dotplot (B) and boxplot (C) for NoMC differ-
ences for the 8 successful users in T4. A shows 4 NEx and 4 Ex. The data form 3 clusters: 3
Ex and 1 NEx with similar NoMC in Ens and VG (see A (30, 28), (45.5, -5), (48, -8), and (564,
18) and B at 28, -5, -8 and 18), 2 NEx with a larger NoMC in VG (see A (90.5, 101) and (109,
76) and B at 101 and 76), and 1 Ex and 1 NEx with a larger NoMC in Ens (see A (128, -78) and
(100, -96) and B at -78 and -96). 47



Conclusions
Biological data is difficult to visualise and analyse due to the large amount of information that
needs to be represented. User studies are needed to find out what the success factors are, as
success is domain bound, and involves factors such as genomic coordinates or relative object
size, and also reflects the research focus. Our work compared Ensembl and VisGenome in three
data localisation tasks, and gathered user impressions after the experiment. We found out that
in our experimental setup the subjects were more successful in using VG than in Ens. VG
was preferable in some aspects, as it showed less data and had fewer controls. Both Ens and
VG require training to support efficient tool use in research. All subjects liked techniques they
know, such as scrolling and panning, and need time to adapt to new solutions. However, they
were also receptive to new methods. The subjects provided a number of useful suggestions
which will be used to improve VG functionality. The next version of VG will be evaluated via a
user study. We may also explore ways of presenting additional information, such as data digests
from other sources, alongside the genes and other objects on the map. VisGenome is available
at www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome.
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ABSTRACT
Biologists collect genomic data of increasing comple-
xity. New technologies give rise to new data types and
the volume of both raw and processed data is growing
fast. Biomedical researchers would like to analyze the
data using user-friendly interfaces, however, the tools,
computer monitors and machines have their limitations
and do not always precisely show the data under inve-
stigation. We survey different genomics visualisation
software including AceDB, SyntenyVista, DerBrow-
ser, Apollo, Artemis, BugView, Ensembl, Sockeye, K-
BROWSER, GBrowse, NCBIMapViewer, eQTL Ex-
plorer, and Expressionview.

This paper presents a short survey of genomic brow-
sers and visualisation effects which were used or can
be used in such applications. It presents a classificati-
on of genome browsers according to three dimensions
and argues the need for a new browser which offers im-
proved zooming functions. This leads us to introduce
a new version of SyntenyVista, VisGenome, which al-
lows the user to visualise single and comparative repre-
sentations of the rat, the mouse, and the human genome
at different levels of detail.

Author Keywords
genomics visualisation

INTRODUCTION
Current genomics visualisations are inadequate in ma-
ny respects, as they do not allow for flexible view ad-
justment. We are aiming to derive general principles of
data representation and visualisation usability for geno-
mics. We would like to find a solution which will clear-
ly present the information, including all relevant infor-
mation the biologists wish to see. We study existing vi-
sualisation solutions in order to find out what features
they offer, which of those correctly support data analy-
sis, and which are not helpful. Our study will allow us

to find a better solution for data analysis which over-
comes cognitive problems. We would like to discover
how best to compare data coming from various sources
and experiments in a biological setting.

Our work focuses on the use of visualisation to support
the understanding of very large data sets. With an eye to
create an universal solution, we are collaborating with
biologists who use genome browsing tools, such as that
we create, in their everyday work. We are aiming to sol-
ve in VisGenome both the visualisation problems and
some of the database integration problems. We would
like to offer a clear presentation of the data the biolo-
gists wish to see.

A BIOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION
In this section we motivate our work and introduce the
concepts used in this paper. Biomedical and agricultu-
ral research is motivated in two ways. One is to acquire
new knowledge and understand how living organisms
function, and the other is to improve our lives. Impro-
vement is the treatment or prevention of diseases, bet-
ter diagnosis, new medications, new crops, and better
understanding of the environmental impact our techno-
logies have.

Genomics is the study of genomes and of the relation-
ship between genomes and the way an organism func-
tions. Each living organism has a genome which enco-
des information passed down from generation to gene-
ration. A bacterial genome consists of several million
DNA molecules (tuberculosis genome is about 5 milli-
on long). A human or mouse has a genome of around
3 billion letters of DNA code. A genome is encoded in
DNA or RNA molecules of four types (A, C, G, T for
DNA). It encodes all proteins and signalling molecu-
les needed by an organism. Only 1.5% of the human
or mouse genome is translated into proteins which are
the building blocks of our bodies. Chemically, they are
strings of amino-acids, where each three letters of DNA
correspond to one amino-acid. Proteins use an alpha-
bet of 21 letters, and in our bodies they fold into 3-D
structures (see Fig. 2H) which may change conforma-
tion as they perform their various functions. We do not
know exactly how many genes the humans have, with
the current estimate being between 20 and 30 thousand.
Those give rise to probably around 1 million proteins.
The process of translation from DNA to protein is com-
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plex, and it is important to remember that a stretch of
DNA of some 30 thousand letters gives rise to a protein
of some 300 letters. The parts of DNA which transla-
te into protein are called exons while the parts which
control the process are called introns or untranslated
regions. Biologists want to know for each protein what
gene produced it, which parts of the gene were used
in this particular protein and which control regions we-
re activated during the production process. The process
of protein production is dependent on the type of cell,
developmental stage, the environment, and many other
factors which altogether influence the health of an or-
ganism.

Genomes of a very large number of animals are known
relatively well, and are publicly available, along with
genome maps which show how genes are arranged and
structured. Mammalian genomes are split into around
20 chromosomes, and the set of chromosomes forms a
karyotype (see Fig. 2A), while bacterial genomes form
a circle. Groups of genes that are shared between re-
lated organisms are often collocated in the so-called
synteny groups, and biologists study such gene groups,
as there is proof for synchronised activity over groups
of genes, and for similar gene functions shared bet-
ween related organisms. Similar gene functions arise
from similar DNA and protein sequences, and the bio-
logists align (see Fig. 2I) genomes and genes to under-
stand what sequences are shared, and what functions
are common to a group of organisms.

Genes and the resulting proteins interact and form pa-
thways. Such pathways stand for chemical and structu-
ral reactions which orchestrate all the processes which
keep us alive. Pathways may be shared by groups of or-
ganisms but there are known cases where they diverge.
Pathway visualisation tools include [32].

Very large numbers of genes have no known function,
and genes responsible for common diseases like hy-
pertension are not known. It is assumed that such di-
seases are controlled by a number of genes, and are
under strong influence of the environment (diet, smo-
king, exercise). The search for disease genes uses the
techniques of gene mapping, where populations of sub-
jects are tested and a statistical correlation between a
part of a chromosome, containing a number of genes,
and the disease is expressed as a quantitative trait locus
(QTL) [21]. The study of QTLs leads to the identifica-
tion of genes which are candidate genes first, until it is
proven that they are the cause of a disease. The study of
QTLs is easier in animals (rat, mouse) because they are
bred to be genetically identical, while human genomes
have a variant DNA letter every few thousand letters
for any two humans, and that is why statistical corre-
lations are harder to make. Diseases are often studied
in animals, and then the candidate human gene will be
sequenced (from the blood samples gathered from pati-
ents), and subjected to further analysis which may un-
cover the biochemical causes of disease.

Biologists are faced with very large data sets. A QTL
may contain around a hundred genes, or a few million
letters of DNA code. On the other hand, single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs), which are individual DNA

Figure 1. Genome browser classification schema.

differences, are one letter long, and need to be shown
along QTLs. Visualisation is the only viable way of ma-
king this data available, as close reading of thousands
of letters is not a solution. That is why genetic databa-
ses visualise data in the form of maps which show line-
ar arrangement of genetic features. To our knowledge,
the resulting visualisations have not been subjected to
much scientific scrutiny, so far. They are used by thou-
sands of scientists daily, but it is not clear how they
should be designed and how well they support scien-
tific activity. It is our aim to study this, and to deliver
better visualisations which can enhance the process of
scientific discovery.

USER SCENARIO
We cooperate with a number of biological research
groups who work in the areas of cardiology, metabo-
lic diseases, schizophrenia and cancer. Those resear-
chers conduct large scale experiments using micro ar-
ray technology. In a micro array experiment the acti-
vity of all genes is examined simultaneously. What is
measured is gene expression, that is the amount of the
intermediate product, produced by the DNA, and lea-
ding to the production of a protein or a gene control
element. The interpretation of such experiments requi-
res simultaneous visualisation of chromosomes, genes,
micro array probes, markers, and QTLs in three spe-
cies: the mouse, the human, and the rat. Additional-
ly, SNPs which may harbour DNA mutations causing
a disease need also to be shown, along blocks of SN-
Ps shared by population groups, and called haplotypes
(www.hapmap.org).

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
We classify genome browsers according to tree dimen-
sions, see Fig. 1. In the first dimension (number of
species) we find that genome browsers represent bet-
ween one and many species. Ensembl can be used to
view one species at a time but other species informati-
on can be superimposed (see Fig. 5C). K-BROWSER
can show a number of species and the number is limited
by the size of the web page (see Fig. 7). Multiple ali-
gnment tools can show a number of aligned sequences
from different species and those sequences can also be
shown as a tree, see Fig. 2I (alignment) and Fig. 2J
(phylogeny).
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Figure 2. Classification of genome browsers with respect to object size and number of species shown.
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Figure 3. AceDB-representation of worm chromoso-
me X.

The second dimension represents the size of the objects
shown. The smallest objects are one DNA letter long
(SNPs). In the order of increasing size one can show
gene promoters, exons and introns, and other constitu-
ent parts of genes. Genes are about 20-30 thousands of
DNA letters long and QTLs may contain thousands of
genes. QTLs may approximate chromosome bands in
size. Finally, human chromosomes are between 50 and
300 million letters of DNA long.

From the point of view of representation complexi-
ty, we classify browsers into linear and graph repre-
sentations. In graph representations we can distinguish
trees, networks (pathways), and 3D structures (prote-
ins). JMol [25], see Fig. 2H, is one of the viewers
showing protein 3D structure, while Treeview, Fig. 2J,
offers a tree representation of a phylogeny. BugView
(Fig. 2F), Ensembl (Fig. 2B) and SyntenyVista (Fig.
2D) show genome comparisons as bipartite graphs.

SURVEY OF GENOME BROWSERS
In this section we survey genomics visualisation soft-
ware such as AceDB [29], SyntenyVista [1], DerBrow-
ser [2], Apollo [3], Artemis [4], BugView [5], Ensem-
bl [6], Sockeye [9], K-BROWSER [10], GBrowse [11],
NCBIMapViewer [12], eQTL Explorer [14] and Ex-
pressionview [22]. We compare the systems in order to
understand the problems and possible solutions to data
visualisation.

AceDB
AceDB [29], see Fig. 3, is one of the first tools for ge-
nome visualisation. It offers a graphic representation
which contains many objects in various colours. Co-
lours help the researcher to identify the objects. For ex-
ample, when a marker is coloured in yellow, it means
that this marker has been cloned. The users can view
textual details by double clicking on an object. AceDB
offers simple zooming activated via zoom buttons. The
viewer offers three types of sequence view: a genetic
map, a physical map, and a sequence window which

shows the DNA or AA letters. All views offer pop-up
menus.

SyntenyVista
SyntenyVista [1], see Fig.2D, is the first interactive re-
presentation of synteny data designed for large geno-
mes. It shows information about the human, rat and
mouse genomes, and allows us to see the relationships
between genes and chromosomes in two species at a
time.

SyntenyVista focuses on the visualisation of gene com-
parisons. The tool shows relationships between genes,
syntenic groups, chromosomes and QTLs. It has featu-
res which make it more usable than other existing geno-
me browsers. SyntenyVista shows the whole chromo-
some with detail and supports choosing the part which
will be investigated. The view uses colour and chromo-
some numbering to support understanding at the star-
ting point of the visualisation. The users can manipu-
late the view by using both mouse and keyboard inter-
action. The application (SV1) offers the option to in-
vert the chromosomes, which was found to be useful.
It offers smooth zooming which supports the visual ex-
ploration of the chromosome space. The users can keep
an area of interest in focus during the zooming process.
The developers have also enabled panning. The users
can move the chromosome with the mouse on the gene
panel, or drag the box enclosing the region of interest.
The display of the genes can be scaled by using a mou-
se action. The second version of SyntenyVista (SV2)
has the cartoon scaling feature.

SyntenyVista includes also a top panel allowing addi-
tional user interaction and presenting information. The
panel displays information on genes or QTLs in re-
sponse to mouse movement in the gene area. QTLs are
displayed as thin lines along the chromosome axes. The
panel offers options to search for a gene name or a chro-
mosome position. A gene is then highlighted on the
whole chromosome image and the gene and its coun-
terpart in the other species blink for a few seconds.

DerBrowser
DerBrowser [2], see Fig.2E, was designed at the time
of the human genome sequencing project. It is a Java
applet which supports interactive visualisation of one
chromosome, or of a chromosome part. It can use a
local database to produce web pages showing all the
information describing a given map object.

It can be used to display genes, chromosome bands
(chromosome parts coloured light or dark in the karyo-
type pictures), markers, and can represent any object on
a map [15]. It provides an illusion of smooth zooming
(a slider), and supports the hiding of objects, based on
object type. It can also perform search functions.

Apollo
Apollo [3], see. Fig.4, is a sequence annotation view-
er and editor. It allows the biologist to improve on
the genomic feature descriptions derived from automa-
ted analyses and computational pipelines. It facilita-
tes connecting to various databases and the comparison
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Figure 4. Chromosome comparison represented in
Apollo. We can see human chromosome 20 at the
top and part of mouse chromosome 2 at the bottom.

of existing annotations with other biological data. The
tool offers researchers the ability to probe, manipula-
te and alter the interpretation of the underlying data.
Within the various views offered by the package, an-
notations can be created, deleted, merged, split, classi-
fied and commented upon. The tool allows the view to
be scaled using zoom buttons and provides a degree of
semantic zooming. Some features are not displayed at
low zoom levels and appear more precisely only when
the user zooms in on them. The users can move to a
specific position by specifying a coordinate, gene na-
me, or short sequence string, or by using the horizontal
scroll bar. Apollo can display features on two genomes
at the same time. The view offers zooming and pan-
ning but it still does not present the data clearly, and
the users cannot see all the relevant details.

Artemis
Artemis [4], see Fig. 2G, is a genome viewer and an-
notation tool that visualises sequence features and the
results of analyses within the context of the sequence,
and its translation from DNA to protein. Artemis can
be used as a sequence viewer and is suitable for smal-
ler genomes. Properties of the sequence can be plotted.
Each plot allows dynamic modification of the window
size used for the calculation. The sequence and plots
can be zoomed together into the single base level or
out for the complete genome. Artemis provides two se-
quence windows to view the same sequence at different
zoom levels simultaneously. The tool can be run as an
applet within a web browser.

BugView
BugView [5], see Fig.2F, is a comparative genome
browser. It allows one to compare the arrangement of
genes in two genomes, and can also be used to view in-
dividual genomes. It was written to enable comparative
study of bacteria, including the comparison of bacterial
strains.

The view presented by BugView is restricted to the
genes, showing gene overlaps, and, where relevant,
intron-exon structure, including alternative splicing.
The users can scroll and zoom smoothly, and search for
gene names. BugView includes support for the compa-
rison of genes (sequence analysis) and analysis of gene
alignments and other sequence features. For instance,

Figure 6. Sockeye chromosome visualisation in 3D.
We see the menu (A), the sequence track selection
tree (B), the feature selection tree (C), the navigati-
on toolbar (D), and the 3D viewport (E). The appli-
cation allows the users to show/hide and obtain de-
tailed information for loaded sequence track anno-
tation types. In 3D viewport the users can perform
analysis and annotations.

one can filter sequence alignments by specifying per-
centage similarity.

Ensembl
Ensembl [6], see Fig. 5, is probably one of the most po-
pular systems for genome analysis. Ensembl database
organizes biological information around the sequences
of large genomes. It is an interactive Web site, a set of
downloadable flat files, and a complete, portable open
source software system for handling genomes. The En-
sembl browser displays assembled sequences, cross-
species synteny, genes, transcripts, proteins, supporting
evidence, dot-plots, protein domains and gene/protein
families.

The users can find 17 different views for data offered
by Ensembl such as: AlignView, AnchorView, Chro-
moView, ContigView, CytoView, DomainView, Exon-
View, FastaView, GeneView, KaryoView, MapView,
MarkerView, MultiContigView, ProteinView, SNPView,
SyntenyView, and TransView. Different views are used
to represent different kind of data. In our experiment,
a number of genomic data was represented by Con-
tigView, MultiContigView and SyntenyView. In Synte-
nyView a diagram of chromosomes with blocks of con-
served synteny and homology matches between indivi-
dual genes with syntenic blocks are shown. In Contig-
View, Fig. 5, a set of different views of a gene is shown,
from broad chromosome context to fine nucleotide de-
tail. These views are in separate horizontal frames, one
below the other. The data presented in Ensembl is sup-
ported by labelling and searching. MultiContigView is
an extension of ContigView. It allows display of ge-
nome annotation for several species. We find that be-
cause of the size of the data set, it is difficult to show
all requested details on one screen. The users need to
use scrolling and very often get lost in the information
space.

Sockeye
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Figure 5. Ensembl - ContigView - human chromosome 5. ContigView provides a high level view of the contig
sequences (E) that form the genome sequence assembly, and of genes and other features that have been
placed on it. The figure shows the entire chromosome (human chromosome 5, see A), an ’Overview’ (B)
panel displaying a chromosome region of up to 1 Mb, the ’Detailed View’ (D) panel showing genes and
markers, and a ’Basepair View’ (F) panel showing within a small assembly region of up to 500 bases the
actual sequence, translations and restriction enzyme recognition sites (G). C shows syntenic chromosome
fragments in other species.
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Figure 7. K-BROWSER showing the cystic fibro-
sis gene region (CFTR). Human, mouse and rat an-
notations are presented (from the top to the bottom
panel). The grey bars indicate gaps (arising from in-
sertions or deletions) in the sequences. The user can
navigate using zoom buttons, gene name searching,
and position jumping.

Sockeye [9], Fig. 6, uses 3D graphics and data from
the Ensembl database project. A user can also import
custom sequences and annotation data. Large sets of
functionally linked sequences containing genes that are
coexpressed, and orthologus across multiple species,
can be analysed. The difference between Sockeye and
other existing browsers is in the 3D environment. Each
3D model is specified in a user configurable XML for-
mat file. Sockeye integrates the process of obtaining
sequence and annotation data. The application also al-
lows a user to simultaneously visualise several different
alignments and easily view their gaps. Montgomery et
al. [9] stress that the 3D environment has a lot of ad-
vantages and disadvantages but only a few researches
decided to use it in their work. 3D visualisation is un-
common in genomics and researches find it difficult to
use. The developers find Sockeye to be user-friendly,
but the users cannot easily see all interesting objects.
The interface shows the sequence track selection tree,
the feature selection tree, several navigation controls,
and the 3D viewport. The users can also compare the
extensive information contained across multiple geno-
mics sequences, and zoom, pan and rotate the position
of the sequence track.

K-BROWSER
K-BROWSER [10], see Fig. 7, is a comparative brow-
ser which visualises biological information at a higher
level of resolution than is the case in most other tools.
Its novelty is the representation of sequence similarity
histograms along sequence features on several geno-
mes. K-BROWSER was built on the foundation of the
UCSC Genome Browser [24]. It can display a number
of genomes overlaid with annotations and predictions,
and shows the multiple alignments that describe global
sequence relationships.

K-BROWSER takes as input a specific region in a ge-
nome and produces a set of images that succinctly re-
present the requested region and all orthologous regi-
ons in other genomes. The two critical components of

Figure 8. GBrowse. The users can type a landmark
name into the text field at top. Landmarks can be
gene names, clone names, accession numbers, or
any other identifier configured by the administra-
tor. Once a region is selected, it is displayed in a de-
tailed view that summarizes annotations and other
genomic features.

the application are track realignment and image genera-
tion. Track realignment is responsible for the necessa-
ry scaling of DNA lengths in the comparative views to
make it consistent with the multiple alignment. Image
generation takes as input a genomic region query and
produces an image for every corresponding region in
the multiple alignment. The tool displays a sequence
conservation plot above the tracks. It allows the users
to select a track according to which the conservation
plot is to be coloured. The K-BROWSER can compu-
te the percentage similarity between the root sequence
and the leaf sequence in a window centred on a spe-
cified position. It allows one not only to determine if a
genomic region is conserved within other genomes, but
also to infer the rate at which it is evolving.

GBrowse
The Generic Genome Browser [11], see Fig. 8, is a
combination of a database and interactive web pages
for the manipulation and display of genome annotati-
ons. GBrowse can display an arbitrary set of features
on a nucleotide or protein sequence, and can accommo-
date genome-scale sequences. GBrowse provides most
of the features available in other browsers but was de-
signed from the outset to be portable and extensible. It
provides multiple configurable levels of zoom and two
scroll speeds, and it also offers semantic zooming. The
users can customize the view, the track, and the width
of the image. The application allows for adding annota-
tions to the genome. GBrowse supports also a plug-in
architecture that allows third party modules to extend
it.

NCBIMapViewer
The NCBI Map Viewer [12] is a Web interface used to
view and search an organism’s complete genome. The
users can also view maps of individual chromosomes
and zoom into specific regions within chromosomes to
explore the genome at the sequence level. They have
access to several different types of maps for different
organisms. Map Viewer allows the user to view the-
se maps graphically or in a table format. NCBI Map
Viewer’s graphic display is limited to features related
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Genome browsers Technology
AceDB initially in C, later connectivity via Perl, Java or CORBA [18]

SyntenyVista Java - Piccolo [13] and Swing [27]
DerBrowser Java 1.02, java applet

Apollo Java 1.2 or 1.3
Artemis Java Application, but can be run as an applet

BugView Java 1.1, java applet
Ensembl MySQL [31], Perl API, and Java API,

images are generated dynamically using Ensembl drawing code [7]
Sockeye standalone application in Java, using JDK 1.4.x and Java 3D 1.3.x

UCSC GenomeBrowser MySQL, BLAST-like Alignment Tool (BLAT) [19]
K-BROWSER image generation component borrowed from UCSC GenomeBrowser

GBrowse MySQL, DAS, Perl, and Apache
NCBI Entrez System

eQTL Explorer Java
Expressionview Perl script derived from the Ensembl program blastview

Table 1. Technologies used to implement genome browsers.

to gene identification, although there are text links to
other pages. Zooming and other visualisation features
are not as sophisticated, in our opinion, as those offered
in Ensembl.

eQTL Explorer and Expressionview
eQTL Explorer [14] visualises QTL data on the back-
ground of each chromosome. The chromosomes are
drawn as vertical bars, and the QTLs are shown as co-
loured triangles. The application can display individual
chromosomes in a separate view, with options to brow-
se, zoom and export data. The tool has also a pop-up
menu which provides access to annotations and cross-
references to external data sources. The tool represents
only a small subset of genome data.

Expressionview [22], see Fig. 2C, and eQTL Explorer,
which is similar in appearance, are two applications de-
signed specifically for the analysis of micro array expe-
riments. Both applications show entire karyotypes and
draw QTLs and genes ideintified in a micro array ex-
periment alongside the chromosomes. Both applicati-
ons are single-purpose, in that they do not show other
biologically relevant information at the same time, for
instance all the genes or SNPs.

SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
The genome browsers we discuss use different techno-
logies which offer differing levels of support for visua-
lisation and user interaction. The newer viewers, such
as SyntenyVista [1], use Piccolo [13] which allows for
smooth zooming and panning. Piccolo toolkit supports
the development of 2D structured graphics programs. It
implements a hierarchical structure of objects and ca-
meras, allowing the developers to manipulate objects,
and the users more options in the presentation of da-
ta. SyntenyVista also uses Swing [27], which is a GUI
toolkit for Java. Swing graphical user interface offers
text, boxes, buttons, split-panels, and tables. The tech-
nology allows the developer to add ready-made and so-
metimes complex components to an application. At the
other end of the spectrum we have clickable graphics
generated by a sever, such as Ensembl [7]. The devel-

opers define a clickable area for graphics, and then, af-
ter user interaction, images are generated.

Visualisation software often requires the user to mo-
dify her software environment. The users need to have
a specific version of Java and adjust security settings
if they want to use an application based on Piccolo or
Swing. There is also a very important limitation becau-
se of available memory and CPU speed on the users’
machine. Some genome browsers, especially the ones
which use the newest technology, expect a lot of me-
mory. There is a trade-off currently between portabili-
ty and visualisation. Most portable viewers use simple,
server-side technology, and offer little in terms of view
adjustment. On the other hand, powerful browsers writ-
ten in Java need better hardware and need to be set-up
but offer improved data analysis support. Most of the
browsers we describe connect to a database, while so-
me rely on flat files. Ensembl and GBrowse, for instan-
ce, support the addition of new data sources via the Dis-
tributed Annotation Service (DAS) protocol [30]. DAS
is an open source standard supporting the sharing of
genomic annotations on the web.

TESTING
In cooperation with the biologist groups, we tested all
the described genome browsers in order to find which
one supports the interpretation of their experiments
(see http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/work.html). We found
that none of the browsers fully supports user require-
ments we identified. Using AceDB with Ensembl data
is not feasible, and would make us inherit the limited
zooming support offered by the AceDB maps. On the
other hand, it would have been possible to add new data
from the lab easily, and add new data types. We found
that DerBrowser’s functionality does not fulfill users’
expectations. We expected that the user should be able
to move around the data columns and to zoom smooth-
ly and precisely. Beyond a certain point, we could not
zoom in any further and we could not see the genes and
micro array probes in detail. We could not compare two
genomes either. It was also impossible to add new fea-
tures because of the old version of Java the application
uses.
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Figure 9. VisGenome offers two new views. View A shows chromosomes from three species (the mouse, the
rat and the human) in the upper part of the display and the chromosomes for which data has been retrieved
from Ensembl in the lower part. View B contains an overview and detail for the rat chromosome 18.

We found that Ensembl is not appropriate for our users,
as it does not support the comparison of QTLs and
their gene content, due to the limited flexibility of view
manipulation. The same is true for the NCBI Entrez
system, Gbrowse and K-BROWSER. We also looked
at the maps offered by the Rat Genome Databse [8]
and saw that the data reuired by the biologists was not
shown. SyntenyVista solves only some of the visualisa-
tion problems. It supports the comparison of two geno-
mes, but it does not display all the relevant data (micro
array probes, SNPs, markers, etc.). We experimented
also with Apollo’s user interface which is meant to be
intuitive. We found it harder to use than other interfa-
ces, and found that the display was not clear and zoo-
ming was not satisfactory. We also found that BugView
was easy to use, but, unfortunately, shows only a subset
of data that the biologists want to visualise. This is si-
milar to the situation we encountered in SyntenyVista.

eQTL explorer and Expressionview show only a sub-
set of data, and the users cannot compare known ge-
nes or SNPs with data represented by the visualisati-
on. Completely different are Ensembl and NCBI Map
Viewer, which read data directly from a huge database
and show as much data as it is possible. The users easily
get lost in such interfaces, as the data is shown in sever-
al screens which do not fit simultaneously on the com-
puter screen. This limitation is the result of the the lack
of support for image manipulation within web brow-
sers. The images shown by Ensembl and NCBI never
fit on one screen and we found that disorientating. In
Ensembl the display of synteny, see Fig. 2B, does not
present much detail and can not be used for micro ar-
ray data analysis. The MultiContigView is much less
legible than SyntenyVista, and does not offer smooth
navigation. We also examined Sockeye and found the
3D view to be confusing. This was mostly due to poor
labelling and possibly visual occlusion.

DESIGN OF VISGENOME
We developed a new version of SyntenyVista, VisGe-
nome. The software extends SyntenyVista with new
features, and allows for the addition of new data ty-

pes to the display, and will be able to satisfy user re-
quirements fully. The data are presented vertically. The
application loads the data from Ensembl. It welcomes
the user with a view of all rat, mouse and human chro-
mosomes. Then, after choosing a chromosome of in-
terest, the user sees it in the bottom window. After
the user selects the chromosome by clicking on it, a
new view with detailed data about the chromosome is
created. This solution allows the users to see in one
place what data was downloaded from Ensembl as well
as the detailed information on the chromosome, inclu-
ding bands, markers, QTLs and genes. After choosing
a chromosome the users can manipulate the view by
mouse and keyboard interaction. We offer smooth zoo-
ming which supports the visual exploration of the chro-
mosome space. The users, in the same way as in Synte-
nyVista, can keep an area of interest in focus during
the zooming process. We implemented zooming and
panning using Piccolo [13]. The users can choose the
chromosome region of the interest by dragging the box
enclosing the region or typing in the coordinates in the
top info panel. Then only the data in the selected area is
displayed. The solution allows us to keep the context,
the users can navigate the data and all the time they
know exactly in which region of the chromosome the
data is situated.

The new genome browser, see Fig. 9, shows bands,
markers, QTLs and genes in a single representation. It
can show any data types specified by a query sent to the
Ensembl database. We are currently adding the display
of SNPs, and will also add haplotype blocks and pro-
tein expression results, and allow the user to adjust the
display to suit their information needs.

USER TEST
We will carry out a user test with 10 users, in two set-
tings, cardiovascular research and schizophrenia. The
users will be performing the following tasks. First they
will read in the data from their latest micro array ex-
periment, stored in a spreadsheet. The visualisation sy-
stem will show an overview of chromosomes to which
the new results relate, similar to that seen in Expres-
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sionview (Fig. 2C), where both the QTLs and diferen-
tially expressed genes will be shown superimposed on
a karyotype picture. Then the biologists will select the
longest of the QTLs in which they are interested, and
verify that they can see the QTL, the genes, and the mi-
cro array results. Micro array results will be coloured in
two colours, one for genes showing increased expressi-
on, the other for the genes showing reduced expression.
The view will also display results imported from ano-
ther micro array experiment, from external published
data selected by the biologist, for comparison.

The following will be measured: total time required to
perform the visual assessment of the new experiment;
time to examine one QTL in detail; and number of
mouse and keyboard actions executed. Additionally, a
survey will be used to get user impressions on the legi-
bility of the display, aesthetic appeal, and the subjective
ease of use.

CONCLUSION
Visualisation of genome comparisons is an important
research tool in biology and medicine. There are a va-
riety of genome browsers which in practice should per-
form the same function - show the chromosomes of so-
me species in detail. The differences in the view and
also in functionality of the tools for genome browsing
motivated us to create a classification of genome brow-
sers.

Our future plans include more experiments with the
users to check which of the tools’ properties are welco-
me and which are less user-friendly. We would like to
test not only VisGenome but also different tools, with
biologist groups we cooperate with, to find the most
intuitive visualisation technique. We are going to con-
tinue our work with VisGenome, which shows genome
data at different level of details. We believe, that bio-
logists still require new methods to visualise genomic
data.
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G: VisGenome User Manual, under construction

http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome/VisGenomeManual.pdf

Joanna Jakubowska and Ela Hunt
asia@dcs.gla.ac.uk, elahunt@inf.ethz.ch

1 Installation

The easiest way to start VisGenome is by selecting one of the two WebStart buttons at http://
www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome/, described in Section 1.1. Alternatively, one can down-
load the files, as described in Section 1.2.

1.1 WebStart

At www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome you can find Java Web Start versions of VisGenome for
file and database versions. To run it just click on the link at the web page.

1.2 Installation

1. You can find the application jar at www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome or www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/
∼asia/VisGenome/index files/jars.
At www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼asia/VisGenome/index files/jars you find three files: VisGenome Data
baseVersion 1 5 OneJar.jar, VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.jar, and data.zip. These files correspond
to two versions, and a file containing all data for the MM, HS and RN that VisGenome uses.
We recommend the use of VisGenome DatabaseVersion 1 5 OneJar.jar which connects to En-
sembl and takes data from the database. For impatient users we recommend VisGenome File
Version 1 5.jar which has downloaded data from Ensembl v. 42 and is faster than the
database version of VisGenome. If you prefer file version of VisGenome you have to re-
member to download data.zip and unpack it in the same directory as the jar.

2. You should save the file and make sure that the file is saved as VisGenome DatabaseVersion
1 5 OneJar.jar (VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.jar), and not VisGenome DatabaseVersion 1 5
OneJar.zip (VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.zip). If you saved it as VisGenome DatabaseVer
sion 1 5 OneJar.zip (VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.zip), please rename it to VisGenome Data-
baseVersion 1 5 OneJar.jar (VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.jar), for instance at command prompt
by executing copy VisGenome DatabaseVersion 1 5 OneJar.zip VisGenome Database
Version 1 5 OneJar.jar.

1.3 Application startup

Click on VisGenome DatabaseVersion 1 5 OneJar.jar (VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.jar) or go to
the directory where you saved VisGenome DatabaseVersion 1 5 OneJar.jar (VisGenome File
Version 1 5.jar) and execute the command java -jar VisGenome DatabaseVersion 1 5 OneJar
.jar or the command java -jar -Xms256m -Xmx256m VisGenome DatabaseVersion 1 5 One
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Figure 1: VisGenome, menu, representation choice: single or comparative.

Figure 2: VisGenome, Single Representation, chromosomes appear when you select the option
Single Representation.

Jar.jar (for file version appropriately: java -jar VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.jar or the
command java -jar -Xms256m -Xmx256m VisGenome FileVersion 1 5.jar). The directives
-Xms256m -Xmx256m depend on your machine and reserve more memory.

To run Java Web Start versions of VisGenome for file or database versions just click on the
link at the web page.

VisGenome opens a browser which allows you to choose a Single or a Comparative Repre-
sentation. Please select one of those options, see Figure 1. Alternatively, use Ctr+S for Single
Representation or Ctrl+C for Comparative Representation. This invokes a connection to En-
sembl and may take some time. You can see the User Manual by choosing Help in VisGenome
menu, see Figure 1.

2 Single Representation

In the Single Representation choose the chromosome by clicking on the karyotype picture
in the main panel, see Figure 2. Then you see a progress bar and a new view with details for
the chosen chromosome. You can select as many chromosomes as you want, subject to memory
restrictions on your machine. For each selected chromosome a separate tab with the data is
created. Figure 4 shows tabs Single Representation, Rat18, Rat11, and MouseY. You can switch
between the tabs.
Each tab shows the main view with detailed data about the chosen chromosome (the chromo-
some with bands, Affy Probe Sets, Genes, Markers and QTLs) and at the top - Further Info,
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Figure 3: VisGenome, Single Representation, rat chromosome 18. A shows a red square which
marks the region of the chromosome for which the data is displayed. B names the types of data
shown.

Figure 4: VisGenome, Single Representation, Panel Info with three parts. On the left, in Region
Range, one can enter the start and end of the chromosome region to be shown. On the left, in
Labelling, a user can switch mode between showing all labels and only the labels that fit beside
the object. On the right additional information about the gene that the mouse is positioned over
is shown.
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Figure 5: VisGenome, Comparative Representation, homologies between the rat chromosome 18
and the human chromosome 5. A points to red squares marking the chromosome regions for
which the data is shown. B points to column labels.

see Figure 4 and 3. In Single Representation in Further Info you can enter the coordinates for
start and end of the chosen chromosome region (then you have to press Set Region Position to
see the results). When you move the mouse in the main view and scroll along the genes you
can see additional information in the information panel, such as EnsemblID, Start Position, End
Position, and Description. The information is about the gene which the mouse is positioned over.

Labelling. You can switch the labelling mode for Affymetrix Probe Sets and Markers by
Toggle in Labelling section. Two labelling modes are provided: either all labels are shown, or
only the label for the topmost object is displayed. Try using the ’Toggle’ button to experiment
with the labeling option for microarray probes and markers, to see which suits you best. When
you move the mouse in the main view and scroll along the Affy Probe Sets or Markers, you see
that a line connecting a selected object and one of its labels is highlighted, or, when you toggle,
the lines disappear and only some names are visible.

3 Comparative Representation

In the Comparative Representation choose two chromosomes from two different species by
clicking on them. Similar to Single Representation, you can chose as many pairs of chromosomes
as you want, subject to memory restrictions on your machine.
Each view in the Comparative Representation offers two tabs with additional info. You can set
the range of chromosomes displayed in the tab Display Options, see Figure 6, or you can see
additional information about genes in the tab Further Info, see Figure 7.
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Figure 6: VisGenome, Comparative Representation, Display Options Panel which enables setting
the chromosome area for viewing.

Figure 7: VisGenome, Comparative Representation, Panel with Further Info, showing additional
information about homologous genes. If a gene has a homologue, both Information and Gene
Partner Information are filled in. If it has no partner, information appears in one of the boxes,
depending on the mouse position in the comparative view.

4 Zooming, panning and access to Ensembl pages

4.1 Zooming

Zooming is manipulated by the right mouse button, by positioning the mouse pointer over
the genes or other objects which are to be manipulated, and dragging the mouse with the button
pressed down to the right (zoom in) or to the left (zoom out). This zooming technique allows
you to keep an area of interest in focus during interaction with the data, see Figure 8.

Figure 8: VisGenome: the same area of the presented data zoomed out (left part of the figure)
and zoomed in (right part of the figure).
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Figure 9: VisGenome linking to a selected gene in Ensembl.

4.2 Panning

VisGenome offers panning. To pan, please position the mouse pointer over the karyotype image
or over the genes and press the left mouse button while moving the mouse up or down. You
can also extend a single boundary of the box on the karyotype picture and reposition it by
pressing the left mouse button and pulling the boundary up or down.

4.3 Invocation of Ensembl web pages

VisGenome can query supporting data from Ensembl. To see the web page for a selected
gene, please click the left mouse button (this is changed in the second version of VisGenome
where you should press Shift and click) on a gene of interest in VisGenome and an Ensembl web
page will appear, see Figure 9. In this release the functionality is implemented only for genes in
both Single and Comparative Representations.

4.4 The red square

Both Single and Comparative Representations offer the red square which allows the users to
mark the area of the interest, see Figure 3A and Figure 5A. You can move the red square along
the chromosome and make it larger or smaller either by mouse manipulation (click at the top or
bottom of the square and stretch it) or by entering the coordinates in the info panel using the
option Region Range). Only data for the red square is displayed, see Figure 3 or Figure 5. This
means that when you zoom or pan in the main view you see all or some of the data from the
red square. If you want to see more, you have to mark a larger region. Figure 5 shows all data
from the red square, zoomed out. Figure 3 shows only part of the data from the red square, but
by zooming or panning you get to see all data marked by the red square. You will not see data
outside the coordinates marked by the square.
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Figure 10: VisGenome: the same area of the presented data with all available labels for Affy
Probe Sets and Markers (left part of the figure) and selected labels for Affy Probe Sets and
Markers (right part of the figure). A points to button which switches the mode between selected
labels and the all labels. When all labels appear, they have blue links which connected an element
with a label. As well when an user move through the elements he sees that the line with a label
is highlighted (B).

4.5 Labelling

Toggle button in Labelling section in additional info for Single Representation is responsible
for appropriately displaying labels for Affy Probe Sets and Markers. After choosing Single
Representation a user sees a view with all labels for Affy Probe Sets and Markers, see Figure 10
- left view. In this mode one can move through the columns with Affy Probe Sets or Markers
and then a line connecting an element with its label (only one label is selected by our algorithm)
is highlighted. In this mode all labels are displayed. It means that if a number of elements have
the same coordinates, for each of them a label is displayed. TheToggle button allows you to
switch mode. After pressing it you see only selected labels for Affy Probe Sets and Markers. A
label is situated exactly opposite an element it describes. In this mode some of the elements are
without labels, depending on the number of elements is in the neighborhood. In this mode as
at most one label is displayed for each visible element. The solution allows us to display labels
without overlaps, and increases legibility.

5 Orthologue predictions

The homologies presented in VisGenome are orthologue predictions. We retrieve from En-
sembl all orthologue predictions, including ortholog one2one, apparent ortholog one2one,
ortholog many2many.
After choosing one chromosome in the Comparative Representation you see chromosomes which
have homologies with the chosen chromosome, see Figure 11.

6 Focus on

Both Single and Comparative Representations offer focus on to make the focal element large
enough so that its name can be read. Focus on moves the element to the centre of the view, and
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Figure 11: The rat chromosome 3 is chosen and other chromosomes which have homology with
the rat chromosome 3 are surrounded by blue boxes.

marks its boundaries in red. To focus on, please click the left mouse button on an element (gene,
marker, QTL, or microarray probe) of interest in VisGenome. In a Single Representation all
neighbouring elements in the view become proportionally larger in all columns. In a Compara-
tive Representation only elements in the chromosome containing the chosen element are changed,
and all elements on the other chromosome maintain the same size.

7 Colour

You change colour for each of the elements by clicking on the object while pressing Alt. The
default colour choice view is displayed and you can change the colour of the marked element.

8 Scaling

Scaling button in Scaling section in additional info for Single Representation is responsible for
scaling all data. After choosing Single Representation you see a view with all data in original
size, see Figure 12 - left view. TheScaling button allows you to switch mode. After pressing it
you see all data scaled in relationship to genes. All genes are the same size and all other data
size is modified, see Figure 12 - right view.
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Figure 12: The data is scaled by the scaling algorithm which makes all genes the same size and
other data size depends on genes.

9 Known problems

The biggest known problem is the speed of access to data from Ensembl. The application times
out after 20 minutes if data was not fetched. This is true of the database version. To remedy
this, we also offer the file version which uses the data.zip data file. An improved solution is being
developed.

To increase the memory assigned to the application you may try starting VisGenome with
larger parameters for -Xms and -Xmx. For instance, if your machine has 2 GB RAM, you can
probably reserve most of that memory for VisGenome by invoking the application via: java
-Xms100m -Xmx1800m -jar VisGenome.jar.

Some Mac machines do not like the database versions for one jar for Java 1.4 and Java 1.5.
Therefore if you have a problem with running VisGenome DatabaseVersion OneJar.jar at your
machine you have to unjar it and run from command line as: java -cp main/VisGenome Database
Version. jar:lib/mysql-connector-java-3.1.8-bin.jar UserInterface.VisGenome.

10 Programmatic reconfiguration to use other databases

All settings responsible for database configuration are in the class GB SR DataEnsembl. Further
advice is available from the authors.

11 User study

We conducted a user study comparing VisGenome to Ensembl. A full account of the study is
available as a technical report (http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/ publications/PAPERS/8510/VG&Ens
TechRep.pdf) ”Usability of VisGenome and Ensembl - A User Study”. The user study is also
published in DILS’08 proceedings - ”VisGenome and Ensembl: Usability of Integrated Genome
Maps”. We also conducted second mixed paradigm user study which is in preparation - ”Mixed
Paradigm User Study”.
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H: Ethics Committee Form 
 

1. DESCRIBE THE BASIC PURPOSES OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH. 
The proposed research aims to identify the best features in the most popular genome 
browsers. Between two and four genome browsers will be examined. At the beginning we 
will experiment with Ensembl and VisGenome tools. Participants – biological researchers 
who use such tools in their daily work - will be asked to use the browsers to visualise data 
from their experiments. Then an interview will be conducted with each of the participants 
about the usefulness of visualisation techniques used in it. 
 

2. INDICATE WHO IS FUNDING THE RESEARCH (IF COMMERCIALLY FUNDED, 
ENSURE THAT PARTICIPANTS ARE INFORMED). 
PhD studentship awarded by the MRC to Dr Ela Hunt and Dr Matthew Chalmers of DCS. 
The work will be carried out by a PhD student Joanna Jakubowska. 
 

3. DESCRIBE THE DESIGN OF YOUR EXPERIMENT (E.G. CONDITIONS, NUMBER 
OF PARTICIPANTS, PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT WHERE APPROPRIATE) see 
BPS §2 & §8. 
A number of experiments will be carried out. The first one will use Ensembl and Vis Genome, 
and follow up experiments may involve other software tools. 
First Experiment: Find the most user-friendly features in Ensembl and VisGenome 
The experiment will examine the visualisation techniques used in genome browsers – 
Ensembl and VisGenome. User training will take 10 minutes, experiment itself 20 minutes 
and the interview 20 minutes, with 10 minutes left for any questions raised during the 
experiment. The experiment will take a maximum of 1h and  5 participants will take part. 
The experiment will tell us which visualisation techniques are useful in biological research. 
The participants will download data from files into the visualisation tool and carry out data 
interpretation 
We will measure the following: 
- time required by the user 
- mouse clicks count 
- degree of task completion 
During the interview we will gather the following information. 
- the appropriateness of information representation (colours, font, layouts, and effects such 
as zooming, scrolling or panning) 
- the usefulness of the tools 
- ease of use 
Further Experiments 
The above experiment will be repeated in the future for different genome browsers, and for an 
improved version of the tool we are developing (Vis Genome) 
Procedure for all experiments 
The procedure to be followed for all experiments is: 

• participants will be asked to read and sign a consent form 
• participants will undergo training on tool functionality  
• participants will be asked to download their data to the tools 
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• participants will be asked to find and show some specified data: a region of 
chromosome, gene or QTL  
• participants will be asked to download the data from Ensembl for different species and 
compare with their data 
• participants will be allowed to find an item of particular interest to their research 
• the experiment will be recorded  for future analysis (the software will be instrumented 
to measure mouse clicks and time between them) 
• there will be interview with participants about their impression of the tool, if it was 
easy or difficult to use 
• there will be short questionnaire about visualisation techniques used in the tools  
 

4. DESCRIBE HOW THE PROCEDURES AFFECT THE PARTICIPANTS. 
The participant will be performing the following actions: 

• Reading and signing the consent form 
• Reading biological data in specified genome browser 
• Using mouse and keyboard to answer questions 
• Identifying biological data used it the experiments 

     These activities present no risk, as they are daily performed by all potential participants. 
 
5. STATE WHAT IN YOUR OPINION ARE THE ETHICAL ISSUES INVOLVED IN THE 

PROPOSAL (see BPS All Sections). 
• Participants should understand that they themselves are not being tested. 
• As a few of the participants may be students, they should be informed that their 
performance is not linked to their university marks. 
• Participants should be informed that all data collected is collected in confidence, and is 
stored in an anonymised form. 
• Participants should be informed that they may withdraw from the experiment at any 
time without prejudice, and that any data already recorded will be overlooked. 

 
6. SPECIFY THE NATURE OF THE PARTICIPANTS. INDICATE IF THE RESEARCH 

INVOLVES CHILDREN OR THOSE WITH MENTAL DISABILITIES OR HANDICAP 
(see BPS §3) IF SO, EXPLAIN THE STEPS TAKEN TO OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM 
L.E.A.s, HEADTEACHERS, PARENTS, ETC... 
No 
 

7. STATE IF PAYMENT WILL BE MADE TO SUBJECT. 
No 
 

8. DESCRIBE THE PROCEDURES FOR ADVERTISING, FOR RECRUITING 
PARTICIPANTS, AND FOR OBTAINING CONSENT FROM PARTICIPANTS (see BPS 
§3). 
A consent form, providing an overview of the experiment and the data that will be collected, 
its means of storage and the purposes of its use will be given to the participants. In addition, 
this sheet will also provide contact details of the experimenter, and give the participant the 
option to receive the summarised results of the data after it has been analysed. 
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9. STATE WHETHER THE PROPOSAL IS IN ACCORD WITH THE BPS CODE OF 
CONDUCT (see BPS All Sections). 
Yes 
 

10. DESCRIBE HOW THE PARTICIPANTS' ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY 
WILL BE MAINTAINED (see BPS §7). 
Each Participant will be allocated a participant number, however, no record of the mapping 
from participant number to participant will be retained. 
 

11. DATE ON WHICH PROJECT WILL BEGIN. 
August 2006 
 

12. LOCATION AT WHICH THE PROJECT WILL BE CARRIED OUT. 
Room F132 
8-17 Lilybank Gardens 
University of Glasgow 
Glasgow G12 8QQ 
 

13. DESCRIBE HOW PARTICIPANTS WILL BE DEBRIEFED AT THE END OF THE 
EXPERIMENT (THIS MUST INCLUDE THE OPPORTUNITY TO CONTACT THE 
EXPERIMENTER - OR SUPERVISOR - FOR FEEDBACK ON THE GENERAL 
OUTCOME OF THE EXPERIMENT) (see BPS §5 & §10). 
Each participant will be verbally debriefed and asked about their opinions of the experiment, 
and any further comments they have. At this time participants will be reminded of the consent 
form and (if they have not already done so) can select the option for getting feedback from the 
experiment. They will also be reminded on how to contact the experimenter. 
 

14. ATTACH PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FORM AND CONSENT FORM (see BPS § 3 
& 6). 
As part of the automated process, these files are required in order to proceed. If you do not 
have one of these files, submit an empty text file and sort the matter with the ethics committee. 
(Please make sure that the files you are submitting can be readable by the members of the 
committee. Do not send compressed files as these are OS dependent. Best file formats are 
MSWord or plain text). 
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I: Participant Consent Form: Genome Visualisation 
 
This experiment aims to identify the best features in two genome browsers – Ensembl and 
VisGenome. You will be asked to use the browsers to visualise the data from your experiments or 
some other publicly available data. Then you will be interviewed about the usefulness of visualisation 
techniques you tested. 
 
Before the experiment you will be shown how the genome browsers work. In the experiment itself you 
will load or query data and see it visualised on the screen. You also will be asked to carry out a few 
(up to 5) short tasks involving the analysis of your data (searching and visualising some items). 
 
After the experiment you will be asked to complete a short questionnaire to identify how useful are 
visualisation techniques were. You will be also asked for suggestions on how to develop further the 
tools. 
 
During the experiment the computer will record usage data in the background (mouse clicks, mouse 
movement, and text typed in). The data will be stored anonymously using an ID number, rather than 
your name or any number that could identify you. All results will be held in strict confidence, ensuring 
full privacy of all participants. There will be no record kept that will allow your results to be tracked 
back to you, or used in any context other than this visualisation research. All data will be held securely 
in a password protected computer system. 
 
The data will be analysed to identify which visualisation effects are poorly implemented in biological 
visualisation tools. The results of this analysis may be published in appropriate scientific journals and 
conferences. 
 
A feedback sheet will be sent to all participants who request it, after the data has been analysed. 
 
Your participation in this experiment will have no effect on your marks for any subject at this, or any 
other university, and the fact that you participated will not be known to anyone other than yourself and 
the experimenter. 
 
You may withdraw from the experiment at anytime without prejudice, and any data already recorded 
will be overlooked. 
 
If you have any further questions regarding this experiment, please contact: 
 
 Asia Jakubowska 
 Department of Computing Science 
 17 Lilybank Gardens 
 Glasgow G12 8QQ 
 e-mail: asia@dcs.gla.ac.uk
 tel.: +44 141 330 4256 (ext. 0985) 
 
I have read this information sheet, and agree to take part in this experiment: 
 
Name: ________________________________ 
 
Signature: _____________________________            Date: ______________ 
 

I would like to receive a summary sheet of the experimental findings   
 
E-mail address: _______________________________ 

mailto:asia@dcs.gla.ac.uk


J: Participant Consent Form: Genome Visualisation 
 
This experiment aims to identify the best features in VisGenome and other tools used by biologists in 
their work. You will be asked to use the tools to visualise the data from your experiments or some 
other publicly available data for 2 weeks. During the time you use VisGenome, it will log all your 
activity in VisGenome. The person who conducts the experiment will spend with you about 2 hours in 
total observing your work and recording your activity. After the 2 weeks, you will be interviewed 
about the usefulness of visualisation techniques you used. 
 
Before the experiment you will be shown how VisGenome works. In the experiment itself you will 
load or query data and see it visualised on the screen. You also will be asked to use VisGenome at 
least 5 times during the 2 weeks period. 
 
After the experiment you will be asked to complete a short questionnaire to identify how useful 
visualisation techniques were. You will also be asked for suggestions on how to develop further the 
tools. 
 
During the experiment VisGenome will log your activity in the tool (mouse clicks, mouse movement, 
and text typed in). The data will be stored anonymously using an ID number, rather than your name or 
any number that could identify you. All results will be held in strict confidence, ensuring full privacy 
of all participants. There will be no record kept that will allow your results to be tracked back to you, 
or used in any context other than this visualisation research. All data will be held securely in a 
password protected computer system. 
 
The data will be analysed to identify which visualisation effects are poorly implemented in biological 
visualisation tools. The results of this analysis may be published in appropriate scientific journals and 
conferences. 
 
A feedback sheet will be sent to all participants who request it, after the data has been analysed. 
 
Your participation in this experiment will have no effect on your marks for any subject at this, or any 
other university, and the fact that you participated will not be known to anyone other than yourself and 
the experimenter. 
 
You may withdraw from the experiment at anytime without prejudice, and any data already recorded 
will be overlooked. 
 
If you have any further questions regarding this experiment, please contact: 
 
 Asia Jakubowska 
 Department of Computing Science 
 17 Lilybank Gardens 
 Glasgow G12 8QQ 
 e-mail: asia@dcs.gla.ac.uk
 tel.: +44 141 330 4256 (ext. 0985) 
 
I have read this information sheet, and agree to take part in this experiment: 
 
Name: ________________________________ 
 
Signature: _____________________________            Date: ______________ 
 

I would like to receive a summary sheet of the experimental findings   
 
E-mail address: _______________________________ 

mailto:asia@dcs.gla.ac.uk


K: Questionnaire (Initial Quantitative User Study) 
 

1. How often do you use a computer during your work? 

 
2. How often do you use a genome browser during your daily work?    

 
3. If you do use a genome browser, please give the name of the one you use most frequently. 

 
   ………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Ensembl questions: 
 

4. What do you like about the Ensembl? 
      
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………… 
 

5. What do you dislike about Ensembl? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………… 
 

6. How often do you use Ensembl in your daily work? 

 
 
VisGenome questions: 
 

7. What do you like about VisGenome? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………… 
 

8. What do you dislike about VisGenome? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………… 
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Visual techniques questions: 
 

9. Do you think the fisheye visualisation technique is useful?  YES / NO 
 

10. Do you like it?           YES / NO 
 

11. Do you think excentric labelling, as used in Ensembl, for example, is useful?   YES / NO 
 

12. Do you like it?            YES / NO 
 

13. Do you use panning?                     YES / NO 
 

14. Do you like it?             YES / NO 
 

15. Do you use zooming?                     YES / NO 
 

16. Do you like it?              YES / NO 
 

17. Is zooming via buttons, for example in Ensembl, better than via mouse action?      YES / NO 
 

18. Do you use scroll bars in, for example in Artemis or UCSC Browser?              YES / NO 
 

19. Which other visualisation techniques did you meet in biological tools? 
 
………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

20. Which of the techniques in VisGenome and Ensembl seem to be helpful? 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

21. Are the colours in the visualisation meaningful for you?    YES / NO 
 

22. If you do use the colours at all in the visualisation, please say how you use them? 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………… 
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23. You were given the three versions of chromosome presentation at the beginning of the 
experiment. Please say which of them you prefer. Why do you prefer it? 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………. 
 

24. Is it important for you to have any additional information about the genes such as the 
presented in VisGenome in PanelInfo? What would you like to see on it? 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your help. 
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L: Workload Tests 
 
I would now like to examine the “workload” you experienced during the experiment. 
 
The table below explains the seven categories we are using to assess different aspects of 
workload. Please read the definitions of the scales carefully. If you have a question about 
any of the scales in the table please ask me about it as it is important that they be clear to 
you. You may keep the descriptions with you while completing the scales. 
 
On the following page each category is assigned a linear scale with a description at each 
end. Please put a cross on one of the vertical bars for each category, at the point on the 
scale which matches your experience (see example below).  Please consider your responses 
carefully and consider each scale individually. Your ratings will play an important role in 
the evaluation being conducted, thus your active participation is essential to the success of 
this experiment, and is greatly appreciated.  
 
 
Example: Category e.g. Physical demand  mark the scale with an ‘x’ 

  
        Low                High 

 

 
Rating Scale Definitions 

 
Title  Endpoints Description 

 
Mental Demand Low/High How much mental, visual and tactile activity 

was required? (e.g. thinking, deciding, 
calculating, feeling) 
 

Physical Demand Low/High How physically demanding did you find this 
experiment? (e.g. did it cause any pain or 
fatigue, or was the physical demand minimal?)
 

Time Pressure 
 

Low/High 
 
 
 

How much time pressure did you feel because 
of the rate at which things occurred or the time 
limit imposed on the task? (e.g. slow, leisurely, 
rapid, frantic) 
 

Effort  Expended Low/High How hard did you work (mentally and 
physically) to accomplish your level of 
performance? 
 

Performance Level Achieved
 

Poor/Good 
 

How successful do you think you were in doing 
the task set by the experimenter? How satisfied 
were you with your performance?  
 

Frustration Experienced Low/High 
 

How much frustration did you experience? 
(e.g. were you relaxed, content, stressed, 
irritated, discouraged) 
 

Annoyance Experienced Low/High How annoying did you find the mouse 
manipulations used in the experiment? e.g. 
pleasant, un-intuitive, uncomfortable, intuitive? 
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Subject ______                                                       VisGenome 
 

Low High

Mental Demand

Low High

Low High

poor good

Low High

Physical demand

Time pressure

Effort expended

Performance level achieved

Low High

Frustration experienced

Low High

Annoyance experienced
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Subject ______                                                           Ensembl  
 

 

Low High

Mental Demand

Low High

Low High

poor good

Low High

Physical demand

Time pressure

Effort expended

Performance level achieved

Low High

Frustration experienced

Low High

Annoyance experienced
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Subject ______                                                VisGenome vs Ensembl 

Preference
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M: Diary (Mixed Paradigm User Study) 
 

I use VisGenome: 
POSITIVE 

(if VisGenome helps me somehow in 
my work, done tasks) 

NEGATIVE 
(something in VisGenome what I do 

not like, what disturbs me) 
other suggestions 

10.09.2007 

□ 
   

11.09.2007 

□ 

   

12.09.2007 

□ 

   

13.09.2007 

□ 
   

14.09.2007 

□ 
   

17.09.2007 

□ 

   

18.09.2007 

□ 

   

19.09.2007 

□ 

   

20.09.2007 

□ 

   

21.09.2007 

□ 

   



 



 
N: Interview Form (Mixed Paradigm User Study) 
 
 

tools I used the 
VT 

How frequently do I use the 
Visualisation Techniques Data used Was it useful Did I succeed comments 

VisGenome 

□ zoom 
□ pan 
□ scaling 
□ panel info 
□ labelling 
□ 
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

Ensembl 

□ zoom 
□ scrolling 
□ pop up   
    menu 
□ 
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

Excel 
 

□ scrolling 
□  
□  
□  
□  

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

Acquisition 

□ zooming 
□  
□  
□  
□  

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

Rat tail blood 
pressure 

determination 

□  
□  
□  
□  
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 



Microsoft 
Word/other 
text editor 

□ scrolling 
□ searching 
□  
□  
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

Outlook/other 
e-mail 

browser 

□ searching 
□  
□  
□  
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

Internet 
Browser 

□ scrolling 
□ searching 
□  
□  
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

 

□  
□  
□  
□  
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

 

□  
□  
□  
□  
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

 

□  
□  
□  
□  
□ 

1 □    2 □    3 □    4 □    5 □ 

 
Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

Yes           □ 
No             □ 
Partially    □ 

 

1 – daily 
2 – weekly 
3 – monthly 
4 – rarely, a few times per year 
5 – never 



O: Statistical Methods

1 Statistical Methods

In order to interpret experimental results, it is vital to use and understand the appropriate statis-
tical methods for analysing data. Ellis and Dix [2] state that researchers quote either the exact
number or convert it into “an apparently over-precise percentage” during result presentation.
The authors also point out that people find statistics to be difficult. In order to ensure that the
analysis and interpretations of our data were correct, all statistics calculations presented in this
thesis were carried out in consultation with a statistician from the BHF Cardiovascular Research
Group. We had only 15 participants in our initial quantitative user study and 5 participants in
the second user study. This is quite a small number of users from the statistical point of view,
and because of this, we could not analyse all the data as we had hoped. Some statistical tests
require a higher number of users. Therefore, after consultation with the statistician, we chose
statistical tests that could be applied to our data and could show us any significant results from
the statistical point of view.

We use the expression statistical significance to mean that p<0.05 (p is short for p-value).
A p-value is a measure of how much evidence we have against the null hypothesis. The null
hypothesis, traditionally represented by the symbol H0, represents the hypothesis of no change
or no effect. In our first user study (Chapter 6) we compare VisGenome and Ensembl and in task
T3 more users succeeded in VisGenome than in Ensembl - the user success for VisGenome was
significantly greater for task T3 with p=0.0078. This p-value tells us that the chance of observing
this data (or data more extreme than this) is 0.78% (or approximately 1 in 128), assuming that
the null hypothesis is true. Here the null hypothesis is that users would be equally likely to
succeed with VisGenome as with Ensembl. The results are considered statistically significant
when p<0.05 (1 in 20 chances of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis). Clearly, the experimental
results could be non-significant. However we set this chance of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis
at the arbitrary small value of 1 in 20. It means that they could be generated by random chance
or just that the participants taking part in an experiment had “good/bad” day.

1.1 Quantitative Data

1 sample 2 sample
parametric t-test two-sample t-test

non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test Mann-Whitney test
sign test

Table 1: The classification of used statistical tests for measurement quantitative data. The tests
can be divided into two groups: parametric and non-parametric tests. We applied them for 1
sample or 2 samples.
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During the analysis of both our user studies we used some common statistical terms such
as median, mean, normal distribution, standard deviation, or 95% CI. We also used some more
complicated tests such as the sign test, the t-tests, the Mann-Whitney test, and the Wilcoxon
signed rank test, see Table 1. During the analysis of our first user study we show some data by
using the nonparametric Kaplan-Meler survival plot (see Figure 3). We introduce the terminology
in this section.
The sample [1] is a set of data collected for an experiment.
The population [1] is the set (often infinite) of all possible individuals we would have sampled.
Statistics aims to answer questions about populations using sampled data. In general we use
the sample mean, median, variance, and standard deviation to estimate the population mean,
median, variance, and standard deviation.
The median [1] is defined as the number separating the higher half of a sample, a population,
or a probability distribution, from the lower half. If there is an even number of elements, the
median is not unique, so one often takes the mean of the two middle values. For example, 8 is
the median for the list of numbers: 1, 4, 8, 20, and 97; 14=8+20

2 is the median for the list of
numbers: 1, 4, 8, 20, 97, and 110.
The mean [1] used in the thesis is an arithmetic mean (x) which is calculated by summarising
all numbers from a list of numbers and then dividing the number by the number of items
in the list. For our two examples presented before we have means x=1+4+8+20+97

5 =26 and
x=1+4+8+20+97+110

6 =40. A general formula for calculation arithmetic mean is as follows:

x =
1
n

n∑
i=1

xi (1)

In our statistical calculations we also used term variance (σ2 or Var(X)) [1]. The variance is
one measure of statistical dispersion, averaging the squared distance of possible values from the
expected value (the mean). The general formula for calculation of variance is:

V ar(X) = E[(X − µ)2] (2)

where µ = E(X) is the expected value (mean) and X is our sample.
In the situation when we have arithmetic mean, the variance is calculated as follows:

σ2 =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(xi − x)2 (3)

However, we can easily calculate the variance as equal to the mean of the squares minus the
square of the mean (σ2 = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi

2 - ( 1
n

∑n
i=1 xi)2 = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi

2 - x2). For example, if we
take our example of list of the numbers 1, 4, 8, 20, and 97 then the mean of the squares is
1978=12+42+82+202+972

5 . The square of the mean is x2=262=676. Therefore, the sample variance
is σ2=1978-676=1302.
Since the variance is in squared units, its square root is often quoted instead and is known as
the standard deviation [1]:

σ =
√
V ar(X) (4)

Standard deviation (σ)1 provides a good measure of variability. It measures how widely values
1We can calculate standard deviation for our example of list of numbers: 1, 4, 8, 20, and 97, and it is

σ=
√

1302=36.08. A large standard deviation indicates that the data points are far from the mean and a small
standard deviation indicates that they are clustered closely around the mean. For example, each of the three data
sets {0, 0, 14, 14}, {0, 6, 8, 14} and {6, 6, 8, 8} has a mean of 7. Their standard deviations are 7, 5, and 1,
respectively.
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Figure 1: A normal distribution curve taken from [5]. It is often called the bell curve because
the graph of its probability density resembles a bell. “The mean is 50 cm and the standard
deviation is 10 cm. The dark blue area (the mean plus or minus one standard deviation, 40-60
cm) contains 68% of the total area under the curve. If we include the mid-blue area too (all
measurements within 2 standard deviations of the mean, i.e. 30-70 cm)” [5], this contains 95%
of all the measurements (2 standard deviations).

are dispersed2 from the average.
The normal distribution [1], see Figure 1, is also called the Gaussian distribution and it

is very important in statistics. The distribution is defined by two parameters: the mean and
variance. All normal distributions are symmetric and have bell-shaped density curves with a
single peak. The standard normal distribution is the normal distribution with a mean of zero
and a variance of one.
It is also worth mentioning the standard error [1] of the mean (SE), which is the standard
deviation divided by the square root of the sample size:

SE =
σ√
n

(5)

In our example we have SE=36.08√
5
≈ 16.14.

A few times, during representing our experimental results, we used the expression “95% C.I.”. A
confidence interval (C.I.) is “an estimated range of values which is likely to include an unknown
population parameter3, the estimated range being calculated from a given set of sample data” [6].
A C.I. is usually calculated so that it contains the true value of the population parameter with
95% confidence interval. It could be also produced at 90%, 99%, or 99.9% confidence intervals
for the unknown parameter. It is based on three elements:

• the sample estimate (for example the sample mean=x),
2Dispersion is the difference between the actual value and the average value. The larger the differences between

the individual values and the average value, the higher the standard deviation will be and the higher the volatility.
3A population parameter is a characteristic of a probability distribution. Examples would be the mean and

the variance. We estimate the population parameters different using sample values, e.g. we use the sample mean
to estimate the population mean.
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• the standard error (SE) of the estimate,

• the desired width of the confidence interval (e.g., the 95% confidence interval or the 99%
confidence interval).

In large samples, a C.I. is defined by the following formula:

95%C.I. = x± (z ∗ SE) (6)

which means that 95%C.I. is FROM x− (z ∗ SE) TO x+ (z ∗ SE) where z is the z − score for
the particular confidence interval of interest. For example, if we want the 95% C.I. the value of
z would be 2 (the value 2 comes from our understanding of the normal curve), then the areas
between plus and minus 2 standard deviations will contain the population parameter in 95%
of the cases, if the means are normally distributed (see Figure 1 and the area between 30 and
70 cm). If the sample size is smaller than 100, say, then it is better to use a t-test confidence
interval. Here z is replaced by t which is slightly bigger according to the sample size.

Statistical methods for quantitative data can be divided into parametric and nonparametric.
Parametric methods assume the data follow a normal distribution. Nonparametric methods
“require fewer assumptions about a population or probability distribution and are applicable in
a wider range of situations”[4].
Where both parametric and nonparametric methods can be used, statisticians usually recommend
the use of parametric methods as parametric methods tend to provide better precision [4].

In the chapters concerned with our experimental results we used statistical tests (see Table 1)
to find out whether a particular hypothesis can be supported, or needs to be rejected. There are
a number of statistical tests and techniques. However, we chose only those that could give us
any significant results and could be applied to our data (some of them are appropriate only for
discrete or continuous data, some of them expect a number of samples). We used Minitab for all
statistical calculations presented in the thesis.

For the questionnaire results from the initial quantitative user study we used the 2-sample
t-test [1]. The test assesses whether the means of two groups are statistically different from each
other. It compares the difference between two means in relation to the variation in the data,
see Figure 2. Minitab also provides confidence intervals for these 2 sample t-test and the paired
t-test calculations4.

In the second user study we used the Mann-Whitney test (also known as Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney test) - the non-parametric equivalent of the 2-sample t-test. The Mann-Whitney tests
two independent samples of numerical or ordinal values [1]. These samples do not need to contain
the same number of observations. We used the test for all data from our second experiment’s
log files as these data were not normally distributed.

In our first user study we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test (also known as Wilcoxon
matched pairs test) [1] for time measurements in task T2. It is a non-parametric test used when a
paired t-test is not appropriate and it tests the median difference in paired data. Each individual
in the sample generates two paired data values, one from first measurement and one from second
measurement (in our situation one from VisGenome and one from Ensembl). Differences between
the paired data values are used to test for a difference between the two populations [4].

During our initial quantitative user study we used the nonparametric Kaplan-Meier sur-
vival plot, see Figure 3. This method is used for analysing survival data. It is very popular in

4For two paired sets of n measured values (in our initial quantitative user study - results from n=15 users for
VisGenome and Ensembl), the paired t-test determines whether they differ from each other in a significant way
under the assumptions that the paired differences are independent and identically normally distributed.
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Figure 2: Three scenarios for differences between means. The three graphs present the same
difference between the means, but they have different variability of the data groups. The figure
is adapted from [7]. Note that the sample size needed to find significant differences will be
greatest, the larger the variability of the data is (e.g. it will largest for high variability scenario).

Figure 3: The example of the nonparametric Kaplan-Meler survival plot. Survival plot for time
in task T2 conducted during the first experiment, see Chapter 6.
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medical research, where the patients receive medicaments which help them (they survive) or in
some situations the patients die [1]. In the experiment, “dying” is, metaphorically, finishing in
a task in VisGenome or Ensembl. During the analysis, we used the sign test as a small sample
alternative to McNemar’s test [1] (p.247), in order to compare task completion using VisGenome
and Ensembl. The sign test is used to test the null hypothesis that positive and negative results
are equally likely. It can also be used to test a hypothesis about a median, because the hypothesis
that a median equals 7 (for example), is the hypothesis that equal numbers of cases fall above
(positive results) and below (negative results) 7. In our first experimental analysis we used the
sign test for median. To perform the test, we simply counted the numbers of cases above and
below the hypothesised median (ignoring any cases that exactly equal the hypothesised median),
and then calculated the result.

1.2 Categorical Data

We used the 1-proportion test to test categorical data. This is a hypothesis test of a popula-
tion proportion [1], and examines the population proportion using information from one sample
and comparing it to a target value. We used it during our first experiment to find out users’
preferences: whether they preferred VisGenome or Ensembl.

During our first user study we wanted to use McNemar’s test, which is a categorical data
method used for the comparison of proportions from paired samples. Q. McNemar introduced
this test in 1947 [3], using it on “2 × 2 contingency tables5 with a dichotomous6 trait with
matched pairs of subjects”. However, the test as it stands has a condition which disqualified
our data. The condition is s+t>10 where s is the number of successes in the environment A
and failures in the environment B and t is the number of successes in B and failures in A. In
our first study s is the number of users who succeeded in VisGenome and not in Ensembl and
t is the number of participants who succeeded in Ensembl and not in VisGenome, calculated
for each task separately. For example, in task T2 we have s = 9 and t = 0, i.e. 9 participants
succeeded in VisGenome and did not succeed in Ensembl, and there was no user who succeeded
in Ensembl and did not succeed in VisGenome. In our study s+t was never > 10, and so we used
the two-sided sign test (where 0=both/neither successful; 1=VG success but Ens not; -1=Ens
success but VG not). The two-sided sign test is usually used for quantitative data, but in special
situations, when we make fewer assumption about a population (we divided all data into three
groups) we can use it for categorical data as an alternative to McNemar’s test [1].

5A contingency table is used to record and analyse the relationship between two or more categorical variables.
6A dichotomy is any splitting of a whole into exactly two non-overlapping parts.
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P: Raw Data from Log Files for Mixed Paradigm User Study

1 Raw Data from Log Files

We analysed video and voice recordings, the questionnaires, the diaries, the log files and hand-
written notes on my observations during the mixed paradigm user study. In this appendix we
present the data from the log files.

In the tables, we show how many times the users carried out a function - see Tables 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 9. We also show the duration of each function (in seconds), see Tables 2, 4, 6 8, and 10.
The measurement is shown for each function and user. We also show which data is used during
the experimental period, see Tables 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. We do this separately for each log
file. In log files we recorded the start time of each function. The duration of each function was
calculated as the start time for the next function minus the start time for the current one. I was
not present when the subjects created all the log files, however, according to my observation,
they often stop to speak with co-workers. Some also left the application running for a whole
night until the next day. Therefore I made the assumption that if the function duration is longer
than 10 minutes, it should be shortened to 10 minutes. This is in accord with my observations.
In all tables in this section we used the following convention: in the first column we show log
file number in the order of creation time, in the next columns we show functions or species. We
used abbreviations listed below.

SR - single representation

CR - comparative representation

C - colour change (colour an object)

DR - drag region (on the chromosome icon)

FO - focus on

LL - labelling (switch between two labelling modes - all labels or selected labels)

LK - link to Ensembl

P - pan

PS - pan session - pans reduced to sessions

S - scaling (CartoonPlus)

RS - set region (set chromosome region for navigation using info panel)

Z - zoom

ZS - zoom session - zooms reduced to sessions

1



H - human

M - mouse

R - rat

Each of the functions was explained in detail in Chapters 5 and 7 (VisGenome and VisGenome
- Extension).

Tables 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 (one per user) present how many times the user carried out a function,
for colouring, dragging region, focusing on, labelling, linking, panning, scaling, setting region, and
zooming.

Tables 2, 4, 6 8, and 10 (one per user) show how long a function was carried out (in seconds).
The measurement is presented separately for single (SR) and comparative representations

(CR). Tables 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 have more columns than Tables 2, 4, 6 8, and 10. This results from
two ways of representing of zooming and panning. First, we counted the number of functions,
each iteration step and each session. Second, during analysing times for each of panning and
zooming, we did not need the difference between iteration steps and sessions.

The last five tables in this section: Tables 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 refer to chromosomes and
animals. They show what chromosome from which species was viewed during the experiment.
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Table 11: User D - species and chromosomes viewed. User D created 5 log files. In log 1 she used
the rat chromosome 2 in the single representation. In log 2 - the rat chromosome 2 in the single
representation and comparisons between the human chromosome 1 and the rat chromosome 2,
and between the human chromosome Y and the rat chromosome 12 were made. The user carried
out the experiment with the rat chromosome 3 and looked at a comparison between the rat
chromosome 3 and the rat chromosome 2 (log 3). She made a mistake here, because there are
no homologous genes between chromosomes from the same species. The user also viewed the rat
chromosome 2 (log 4) and the rat chromosome 3 (log 5) in the single representation.

log CR-H1 CR-HY CR-R12 CR-R2 CR-R3 SR-R2 SR-R3
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 12: User W - species and chromosomes viewed. User W created 8 log files, and looked at
comparisons between the human chromosome 7 and the rat chromosome 2 (logs 1 and 3). He
also made two mistakes and tried to find homologous genes between the rat chromosome 2 and
the rat chromosome 3, and between the rat chromosome 2 and the rat chromosome X in second
log file. The log files 1-6 show that the user was particularly interested in the rat chromosome 2
(log file 4 shows that he looked 4 times at the chromosome). The participant also looked at the
rat chromosome 10 (log 8), the rat chromosome 5 (log 4), and the rat chromosome 3 (log 7).

log CR-H7 CR-R2 CR-R3 CR-RX SR-R2 SR-R3 SR-R5 SR-R10
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0
3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Table 13: User J - species and chromosomes viewed. User J used the single representation only
for viewing the rat chromosome 2 (logs 1-4). In log 1 he also compared the rat chromosome
3 and the mouse chromosome 8, and made one mistake when trying to look for a comparison
between the rat chromosome 3 and the rat chromosome X. In session 5 he viewed comparisons
between the human chromosome 5 and the rat chromosome 2, the human chromosome 3 and the
rat chromosome X, and the human chromosome X and the rat chromosome X.

log CR-H3 CR-H5 CR-HX CR-M8 CR-R2 CR-R3 CR-RX CR-R7 SR-R2
1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
5 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0

Table 14: User M - species and chromosomes viewed. User M was interested only in the rat
chromosome 2, and the comparison between the rat chromosome 2 and the mouse chromosome
3.

log CR-M3 CR-R2 SR-R2
1 1 1 1
2 0 0 1
3 0 0 1
4 0 0 1
5 0 0 2
6 0 0 1
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Table 15: User L - species and chromosomes viewed. User L was the only one interested in the
human chromosomes 2 and 7. He also looked at the comparisons between the human chromosome
7 and the rat chromosome 2, the human chromosome 2 and the rat chromosome 14, the human
chromosome 7 and the rat chromosome 14, and between the human chromosome 7 and the rat
chromosome 7. The user made one mistake in log 5, trying to look at a comparison between the
human chromosome 7 and the human chromosome 10.

log CR-H2 CR-H7 CR-H10 CR-R14 CR-R2 CR-R7 SR-H2 SR-H7
1 0 3 0 3 0 0 2 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
5 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
6 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
7 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
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